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ABSTRACT 

 

Between 1919 and the establishment of the Congress of Industrial Organizations 

(CIO), Kensington‘s American Federation of Hosiery Workers (AFHW) built a 

remarkable movement for social justice in Philadelphia, that played an important role in 

the establishment of the CIO, the New Deal, and labor-based feminism. 

Most historical accounts have portrayed the years following World War I through 

the early 1930s as a period of reversals and apathy for both the labor and women‘s 

movements.  Fractured by factionalism, racial and ethnic conflict, and government 

repression, it would not be until the Great Depression, and within the ―culture of unity‖ 

of the CIO and New Deal, that this ―doldrums‖ would be overcome enough to spark a 

revived labor movement and a ―labor‖ feminism that emerged in the late 1940s and 

1950s.  The roots of the social movements of the 1930s and beyond are, however, longer 

and much more complex.   In several places, working-class men and women continued to 

advance throughout the period of perceived ―doldrums.‖  In fact, the 1920s and early 

1930s were a period of organizing, education, and network building that laid the 

groundwork for the later movements. 

This dissertation uses the AFHW and Kensington as a lens to examine these 

developments.  A left-wing-Socialist-led union, the hosiery workers developed a 

subculture of radicalism that drew on the long working-class traditions of the textile 

unions of the community of Kensington.  Representing an industry whose very product, 

silk full-fashioned hosiery, epitomized the ―flapper,‖ the union developed a movement 

that celebrated--and subverted--the 1920s ―New Woman‖ and the culture of the Jazz Age 

youth rebellion.  Hosiery workers developed a romantic, rights-based movement that 

promoted class solidarity across differences of age, ethnicity, race, and gender.   Over the 
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course of a campaign to organize the industry and rebuild labor, the AFHW developed a 

heroic movement that utilized pathbreaking female-centered imagery and propelled 

women and the union onto the national consciousness.  Their activities put them in the 

forefront of a movement for social democracy and led in direct ways to the CIO, the New 

Deal, and labor feminism.                

.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

From Irving Bernstein‘s classic work, The Lean Years, to Nelson Lichtenstein‘s 

recent State of the Union, historians, with few exceptions, have portrayed the years 

following World War I through the early 1930s as a period of reversals, apathy, and 

political backlash within the United States.  The situation for the labor movement was 

particularly dire as it entered a serious decline after a devastating series of strikes in 1919, 

and the once militant movement that had led those strikes virtually disappeared.  

Fractured by factionalism, racial and ethnic conflict, and government repression, the 

response of working-class America, according to the dominant historical narrative, was to 

retreat into ―insular‖ communities.  ―Isolated in local neighborhoods and fragmented by 

ethnicity and race, workers proved incapable of mounting the unified action necessary for 

success,‖ a scenario that, according to Lizabeth Cohen, was acted out on a national level.  

In this view, it would be well over a decade, in the turmoil of the Great Depression and 

within the ―culture of unity‖ of the CIO, before this insularity would be overcome enough 

to spark a revived labor movement.  Even then, the most that working people hoped to 

achieve was some form of a ―moral capitalism,‖ not broader social change.
1
   

                                                 

1
 Irving Bernstein, The Lean Years: A History of the American Worker, 1920-1933 

(Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1966); Nelson Lichtenstein, State of the Union: A Century of 

American Labor (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2002); Lizabeth Cohen, Making 

a New Deal: Industrial Workers in Chicago, 1919-1939 (New York: Cambridge 

University Press, 1990), p. 13.  Some important exceptions to the ―labor doldrums‖ 

literature include Philip Foner‘s explicit challenge to this view of stagnation in his work 

regarding the very conscious and militant activities of activists and unions associated 

with the Communist-led Trade Union Educational League (TUEL) and Trade Union 

Unity League (TUUL) in this period: Philip Foner, History of the Labor Movement in the 

United States, Vol. 9 (New York: International Publishers, 1991); Another history that 

sees the 1920s as a period of patient movement rebuilding is Rick Halpern‘s work on the 
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This argument has been similarly extended to the movement for women‘s rights.  

After the attainment of suffrage in 1920, the women‘s movement entered a period of 

stagnation that persisted until the ―new‖ women‘s movement of the 1960s.  This period 

of stagnation and retreat had even greater consequences for working-class women, 

severely constricting their struggles for economic independence and union representation.  

Laboring women‘s problems in this view were complicated by prevailing cultural and 

ideological views of ―woman‘s place‖ in society and their perceived peripheral roles in 

the work force.  Alice Kessler-Harris, in a still important work, argued in 1982 that the 

dearth of women in unions had historical roots, located in the ―personality and behavioral 

patterns derived from traditional family expectations‖ and, in 2001, that ―the notion that a 

public interest inhered in restricting women‘s work-related rights persisted in custom and 

law well into the 1960s.‖  There is a general consensus that what labor activity there was 

among women did not include demands specifically related to ―women‘s issues‖ nor 

address married women, seen at the time as a minimal presence in the work force.  As 

recently as 2002, Nelson Lichtenstein, in his important synthesis of American labor 

history, State of the Union, argued that even during the ―laborite mobilizations of the 

1930s and 1940s,‖ feminism had an ―exceedingly low profile . . . organized labor‘s poster 

and billboard iconography invariably portrayed the working-class movement as a 

powerful white male with muscles . . . and meanwhile, most working women were still 

young, unmarried, and living at home with their parents.‖
2
 

                                                                                                                                                 

United Packinghouse Workers of America (UPWA) in Chicago; Rick Halpern, Down on 

the Killing Floor: Black and White Workers in Chicago‘s Packing Houses, 1904-1954 

(Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1997).       

2
 Alice Kessler-Harris, Out to Work: A History of Wage-Earning Women in the United 

States (New York: Oxford University Press, 1982); Alice Kessler-Harris, In Pursuit of 
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More recently, in a challenge to the feminist ―doldrums‖ paradigm, historian 

Dorothy Sue Cobble has argued that there was a remaking of feminism in the 1940s and 

1950s in the form of a ―labor feminist‖ movement.  This movement was characterized by 

a new workplace consciousness and increasing willingness among women to join unions 

and take leadership roles.  Cobble locates this new feminism within the labor wing of the 

Democratic party and connects it to a political orientation that mixed liberalism with 

populist egalitarianism.
3
  This is an important insight, but it still leaves a gap that clouds 

our understanding of the historical evolution of this ―new‖ movement and continues to 

obscure the role played by explicitly Left-wing ideology among rank-and-file women in 

its development. 

The 1920s and early 1930s were, indeed, a period of repression and capitalist 

consolidation.  Union membership dropped nationwide from a high of approximately 5 

million in 1920 to under 3 million by 1933 (see Chart 1).  Within this milieu union 

representation of working women also lagged, and it is true that women did not make 

significant use of their hard won vote.  Racial violence accelerated with the riots of 1919 

and the resurgence of the Ku Klux Klan.  All of the above contributed to the defeatist and 

collaborationist mentalite that was certainly present within the leadership of the 

American Federation of Labor (AFL).  

                                                                                                                                                 

Equity: How Gender Shaped American Economic Citizenship (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 2001), p. 11; Lichtenstein, State of the Union, pp. 88, 89. 

3
 Dorothy Sue Cobble, The Other Women's Movement: Workplace Justice and Social 

Rights in Modern America (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2004), p. 224. 
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Chart 1.  Total Union Members (United States) 

 

Source:  Leo Troy, ―Trade Union Membership, 1897-1962,‖ The Review of Economics 

and Statistics, Vol. 47, No. 1, (Feb., 1965), p. 93.  

 

 

However, there was also an alternative scenario in the 1920s and early 1930s that 

challenges this defeatist construction.  In fact this period was not only one of retreat, 

apathy, and insularity, but also a ―seed‖ period of local organizing, education, and 

networking, when the groundwork was laid that provided the basis for the explosion of 

social justice, labor, and labor-feminist activity that became a part of the Congress of 

Industrial Organizations (CIO), the New Deal, and their legacies.  Furthermore, much of 
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the activity that laid the groundwork for the later movements, both labor and feminist, 

took place within Left-led organizations and on a grassroots level. 

Historian Robert Korstad has recently argued that the political repression of 1950s 

McCarthyism resulted in historical amnesia regarding the Left-labor-based civil rights 

activism of the 1940s.  But there has also been a virtual historical blackout of much of the 

important social justice activity in the 1920s and early 1930s as well.  Concerned with the 

giant primary and mass production industries and their unions, many labor historians 

have missed much important activity that was going on at the grassroots level, in smaller 

industries and communities where, in fact, the majority of workers lived and worked.  As 

a result, the social and labor-based movements of the mid- to late-1930s and 1940s 

appear to ―spring up‖ out of the devastation of the Depression.  However, history teaches 

us that the existence of oppression does not, in itself, build a sustainable movement for 

change.   Some historians have focused on the ―culture of unity‖ of the CIO, but without 

investigating what laid the ideological groundwork, especially among average citizens 

and rank-and-file workers, male and female, we have little sense of where this culture 

came from.
4
  

This dissertation investigates the largest industry in Philadelphia at the time, the 

silk full-fashioned hosiery industry, as well as the American Federation of Full-Fashioned 

Hosiery Workers (AFFFHW), the organization that represented its workforce, and the 

Kensington section of Philadelphia, the community in which they were located.  The 

industry, the workers in the industry, the union, and the community were all interwoven 

                                                 

4
 Robert Korstad, Civil Rights Unionism: Tobacco Workers and the Struggle for 

Democracy in the Mid-Twentieth-Century South (Chapel Hill: University of North 
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in a complex web of relationships that directly impacted the history of the period.  For in 

the period between World War I and the advent of the New Deal and CIO, despite serious 

reversals nationally, movement building was going on in Kensington, reflected in ever 

increasing membership in the AFFFHW (see Chart 2).  This movement later played an 

important, direct role in the founding of the CIO Textile Workers Organizing Committee 

(TWOC), the Textile Workers Union of America (TWUA), and the CIO in general in 

Philadelphia and elsewhere, as well as the labor-feminist movement of the 1940s and 

1950s recovered by Dorothy Sue Cobble.
5
  

Before World War I people working in the hosiery industry in Greater 

Kensington, the community in which the industry was concentrated, built a strong 

organization that remained vital and continued to grow throughout the years of reversals.  

The participants in this organization articulated and advanced labor feminism, established 

and promoted programs to build an educated and articulate constituency, and built 

networks both within the community and extending out of it, on a regional, national, and 

international level, that promoted social justice unionism and working-class 

internationalism.  They also participated in independent labor politics and promoted 

opposition to war and imperialism.  Much of this activity drew upon the working-class, 

transnational, and radical traditions of the community and touched a much broader 

constituency than just the people who worked in the industry. 

                                                                                                                                                 

Carolina Press, 2003), p. 6; see Cohen, Making a New Deal, as an example of the CIO 

culture of unity analysis. 

5
 Cobble, The Other Women's Movement.  
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Chart 2.  American Federation of Hosiery Workers Union Members (Philadelphia) 

 

Sources:  Gladys Palmer, Union Tactics and Economic Change: A Case Study of Three 

Textile Unions (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1932) p. 107; 

Proceedings, Fourteenth Annual Convention, AFFFHW, September, 1925, Box 24, p. 5, 

American Federation of Hosiery Workers Papers, Wisconsin Historical Society; 

Proceedings, Fifteenth Annual Convention, AFFFHW, September, 1926, Box 24, p.11, 

American Federation of Hosiery Workers Papers, Wisconsin Historical Society; Palmer, 

Union Tactics, p. 124; Gary M. Fink, ed., ―American Federation of Hosiery Workers,‖ 

Labor Unions (Westport Conn: Greenwood Press, 1977). 

 

 

This dissertation uses the AFFFHW as a lens to examine this movement and the 

Greater Kensington community and its people.  It suggests that neither a defeatist 

consciousness, nor ethnic insularity and antagonism, were the overriding features of the 

1920s and early 1930s that they have been portrayed to be.  The AFFFHW, the men and 

women who participated in and led its activities, and the community of Kensington, were 
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important parts of a national and international web that provided the continuity and laid 

the groundwork for the revitalized labor and social movements of the mid- to late-1930s 

and the labor feminism of the 1940s and beyond.  They were, in addition, active 

participants in those later movements and were recognized as such at the time, although 

not, subsequently, in the works of historians.
6
  Furthermore, much of the activity that laid 

the groundwork for the later movements, both labor and feminist, took place within Left-

led organizations that responded to and encouraged grassroots action.  This activity 

tapped into sentiment that was broader than the definitions of any one group or faction.  

Although the largest segment of the union‘s leadership was affiliated with the left wing of 

the Socialist Party, the activists of the AFFFHW included Communists and independent 

radicals as well (despite the fact that in much of this period the Communist Party USA 

was advocating revolutionary ―dual unionism‖ outside of the AFL).   This movement was 

not only firmly rooted in a broad-based Left, but also grew out of a radical community 

tradition dedicated to unifying and representing all workers.  As an historic center of the 

textile industry, these traditions had a long history in Kensington and underpinned the 

work of the 1920s and 1930s.  Labor rights, industrial unionism, and the rights of women 

had a crucial interrelationship that reinforced each other and social justice unionism.  The 

very visible activity of the AFFFHW women and men, and the networks of which they 

were a part, helped to lay a base for the CIO, the New Deal, and the later manifestations 

of ―labor feminism.‖   

                                                 

6
 Among the firsts credited to the Hosiery Workers were a pioneering nationwide 

agreement in 1929, the famous ―Reading Formula‖ that emerged from the first labor 

dispute arbitrated by the National Labor Board in 1933, the first joint New Deal-union 

housing project, and the case (Apex Hosiery Co. v. Leader) that the Supreme Court used 

in 1940 to fundamentally rework the use of the Sherman Anti-Trust Act in labor disputes. 
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This study of the Greater Kensington section of the city of Philadelphia will 

illuminate some of the ways in which the fires of women‘s rights, labor, and progressive 

change were kept alive.  It will also contribute to an understanding of why they appeared 

in the time and form that they did, and, using the hosiery union as a microcosm of 

national trends, suggest some of the reasons why some top CIO officials gravitated 

towards a top-down structure, increasingly in the orbit of the Democratic party, while 

another group struggled to maintain a democratic, bottom-up organizational structure--

and what this meant for women and social-justice unionism.  

My work in this dissertation falls primarily within the school of the ―new labor 

history‖ (not so new anymore) but also benefits from the example of some of the best of 

the newer work in this school that brings the institutions of working people--their unions 

and community organizations--back into the analysis.  In the process it recovers some of 

the ―old,‖ institutional, labor history as well.  My study is also informed by the insights of 

the emerging fields of working-class studies and labor geography.  Thus what people 

read, their experiences with popular culture, how they socialized, and their spatial 

distribution within their neighborhoods are all subjects that I examine.  

Central to this entire narrative are the women of Kensington and of the industry 

more generally.  And so my work engages with labor feminism and laboring women in 

other spaces and times.  Incorporating some of the insights of historian Carol Morgan, I 

argue that the significance of gender differences in the historical and cultural space that I  

consider ―was the product of an ongoing process of collaboration, conflict, negotiation, 
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and subversion involving working women and men, male union leaders,‖ older social and 

labor feminists, and  Socialist party activists.
7
 

Responding to the excesses of the turn to culture and identity within 

historiographical approaches since the 1980s, my approach throughout recognizes the 

centrality of ―class‖ through much of history and certainly in Kensington.  In this 

historically specific period, ―class‖ was the primary lens through which a majority of the 

residents of Kensington viewed their world, though class was always mediated through 

other factors such as gender, race, and geography.  ―Class‖ is used in two senses.  First, in 

an economic, Marxist sense, it relates to the residents‘ relationship to the means of 

production.  People saw themselves as ―workers,‖ not ―owners,‖ and in relation to the 

latter they had less access to economic resources and power structures.  But ―class‖ is 

also cultural, as understood by E. P. Thompson and Herbert Gutman.  And for this 

reason, the community is as important as the workplace as a locus for understanding the 

struggle of Kensington‘s workers to improve their lives.
8
  

By looking at events from these various perspectives, this study constructs a 

narrative built from the interaction among structural factors such as the growth of the 

consumer-oriented industries of the 1920s and the Great Depression of the 1930s, the 

political actions of people like Herbert Hoover and Franklin Roosevelt, the decisions 

                                                 

7
 Carol Morgan, Women Workers and Gender Identities, 1835-1913: The Cotton and 

Metal Industries in England (London: Routledge, 2001), p. 15. 

8
 Edward Palmer Thompson, The Making of the English Working Class (New York: 

Pantheon Books, 1964); Herbert Gutman, Work, Culture, and Society in Industrializing 

America: Essays in American Working-Class and Social History (New York: Knopf, 

1976). 
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made by factory owners, and the agency of community members, workers, and their 

unions. 

The drive of industrialists for ever-increasing profits and hence for control of the 

work force and the production process, and its ability to move about in order to get what 

it wanted, linked the fates of disparate groups within the American working class in the 

early twentieth century, as it does today.  In the mid-1930s working-class people 

organized to defend their rights as industrial citizens.  Such actions led directly to the 

New Deal and the beginnings of a social-democratic movement.  However, as Robert 

Korstad, quoting Lawrence Goodwyn, argues in relation to the Civil Rights movement, 

―a long process of social learning and movement building precedes what seem to be 

spontaneous uprisings.‖
9
   

The structural changes, consumer and mass culture industries, and the broader 

demographic trends that characterized America in the 1920s, affected Kensington in 

similar ways to other parts of the country.  But it is also important to consider the 

influence of regional variations and historical and geographical specificities when 

constructing the history of a period and place.  In the 1920s and 1930s Kensington was a 

predominantly white working-class district located in the lower northeast section of 

Philadelphia.  It was established in the early nineteenth century as an industrial area 

outside of the city and was a destination for working-class migrants from its very 

founding.  Incorporated into the city in 1854, by 1920 it had a population of 

approximately 100,000 persons, hundreds of mills, many union halls, and the 

                                                 

9
 Korstad, Civil Rights Unionism, p. 6,  
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characteristics of a ―mill town‖ set within the larger city.
10

   This spatial organization had 

an effect upon the events of the period.  The mills were located in the community, their 

workforce lived in the community, the union‘s headquarters, the labor lyceum, and other 

working-class organizations were in the community, the strikes took place within the 

community, the community took part in the strikes.  And this history had been part of 

Kensington since its founding.  Given this fact, by the beginning of the CIO drive, 

AFFFHW members had a wealth of organizing experience and many contacts, locally 

and on a national and international level. 

The full-fashioned hosiery industry was a product of the new consumer 

orientation of American capitalism and of the ―youth culture‖ of the 1920s ―Jazz Age.‖  

During this decade changes in fashion and popular culture brought a dramatic shortening 

in the hemlines of women‘s dresses associated with the ―modern woman‖ culture.  The 

full-fashioned industry dramatically expanded, stimulated by what appeared to be an 

insatiable demand for the sheer, form-fitting stockings that became the iconic accessory 

of the ―flapper.‖  With the industry‘s expansion, new, younger workers poured into the 

shops.  Many of these new workers, male and female, were themselves avid participants 

in the youth culture, flouting Prohibition, going to dances and parties, and participating in 

consumer culture to varying degrees.  Most accounts of the 1920s and early 1930s 

construct young, ―modern‖ women as frivolous--concerned only with apolitical rebellion, 

drinking and smoking in public, wearing short dresses, using cosmetics, and participating 

in the consumer culture.  After their fling with ―flapperism,‖ in this view, they became 

                                                 

10
 For an overview of the characteristics of Kensington in this period see Sam Bass 

Warner, The Private City, Philadelphia in Three Periods of its Growth (Philadelphia: 

University of Pennsylvania Press, 1987). 
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homebound wives and mothers, with fewer than twelve percent of all married women 

working for wages.
11

   

But as historians such as Nan Enstad, Susan Glenn, and Stephen Norwood have 

shown, participation in youth culture and consumer culture did not necessarily preclude 

the development of social consciousness or participation in strikes.  There were other 

aspects to the ―modern‖ woman that influenced the youth of the decade as well.  These 

included a new sense of independence and an admiration for the female ―heroes‖ that 

gained prominence in sports, movies, and the media during the 1920s, initiated by the 

heroism of the martyrs of women‘s suffrage, the Suffragettes.  The product of the hosiery 

industry itself was gendered and as women became increasingly important as workers in 

the industry, the union established educational programs that enlisted the aid of women‘s 

organizations and encouraged this self-identity among its female members.  But the union 

also established a broad-ranging program of social activities to appeal to the young 

workers.  These activities included sports programs, but also dances, plays, parties, boat 

excursions, and trips to the shore.  And flouting Prohibition was not a problem for the 

union.  Kensington‘s young workers were still part of the community, and the union 

presented workers‘ struggles as community concerns.  This drew their young workers 

into the network of traditions that many of their families had been long-time participants 
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in.  Such traditions included the recognition of the ―right to work‖ for women, both 

married and single.
12

 

In Kensington, and in the textile industry, married women were not an anomaly in 

the workforce.  According to official statistics, more married women openly worked for 

wages in this period in Kensington than in the United States as a whole.  Further, some 

investigators reported that many women misrepresented their marital status in order to 

protect their jobs, which would push the figure even higher.  Among these married 

women workers were mothers of young children and women from various ethnic 

backgrounds, suggesting that a different understanding of ―women‘s place‖ existed 

within the community.  In the hosiery industry, throughout this period, many women 

workers demonstrated a militant class and labor-feminist consciousness, displayed in a 

variety of ways.  Some women took leadership roles both within the union and the 

community, serving on the executive board of the union and supporting union activity, 

but also speaking out publicly against police brutality and defending the rights of the 

unemployed.  At union conventions, women submitted resolutions for union-funded 

female leadership training and the establishment of committees to address their issues and 

the problems of married women, including job security and childcare.  Developing strong 

female support networks, married and single women engaged their male co-workers in 

dialog about ―women‘s place‖ on the convention floor, in shop newsletters, and in 

political activity within independent political parties.  They pressured the union to 
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―educate married men‖ to the importance of their wives attending meetings and organized 

and participated in educational projects aimed at promoting inter-ethnic and inter-racial 

tolerance and internationalism.  But they also went to dances, took excursions to the 

Jersey shore, and attended events at the YWCA.  Some women were seriously injured in 

strike activity; a few were even killed.  However, women remained some of the most 

active members of the union.  Female participation was not just confined to local 

activities.  They also took part in national public relations campaigns, traveling around 

the country on speaking engagements to encourage support for major strikes and boycotts 

of non-union hosiery.  Often covered in the media, such activity gave them a very visible 

presence on a national level.  Through all of this, they continued to participate in the 

consumer culture of the ―modern woman,‖ not only making silk stockings, but wearing 

them with their short dresses in the 1920s, and challenging and contravening middle-class 

conventions of the day.  In 1929 women comprised just under half of union membership.  

Throughout the 1920s and early 1930s the union conducted aggressive organizing 

drives in the South, the Midwest, and particularly in Kensington where their membership, 

in contrast to the national trade union trend, grew exponentially.  Among the key aspects 

of the success of the AFFFHW were its adoption of a philosophy of ―rights based‖ 

unionism and its community-focused approach that ―the union must be a part of the 

community in every respect.‖
13

  Unlike most craft-oriented AFL affiliates, the AFFFHW 
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was organized along industrial lines and espoused an early form of industrial democracy 

and social unionism, with a broad agenda that went far beyond simple bread-and-butter 

issues.  Born in Kensington and integrated into the community, the AFFFHW grew out of 

a radical tradition with a long history. Union leadership consciously promoted a culture 

that provided a social as well as political environment and emphasized solidarity of class.  

With regional, national, and international connections, they were able to draw upon 

broader domestic and trans-Atlantic cultural and political developments.  The AFFFHW 

established an education project, based on British precedents, that included the study of 

international labor history, set up cooperatives, and led movements for legislation for 

―relief‖ for the unemployed in the later 1920s and 1930s.  This made them a locus of 

support for all workers, not just those within the hosiery industry.  They successfully 

implemented a policy in union mills, in 1928, that set a ―wage for the job,‖ a demand that 

had first surfaced among British trade union women during World War I.  This policy 

increased the skill rating of women‘s jobs and narrowed the gap between top-paying male 

knitter jobs and female jobs.  By 1929, the union was even responding to female demands 

for the integration of women into the top paying knitter jobs.  Although it would take 

more than another decade before this was accomplished in any significant numbers, the 

inroads were made in this early period.  Hosiery workers formed sports teams in the 

neighborhood but at the same time brought in such necessities as coal for distressed 

families, and both sexes participated in unemployed leagues to defend the rights of 

―neighbors‖ by stopping evictions and supported strikes by other unions. 

The AFFFHW championed the international movement for workers‘ housing and 

built their own project, the Carl Mackley Houses, complete with a nursery for children of 
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working mothers and a library.  They reached into all sections of the community by 

translating organizing material into Italian and Polish and fought for the protection of 

women‘s wages and married women‘s jobs.  They set up an Independent Labor Party and 

steadfastly opposed imperialism, advocating a policy of self-determination for all nations, 

in direct defiance of the conservative AFL leadership.  Much of this activity connected 

neighborhood residents to progressive networks that extended outside of the community 

on a city, regional, national, and international level, demonstrating that ―insularity‖ was, 

in fact, challenged on a daily basis throughout the period. 

Race was the one area in which the hosiery workers‘ class solidarity was untested, 

arising out of the demographics of the industry and the community.  The textile industry 

was an overwhelmingly white industry and remained so until the 1960s in all parts of the 

country.  Consequently, during this period there were no African Americans in the union.  

This changed on a small scale in 1933 when black workers were employed in the industry 

branch of seamless hosiery in North Carolina and the union organized them.  But 

throughout the period the union recognized the racial contradictions in American society, 

as well as ethnic and gender issues, and addressed them in their literature and educational 

programs, including a pledge of non-discrimination on the basis of race or sex in the 

political platform of the socialist-led Labor Party.  The union supported anti-lynching 

legislation, and some hosiery workers participated in cross-racial strike activity, such as 

support for African American women crab pickers in Maryland and African American 
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newspaper workers.  As part of the work of the Unemployed Leagues, the union also 

intervened to stop the evictions of African Americans during the Depression.
14

     

In assessing the motivations of working people, male or female, of old or new 

immigrant stock, it is essential to consider the neighborhood as part of the context for 

class relations.  Kensington has a very long history of labor struggle and solidarity, 

spanning the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.  It is no accident that Mother Jones 

began her march against child labor from its mills, or that one of the first female 

assemblies of the Knights of Labor was founded in Kensington.  The much-written-about 

―Know-Nothing‖ riots of the 1840s were but one aspect of its long history, although an 

incident that has greatly influenced and colored later representations.  Kensington‘s 

spatial organization insured that long-standing English, Irish, and German residents lived 

in close proximity to newer Polish and Italian residents, often on the same streets and 

within the same block.  There was a flourishing retail area of predominantly Jewish 

merchants along Allegheny and Kensington Avenues.  Although some ethnic clustering 

existed within the newer immigrant communities, these areas were not physically 

separated from each other, and the major shopping districts were easily accessible by 

walking or a short trolley ride.  Irish, Polish, German and Italian Catholic churches, 

Protestant churches, and a Jewish synagogue stood within blocks of each other.  There 

were also two small communities of African Americans within the area.  Proximity of 

residence encouraged the development of relationships (and marriages) between men and 

women, often across ethnic and, rarely, racial lines.  Although African Americans 
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remained the most insulated of the groups within the neighborhoods, several residents 

commented on the existence of  ―mulatto‖ families within their immediate areas.  Older 

immigrant groups did not generally move out as new ones moved in.  Although some did 

move on, many older residents remained in the neighborhood, held by jobs and 

community.  This factor created a more dispersed mode of settlement, which contributed 

to the breakdown of insularity among different groups.  The community became an 

important base for sociability, underscored by patterns of marriage and networks of work 

relations.  The development of social networks where people could rely on neighbors for 

help and support was aided by high residential stability.
15

 

This milieu facilitated the development of strong bonds and support networks, 

both male and female.  Older women often helped out, across ethnic lines, in events such 

as a death, or in providing medical assistance.  With the presence of so many working 

mothers in the community, other women sometimes took on jobs of child minding or 

other small-scale jobs in order to earn extra money.  Commonly, neighbors lent food and 

assistance to families in distress.  All of this depended on neighborhood contacts and, at 

the same time, reinforced those contacts. 

Networks within the neighborhood were reinforced in the mills as well, and the 

usual means of getting a job, for both men and women, was through kin or neighbors.  

Ethnic clubs and organizations proliferated but were often not exclusive.  Some of the 

Irish residents also had membership cards to the Polish American Club, and one former 
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resident, of Irish and German descent, maintained a membership not only in the Polish 

club, but also in an Italian club.  Groups of men from varied ethnic backgrounds also 

gathered in ―fight clubs,‖ several of which thrived in the neighborhood, and informal 

street socializing was a common practice.  A culture evolved that was a hybrid of 

elements from these different communities.  Residents from various ethnic backgrounds 

often identified as ―Kensingtonians.‖ The relative dominance of any one ethnic group 

depends upon the section of the neighborhood surveyed; clustering, however, was never 

absolute and borders were notoriously porous.  While there were certainly strikes and 

labor unrest, Kensington experienced no race riots such as those in Chicago or East Saint 

Louis in the decades either before or after World War I, although there was a riot in 1918 

in South Philadelphia, an area with a large African-American population.  In the period 

under study, Greater Kensington sometimes had the appearance of an armed camp, but 

these confrontations were labor- and class-based.  For example, in the 1931 ―open shop‖ 

strikes, over 1,200 people were arrested in two months and several workers were killed in 

the course of strikes.  The hosiery union was a part of this oppositional sub-culture, but 

also contributed its own features to it, promoting and organizing a social and cultural life 

that utilized popular culture along with political education, and fostered class 

consciousness.  Other historians that have written about similar ―subcultures of 

opposition‖ include Richard Oestricher and David Corbin.
16

  The hosiery union was 
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founded by native-born American, English, German, and Irish workers, and these groups 

remained important to it.  However, they were supplemented by new waves of 

immigrants from Southern and Eastern Europe.  But these groups came into a community 

with a long history of radical activity and often brought oppositional traditions of their 

own.  By 1929 the international president was an immigrant Pole, who was also a 

member of the Socialist party.  The relative absence of insularity is further reflected in 

the hosiery workers' association with and support for other labor organizations and 

international movements.  Hosiery workers were active members of the Central Labor 

Union of Philadelphia, they were strong supporters of the Pennsylvania State Federation 

of Labor, and they were on the executive board of the United Textile Workers.  They 

supported labor colleges and left-wing youth groups, and they sustained connections with 

the labor movements in England, Germany, and France.  They also maintained ongoing 

associations with women‘s organizations, from the Pennsylvania Women‘s Suffrage 

League to the Women‘s Trade Union League (WTUL) and the Young Women‘s 

Christian Association (YWCA).  Through association with explicitly left-wing 

organizations, as well as other, liberal organizations, Kensington‘s workers were exposed 

to and involved in city-wide actions as well as some on a much broader scale.  These 

activities ranged from the general strike of 1910, to opposition to World War I and 

Wilsonian diplomacy, to support for the Soviet Union, to support for woman suffrage and 

the campaign for legalization of birth control.
17
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Thus the story of Kensington and its hosiery industry in the 1920s and 1930s may 

not fit well in the standard narrative of working-class America in the first third of the 

twentieth century.  The fissures along the lines of race, ethnicity, gender, and skill in the 

working class of that period have been well-documented.  But we have also learned that 

these categories are constructed and not innate characteristics of historical actors, even 

working-class ones.  Because of a particular constellation of factors in 1920s Kensington, 

notably radical community traditions, the left-socialist leadership of the hosiery union, 

and the spatial ethnic settlement patterns in the community, ethnic differences were 

submerged within a greater community and class unity.  For some of the same reasons as 

well as the assertive demands of the industry‘s women workers, gender and skill 

divisions were sharply lowered over this period.  Some historians, such as Rick Halpern, 

have recognized that these differences were overcome at certain times in American 

working-class history.  But, as Halpern argues, this unity mostly broke down on the 

shoals of race.
18

  Again, for Kensington‘s hosiery workers, however, this did not become 

a source of disunity in this period.  It cannot be stated that this was because the hosiery 

workers overcame the divisions of race, for the demographics of the industry meant that 

the issue was not put to the test.  How they would have reacted had hosiery 

manufacturers employed African Americans will never be known, because they hired 

none.  As a result, my narrative will touch on race only infrequently, but will describe in 

some depth the remarkable unity that was achieved within its circumscribed world.      

As an industrial district in a major port city, Kensington had been part of the 

Atlantic economy from its inception.  Because of this, it drew upon both a transnational 
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workforce and transnational capital.  But it also drew upon the international resistance 

networks that followed in the wake of industrial capitalism.  These connections persisted 

throughout the period under study.  Socialists, Communists, Wobblies, and independent 

radicals were openly present in the community.  Although the hosiery union was a 

member of the AFL, through the United Textile Workers, it maintained a remarkable 

autonomy.  Union members not only supported, but also participated in and drew upon, 

international movements.  One prime example was the movement for workers‘ housing.  

In the 1930s the union built its own complex, including in it elements drawn from the 

workers‘ housing movement in England and the Karl-Marx-Hof in Vienna.  The 

architect, a Russian, had studied in Vienna and France.  The union‘s Carl Mackley 

Houses (named after a slain striker) received international acclaim, drawing many 

international visitors, including a delegation from the Soviet Union.  The complex served 

as a ―site of resistance‖ and fostered a sense of progressivism and class identity among 

residents.
19

  Hosiery workers supported Spanish Loyalists and some fought in the Spanish 

Civil War.  They consciously incorporated tactics used by Gandhi and followed 

international struggles in the union newspaper, welcoming representatives to Kensington, 

such as British trade union women.  All of these elements promoted a ―working-class 

cosmopolitanism‖ that firmly anchored the union, and the community, in a broad-based 

web of radical and progressive networks and traditions.  These networks provided 

continuity and helped to set the conditions for the explosion of labor and social activity of 

the CIO period, as well as the labor feminism that blossomed in the 1940s and beyond.  
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The bulk of this dissertation is concerned with the developments within 

Kensington and its hosiery industry that laid the groundwork for the mid- to late-1930s 

―culture of unity‖ period.  But the final chapter describes the direct and specific 

connections that Kensington‘s activists had to the CIO, the New Deal, and later labor 

feminism that went beyond mere foundation building.  Their participation in the founding 

of several CIO unions and in crafting important New Deal programs testifies to their 

critical significance to the success of those path-breaking innovations.  For this reason I 

will also describe the forays of these actors outside of Kensington throughout the period 

of this history.  Thus their campaigns in the South and in Kenosha Wisconsin in the 

1920s and Iowa in the early 1930s, and their alliances with other unions helped to spread 

their movement to a national stage.        

Historians of the working class in the period between the two world wars have 

focused on the interrelations of working-class men and women, unions, and communities 

in a limited number of industries and geographic areas.  Most have found the period after 

1919 until the emergence of the CIO (and even longer for women) to have been 

characterized by insularity, defeat, and apathy, and have extended this picture to America 

as a whole.  However, the 1920s and 1930s were also a period of conscious movement 

building, both labor and feminist, centered within Left-led organizations on a local level.  

This grassroots effort bore fruit in the CIO, New Deal, and labor feminism of the later 

periods.  By examining Greater Kensington and the AFFFHW, I hope to advance a more 

balanced understanding of the 1920s and 1930s and illuminate the continuous social 

justice activism, with its local and international connections, that built the foundations for 

the New Deal.  In addition, by recognizing the organic connection between international 
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labor solidarity, an alternative vision centered on social justice, and the struggle for 

domestic prosperity, this dissertation may also offer some insights for labor in today‘s 

global economy. 

 

This project began with an oral history project, through an acquaintance with two 

remarkable people, Alice and Howard Kreckman, both now deceased.  Both were in their 

early nineties at the time of the interviews.  They grew up in Kensington, spent much of 

their lives there, and worked in the hosiery mills during the 1920s and 1930s, each having 

entered the industry at the age of fourteen.  What initially inspired me to examine their 

life stories was their exceptional social activism and anti-racism.  Over the course of the 

interviews I learned about the Kensington they had known, the conflicts, the solidarity, 

and the remarkable independence of some of the women.  I also came to realize just how 

long and how deep their commitment to a more just and equitable society extended.  I 

wanted to understand what kind of environment produced such a commitment.  

Conversations with several other former residents at that time gave me added insights and 

directions.  And so, this project was born.  This dissertation is a broadened and more 

comprehensive study of the topics I began researching at that time.  Although there are 

issues of accuracy that must be taken into consideration with oral histories, such as that of 

the selectivity of memory, the stories and insights of people who actually lived some of 

this history add a sensitivity to my history that I could not hope to otherwise achieve.  

The Kreckmans‘ account has been a sort of ―finder‘s guide‖ for other, archival, sources.  

But after this start most of my research was in archival sources.  These ranged 

from a treasure trove of 286 additional interviews conducted by the Wharton School of 
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Industrial Research in the late 1920s and 1930s, to the expansive records of the American 

Federation of Hosiery Workers, to a full run of the union newspaper, The Hosiery 

Worker, from 1921 to 1938, to the shop newsletter of the workers of the Aberle hosiery 

mill.  The latter was full of fascinating material varying from gossip, to popular 

neighborhood places, to social and political activities.  The bibliography contains the full 

list of the archival sources I used. 

As I realized the wide range of topics that were part of this story, I recognized the 

breadth and depth of the secondary literature I would need to become familiar with, and 

my indebtedness to these works will be obvious in the ensuing chapters.         

 

 

Despite the interest that has been shown in the Kensington of the nineteenth 

century, there has not been much work on the twentieth-century community, its people, 

or institutions.  What work has been done is mostly part of a geographically broader 

study.  While these broader studies are important in situating the community within the 

city as a whole and often contain useful information, all of them advance the construct of 

―insularity‖ to varying degrees.  Sam Bass Warner‘s The Private City examines 

Philadelphia in three periods of its growth, beginning with the late eighteenth century and 

culminating in 1930.  As part of his study Warner pays some attention to Kensington, 

covering the conflicts of the 1840s in detail and looking at the area as part of the 

Northeast in the later period.  According to Warner, by 1930, the city‘s population as a 

whole had become more segregated economically, racially, and ethnically.  Warner 

represents Kensington as one of these insular communities, where mill and residential 

clustering created the atmosphere of a ―mill town.‖  Such clustering encouraged the 
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formation of a distinct identity that separated residents from other people and sections of 

the city.  Theodore Hershberg‘s work addresses a similar topic but among his insights are 

the crucial importance of work sites to the settlement patterns of migrants.  One 

significant exception was African Americans who, especially in the later period, lived in 

more segregated areas often at some distance from jobs.    

Caroline Golab‘s study of Polish immigrants in the Richmond section of Greater 

Kensington describes Philadelphia as a ―provincial city,‖ in which Polish immigrants 

were self-contained and self-sufficient within their neighborhoods.  They built their own 

institutions, clubs, and culture, detached from the rest of the city and its population.  

According to Golab, insularity resulted in little intermixing between ethnic groups, a 

conclusion which my work on Kensington does not support.  John Bauman‘s dissertation 

on the Depression in the city contains some valuable information as well as insights into 

the effects of the Depression upon the people of the city and the community.  However, 

there is little indication that Kensington was anything more than an internally focused, 

working-class section of the larger city.  I have found no attempt at a comprehensive 

history of the community.
20

 

On the subject of the industry, the work of Philip Scranton remains a core 

resource.  While business history is his primary focus, his works, particularly Figured 

Tapestry, analyze some of the interplay between the family-based ownership structure of 
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Philadelphia‘s textile industry and the community.  In fact, Scranton sees the mill 

owners‘ strategies of relocation out of the city as attempts to escape not only organized 

workers, but also the community‘s traditions of class support, a conclusion that my work 

supports.  In addition to Scranton, some of the early work on the industry by scholars at 

the University of Pennsylvania in the 1930s has been published and provides excellent 

material on the structure of the industry, such as job categories, pay scales, and gender 

categories.  However, although there is some data on the interactions of the union with 

female hosiery workers, there is little regarding the union‘s relations with the community 

in which it was situated.  There is no information regarding the broader connections of 

the union outside of the community in any of the above mentioned works.  No 

comprehensive history of the hosiery union exists, nor any study on its place within the 

community of Kensington or its connections to the broader world of the 1920s and 

1930s.
21

 

The literature on unionization, working class culture, and community is of 

particular relevance to this work.  Lizabeth Cohen‘s important work on Chicago between 

the wars is representative of what has become the ―classic‖ story: older immigrant groups 

moved up and out, new ones moved into the areas vacated by the old, creating insular 

ethnic communities.  This factor, along with racial antagonism, was a major obstacle to 

united action and working-class consciousness, not overcome until the turmoil of the 
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Depression and the CIO‘s ―culture of unity.‖ Cohen‘s sections on mass culture and 

consumerism are excellent; however, she does not look at the influence of the 1920s 

―youth culture,‖ nor does she take regional differences into account.  This dissertation 

will engage and contest her extension of the insular communities model to a national 

scale.  My research has also found that her conclusion that the goal of Chicago‘s workers 

was merely ―moral capitalism‖ and not a broader transformation of society does not hold 

up for Kensington‘s hosiery workers. 

My study examines a white working-class community in Philadelphia, between 

the wars, through the lens of the union of one of the city‘s major industries.  Like A 

Family, a work by Jacqueline Dowd Hall and other scholars from North Carolina, is a 

useful study for comparison.  That work utilizes oral history to a far greater degree than 

this, and examines the textile industry, mill culture, women, and family labor relations in 

the 1930s, but in the South.  There are a number of similarities to Kensington in the 

close-knit culture of the mill towns, ―porch culture‖ of the women and sporting culture of 

the men, as well as the cooperation between the sexes often in evidence during labor 

disputes.  But Dowd Halls‘s workers were a fairly homogeneous group of residents as 

opposed to Kensington‘s heterogeneous mix.  Sections of the book regarding union 

organizing are particularly interesting.  In the South, the AFL organizers, coming in from 

outside, often had problems relating to local residents.  One important exception was 

hosiery union organizers, who were much more successful because they ―understood 

workers‘ culture.‖  Robert Slayton‘s work, covering the same period in Chicago‘s 

Packingtown, provides useful material for cultural comparison.  However, my own 

approach is closer to that of James Barrett and Rick Halpern.  Both of these scholars 
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examine the same community as Slayton.  Although their work is primarily on the unions 

their work is sharply attuned to influences from the communities in which workers lived.  

These works give a fuller and more useful approach for my own study.  Barrett looks at 

the Amalgamated Meat Cutters (AMC) and the community from 1894 to the collapse of 

unity in 1922.  Significant areas of his work discuss the importance of informal contacts 

within the community and workplace among workers from diverse backgrounds, the 

influx of women into the industry during World War I, the inclusive tactics of the union, 

and the role of traditional values in promoting support for unionization.  Halpern picks 

the story up at this point.  Although he sees the 1920s as the nadir of unionism, he sees in 

this period also the beginnings of resistance and the negotiation of common ground 

among workers, cross-racially and ethnically.  According to Halpern, this common 

ground was threatened during the racial conflict of the early 1920s.  But unionism 

reemerged in the mid-1930s with the inclusive tactics of the United Packinghouse 

Workers (UPWA) and the Communist Party‘s work in the community. 

Reacting to the shortcomings of institutional histories of labor unions typified by 

the Commons school, the ―new labor history‖ that began in the 1970s moved to a 

concentration on workers‘ culture and community.  In the process, such studies often 

downplayed the importance of unions and organization.  Some of the best of the more 

recent labor history has been more synthetic, looking at the institution of the union as 

well as community, culture, women, and men, and the interactions among different 

groups of workers.  Halpern and Barrett are part of this more synthetic wave of labor and 

working-class history.  Beyond Chicago, other useful studies utilizing this approach that 

have been valuable to me include Vicky Ruiz‘s study of the United Cannery Workers 
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(UCAPAWA) and Chicana women in California, and Robert Korstad‘s recent 

pathbreaking book on tobacco workers in North Carolina in the Food, Tobacco, and 

Agricultural Workers (FTA). James Green‘s World of the Worker takes an approach that 

stresses the struggle of ordinary workers to gain control of their lives on the shop floor 

and in society.  In doing so, he highlights the role of ethnic and working-class 

communities in defending workers‘ rights.  In addition, he credits the Communist party 

and its labor activists with keeping industrial unionism alive and with forming the core of 

many CIO unions in the thirties.   

The work of Elizabeth McKillen on the activities of the Chicago Central Labor 

Union (CLU) around international and anti-imperialist issues provides an important 

parallel to Kensington.  According to McKillen, the Chicago CLU‘s anti-imperialist 

activity served to encourage communication and solidarity among disparate communities, 

through the first part of the 1920s.  In addition, Richard Oestreicher and Susan Levine, 

although concerned with the late nineteenth century, emphasize the importance of 

organization and a Left-oriented culture in the establishment and maintenance of, as 

Oestreicher puts it, a sub-culture of opposition similar to that found in Kensington.  Both 

authors examine the influence of the Knights of Labor‘s inclusive philosophy and culture.  

Oestreicher‘s work centers on Detroit and the creation of solidarity, as well as the 

fragmentation of the sub-culture.  Levine‘s work is of particular relevance as it looks at 

women, mill culture, and the Knights of Labor‘s gender ideologies in Kensington and 

elsewhere.  Levine documents the blurring of gender divisions and male/female 

cooperation in the factories and the community, including the recognition of women‘s 

right to work.  As the Knights were important predecessors of the hosiery union, Levine‘s 
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work demonstrates evidence of continuity from an even earlier period.  My goal is to fill 

in the evidence for such continuity in the 1920s and early 1930s.
22

  

The issue of ideology and consciousness has played a central role in the 

historiography of working-class studies.  Certainly, the presence of left-wing ideology 

was a crucial factor in Kensington and the hosiery union.  The connections of such 

ideology with the union, women, and the community has been a substantial area of 

research for this dissertation.  Korstad‘s examination of the tobacco industry in North 

Carolina in the 1940s, found the Left (in particular the Communist Party) to have played 

a major role in overcoming racial divisions and creating solidarity.  Rosemary Feurer‘s 

Radical Unionism in the Midwest discusses the community-based organizing structure 

that developed within the United Electrical Workers (UE) in Saint Louis.  Some of the 

radical characteristics of this organization are striking in their similarities to the AFHW.  

But there were real historical connections between the two groups, and these are explored 

in my dissertation.  A book by Randi Storch, Red Chicago, focuses on the Chicago 

Communist party in its ―Third Period,‖ supposedly its most insular and sectarian (1928-

1935).  Storch argues that this was a critical period of transition and ambiguity when 
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activists and their associates learned how to organize in neighborhoods and workplaces 

and integrate race and gender into their organizing strategies.  While such activity in 

Kensington has different (and possibly deeper) roots, the open associations that she 

uncovers among the Communist party and other left and liberal organizations reveals that 

efforts to overcome insularity were being enacted in the pre-Popular Front era in other 

places as well as Kensington.  Both Feurer‘s and Storch‘s books highlight the importance 

of radical politics in the making of the later activism of the CIO/New Deal era.  An edited 

volume, The Immigrant Left, contains essays on German, Italian, Polish, and Jewish 

leftists and the contours of the ideologies they espoused.  These scholars challenge some 

of the classic representations of ethnic groups such as Italians and Poles in this period, 

and argue that members of the Left were a significant presence among such immigrants.  

In addition, Steve Rosswurm‘s edited volume, The CIO‘s Left-Led Unions, is an 

important and powerful argument for studying the unions that were purged by the 

McCarthy-era CIO.  The Left was also a significant influence on the activism of women, 

going back to at least the early nineteenth century.  Kate Weigand‘s Red Feminism is an 

attempt to restore the legacy of radicalism (in this case the Communist party) to the 

history of the women‘s movement of the late twentieth century.  Weigand analyses how 

progressive women integrated Communist party efforts to combat racism and classism 

into their discussions of the ―woman question.‖  While Weigand does not explore how 

much party members actually translated their theoretical acceptance into their programs 

and behavior, she makes key links between progressive women‘s political analysis and 

the feminist theorizing that developed in the 1970s and 1980s.  Other scholars have also 
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shown the direct connections between the left and feminist thought, as demonstrated in 

Daniel Horowitz‘s book, Betty Friedan and the Making of the Feminine Mystique.  

Horowitz‘s research shows the unmistakable left-wing roots of the ―mother‖ of the 

modern feminist movement.  Judith Stepan-Norris‘s Left Out also illuminates the 

important role played by left-led organizations in the gains made by laboring women in 

the later period.  Of course, this tradition goes back much further.  A good overview of 

women and socialism in this earlier period can be found in Bonnie Anderson‘s Joyous 

Greetings.  Anderson shows that the roots of women‘s self-conscious understanding of 

their oppression as women were very much situated within the sphere of the utopian 

socialists of the nineteenth century and that it operated on an international level.  The 

concerns of these women extended not only to the cause of slavery, but also to that of 

working people, particularly women.  Anne Wiltsher and Mari Jo Buhle argue that 

socialism was a significant motivator for female activists within pacifist organizations 

like the Women‘s International League for Peace and Freedom and among groups like 

the Women‘s Trade Union League.  Such works contribute to an understanding of how 

women‘s issues were kept alive in the perceived low period of feminism.
23
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While all of the works above were important to this study, scholarship that takes a 

transnational perspective has also been significant in piecing together the story of 

Kensington and its connection to other countries and global movements.  Cynthia 

Shelton‘s work on the early transnational working class that provided the initial recruits 

for industrialization in the Philadelphia area sets the precedent.  Shelton convincingly 

argues that the militant form of resistance that developed in Philadelphia was a 

transplanted response, by British and Irish migrant labor, to the particularly exploitative 

form of industrialization brought to the area by British mill owners.  Since these groups 

continued to come into Kensington in the late nineteenth and first quarter of the twentieth 

centuries, they remained an important source of oppositional thought and remain 

important to the study of the period this work is concerned with.  Other immigrant groups 

brought their own responses, learned in the context of international capitalism and class 

relations within varying circumstances and conditions.  This subject has become an 

increasingly important area of research in recent years, especially with the renewed 

interest in global economics, social, and cultural change.  Donna Gabaccia‘s study of 

Sicilians provides an important counter to some of the findings of authors such as Stefano 

Luconi regarding the Italian community.  Gabaccia argues that many Sicilian immigrants 

had already encountered industrial society before coming to America and that there was a 

strong element of Left ideology, developed in and brought from Sicily, among the groups 
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that came to this area.  This material, as well as other selections in Dirk Hoerder‘s edited 

volume, provide parallels to the relations between the hosiery union and the broader 

culture of the community.  Jonathan Rose‘s examination of British workers‘ education 

programs provides an important precedent as well as comparative information for 

workers‘ education programs in Kensington, and Daniel Rodgers‘s Atlantic Crossings 

(which also provides comparative data on the Mackley Houses) looks at many areas of 

cross-Atlantic influence and cooperation between progressive movements of the period.
24

 

Integral to this dissertation is the story of how women participated in the industry, 

the union, and the community, and how they changed.  Women comprised approximately 

half of the work force in the hosiery industry during this period and were some of the 

most militant supporters of the union.  Such women maintained a prominent and public 

presence in the community, displayed an overtly feminist identity within the union, and 

were the object of conscious campaigns of political education by the union.  In addition, 

the product of the industry itself was produced for women and played a prominent role in 

the popular culture of the period.  This dissertation engages with constructs on the 

significance of gender to studies of class relations, everyday relations between men and 

women, and hierarchies of power.  Ava Baron‘s Work Engendered, is an invaluable tool 

for the analysis of  these relations.  Gender negotiations were a very visible part of the 

oppositional subculture of Kensington.  The ways in which power structures shifted 
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within the union, as well as the community, underlines the significance of such work for 

my project. 

Alice Kessler-Harris‘s Out to Work provides comprehensive material on working 

women over a long period of time.  Some of the material from Kensington contrasts with 

and complicates her findings on the downturn of feminism, percent of married women 

workers, and apathy towards trade unionism among women of the post-suffrage period.  

In addition, Kessler-Harris‘s more recent book, In Pursuit of Equity, argues that, for 

much of the twentieth century, most American men and women shared a ―gendered 

imaginary‖ that defined men as ―rights-bearing individuals‖ through their right to work 

and women as family members and mothers, ideas that were protected by both custom 

and law.  Included in these constructions were particular notions of manliness and 

masculinity, most visible within the organized labor movement, and these gendered ideas 

formed a blueprint for the federal legislation of the 1930s regarding such debates as 

unemployment insurance and social security.  Kessler-Harris defines ―labor‖ as AFL 

union leaders and ―central actors‖ as government commissions and legislators.  However, 

major divisions had developed within organized labor by this period, between the craft-

oriented AFL leadership and the industrial-oriented unions that later formed the CIO.  In 

addition, there were differences between ―mainstream‖ unions and those that were left-

led.  While she acknowledges that the broad political Left and major industrial unions 

supported some equitable legislation such as the Lundeen bill (supported by the AFHW), 

her concentration on the bureaucracy gives little voice to these players.  I argue that this 

particular gendered analysis is applied too broadly and homogeneously.  
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The recent work of Dorothy Sue Cobble incorporates a newer approach and is 

closer to my own interpretation, arguing for more continuity in women‘s activism.  

Cobble describes the self-conscious activity of women in union leadership and social 

justice unionism in the 1940s and 1950s, tied in with the influx of women into the work 

force during the Second World War, and located within the labor wing of the Democratic 

Party.  My work engages and goes beyond Cobble in three significant ways.  First, it 

pushes back labor feminism chronologically to show continuity between the period of 

suffrage and the period of Cobble‘s study.  Second, it pushes such activity down into the 

rank and file of ordinary women workers.  Third, it argues that this development was 

rooted, in this earlier period, within Left-wing ideology and organizations, particularly 

the left wing of the Socialist party.  Other important differences concern the type of 

activity these women engaged in.  Cobble‘s labor feminists lobbied for legislation and 

negotiated to have their issues included in contracts.  Kensington‘s labor feminists did the 

same; however, they also fought on picket lines, took over buildings, lay down in groups 

to block factory entrances, stood up to tear gas and Pennsylvania‘s notorious state police, 

and went to jail in droves.  I argue that neither they, nor their male counterparts, saw this 

behavior as aberrant.  These women and men considered such actions a legitimate 

defense of their community and their rights as citizens, against the violence of an owning 

class and the state.  This question of the perception of behavioral norms, as defined inside 

or outside of the community, is central to my study.  The union‘s women were also avid 

participants in popular culture.  The connection of popular culture with a radical 

mentalite among working women is central to the work of Nan Enstad.   According to 
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Enstad, young working women in the early twentieth century incorporated both political 

consciousness and an interest in fashion and popular culture into a self-constructed 

identity connected to labor activity.  The work of Susan Glenn has also shown that 

interest in popular culture did not hinder the participation of women in labor struggles.
25

    

Comparative and transnational works on women‘s history have also been useful 

in my research on women.  They are important to understanding the culture of 

Kensington and the differences between the perceived ―appropriate‖ activity of working-

class women and their middle-class counterparts, as discussed above.  Sheila Lewenhak 

has done a comprehensive study of women in British and Irish trade unions, including 

details of Irish women‘s participation in the Irish nationalist movements, the Easter 

Rebellion, and support given them by British women.  The work of Carol Morgan, 

Elizabeth Roberts, and Carl Chinn all provide material on the self-conscious militant 

activity of women, its acceptance within their communities, as well as many instances in 

which working-class women and men acted together out of a perception of common class 

interests.
26
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Material on popular culture and consumerism is included in both Cohen‘s and 

Dowd Hall‘s work; however, a work which deals exclusively with the cultural milieu of 

the later 1930s, Michael Denning‘s The Cultural Front, explores many characteristics that 

I have found to be representative of Kensington and of the culture promoted by the union.  

One manifestation of this culture can be seen in the Mackley Houses, which played an 

important role in the world-view of the union and influenced other people in the 

community and beyond.  A recent work by Margaret Kohn describes such places as ―sites 

of resistance,‖ social and political space focused on the interactions between living space, 

occupation, and culture.  This is a useful approach to understanding the place of the union 

housing project in both the community and on the international scene.  Other works that 

look explicitly at the importance of the Mackley House are Gail Radford, Modern 

Housing for America, and Daniel Rodgers, Atlantic Crossings. 
27

 

 

The structure of my dissertation is essentially chronological.  In certain periods, 

however, particular themes (such as community traditions or labor feminism) come to the 

fore and receive more thorough treatment. 
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The first chapter, ―A Community of Labor‖ situates the people who worked in the 

hosiery industry and the AFHW within the context of the long transnational traditions of 

the community of Greater Kensington.  It relates how working-class traditions, the 

history of labor/capital confrontation, and the internal geography and spatial organization 

of Kensington provided the foundation for the successful activism of the 1920s and early 

1930s that challenges the national ‖doldrums‖ in both labor and women‘s activism.  This 

chapter describes life in the neighborhood and the development of the traditions of 

―community.‖ 

Focusing sharply on the years 1919-1922, the second chapter, ―The Strikes for 

Survival,‖ addresses the early split in the union and the ―dual unionism‖ that resulted 

until 1922.  This period witnessed two very important strikes that had outcomes far 

different from that seen in the national labor movement.  The strikes led to the 

reunification of the union in 1922 as a multi-ethnic and multi-lingual organization, the 

reestablishment of Local 706 as Branch 1 of the Federation, and the relocation of the 

union headquarters to Kensington. 

Dealing with the heart of the flapper period, chapter 3, ―Jazz Age 

Unionism,‖follows the development of the union‘s strategies and politics from 1922 to 

1927 as it launched a campaign to achieve full unionization of the hosiery mills, 

underscoring the importance of socialists and women.  It focuses on the development of a 

self-conscious youth culture that included the ―flapper‖ and the short dresses that created 

the demand for fashioned hosiery and the subsequent expansion of the industry.  This 

chapter situates the union‘s activities within the context of the cultural developments of 
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the 1920s--dance halls, vaudeville, and movie theaters, and the ways in which the union 

utilized ―modern‖ culture to reach its new, young, workers. 

Chapter 4, ―Working-Class Feminism,‖ concentrates primarily on the women in 

the union in the 1920s.  It focuses on the connections between them and various 

progressive women‘s organizations, as well as their increasing struggle for equality and a 

share in the decision-making of the organization.  The discussion situates these 

developments within the context of the ―modern woman‖ of the 1920s and the spirit of 

rebellion of young women influenced by the Suffragettes and developments in popular 

culture and the media that promoted women as having achieved equality and in heroic 

terms. 

The Great Depression devastated Kensington as it did the rest of the country, but 

its residents, and especially the activists associated with the hosiery union, did not exhibit 

the same despondency and lack of direction in the early years of the crisis as many 

historians have described.  Instead, chapter 5, ―Fighting the Depression, Kensington 

Style,‖ describes how they went on the offensive against government and big business 

while calling on community traditions to aid those suffering most.  In the course of a 

strike battle in 1930 the AFHW lost its first martyr, Carl Mackley; the ensuing memorial, 

attended by 30,000 angry workers and residents, raised the level of conflict for the 

remainder of the 1930s, and women‘s participation in these conflicts inspired them to 

demand a greater share in the top leadership of the organization. 

While the first five chapters showed why and how Kensington‘s hosiery workers 

kept the fires of labor and women‘s activism burning in the 1920s and early 1930s, the 

final chapter, ―Storming The Bastille,‖ demonstrates that their efforts led in concrete 
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ways to the creation of the CIO, the New Deal, and labor feminism, bracketed by two 

monumental strike waves in 1933 and 1937. 

 

 



     

   

1 

CHAPTER 1 

A COMMUNITY OF LABOR 

 

―Why was there so much going on in Kensington in the 1920s and 1930s?  That‘s where 

the mills were.‖  Howard Kreckman.
1
 

 

On a day in the early 1890s a group of men began gathering at a row house in the 

Kensington section of Philadelphia.  From this site they began to march--through 

Kensington, down Broad Street, to Fourth and Market Streets in the heart of the old city.  

They must have presented a rather curious sight, each one carrying a ―banner‖ consisting of 

a pole to which he had tied a stocking.  They were striking hosiery workers, and they were 

marching to meet renowned labor leader ―Mother‖ Jones, who had come to town to support 

their strike.  Prominent among the group was a full-fashioned hosiery knitter by the name of 

John Makin.  A resident of Kensington since 1887, Makin came to the neighborhood from 

Nottingham, in England‘s industrial north, after being ―blacklisted‖ for participating in a 

strike there.  One of the first things he did upon arriving in Kensington was to join the 

Knights of Labor.  In 1889 he was one of a group who, after a meeting in the same 

Kensington row house, went on to found an early union of hosiery knitters.  Following the 

strike which sparked this march, Makin would again be ―blacklisted‖ and out of work.  

Thirty-seven years later, an article in the newspaper of the American Federation of Full-
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Fashioned Hosiery Workers (AFFFHW) would dub him the ―first full-fashioned knitter in 

America to suffer for being a union man.‖
2
   

Such conscious labor activity had a long history in Kensington stretching back to the 

early nineteenth century, and this history played a significant role in the challenge posed by 

the AFFFHW to the ―doldrums‖ of labor and women‘s activism in the 1920s and early 

1930s.  A prerequisite to making sense of the role that the hosiery union played in this 

period, as well as its subsequent contribution to the upsurge of the CIO era, is an 

understanding of the history of the community of Kensington and its people.  Although the 

AFFFHW was a national union, it was in Kensington that the union was born and came of 

age.  Kensington was the home of the largest local within the union as well as its national 

headquarters, and it was there that important members of the leadership formed and 

consolidated their world-view. 

Along with the structural and institutional factors that circumscribe the possibilities 

of human actions, historical inquiry requires an examination of the people themselves as 

fully engaged participants in complex and multi-faceted lives that incorporate both 

subconscious feelings and conscious thought.  The ways in which people articulate demands 

and construct themselves as political actors is a cultural process, interrelated with the 

material conditions of their lives, historical processes, and the influences of the broader 

society and time period of which they are a part.  It is through these interrelated forces that 

they create subjectivities and sub-cultures.  As such, the examination of a prominent sub-

culture can act as a lens through which to view the culture of the broader society.  By 

examining the dialectical interactions between the material conditions of life and historical-
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cultural developments, we can move closer to understanding the mechanisms of class 

consciousness and class action that occurred in the Kensington area of Philadelphia in the 

1920s and 1930s.  By that period, a significant group among Kensington‘s residents had 

formed an identity and cooperative culture that expressed itself in class terms.  Very 

important to this identity formation was a community tradition that incorporated long 

memories of working-class experiences, supplemented by a transnational ideology of 

radicalism, that provided a concept of alternative social structures, made a vision of a better 

life appear attainable, and embraced not just those of native birth but also the immigrant 

experiences of a diverse community.  During the 1920s and 1930s, the AFFFHW became a 

prominent force propelled into the forefront of a movement for change, not only in 

Philadelphia, but also within a significantly wider section of the country.     

 

The Making of a Trans-Atlantic Community of Labor 

Howard Kreckman was fourteen years old in 1917.  Although World War I had been 

raging in Europe for several years, this was the year that the United States would officially 

enter the war, sending young men of its own into the carnage.  Many US businesses had 

already been raking in hefty profits from supplying the European war machines, however, 

and it was because of the war that Howard‘s sister was able to get work at the Philadelphia 

Navy Yard.  Until then, as he put it, ―they didn‘t take women much,‖ and she was one of the 

first to be hired.  At fourteen, Howard was too young to be drafted.  Instead, as was common 

in the working-class community of Kensington, he left the public school system and went to 
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work in a mill.  Securing a job in a steam-operated hosiery mill, he became a ―helper‖ to a 

knitter who had immigrated to the neighborhood from England.
3
    

The transnational experience was part and parcel of the community of Kensington, 

expressed not only through Philadelphia‘s connections to Europe‘s imperialistic wars, but 

also through its long and thorough integration into the Atlantic economy.  In his book, 

Atlantic Crossings, historian Daniel Rodgers argues that ―outpost‖ nations like the United 

States, which ―begin as other nations‘ imperial projects,‖ are especially marked by such 

complicity in world historical forces.  ―From the earliest European settlements in North 

America forward, the Atlantic functioned for its newcomers less as a barrier than a 

connective lifeline . . . a key outpost for European trade and a magnet for European 

capital.‖
4
  But as trade and capital flowed back and forth across the Atlantic, so too did 

people, customs, culture, and ideas.  As an industrial district in a major port city, Kensington 

was integrated into the Atlantic economy from its inception, drawing upon both this 

transnational capitalism and its workforce.  The connections among the industrializing 

countries of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries and their vulnerability to the same 

economic forces encouraged a mighty movement of people throughout the North Atlantic 

worlds that trade and capitalism had tied together, and along with them came movements of 

politics and ideas.  As the heart of industrial Philadelphia, Kensington by 1919 had a long 

history of attracting such a workforce, and many people brought with them their own 

traditions and responses.  This traffic in capital, people, and ideas influenced the particular 

way in which both culture and industry, particularly the textile mill system, developed 
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within the surrounding community.  As subsequent influxes of people arrived throughout the 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, a form of ―working-class cosmopolitanism‖ 

developed within the community, as radical thinkers within it worked to build a broader 

cosmopolitan movement that forged connections with progressive ideas and movements 

elsewhere.  Unlike many industrial centers in other areas of the country, Kensington was not 

a set of insulated ―ethnic ghettos‖; rather, by the early twentieth century, a community 

existed that integrated the older cultural traditions of the community with those of the newer 

groups, in a process described by historian James Barrett as ―Americanization from the 

bottom up.‖  In this process ―the gradual acculturation of immigrants and their socialization 

in working-class environments and contexts--the shop floor, the union, the radical political 

party‖ was facilitated by the absorption of ―alternative views from their own ethnic 

communities, from cosmopolitans of various sorts, and from an earlier generation of older 

immigrant and native-born workers.‖   The characteristics of Kensington‘s settlement 

patterns and the history of the trade union past all contributed to the dramatic history of the 

community.
5
      

Within any group that forms an historical community there exists a set of principles 

and traditions, incorporated as culture that, handed down and continuously reinforced form a 

set of unspoken laws by which that community operates.  Anthropologist Pierre Bourdieu 
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refers to this as habitus, ―embodied history, internalized as a second nature and so forgotten 

as history . . . the active presence of the whole past of which it is a product.‖  But culture is 

also dynamic and dialectical, incorporating elements of the wider historical period in which 

it exists and fitting those contemporary influences into a matrix of shared networks and 

connections.   Such was the case for the community of Kensington, as its very existence was 

a product of capitalist class relations and its entire history was bound up with working-class 

experience.
6
   

When the industrial revolution occurred in Philadelphia most of the land close to the 

center of urban activity was already occupied and land for industrial development had to be 

found elsewhere, to the north and south of the central city area.  In the early nineteenth 

century, Kensington was one of these outlying industrial areas, located to the lower 

northeast of the central district.  Ever since the Revolution, Philadelphia was one of the 

largest textile cities in the New World and, as such, English handloom weavers and mule 

spinners had been coming into the city since the 1780‘s.  Historian Cynthia Shelton, in her 

pathbreaking book The Mills of Manayunk, described the process by which British 

manufacturers, in an early precursor of the globalization and run-away shops that would 

plague the area in the later twentieth century, transferred to Philadelphia a mill system based 

on the highly exploitative one that was developed in Manchester and England‘s 

industrialized North.  The first men and women of the textile trades of early nineteenth-

century Philadelphia were immigrant English and Irish textile operatives who, ―following 

the shops‖ were, as Friedrich Engels wrote, ―the eldest children of the Industrial 
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Revolution,‖ proletarianized in these English mills.  The old ―artisan/master‖ relationship 

had broken down for them well before they came to Philadelphia, and they brought with 

them a particular historical experience, oppositional strategies, and an ideology derived from 

English radical economic theory and trade unionism.
7
 

Textile manufacture was the earliest creation of the industrial revolution, and early 

English and Irish textile-workers were a mobile proletariat who often came to Philadelphia 

with years of experience in the mills of England. They were pioneers in the organizing of 

national trade unions at home, and had established the first general union of all trades in 

Great Britain by 1830.  That organization, the National Association for the Protection of 

Labour, under the leadership of John Doherty, paid strike funds to ―mixed textile and 

clothing organizations of men and women and segregated societies for either sex.‖  It was in 

the mills of England that these workers developed a body of beliefs regarding the rights of 

the modern wage laborer and, as Carol Morgan has shown, some of these rights were 

extended to women, as workers in the wage-labor system.  The oppositional ideology 
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brought by this transatlantic group provided the heightened solidarity that helped to give rise 

to the trade union movement among Philadelphia‘s factory workers.
8
   

 

The Textile Industry in Philadelphia 

From its founding in 1682, Philadelphia was not only one of the nation‘s most 

English cities, but also one of its foremost commercial cities, having both a skilled artisan 

population and a port that allowed for flourishing trade.  During the nineteenth century it 

changed from a commercial port to a major center of commodity production, second only to 

New York by the eve of the Civil War.  In the course of this transformation, the city 

acquired several characteristics that set it apart from other, comparable, urban centers.  One 

of the most important of these characteristics was the diversity of its economy.  Rather than 

being dominated by a single industry like many of the manufacturing towns that developed 

in the nineteenth century, Philadelphia‘s industries manufactured a wide range of products, 

from shoes, hats, steel, and wood products, to locomotives, ships, glass, bricks, and fine 

instruments.  Textiles, however, were the largest single industry and Kensington, though 

home to many of these other industries as well, was a center of textile production since 

1828, when strikes in the mills were first recorded.
9
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The development of the textile industry in Philadelphia differed dramatically from 

that of New England, where a group of investors pooled their resources and set up an 

integrated, corporate system of textile manufacturing.  Most Philadelphia textile 

manufacturers were not former merchants and financiers.  Philadelphia, instead, developed 

what Philip Scranton has called a system of ―proprietary capitalism‖ where, by the early 

nineteenth century, the first generation of largely immigrant British, Irish, and German shop 

and mill masters began the production of textile specialties in family-owned businesses.  

This pattern is also similar to that which evolved in England and spread to the European 

continent, in which entrepreneurs, forging connections through marriage and other 

strategies, invested their resources into family-owned enterprises over which they jealously 

maintained control. When some of these entrepreneurs immigrated to Philadelphia, they 

brought with them their ideas and customs of work relations.
10

   

In the first half of the nineteenth century the working conditions within these 

Philadelphia mills were often quite oppressive, with cycles of overproduction and layoffs 

alternating with periods of intense activity, exhausting physical labor, and long hours.  Mill 

workers worked up to fourteen hours a day and often seven days a week in the early 1830s 

and textile manufacturers tried continuously to drive down wages.  According to Bruce 

Laurie, these workers were among the most exploited of wage earners, earning very low 
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wages under conditions remarkably similar to those that existed in the mill districts of 

England.  

Such a system could do little else but provide fertile ground for the oppositional 

thought that some of the workers brought with them across the Atlantic.  In 1837, facing 

growing labor unrest, Austrian immigrant mill owner Joseph Ripka, while testifying before 

the Pennsylvania factory investigation committee, claimed that the Anglo-Irish ―principle of 

the Trades‘ union which has been introduced amongst the laboring classes in general,‖ was 

the ―greatest evil‖ of the factory system and had been ―imported to this country by English 

and Irish men.‖  In fact, the first Kensington textile union was a local in a British 

International federation
11

   

Another distinctive characteristic of Philadelphia was the diversity of work settings 

located within its boundaries.  Large-scale firms existed alongside thousands of smaller 

establishments and, in Kensington, hand-loom weavers‘ sheds, small shops, and textile mills 

coexisted as late as 1850.  Kensington‘s reputation for diversified trades and textiles made it 

a magnet for skilled labor and within the textile trades it soon became a tradition for such 

workers to migrate to Philadelphia from England, Scotland, Ireland and Germany.  It was 

immigrants from these areas who accounted for the first major period of growth in the early 

nineteenth century.  As immigration brought in peoples from different areas, it also brought 

different skills and cultural networks.  The 1840s saw a massive influx of poor Irish Catholic 

immigrants, refugees of the great Irish famine, and many poor Irish frame tenders, living in 

crowded conditions, provided an abundant source of cheap labor and a threat to the working 
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conditions of more established groups.  In 1844 this situation exploded in internal ethnic 

conflict when ―nativist‖ weavers attacked Irish weavers in Kensington whom they saw as 

undercutting their pay rates.  These incidents, fueled as well by religious differences 

between the growing community of Irish Catholic immigrants and ―native‖ Protestant 

residents, soon erupted in the notorious and much-written-about ―Know Nothing‖ riots, 

events which have greatly influenced subsequent representations of Kensington.  In four 

days of intense rioting fourteen people were killed several houses and a Catholic church 

burned down.  It took the intervention of the county militia and two companies of troops, 

sent in by the governor, to finally restore stability.  A time of depression and instability, this 

period also witnessed severe race riots in the African American sections of the city, located 

in the city‘s center and areas to its south.  The collapse of public order was a prime factor in 

the campaign for consolidation of all the jurisdictions of Philadelphia County into one 

municipal corporation (which took place ten years later in 1854) and the establishment of a 

city constabulary.
12

 

By the last quarter of the nineteenth century, however, much of this turbulence had 

quieted and Philadelphia had become a major industrial center.  Although Philadelphians 

made up less than 2 percent of the national population in 1880, they contributed nearly 5 

percent of the national product.  After 1850 Philadelphia‘s industrial firms increased 
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significantly both in size and in the use of power machinery.  There were still a great variety 

of work settings; however, the proportion of the manufacturing work force employed by 

firms using power machinery jumped from less than one-third in 1850 to almost two-thirds 

in 1880.  In textile, according to the 1880 census of manufactures, more than 82 percent of 

the labor force worked for firms that used power machinery.  Between 1870 and 1890 the 

population of Philadelphia grew from 674,000 to 1,047,000 and the population of 

Kensington reached 100,000.  Foreign-born residents comprised about a quarter of this 

population with the majority coming from Ireland, Germany, and Great Britain.
13

 

The necessity of living close to work created neighborhoods that were defined more 

by job opportunity than ethnicity.  Irish immigrants lived throughout the city but their 

employment in textile drew many of them, along with a large group of Germans 

concentrated in various skilled trades, to the sections of Greater Kensington.  While a 

significant number of skilled workers made their home in Kensington because the section 

contained a variety of industrial activities, it was also the home of many less skilled 

workers--in construction, on the docks, and as laborers.  One very important exception to 

this pattern of settlement, however, was that of the city‘s African American residents who 

were disproportionately crowded into an area to the south of the old city (though even they 

were less segregated than they would be in later years).  Although there was a small black 

community located in Kensington, the patterns of settlement of this group of workers, 

suggests Stephanie Greenberg, cannot be explained in terms of employment and even those 
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who found industrial jobs suffered from a kind of residential segregation that did not 

significantly affect other ethnic groups.
14

 

Workers from England and Western Europe continued coming into the area through 

the late nineteenth and early twentieth century.   In the 1880s another migration from 

England, particularly from the center of the lace industry in Nottinghamshire, brought in 

more skilled knitters who had a strong tradition of unionism, and it was also during this 

period that the first full-fashioned hosiery mill came to Kensington, another direct transplant 

from England and the district of Nottinghamshire.
15

 

Although the hosiery industry itself can be traced back to the Middle Ages, its full-

fashioned segment was a much more recent innovation.  Traditionally, hosiery was a knitted 

product made in the form of a tube on a rotary knitting machine.  The primary material used 

in the industry was cotton, although there were some, very much luxury items, made of silk.  

The stocking gained its shape after the dying process when it was dried on wooden boards 

that were made to the configuration of a leg.  Since the shape was not knitted into the 

product itself the stockings rapidly lost their shape and sagged with wear, gaining them the 

somewhat disparaging description of ―leg bags.‖  Full-fashioned hosiery, however, was 

something else entirely. 

William Cotton, of Nottingham, England invented the first full-fashioned machine in 

1864.  With this innovation (and later improvements) the stocking was knitted flat and 
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actually made in two parts, the foot and the leg.  The major occupations within the industry 

required specialized skill.  Knitters were skilled male workers, making the fabric of the 

stocking on machines requiring a complicated process in which stitches were either added or 

dropped to shape the material so that when it was joined together with a seam up the back it 

was already in the shape of a leg.  The knitters‘ helpers were young boys, apprenticed to the 

knitters, who would eventually become knitters themselves.  But the complicated process of 

full-fashioned hosiery manufacture also required other skilled positions and most of these 

other jobs were, by tradition, held by women.  Women were very important in the industry, 

working closely with the knitters and performing crucial jobs such as ―topping,‖ a complex 

procedure by which the product was transferred from the ―legger‖ machine (which knitted 

the leg) to the ―footer‖ machine (which knitted the foot and joined it to the stocking leg).  

They also performed other jobs in the knitting department such as ―looping,‖ operating a 

machine in which the heels and toes were knitted together, and ―seaming,‖ on special 

sewing machines in which the ends of the fabric were carefully joined together with a seam 

up the back to make the finished stocking.  The women‘s jobs were thought to require skills 

such as ―nimbleness and dexterity‖ that women were traditionally believed to possess (for a 

full description of these jobs see Appendix A).  Full-fashioned hosiery was, for a long time, 

very much a luxury product.   

 Initially, all of these stockings were imported from England, but in 1884 a 

manufacturer from Sutton-in-Ashfield, Nottinghamshire, established the first full-fashioned 

plant in the US--in Rhode Island.  Following the success of this plant, two Englishmen in 

1887, using the time-honored method of appropriating money from one of their wives, 

established the second American mill, Nicker and Wessons, on Tulip Street in Kensington.  
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The first workers in the plant were also immigrants from England, some coming by way of 

the original mill in Rhode Island, and others directly from England.  The article in the union 

newspaper, the Hosiery Worker, that carried this ―origins‖ story cited English historians 

Sidney and Beatrice Webb, also claiming that ―the hosiery workers of Nottingham were 

practically 100 percent organized during the 80s and 90s.  It was in those years that the 

exodus to this country began,‖ adding another chapter to Capital‘s global endeavor to 

maximize profit by lowering costs.  That some of the workers that followed carried their 

union traditions of resistance with them can be seen in the story of John Makin, described 

earlier.
16

 

Though the hosiery industry recruited its labor force from among a range of ethnic 

groups, it was an entirely ―white‖ industry.  Utilizing skilled workers and expensive 

machines, the industry required a trained workforce, and textile manufacturers did not give 

African Americans the opportunity to gain such training.  In the nineteenth century the 

growing industrial middle class in England embraced a number of ―justifying ideologies,‖ 

such as Social Darwinism, to explain their exploitation of working people who, toiling under 

terrible conditions, lived in desperately impoverished circumstances.  Such canons provided 

a justification for the more exploitative forms of capitalism, justifying poor working 

conditions and starvation wages, as well as the manufacturers‘ refusal to acknowledge labor 

unions and similar organizations, under the rubric that the poor were responsible for their 
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own conditions because of their intrinsic inferiority.  Industrialists and other elite groups 

also used these doctrines as a justification for colonialism and the imperialist exploitation of 

peoples of color.  Pseudo sciences like ―phrenology‖ added to constructions that assigned 

less intelligence to people of color and classified them as incapable of work that required 

skill or complex thought processes.  These ideas traveled back and forth across the Atlantic 

just as industrialists did, mixing with prevalent ideologies among contemporaries on both 

shores.  When steel magnate Andrew Carnegie traveled to England in the early 1870s he 

brought back not only the Bessemer system of steel production, but also a strong admiration 

for Social Darwinism as well as its most ardent proponent, Herbert Spencer.  Such 

ideologies enhanced, and helped to excuse, the strident racial attitudes that existed in the 

United States.  And they may help to explain why textile manufacturers did not hire African 

Americans for skilled jobs.  According to historian Timothy Minchin, textile production 

remained a white industry even in the South where large communities of African Americans 

could be hired very cheaply, until the 1960s.
17
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By the 1890s Kensington‘s population had reached over one hundred thousand, and 

its manufactured products were estimated at around $400 million annually--and textile 

manufacturers had formed a cohesive group who self-identified in particular ways.  

Historian Philip Scranton argues that paternalism was a major characteristic of the self-

perception of textile manufacturers, and many of them considered Kensington as much 

―their district‖ as the workers did.  They had sometimes worked in its mills before starting 

their own firms or had learned the business on the shop floors of their fathers‘ mills, and 

therefore respected shop culture.  But, by the first quarter of the twentieth century, many 

manufacturers sons were receiving a ―bourgeois‖ education and learning the new skills of 

―scientific management.‖  By the time they started running the businesses, many of them, 

and their managers, had moved into large houses in suburbs such as Cheltenham and 

Chestnut Hill, and middle class sections of the city such as East Oak Lane.  These 

―proprietary‖ capitalists certainly kept an eye on the business and felt that they had a ―right‖ 

to run it as they desired, hiring whomever they pleased, demanding long hours and paying 

the wages of their choice, but their understanding of what was meant by ―their district‖ was 

undoubtedly very different from those who lived, worked, and socialized within the mill 
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districts.  Kensington‘s reputation for ―tumultuous working-class activity‖ was not purely 

based on abstract ideas, or some ingrained unruliness, but was a product of the real-world 

conditions under which many of the residents lived.  By the beginning of the twentieth 

century Kensington‘s textile mill workers toiled for sixty hours a week or more, and many 

were paid scandalously low wages.
18

       

By the early twentieth century the ethnic mix of Kensington was becoming more 

varied, and Western Europeans were joined by other groups, such as Poles, Italians, and 

Jews from Southern and Eastern Europe.  This influx of new immigrants and migrant labor 

was, itself, part of a larger restructuring of the Atlantic economy, at first an economic unit 

that integrated the economies of the United States, Canada, and countries in North and 

Western Europe, as well as Africa, the Caribbean, and Central and South America, but that 

after 1870 also gradually incorporated Southern and Eastern Europe and East Asia.   

Historian Caroline Golab argued that, while no immigrant group ever totally 

monopolized a neighborhood in Kensington to the extent that it was isolated from other 

groups, these diverse peoples shared the same space but were still socially isolated from one 

another.  According to Golab, neighborhood and community were never synonymous and 

proximity did not lead to interaction on a social or emotional level.  A reexamination of the 

data from Greater Kensington challenges this conclusion for most of the neighborhood, with 

the exception of the small group of African Americans living in the area.  By the mid-

nineteenth century Kensington had been incorporated into the city, the major internal 
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conflicts of the earlier time had subsided, and many Kensington residents had formed a 

community identity that expressed itself in class terms.
19

   

Sam Bass Warner, in The Private City, described the area as ―Philadelphia‘s 

workshop . . . a giant mill town set down in the midst of a metropolis,‖ offering the densest 

concentration of manufacturing plants and skilled labor in the city.  In fact, the community 

consisted of numerous people involved in unskilled as well as skilled labor, many of whom 

developed a strong identity, both to place, and as members of a working class.  As social and 

economic stratification increased in the metropolitan area, Kensington developed close-knit 

neighborhoods where ties between neighbors and webs of kinship provided strong support 

networks.  Life centered around the mills, informal street socializing, and distinct forms of 

female and male cultural activities.  These can all be compared to aspects of mill village 

culture that have been so compellingly written about by the authors of the groundbreaking 

work on Southern mill culture, Like a Family.  One significant difference between the two, 

however, was the ethnic diversity of Greater Kensington by the 1920s, as ―new‖ immigrants 

from Eastern and Southern Europe were drawn to the manufacturing center in the early 

twentieth century, before the turmoil leading to World War I.  By the 1920s, culture contact 

and ―modern‖ society were forces mitigating ethnic differentiation, particularly among the 

young, and the traditions of newer residents interfaced with the long traditions of class-

conscious labor activity originally transplanted across the Atlantic by Kensington‘s earliest 

residents.  Ethnic backgrounds and cultures were certainly not forgotten; they were a part of 

community life.  However, other subjectivities based on where and how people worked and 
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lived mitigated the persistence of insular identities.  This pattern complicates prevailing 

descriptions of urban America such as those advanced by Lizabeth Cohen for Chicago, and 

extended to the rest of the country, in which ethnic insularity is portrayed as a dominant 

factor in the fracturing of working-class solidarity in the first quarter of the twentieth 

century.  One reason for the different patterns in Kensington can be attributed to the spatial 

and social organization of the area. 
20
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Figure 1.  Map of Philadelphia and Kensington Wards 
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The landscape was dominated by mills, church spires, housing (built almost 

exclusively in straight, brick rows near the factories to house the working people), local 

shopping areas of small businesses, and fraternal clubs and union halls.  A major investment 

in mass transit by the city from 1916 to 1934 insured that trolley lines ran on all of the major 

streets, and the Frankford Elevated line (after a break in construction during World War I) 

was completed by 1922.  This network not only connected the neighborhoods to the local 

shopping districts, but also to the city‘s center.  Kensington was, in the words of an 

industrial secretary of the Kensington YWCA interviewed in 1925, ―one of the greatest 

industrial communities in the United States,‖ a community of long-term stability.
21

 

In contrast to patterns described by many historians for other areas, older immigrant 

groups did not generally move out as new ones moved in.  Although individuals did move 

on, many older residents remained in the neighborhood, held by jobs and community. This 

factor created a more dispersed mode of settlement, which in itself contributed to the 

breakdown of insularity.  Thus, new immigrant groups did not move en masse into an area, 

but found housing where they could, dispersed throughout the neighborhood, creating a 

checkerboard pattern of settlement in which people of various ethnic backgrounds lived in 

close proximity.  Some ethnic clustering certainly did exist within the newer immigrant 

communities, particularly in the Richmond section where many Polish immigrants settled. 

However, these areas were not physically separated from each other and the major shopping 

districts were easily accessible by walking or a short trolley ride. 
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Scholarly and journalistic descriptions of Kensington have often presented a 

rather bleak picture.  By 1910 Kensington was an area with many factories supporting 

huge smokestacks, standing three to five stories high and a block long.  Rail lines carried 

coal and other goods in and finished products out of the community, and rows of 

―monotonous brick houses,‖ facing onto grid-like streets stretched out to the horizon.  As 

described by Theodore Hershberg and his colleagues, unlike other major cities, 

Philadelphians erected few tenements and, by 1915, row houses were the architectural 

form of roughly nine in ten houses.   Thirty-thousand textile workers and four hundred 

firms inhabited Kensington by the beginning of the twentieth century, and the 

neighborhood‘s reputation for turbulence and working-class solidarity was well known.  

Kensington was all of this, but it was also much more.  Census and archival data, coupled 

with the oral testimonies of former residents, create a picture of a rich social life and 

complex patterns of interaction within the community.
22

 

 

Ethnic Relations 

By the 1920s, there was considerable interaction among the various groups that lived 

within the area, as evidenced by the ethnic variation in the names of those arrested in the 

labor disputes that proliferated during this period.  Some of the reasons for this can be found 

in the active neighborhood life that existed throughout the community.  The 1920 census 

indicates that newer Polish, Slavic, and Italian residents lived among the long-standing 

community of English, Scotch, Irish, and German residents, often on the same streets and 
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within the same block.  Many among the newer ethnicities were second generation; some 

however, were new immigrants, particularly those of Eastern and Southern European 

descent. There was a flourishing retail area of predominantly Jewish merchants along 

Allegheny and Kensington Avenues.  In Kensington, most workers lived within two miles of 

their places of employment and walked to work.  Open neighborhood squares, taverns, and 

the streets of Kensington provided space for socializing and community events.  As one 

observer noted in 1925, ―The families make up for the lack of a back yard by using the 

streets as community recreation centers.‖
23

  

Irish, Polish, German and Italian Catholic churches, Protestant churches, and a 

Jewish synagogue stood within blocks of each other.  The proliferation of churches indicates 

that many residents certainly had some kind of religious identity, and a number of scholars, 

like Golab and Richard Juliani, stress the importance of church as an organizing principle 

for community.  While religion certainly was important for many, it was not, however, the 

overriding or only organizing principle in Kensington in this period.  For many people, their 

religion was a given, part of the way they thought of themselves and part of their cultural 

background.  Parish, as ethnicity, was a part of their identity, but not all of it.  It is important 

to understand social identities in their full socio-cultural complexity, as fluid, pluralistic in 

nature, and continually evolving.  Other identities, centered around work, unions, class, 

community, and gender, were just as important for a significant group and in fact, often 
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more so.  Because religious activity is so often associated with women, some commonly 

held assumptions about women‘s roles in the community need to be re-examined.
24

 

There were certainly some women who were actively involved with a church, 

attending novenas every Tuesday night or daily masses every morning at 6:30.  These 

women were not reflective of the community as a whole, however, and were especially 

uncharacteristic of young women in the 1920s.  There were many shades of religiosity, from 

the devout to the anti-clerical to everything in between.  Former resident Jeanne Callahan 

described her mother, Jane Connor, as a ―flapper.‖  Jane, born in 1900, was raised Irish 

Catholic; however, when she came of age, she ―never went to mass‖ and, when she married 

and had children in the early 1920s, she did not send her children to Catholic schools.  Jane 

learned to say the rosary in Polish from a close girlfriend, but this was more of an interesting 

cross-cultural experience, not something she identified with religion per se.  The rosary 

provided a common denominator that simplified the translation of the language.  She also 

loved to dance, and on Sunday mornings she always listened to a Polish music program on 

the radio.  ―Whenever a Polka came on the radio she would dance across the floor,‖ her 

daughter Jeanne in tow.  Several other residents indicated their ability to say phrases in other 

languages as a point of pride.  Jeanne, born in 1924, did go to mass as a child in the 1920s 

and 1930s ―most of the time‖ because her father took her.  Although her brother rarely went 

and religion was not a big topic at home, this story indicates that her Irish-Italian father had 

some ideas about the importance of his daughter attending mass that may not have been 
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shared by his wife.  In fact, because he usually had to rush to get Jeanne to mass on time, her 

mother would regularly ―give him hell,‖ claiming he was going to make his daughter sick.
25

 

Rich Gerner, born in Kensington in 1925, said his mother never went to church.  She 

often told Rich, ―it‘s the way you live your life that matters, not whether or not you go to 

church.‖  And for some residents, ambivalence extended into anti-clericalism, as 

exemplified by both Alice Nelson Kreckman and Howard Kreckman.  Howard told a story 

about going to the YMCA as a youth because he ―wanted to swim.‖  ―This man asked me if 

I was ‗saved.‘  I told the man I didn‘t know if I was or not.‖  Telling a story about evangelist 

Billy Sunday, he described him as a ―con artist‖ for setting up a tent on Allegheny Avenue 

to try to pull in the ―poor uneducated masses.‖  Sunday was brought to Philadelphia by 

department store magnate John Wanamaker and, as was the case for many such figures, 

spent a lot of time trying to ―reform‖ working-class people.
26

   

Alice Kreckman also condemned religion as a methodology for ―brainwashing the 

young,‖ and she did not attend any church as a child.  Although she went to the YWCA in 

the early 1920s, she claimed it was not religious like the men‘s association.  In the 286 

excerpts from interviews of Kensington hosiery workers conducted by researchers from the 

Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania in the 1930s, only one mentioned 

religion, and that was a male claiming that ―the company I worked for liked people from my 

religion because it was against unions.‖  Some of the ambivalence towards religion most 
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certainly came out of contradictions regarding labor and the relationships some clergy had 

with mill owners.  Many people, however, just had other things to think about much of the 

time.  There was also a strand of anti-clericalism that was incorporated into the changing 

views and mores of the ―new woman,‖ an important factor for many young women of the 

period.  Such a thread can be noted in some of the ―modern‖ material contained in novels, 

plays, and movies that became popular among the young, and can be seen in the personas of 

Jane Callahan and Alice Nelson Kreckman.
27

   

Kensington was very much a part of an urban environment and the structures of the 

community reflected this.  Movie theaters were a common feature in the neighborhood and 

very popular among the residents.  The Midway theater, in the center of Kensington‘s 

shopping district at Kensington and Allegheny Avenues, was a vaudeville theater and it also 

showed films.  Howard Kreckman was very fond of going to the movies and described what 

they were like when he was young.  ―They would have a vaudeville show, then show you a 

film . . .  silent films . . . you would get all of this for a nickel and they would give you a bag 

of candy too.‖  As Lizabeth Cohen has shown, silent films were accessible to people even if 

English was not their first language.  Other places of leisure, such as skating rinks, 

restaurants, and dancehalls, were very popular among a diverse group of residents, 

particularly young people, as were the abundant taverns, and there were always the shopping 
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districts along Kensington Avenue where people could meet each other as participants (on 

various levels) in the consumer culture of the 1920s.
28

 

Ethnic clubs and institutions were prevalent in the community but were frequently 

open to other residents of the neighborhood, and some of these clubs were places where men 

of different ethnicities sometimes met to socialize.   But women also attended social events 

at the various clubs.  Joseph Callahan, of Irish and Italian descent, sometimes went with 

friends to a Polish club, and he and his wife, her sisters and their husbands attended dances 

there, as well as at the Irish Ancient Order of Hibernians club, in the 1920s.  Rich Gerner 

told an interesting story about some of the other customs among men that prevailed in the 

1940s.  On Saint Patrick‘s Day the Irish club always sponsored a parade and in the course of 

it, they stopped by a Polish club to ―serenade‖ them with Irish songs.  The men there 

reciprocated in Polish.  That evening they all met and had a pig roast.  The next day they met 

again at a vacant field to hold a mock funeral complete with a (phony) priest, and ―buried 

the remains of Paddy‘s Pig.‖  The rhythms of life, work patterns, fraternal organizations and 

unions, taverns, institutions like the YMCA and YWCA, street socializing and conversations 

on front steps in densely populated streets, all helped to combat the isolation of residents. 
29

     

 

Race and Kensington 

Kensington was an overwhelmingly white working-class neighborhood.  In fact, 

most historians of the city do not even mention the two small communities of African 

Americans who were long-time residents of the area.  In addition to the two communities 
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consisting of a few square blocks each, a small number of mixed race residents lived in other 

parts of Kensington.  Both Jeanne Callahan and Richard Gerner referred to ―mulatto‖ 

families living in their vicinity.  Their statements show at least a small degree of intermixing 

and are backed up by articles in the shop newsletter of the Aberle mill, the Pressoff Special.  

Rich Gerner described how ―white kids‖ and ―colored kids‖ sometimes threw stones at each 

other ―up on the railroad tracks,‖ indicating that some antagonisms were present among 

young people.   However, he was related to one of the ―mulatto‖ families because his 

mother‘s sister married an African American man who was a minister in a Baptist church.  

Interestingly, Rich volunteered this information and was very open to talking about this 

connection, as well as the fact that he had several bi-racial cousins that he spent time with.  

This can be seen as a classic case of what anthropologists would call an ―insider/outsider‖ 

perspective.  In the 1940s he and other white men frequented an illegal, after-hours 

―speakeasy,‖ run by an African American male in his house in the black section of 

Kensington known as ―Jewtown.‖
30

   

Rich Gerner‘s family lived in a section of Kensington that bordered ―Jewtown‖ when 

he was a child.  The houses in this white area were generally older houses that rented for less 

money, and some had outside toilets.  Rich‘s father was an unskilled laborer and their family 

income was not very high.  Although Kensington was a working-class area, it was not 

monolithic and there were differences of income and living standards within its population.  

Such was true of the African American community as well.  Articles in the Philadelphia 
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Tribune indicate that there was also some level of stratification within this neighborhood.  

Announcements of dinners, social meetings, and other social events in Kensington were 

featured in the newspaper and underscore the fact that African American communities were 

also rich in complexity and social organization, a fact that has been demonstrated by 

Kenneth Kusmer in his work A Ghetto Takes Shape.
31

 

While African Americans remained in the area throughout this period they were the 

most insulated and isolated of the various groups that co-existed in the community, as they 

were throughout the city.  But they were not invisible.  Jeanne Callahan described 

sometimes seeing African Americans ―down on the ‗Avenue,‘‖ and Rich Gerner (a 

wonderful story teller) told a story about African American children in the neighborhood at 

Halloween, when he was a child.  According to tradition, ―when kids went trick-or-treating 

at Halloween they had to sing a song, or dance, or something‖ to get a treat.  Rich‘s mother 

always liked ―the colored kids‖ because they were the best performers.  This story gives 

several insights into the community.  It indicates that African Americans were visibly 

present and that there was at least some degree of acceptance.  But it also indicates that 

some people certainly had preconceived, stereotypical ideas about them.  That African 

Americans, as a group, have some kind of internal, natural rhythm is a familiar racial 
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stereotype.  These ideas carried over into Rich‘s description of his ―mulatto‖ cousins, one of 

whom he described as a ―sharp dresser‖ and as being ―a really good dancer, you know.‖
32

  

Although by 1910 blacks made up only 5.5 percent of the city‘s population, they 

gradually became integrated into the local economy.  By the late nineteenth century 

manufacturing employed 25 percent of African American workers.  By 1915 they made up 

one-third of workers who made grease, tallow, and paving materials, one-fifth of all oil and 

brick manufacturers, 16 percent of iron and steel forgers, and 13 percent of gristmill 

workers.  They also unloaded railway cars and worked as street and sewer cleaners, trash 

collectors, laundresses and domestics, and in general, held the hardest and dirtiest jobs.  By 

1920 the black population of the city had increased to 7.4 percent.  During the period 1916-

1918, due largely to war-induced labor shortages, their employment in industry grew as 

migrants found low skilled jobs in steel manufacture, chemical and oil refining and 

maintenance.  But they were shut off from most of the city‘s major firms.  The textile 

industry, employing up to forty-five thousand workers in Philadelphia, employed only 280 

African-Americans, all of them holding janitorial positions.  Only Midvale Steel hired them 

in any numbers; it had four thousand African Americans on the payroll before 1917, but in 

segregated areas in the plant where they were assigned the most grueling tasks.
33
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Segregated and often isolated, African Americans developed their own indigenous 

institutions, including fraternal societies.  Of major importance among these institutions was 

the church.  The nation‘s first black-run churches were located in Philadelphia, and the 

social significance of the church to Philadelphia‘s black community cannot be 

overestimated.  The church held socials and concerts, and lecturers, politicians, and social 

reformers used the church as a forum.  Articles in the Philadelphia Tribune, the city‘s 

African American newspaper, indicate that this was also the case in Kensington.  As Rich 

Gerner‘s family was on the lower end of the economic spectrum in Kensington, it is possible 

that the marriage of his aunt to an African American minister may have been a ―step up‖ for 

her.  In the early twentieth century, some of Philadelphia‘s unions did not accept African 

Americans as members, and most unions did not actively organize them (with the significant 

exception of a Wobbly dock workers local).  One study showed that out of sixty-three 

thousand African Americans in the city, fewer than two hundred belonged to unions, usually 

members of all-black labor associations.
34

  

African Americans encountered segregation in residency, as well as industry.  Table 

1 indicates the percentage of African Americans in Greater Kensington by ward, compared 

to a sampling from the sections of the city with the largest black populations by 1930. 
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Table 1.  Racial Percentages Of Philadelphia Wards, By Geographic Area, 1930 

 

         Ward   % White  % Black 

 

 

Greater  

Kensington  18   99.9%   0.1% 

19   97.0%   3.0% 

25   98.7%   1.3% 

31   99.9%   0.1% 

33   99.8%   0.2% 

45   99.2%   0.8% 

 

Upper South                          

Philadelphia  4   67.0%   33.0% 

7   58.3%   41.7% 

30   29.7%   70.3% 

36   70.2%   29.8% 

  

Lower North 

Philadelphia  14   54.0%   46.0% 

20   64.1%   35.9% 

32   68.3%   31.7% 

47   59.1%   40.9% 

 

Source:  Fifteenth Census of the United States - 1930 - Population, Volume III, Part 2: 

Montana-Wyoming, Table 23, p. 750.  

 

 

Beyond the incidents of juvenile stone throwing, there is no evidence of significant 

racial incidents within the area of Greater Kensington during this time.  Although racial 

violence may not have been prevalent in Kensington, in 1918 there was, however, a ―race 

riot‖ in South Philadelphia, and again in 1924, racial incidents are reported for that section 

of the city, which had a large African-American population.  The small size of the 

community of African Americans in Kensington and the fact that they formed little source 

of competition for whites in its industries, and possibly, the existence of a long tradition of 
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radical thought, may have been factors in its ability to co-exist and even, to a very small 

degree, become part of the larger entity.
35

   

African Americans also remained peripheral to the textile/hosiery industry.  Much of 

the work in hosiery mills was considered skilled or semi-skilled, including that of women, 

and African Americans were not hired for these jobs; they were not even used as ―scab‖ 

labor during strikes.  This, along with the fact that they were not hired in other segments of 

the textile industry or other trades considered ―skilled,‖ meant that they provided little or no 

competition for white workers in Kensington.  Access to a large pool of skilled and 

experienced labor is the primary reason the mills remained in Kensington as long as they did 

despite the community solidarity that caused mill owners frequent problems. 

Unlike an industry such as garment which, however skilled it may have been in 

reality, utilized skills that many women, black and white, acquired early in life, full-

fashioned hosiery required specialized training on the job.  Because of this, ―scab‖ labor 

could not be randomly hired.  The fact that African Americans were not used as 

strikebreakers meant that they, as a group, did not arouse the ire of the textile workers that 

was shown towards ―scabs.‖  African Americans were not hired as ―scab‖ labor because 

they were not hired in textile mills at all.     

Though the historical record contains only scattered mention at most of racial 

animosities in Kensington before World War II, we cannot assume that being ―white‖ was 

not an important part of Kensingtonians‘ identities.  After all, in addition to sharing radical 

community traditions and membership in the working class, all of Kensington‘s textile 
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workers, whether new immigrants or descendants of old families, were white.  True, their 

union did oppose lynching in the South, supported organizing blacks in North Carolina and 

other areas, and included them in their anti-eviction campaigns, but perhaps it was a case of 

what activist and comedian Dick Gregory was referring to when he said, ―Down South they 

don‘t care how close I am as long as I don‘t get too big, and up North they don‘t care how 

big I am as long as I don‘t get too close.‖  When blacks did get too close the neighborhoods‘ 

children sometimes kept them back by throwing stones.
36

 

But a reflexive reliance on the concept of ―whiteness‖ popularized by Noel Ignatiev 

and others may not be the most accurate way to understand the complexities of hosiery 

workers‘ self-identities.  As whiteness scholars remind us, ―race‖ itself is a constructed 

concept, and, as Robert Korstad put it, ―white workers‘ racism was never static and 

instinctual, and their consciousness shifted ‗back and forth along the axes of race, class, and 

gender‘ in tandem with changes in the cultural and political terrain.‖  We may not be able to 

determine how important their whiteness was to Kensington‘s workers because identities 

can only be inferred from outward actions, and their actions in relation to race were not 

unilinear.  Young people in the neighborhood also sometimes threw stones at other white 

youth from different ―corners‖ within the community.  Their slightly older brothers drank at 

a speakeasy in Kensington‘s small black enclave of Jewtown.  In the hundreds of interviews 

in the unemployment studies of hosiery workers, there was no mention of racial issues by 

respondents.  The anti-racist statements and actions of socialist-influenced residents appear 
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genuine, as did similar activism by their ideological descendants in the October 4
th

 

Organization, in the far tenser racial climate of 1970‘s Kensington.
37

  

The most important reason for the low level of racial violence or even racial 

engagement may have been the distance of African Americans, both spatially and 

figuratively, from Kensingtonians‘ daily lives.  While the first Great Migration increased the 

percentage of blacks in Philadelphia, in 1920 their presence in the city‘s workforce was still 

relatively minimal.  As Heather Ann Thompson points out in her studies of Detroit, a much 

larger impact of black migration was felt during its second phase during and after World 

War II, a time when the African American proportion of Philadelphia reached 18.2 percent 

in 1950 and 33.6 percent in 1970.  In those later, deindustrialized decades, there were indeed 

several instances of racial hostility, when the western border of Kensington became the 

sharply racially different community of North Philadelphia, an area that had been diverse 

and majority-white in the 1920s and 1930s.
38

 

Although some authors, like James Wolfinger, have portrayed race relations in 

Philadelphia as uniformly hostile and working-class whites as uniformly racist, he and 

others have neglected the intricacies and historical change that characterized the real 

Philadelphia of the twentieth century.  In fact, even after World War II, as historian David 

McCallister has shown in his important study of the city, interracial housing continued to 
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exist during the process of racial transition of Philadelphia‘s neighborhoods.  Although 

whites generally were not willing to live in a predominantly black neighborhood, not only 

did they continue to reside in an area after blacks moved in, but they continued to buy 

homes there, and the majority of those residing and buying in these neighborhoods were 

working-class whites.  While such patterns may not have succeeded in producing 

permanently mixed neighborhoods, McCallister‘s findings challenge the conclusions of 

many recent ―whiteness‖ studies in that it shows that working-class whites and blacks not 

only could, but did, live together amicably.
39

  

In the 1920s and 1930s, however, with the textile manufacturers‘ refusal to hire 

blacks and African Americans themselves declining to challenge the racial exclusivity of the 

industry or the community, Kensington‘s workers were focused on other more immediate 

and real threats to their livelihoods—their ―class enemies‖ as the communists and socialists 

among them exhorted. 

Although African Americans were not hired by Kensington‘s textile manufacturers 

that does not mean that they were indifferent to developments in the industry or to their 

exclusion.  Philadelphia‘s African American newspaper, the Philadelphia Tribune, took a 

mixed stance editorially toward unions and strikes.  During the great 1934 textile strike the 

Tribune reported approvingly that ―Negroes Shun Textile Strike in Quaker City‖ because 

―unions throughout the country have denied union affiliations to those few Negroes working 
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in the industry.‖  Other articles urged blacks to demand entry into unions and pointed out 

that the forces of repression that kept blacks in line in the South were turned against poor 

whites when they challenged the power of the industrialists.  Communist-led strikes were 

reported positively, along with their demands for ―Equal pay for equal work for black and 

white workers.‖
40

 

Of course, the African-American community did share some things with white 

Kensington, and a love for baseball was one of them.  In May 1920, the Philadelphia 

Tribune covered a ―rematch‖ game between a black team, the Hilldale Bats, and the Nativity 

Catholic Club, that took place in Kensington‘s Nativity Park, adjacent to the traditional 

―Irish‖ church in the neighborhood.  Although the paper claims the 4-3 win by Nativity was 

accomplished by ―cheating,‖ there is no indication in the story that racial antagonisms were 

an issue.  Another common element between the two communities was an antipathy towards 

the city police.  The police often made incursions into private homes (both black and white) 

in the 1920s under the pretense of looking for violators of Prohibition.  Another article in the 

Philadelphia Tribune describing such raids in the African American community gave an 

account that would have been definitely appreciated by many in Kensington‘s white 

community: 

Some months ago some policemen led by a ―brave‖ inspector of police entered a 

house to arrest its owner.  The inspector was shot and killed.  A few weeks ago 

the alleged murderer was tried and acquitted.  The jury felt that a man‘s home was 

still his castle, and officers of the law could not enter whenever they pleased.  Of 

course, this man was rich, and could afford high-priced legal talent.  You know 
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what would have happened if it had been a colored man . . . It would be well for 

the police to take serious notice of the acquittal above referred to and to refrain 

from making unlawful entry, as they have been doing recently, into the homes of 

citizens.  If however, the higher-ups in the Police Department insist in carrying 

out these unlawful raids, then it is hoped that they will emulate Inspector 

Blackburn‘s example, and LEAD their men into the houses.
41

   

 

Because of their segregation, however, in both residence and employment, African-

Americans were not major participants in the ―labor wars‖ that erupted within the 

community during this period.   

 

Jobs and Neighbors 

Other than African Americans, most of Kensington‘s residents worked in the mills, 

many in the textile industry and particularly hosiery, which became the largest employer in 

the city.  Some members of the newer groups, such as Poles and Italians, were employed in 

unskilled jobs; however, a portion of the Polish immigrants came from the Prussian, 

industrialized sectors of Poland and were experienced in industry.  Also, many in the Italian 

community had worked as migrant labor within industrial Europe before coming to the 

United States, and this factor helped them to integrate more readily into the mills.  

Occupations such as seamers, knitters, weavers, toppers, menders, lace makers, mechanics, 

and welders were common in Kensington, although the census shows such interesting 

divergences as a ―fireman‖ for a Masonic Lodge (born in Ireland).  According to Jeanne 

Callahan, two of her mother‘s sisters worked in hosiery mills, as did the mother of Richard 

Gerner.  Howard Kreckman and Alice Nelson Kreckman both left school when they were 

fourteen to enter the hosiery mills in the late teens and early twenties.  The mills taught 
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group work and promoted contacts, and the common experiences of working in them created 

complementary habits among many of the residents that were reflected in neighborhood life.  

The community became an important base for sociability, underscored by patterns of 

marriage and networks of work relations that connected the community to the workplace.
42

   

The primary method of getting a job was through networks of family or neighbors, 

when someone would ―speak‖ for a job seeker or let him or her know when to show up at 

the mill.  Extended family members often lived in close proximity and most people lived 

within walking distance or a short trolley ride from their jobs.  Marriages between people 

from different ethnic groups were not uncommon.  Jeanne Callahan‘s father was of Irish and 

Italian descent and her mother Jane Connor, was Irish.  Rich Gerner‘s father was German 

while his mother was Irish.  Howard Kreckman was of German and English Canadian 

descent, Alice Nelson Kreckman was Irish and English.  And, as mentioned previously, 

there were even a few incidents, though rare, of interracial marriage.  Census data backs up 

oral testimony.
43

 

The development of social networks where people could rely on neighbors for help 

and support was aided by high residential stability and the propinquity of row house living.  
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As Howard Kreckman put it, ―when you lived in row houses, you knew if your neighbor 

was hurting.‖  Neighbors often helped out in times of distress and people were not only 

recipients of charity, but also frequently donors, helping out family and friends.  The 

construction of such networks of reciprocity was a necessary condition for living a 

respectable life, for in a community like Kensington, it was very difficult to live comfortably 

without the cooperation of family and friends.  ―Give and take‖ was an important part of the 

community ethos and coming down too much on either side was looked at askance.  

Reciprocity was not the same as ―charity,‖ and it was a central factor in the alternative 

economy that was necessitated by conditions that often included periods when workers were 

out of work, either when the mills were slow, or the not infrequent times when strikes were 

in progress.  During the Great Depression, the hosiery union came to play a particularly 

strong role in this ―moral economy‖ of the community.
44

  

 

Networks of Culture 

Distinct forms of male and female cultural networks were evident in the 

neighborhood.  Male activities extended outside of work into such areas as clubs and 

taverns, before, during and after Prohibition, which was not taken very seriously by most 

residents regardless of their ethnic backgrounds.  Activities involving physical aggression 
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were also a regular part of male activities.  Although, according to all of the interviews, 

children were generally raised to be respectful of adults, it was rare, as historian Elizabeth 

Roberts has shown, for a working-class child to grow up ―cowed and spiritless.‖  General 

conditions of everyday life were not conducive to the development of passive behavior.  

People were expected to stand up for themselves and such expectations crossed gender lines.  

These community expectations were also a very important component of the labor activity 

that thrived within the community.
45

 

If a person felt some right was being violated, or he or she was not being ―respected‖ 

(and individuals sometimes defined ―respect‖ rather broadly), altercations would sometimes 

turn into fist-fights, and some men, in particular, used such incidents to demonstrate their 

physical prowess.  Consequently, some developed reputations in the neighborhood as men 

you ―didn‘t mess with.‖  Men of different ethnicities also spent time in ―fight clubs,‖ 

institutions with a long history in Kensington.  Rich Gerner claimed his uncle told him 

stories about some clubs that allowed ―bare knuckle‖ fighting, where the audience could 

easily come out ―spattered with blood.‖  But more legitimate clubs also became important 

sites of interaction.  The Cambria Athletic Club, established in 1917 at Kensington Avenue 

and Somerset Street, became a popular club where amateur boxers engaged in ―soft glove‖ 

matches in which they were still expected to put on a good show.  Rich Gerner, describing 

what it was like in the 1930s when his uncle took him there claimed, ―If they danced around 
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too much, the crowd would start booing and singing, ‗Let me call you sweetheart.‘‖  It was 

also one of the ―smokiest places‖ he had ever spent time in.
46

   

Cultural networks also extended from the workplace into the community.  Soccer (a 

reflection of English traditions), pool, and baseball games were popular activities, and 

hosiery workers from different mills often competed against each other in union-sponsored 

leagues.  Shuffleboard and darts were popular games in the taverns where men sometimes 

congregated after work, and work was always important.  Residents of the community 

generally embraced a work ethic that saw work as a necessity of life for one simple reason--

it was.  A job often meant the difference between ―having a roof over your head,‖ or living 

on the street.  Culture, tradition, and shared connections of kinship and neighborhood also, 

however, reinforced a concept of justice that embraced this ethic as not only a necessity, but 

a moral right, that belonged to them all.  People were expected to work, but work was 

expected to be available, and fair.  This outlook of the hosiery workers of Kensington was 

best described in a book by economist George Taylor of the Wharton School of the 

University of Pennsylvania.  Writing in 1931, Taylor claimed that the conflict between 

Kensington‘s workers and the manufacturers was ―one of a clash of philosophies.  

Employees, particularly union representatives, retain the concept of a ‗just wage,‘ an ethical 

concept which is quite evident in union demands that wage rates and earnings should be 

related to the cost of living.  Manufacturers insist that the ‗price‘ of labor is determined in a 

competitive market where the factors of supply and demand prevail.‖
47
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There also existed an informal system of redistribution which had a distinctly ―us 

and them‖ character.  Rich Gerner described incidents when some of the younger men 

jumped onto the coal cars moving slowly along the railroad tracks in the neighborhood and 

―kick[ed] coal off so that people below could fill up sacks of coal to take home.‖  During the 

Depression, Howard Kreckman and his brother sometimes drove a truck up to the coal 

country in upstate Pennsylvania, filled it with coal taken from stores kept by the coal 

company, and then gave it out to neighbors who could not afford to buy it.  According to 

Howard, ―this was called ‗bootlegging,‘ not of alcohol, but coal.‖  The activity of 

―bootlegging coal‖ was also described in the shop newsletter of the Aberle mill.  At no time 

were any of those involved in such actions considered to be outside of the circle of 

neighbors.  The ―us and them‖ mentality under which they were incorporated was 

recognized throughout the community.  This oppositional ethos included a very important 

distinction, however, for transgressions against ―neighbors‖ (the term consistently used by 

all interviewees) were not looked at as acceptable.  The perpetrators of such actions were 

generally ―taken care of within the community,‖ and they lost the protection of the 

community.  It was such oppositional ideology that underpinned the labor and women‘s 

activity that continued throughout the 1920s and 1930s.
48
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Female Cultural Networks 

Female cultural networks also extended from the workplace into the community.  By 

the late 1800s Philadelphia was a center of textile and other light manufacturing industries 

and, as such, it drew large numbers of women into its shops.  For example, in 1880, women 

made up 26 percent of the city‘s workforce, almost twice the national average. Almost all of 

the city‘s carpet mills and hosiery mills were located in Kensington.  In Kensington, three-

quarters of wage-earning women worked in manufacturing, while only 13 percent worked as 

servants.  By contrast, in Philadelphia generally, over one-third of all employed women 

were servants and over one-half nationally.  Historian Susan Levine found that 

―Kensington‘s factory girls provided a crucial link in the area‘s network of kin relations and 

family economies,‖ encompassing both home and workplace.  ―Family ties continued at the 

workplace, while neighborhood ties reinforced workplace contacts.‖
49

 

Shared childcare, activities such as marketing and nursing or midwifery, and work in 

the mills reinforced neighborly ties, often across ethnic boundaries.  Alice Kreckman 

described her mother as being ―always up and down the street.  It didn‘t matter who it was, 

if someone was sick or there was a baby to be born, she was there.‖  There was always a 

woman in the neighborhood who had ―special knowledge‖ to help women with birth control 

or an unwanted pregnancy.  Although such knowledge was never discussed openly, women 

knew whom to go to.  It is possible that Alice‘s mother was one of these women, although 

she never explicitly said so.   During this period, the movement to legalize birth control 
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gained significant support among working-class people and the AFFFHW was an early and 

important supporter in legalization campaigns, often spearheaded by the Socialists.
50

 

In none of the interviews used in this study did anyone ever mention being told, as a 

child, ―a woman‘s place is in the home.‖  Those with working mothers could certainly see 

that many women had lives outside of the home, and wage-earning wives and mothers were 

not uncommon.  Often, the second wage made the difference in the battle to have a ―decent‖ 

life.  Rich Gerner claimed that when his mother was able to get a job in a yarn factory, the 

family was able to live a better life.  ―We thought we were rich, we were able to move into a 

house that had inside plumbing.‖  Howard Kreckman always expressed great respect for his 

mother who worked for a shirtwaist manufacturer on the ―putting out‖ system.  Shirtwaists 

were made of cotton, and they always had to be carefully pressed.  ―She would take the 

trolley down and pick up the shirts and bring them home to work on, then take them back to 

get credit.  Meanwhile, she still managed to make a home for us.‖  Women were very visible 

in the workshops as well as in the community generally.  Streets, often dominated by 

women, became centers of community life where women reaffirmed their authority.  These 

women were not necessarily always deferential, respectful or submissive any more than the 

men in the community.  Rich Gerner‘s mother was ―an outspoken lady who always told you 

exactly what she thought,‖ while Alice Kreckman‘s mother, ―a little woman who loved 

animals‖ did not hesitate to assert herself if the occasion warranted it.  Alice remembered 

one time when a man with a horse-drawn cart stopped outside their house and started to beat 

the horse.  Her mother, incensed, ―went out with a broom and started whacking the man.‖  

According to Alice, ―She beat the hell out of him.  She told him ‗If you touch that horse 
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again I‘ll knock your head off,‘ and she would have too.  She was like that.‖  And Alice, as 

well as other women in the hosiery union, were not exactly timid, as demonstrated by their 

labor activity.  When women physically fought on the picket lines and spoke up at union 

meetings, such behavior had precedents in a long history of ―disorderly women‖ that can be 

traced back across the Atlantic and were part of the traditions incorporated into Kensington.  

This appears to have been especially true in textile.
51

 

Although culturally dominant views of femininity may have been present in 

everyday life, they varied, were contested, and often contradicted one another.  

Understandings of gender suggesting women‘s place was in the domestic realm, or that 

women were meek and submissive when they did work outside the home, contends historian 

Eleanor Gordon, do not explain ―patterns of women‘s workplace behavior.‖  To draw such a 

conclusion is to conflate ―a subordinate labor market position with subordination and 

submission in the workplace.‖
52

 While there can be no argument about the legal, political 

and employment inequalities suffered by women in the public sphere, there is little evidence 

that, during this period, the majority of these women felt they, or their mothers, were 

particularly exploited by working-class men generally.  Some women certainly had 

problems with individual men and, at different times, with some of the union leadership.  
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However, many saw their problems to be similar to that of the men in the community.  If 

they made accusations of sexual harassment and exploitation they were often directed at 

―bosses.‖
53

  Comparisons can be made with studies of African American women, who, in 

conjunction with men, often saw race, not gender, as the overriding site of their exploitation.  

But during the 1920s, the consciousness of a significant group of these women was 

broadened to include an understanding of women‘s special problems as wives, mothers, and 

workers, and activities to address these issues became a part of the goal of those in the 

hosiery union.  Part of this was due to broader social and cultural changes in American 

society and was influenced by the earlier women‘s movement and the increased role that  

socialist ideology came to play in the union.  But these factors interacted with the history of 

the community and the position that women had long held in it.  In Kensington, prevailing 

middle-class cultural and ideological views of women‘s roles did not fit the ―accepted norm‖ 

that was often negotiated by the women themselves on at least some of their own terms.  

The order imposed by such a discourse often gave way to such forces as economic necessity 

and community culture and tradition.  These conditions provided fertile ground for what can 

be called the ―consciousness raising‖ that was to be practiced by union women in the 1920s.  

As workers, women received community and family support and, in the hosiery industry, 

their positions were relatively high, giving them some sense of financial independence.  

Their collective activities led to what can be called ―a feminist critique‖ within the union 

that reflected back upon the culture of the community itself.  
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Traditions of Resistance 

The neighborhood support for hosiery union activism demonstrated throughout the 

1920s and 1930s (to be described in later chapters) was not a new or transitory feature 

within Kensington, but had deep historical roots connected to an internalized conception of 

what it meant to be from the community.   

According to a study by Quaker philanthropist William Jeannes, residents of 

Kensington formed a strong identity of place.  If a person from Kensington went anywhere 

outside the community and someone asked him or her where they were from, they often 

responded simply ―Kensington,‖ as if the single word was all that needed to be said.
54

  An 

argument can be made that, at least in labor circles, it was sufficient, as recognizable as 

―Paterson‖ or ―Lawrence.‖
55

  As an industrial district in a major port city, Kensington had 

been part of the Atlantic economy from its inception, drawing upon both transnational 

capital and a transnational workforce.  Philadelphia‘s early textile workers injected a radical 

analysis into the growing working-class critique of early industrial capitalism that combined 

their history with the ideology of ―free born‖ Americans.  Just as capital develops strategies 

to maximize its profits at labor‘s expense, so too does labor develop responses to such 

strategies of exploitation.  Historian Jefferson Cowie in his book, Capital Moves, 
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demonstrated that the RCA company‘s various moves in search of cheap labor were met, 

eventually, everywhere it went, by responses developed by labor to counter attempts to push 

it down.  Some were organic and spontaneous, others organized and specific.  The ability of 

corporations to move and develop such strategies thus connected the lives of disparate 

groups in the past, as it does today.  Kensington was at the center of Philadelphia‘s labor 

activity in the 1920s and 1930s as it had been since the early nineteenth century.  Its labor 

activists, in this period centered in the hosiery union, were able, in part, to withstand the 

coordinated attacks of the National Association of Manufacturers and forces of the state 

because they were sustained in their community by a long history of progressive and radical 

activity and ideas, connected to a regional, national and international network.  This history 

had a direct bearing on both the labor and women‘s activism discussed in this study.
56

 

Many of the early residents of Kensington were the product of the first industrial 

revolution and incorporated elements of Enlightenment thought about equality that underlay 

the American Revolution, the French Revolution, and many of the social movements that 

developed in the nineteenth century.  Bruce Laurie, in The Working People of Philadelphia, 

demonstrated that the oppositional thought of Rationalism had a long history among trade 

unionists in Philadelphia.  The rationalists included the most active and vocal trade-union 

radicals in the city and they commanded a ―hefty constituency‖ within the working-class 

subculture.  Universalism and Free Thought were the two most important rationalist 

currents, and by 1835 there were at least three Universalist churches in Philadelphia--two of 
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them in Greater Kensington.  When new waves of immigrants came into the area in the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, they brought their own social and cultural 

responses developed in relation to the particular conditions and contradictions they 

encountered in the various areas of Europe from which they came.  But they also came into 

a community with a long history and tradition of labor/capital conflict, which had become 

part of the culture of the community itself, carrying through at least the first half of the 

twentieth century.
57

 

Rich Gerner, when describing conditions in the mill in which he worked, often talked 

about methods of what social historians have termed ―everyday resistance‖ that he used in 

his workplace: 

 I would work at a set pace – no slower, no faster.  At one point the bosses 

brought in efficiency experts to set times for everything.  These guys watched us 

and came up with ideas like ‗this job takes one and one half men.‘  But, you can‘t 

split a man in half, so they would try to get one to do it.  If I didn‘t have a helper, 

I would just stand there.  When the foreman asked me what I was doing, I would 

say ‗waiting for a helper.‘  You can‘t let the bosses get control.
58

 

 

This statement could have been something right out of a manuscript by labor historian 

David Montgomery.  Rich, however, had never read Montgomery nor any other labor 

historian for that matter.  He left school when he was 16 to go to work, and although he 

was a union member, he was never in the leadership of any organization.  When 

questioned about his opinion as to why Kensington had such a long history of militancy, 

Howard Kreckman responded simply, ―that‘s where the mills were.‖  From this 
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statement, it is obvious that the construct of labor/capital conflict had become an 

internalized part of his consciousness.  To him, the answer was obvious.
59

   

It should not be unexpected that women would be a part of this class-based conflict, 

as workers.  But in the 1920s and 1930s, many deepened their involvement to incorporate 

other aspects of their lives as women, wives, and mothers as well.  Part of this was due to 

the radical culture embedded in Kensington and the roles that women historically played in 

it.  According to a study conducted by researchers at the Wharton School of the University 

of Pennsylvania, the workers of Kensington usually came from families that had a tradition 

of working in the mills.  ―Men in the family may be full-fashioned hosiery knitters and the 

mother and daughter toppers or loopers working on the same or other work crews (or they 

may be weavers, menders or examiners).  Usually the tradition goes back for more than one 

generation.‖  The study also claimed that the union movement in Kensington was as old as 

the textile industry itself and ―add[ed] a dramatic chapter to American labor history.  The 

sacrifices of the early pioneers and the tradition of historic labor battles fought in the 

interests of the movement have given it an emotional, as well as an economic significance, 

to present-day workers.‖
60

  This emotional and romantic memory certainly was a part of the 

community consciousness, and it was intentionally enhanced by the American Federation of 

Full-Fashioned Hosiery Workers (AFFFHW), in the 1920s and 1930s to become an 

important departure point for activism throughout the period.   
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Labor activism grew out of deep historical roots, often connected to the presence of 

individuals and groups with a radical leftist orientation, continuously drawn to the 

neighborhood.  British trade unionists, socialists, Wobblies, communists, and Irish 

nationalists, to name a few, were among the many immigrants and residents of the area.  

Howard Kreckman remembered that his father often sent him ―down Kensington Avenue‖ 

to pick up an Irish paper from what he called, ―the real Irish, the Republicans.‖  Historically, 

class contradictions in Kensington sometimes manifested themselves as a struggle between 

community and private rights, and resulted in spontaneous action by residents.  One such 

case was the 1840 anti-railroad riots.  In this incident, residents were upset because the 

railroad was being built on streets through the center of Kensington, endangering their 

children.  Protesting to the legislature and ―framing their resistance with appeals to 

constitutional rights, such activities drew upon the long republican traditions of America.‖  

But when these protests were ignored by the legislature, residents took matters into their 

own hands, destroying railroad ties and diverting shipments of rails.  That part of the 

railroad was never completed.
61

 

The fact that such ―republican‖ traditions were a part of the cultures of England, 

Ireland, France, Germany and other Western European countries from which many of the 

people originated, aided the development of community identity.  But many of the traditions 

of resistance spawned by conditions in the mills of England and transferred to Kensington 
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by trade union veterans, were also prominent features of the community.  The story of John 

Makin, discussed earlier, is indicative of this, as is the story of another textile worker who 

came to Kensington in 1887, from Kidderminster, in Worcestershire, England.  The son of a 

carpet weaver whose father was president of his union in England, upon arrival he ―got work 

at Hardwick and Magee and became active in the union, as was natural coming from strong 

union stock.‖  As all of these groups intermingled, their erratic conditions of life, along with 

conflict in the workplace, helped to create a collective consciousness as wage earners.
62

    

        In 1869, a group of Philadelphia craftsmen formed what would become arguably the 

late nineteenth century‘s most important labor organization, the Knights of Labor.  The 

Knights claimed a membership of approximately twenty thousand workers in the city, male 

and female, in carpet, hosiery, upholstery, lace curtain, and dyeing establishments.  In 1884-

1885 an eight-month strike by female carpet weavers in Kensington, over pay cuts and 

working conditions, gained the support of male loom fixers who struck in sympathy, with no 

demands of their own.  The Knights of Labor backed the strike and collected funds in the 

community to sustain the strikers.  The community support the Knights generated was 

demonstrated through a wave of sympathy strikes, community protests, a dramatic labor 

parade that stretched for three miles across the city, and a ―brutal riot‖ directed at 

strikebreakers.  When the Knights officially admitted women to the organization in the early 

1880s, the female power-loom weavers in Kensington‘s mills formed one of the first female 

assemblies.  According to historian Susan Levine, the Knights‘ gender ideology included a 
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form of ―labor feminism‖ which supported not only women‘s suffrage, but also equal pay 

for women, equal rights within the organization whether women were employed outside or 

inside the home, and a commitment to female education.
63

  It is no accident that the 1903 

―Children‘s Crusade,‖ led by Mother Jones, started from the mills of Kensington.  The 

march originated in a silk textile strike that began when female spinners walked out over 

working conditions and came to include at least seventy-five thousand workers, sixteen 

thousand of them children.  This, however, was not the first time Mother Jones had been in 

Kensington.  She was also on hand in the 1880s in support of striking hosiery workers.
64

   

In 1910 the Philadelphia General Strike, sparked by the arbitrary firing of 173 

union men by the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company (PRT), quickly spun off sympathy 

strikes in Kensington and elsewhere.  The crowds in Kensington alone during the General 

Strike were estimated at ten thousand strong.  As violence escalated over the use of ―scab‖ 

labor, the mayor called in ―special police‖ and the state police to quell the rioting.  

Confrontations in Kensington led to the wounding of six people, including a fourteen-year-

old girl, by armed strikebreakers on one of the trolley cars.  When news of the shooting of 

the girl spread through the neighborhood, a band of men, armed with rifles and shotguns, 

confronted the strikebreakers.  Stopping the progress of the car, they, according to the New 

York Times, ―implored them to open fire again so that they might have an opportunity to 
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return the fire.‖  The strikebreakers declined, and police arrived in time to disperse the 

crowd before more violence occurred.
65

 

Textile strikes were a recurrent feature of life in the first quarter of the twentieth 

century, and the participation of women, in the workplace and in the community, was often 

crucial to their success.  These early experiences within the factory-based culture of 

Kensington helped to reinforce a form of historical memory, passed on within the 

community, that laid the groundwork for a class consciousness that challenged dominant 

gender ideologies and helped to sustain the activities of the 1920s and 1930s. 

 

The Full-Fashioned Hosiery Industry 

A 1937 study by the education department of the AFFFHW claimed that English 

hosiery knitters made up the bulk of knitters in Philadelphia in the 1880s, but were later 

joined by their ―skilled German and Polish brethren.‖  These workers also ―had a militant 

history,‖ and had built unions ―in the face of Russian and German autocracy.‖
66

  Later, by 

the 1920s, Italians, Eastern Europeans of various sort, and Jews, would come into the 

industry.  As the ―roaring twenties‖ hit, the industry modernized, going through a 
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tremendous expansion and moving from primarily cotton seamless hosiery to full-fashioned 

silk hosiery.  

Unlike the previous product, which had a tendency to sag, full-fashioned hosiery was 

knitted to the shape of the leg.  Knitted flat, the ends were then meticulously joined together, 

resulting in the distinctive seam.  An expansion of the full-fashioned industry began in 1919 

after the end of World War I.  This coincided with the demands of the ―flapper culture‖ and 

the short skirt, which made the stocking an important item for both daytime and evening 

wear.  Technological innovation, leading to machines of increasingly finer gauge, higher 

speed, and greater capacity, created an ever-sheerer product and made them more affordable, 

although not inexpensive.  But this was also a time when the purchasing power of women 

was increasing as a result of other, structural changes in society.  The demand for the sheer, 

well-fitting stocking to complement the short skirt skyrocketed by the mid- 1920s.  

According to the Wharton studies the hosiery industry employed more wage earners than 

any other manufacturing industry in Philadelphia by 1929.  The size of the shops ranged 

from under 50 employees to over 2,000 and, in 1929, hosiery manufacturers valued their 

products at over 300 million dollars.
67

 

As the 1920s advanced, different groups entered the industry.  Although the majority 

of the young workers were, by this point, born in America, they were often of mixed 

ethnicity and/or had parents who were foreign born.  Table 2 indicates the percentage of 

residents by ward in Greater Kensington who were of mixed or foreign parentage by 1930. 
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Table 2.  Percentage of Whites of Native, Mixed and Foreign Parentage and Foreign- 

       Born Whites, Greater Kensington, 1930 

 

 Ward  % Foreign Born   % Mixed or Foreign Parentage    % Native Parentage  

 

                            

    18  16.8%   33.3%    49.6% 

   19  23.4%   34.8%    41.7% 

   25  21.6%   39.1%    39.3% 

     31  13.4%   33.6%    52.9% 

     33  21.9%   33.2%    44.8% 

     45  22.0%   42.7%    35.3% 

 

Source:  Fifteenth Census of the United States - 1930 - Population, Volume III, Part 2: 

Montana-Wyoming, Table 23, p. 750. 

 

 

Kensington was a community made up of small merchants and workers, linked 

together by traditional networks of kin, community, and trade.  Many within the largely 

Jewish merchant community had themselves come from backgrounds rich in traditions of 

resistance.  In Kensington, lines of continuity stretched back to its inception.  Spontaneity 

and solidarity were based on custom and experience.  Although the community contained 

diverse cultural and political constituencies, such ―embodied history‖ could infuse the 

cultural practices of a diversity of ethnicities and political perspectives, including those in 

the merchant community.  Such was the case when the Kensington Small Businessman‘s 

Association complained to the mayor in 1930 that police were ―spending all their time 

arresting hosiery strikers.‖  Neighborhood support even manifested itself among local 

officials at times, as described in an article in the Philadelphia Record that claimed ―It has 

been intimated by the Northeast Chamber of Commerce that magistrates living in the strike 
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area might be prevented through a sense of neighborliness from prosecuting their duties in 

strike cases as vigorously as possible.‖
68

  

All of this, in fact, provided the milieu in which the residents of the community saw 

their interests as related to those of the ―group.‖  However, in order to precipitate the 

successful actions that aided in the development of the CIO and culture of unity of the New 

Deal era, people needed to feel that not only was their cause just, but that there was an 

alternative and achievable solution to their problems.  It is such a concept of social 

alternatives that was able to bring about a fundamental leap in consciousness in Kensington.  

In order to turn informal and spontaneous responses to immediate conditions into class-

conscious, mass united action, such as that which continued through the 1920s and increased 

in the 1930s, formal organization was needed.  This formal organization, intertwined with 

informal practices, comprised the subculture of opposition that existed in Kensington in the 

1920s and 1930s.
69

  The Socialist party, with local, national, and international connections, 

played a big part in the development of this organization.  With an ideology that envisioned 

a broad social and economic democracy, Socialists, as well as Communists, were a vital 

presence among organized workers in Kensington during this period.  Socialists, in 

particular, were historically a part of many of the groups that came into the area, and were a 

big influence in the Knights of Labor.  Howard Kreckman‘s father, a textile worker who 

worked in a dye house, was a Socialist.  Howard was very proud of this fact: ―My father was 

a member of the Socialist Party . . . he took me to hear Eugene Debs speak.  He [Debs] was 
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a great orator.  I didn‘t vote for him because I wasn‘t old enough.  I voted on age.  The first 

one I voted for was Norman Thomas.‖  Robert and Helen Lynd in their path-breaking book, 

Middletown, described the large crowds that well-known orators were able to command 

across America in this period before the advent of mass media.
70

  Howard also recalled 

some of the Socialist party‘s early activities in Philadelphia:  

 The Socialists used to hold street meetings all the time.  They‘d get a soapbox out 

on the corner, that was common.  They would hold concerts also, down at Music 

Fund Hall, down towards the river.  There was a little four-piece ensemble that 

would entertain and then there would be a speech.  They played classical music 

usually . . . they were from the Philadelphia orchestra . . . also, Scott Nearing 

would speak.  He‘d come every year and lecture at the Friends‘ Meeting House in 

Frankford.
71

  

 

Even one of the directors of the Kensington YWCA, where Alice Kreckman attended 

meetings in the 1920s, was a socialist.
72

  

Kensington in the 1920s and 1930s was not suffering from a ―doldrums‖ of either 

labor or women‘s activism, and the two were inextricably intertwined.  Ever since its 

founding, Philadelphia had been one of the nation‘s premier commercial cities, with a large, 

skilled, artisan population.  During the nineteenth century it transformed into an industrial 

city that produced a wide variety of goods.  This work drew many workers who joined 
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unions, which in turn affiliated with the city‘s Central Labor Union.
73

  Many of those unions 

were in Kensington and one of them, that started out small but became the most important in 

the city and one of the most important in the nation in the 1920s, was the American 

Federation of Full Fashioned Hosiery Workers.  Founded in Kensington at a meeting at B 

Street and Allegheny Avenue in 1909, it had roots that went back to the Knights of Labor.  

According to a union member interviewed in 1931, ―Forty nine men put in their fees that 

night and formed the union.  I was one of them.  My father had been a member of the 

Knights of Labor.  A couple of the other men had been members themselves.‖
74

  In 1913 it 

became a national organization, affiliated with the American Federation of Labor through 

the United Textile Workers.  The AFFFHW‘s union hall located at 4
th

 Street near 

Huntingdon Street, was destined to become the central meeting place of the working-class 

movement in the area.   

A multitude of facets of the community of Kensington--its history, traditions, and 

geography--made it unlikely that the ―doldrums‖ of the 1920s and early 1930s would take 

hold there.  The very foundations of the working-class district laid the groundwork for a 

vibrant labor movement to grow and prosper.  But there were other reasons for the success 

of this crusade for the rights of workers and women.  The next chapters will detail how 

changing gender ideas, the working-class internationalism of the Socialists and others, and 

the increasingly militant and sophisticated actions of the hosiery workers‘ union ―built on 
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earlier networks, solidarities, and identities‖ to turn Kensington‘s ―subculture of opposition‖ 

into a conscious movement that would bridge the gap between earlier high points of labor 

and women‘s activism and the reemergence of national movements in the New Deal era and 

later.
75
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CHAPTER 2 

THE STRIKES FOR SURVIVAL, 1919 –1922 

 

   

The story of the American Federation of Full Fashioned Hosiery Workers 

(AFFFHW) and the ―culture of unity‖ that developed in Kensington in the 1920s and 

early 1930s really begins with the strikes of 1919 and 1921. 

When Howard Kreckman went to work as a hosiery knitter‘s helper in 1917, he 

worked long hours and did not make much money.  At that time, ―helpers‖ were paid by 

the knitters they worked for, and their wages had to come out of the knitter‘s own 

paycheck.  Knitters were also docked for any mistakes found in the product, and they 

even had to pay for extra needles for their machines--expensive items since the preferred 

German models were in scarce supply because of the War.  Such practices helped to keep 

costs down for the manufacturers, but they did not do much to improve the standard of 

living for the workers themselves.  It was conditions like these that had helped to fuel the 

militancy of Kensington‘s textile workers throughout the nineteenth century and 

continued to do so into the twentieth, for although radical ideology was an important 

factor, it was the concrete conditions of life that made those ideas resonate so strongly 

with so many of Kensington‘s residents.
1
   

The years 1919-1922 were of crucial importance for the American labor 

movement.  In the aftermath of World War I, issues of workers‘ control of their working 

conditions were increasingly contested by manufacturers, who not only wanted to cut 
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wages, but to increase their employees‘ productivity through programs of work 

intensification.  Management sought to regain from labor the right to direct all facets of 

production and to enforce the anti-union, ―open shop‖ plan so that it could make the 

changes it deemed necessary without interference from ―outsiders.‖  In the face of these 

attempts to take back the gains in wages and union representation achieved during the 

war, labor launched nationwide drives challenging the prerogatives of capital.  But aided 

by the government‘s ―red raids‖ that helped to suppress radicalism and labor militancy, 

capital had defeated most of labor‘s challenges by 1922.
2
 

Kensington‘s hosiery manufacturers were no different than the other members of 

the National Association of Manufacturers (NAM), and they also launched a program to 

cut wages and establish a ―two-machine‖ system of work intensification, while instituting 

an ―open shop‖ drive accompanied by the ―yellow dog‖ contract.
3
  The results in 

Kensington, however, differed significantly from those of much of the rest of the nation.  

Although subjected to government infiltration and company spying, Kensington‘s hosiery 

workers, organized in Local 706 of the United Textile Workers of America (UTWA), 

decisively won an industry-wide strike in 1919 that gave its members a 48-hour week and 

some degree of control over the industry.  But in 1921, battles over control of industry 
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erupted once more in a manufacturers‘ ―lock-out‖ that resulted in the longest, and one of 

the most emotional, strikes in the city‘s history.  This chapter will relate the stories of 

these strikes and the struggles of the hosiery workers in Kensington, men and women, 

against a system that they compared to ―slavery.‖  Receiving very little in the way of 

strike benefits and with networks of community and kinship stretched thin, the fight by 

members of Local 706 garnered support from workers in hosiery locals around the 

country (though at this time they were not in the same union).  Some workers contributed 

up to 25 percent of their own pay in order to send regular donations to the strikers in 

Kensington, thus helping to enable them to outlast the manufacturers.  By the conclusion 

of this period the AFFFHW was a reunified, multi-ethnic and multi-lingual organization; 

Local 706 was, once more, Branch 1 of the AFFFHW, and the union‘s national 

headquarters was once again located in Kensington.    

 

Work and Survival in Kensington  

Histories of Philadelphia often describe the city as ―conservative‖ in nature, 

allegedly due to the large numbers of white, native-born, skilled workers receiving 

relatively high wages, living within its boundaries.  Philadelphia certainly was considered 

an ―American‖ city, although in actuality, by the turn of the twentieth century, foreign-

born residents comprised about one quarter of the population, the majority from British, 

Irish, and German backgrounds.  This was true for Kensington as well, and by 1919 there 
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were also larger representations from eastern and southern Europe, as well as African 

Americans, living in the community.
4
 

Many historians of working-class culture, focusing their studies on areas that 

housed the massive, primary industries that attracted large populations of unskilled 

immigrant workers from eastern and southern Europe, often describe the conditions of 

exploitation under which these groups lived: the need to rely on child labor, the taking in 

of boarders, and overcrowded and often unsanitary conditions of life.  Workers of 

western European descent have often been described as having moved ―up and out‖ of 

the lower rungs of working-class life by the early twentieth century.  It may be true that 

―in the upper reaches of wealth and prestige, the overwhelming majority of the business 

and governmental elite came from British backgrounds‖ and it was certainly so that 

ethnic groups were not evenly distributed up and down the social scale.  However, given 

that ruling elites represented only a small fraction of the population and that many of 

Philadelphia‘s workers were from northern and western European backgrounds, it is 

necessary to more closely examine the actual conditions under which Kensington‘s 

workers lived.  Representations that fail to recognize the lives and struggles of all 

workers, if applied too broadly, serve to distort the reality of the working-class 

experience and often obscure the class-based nature of social contradictions.  For 
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although Philadelphia was an ―American‖ city, many working people‘s lives were full of 

struggle and hardship.
5
 

Throughout the 1920s and 1930s, Kensington foreshadowed the radical culture 

that would come to underlie the CIO, with broad implications that extended beyond the 

local community, and some of the reasons for this were based in the concrete realities of 

peoples‘ lives.  While there was, indeed, much demand for skilled labor in the city, many 

people held jobs that did not fall into this category, and particularly in the area of wages 

and working conditions, even those that did hold skilled positions did not always have an 

easy life.  The industrial city offered a variety of jobs, but many of them did not provide a 

living wage.  And, while manufacturers‘ pride may have been an important factor in 

keeping some of them in ―their community‖ of Kensington, they had very few scruples 

about drastically cutting jobs and wages in order to keep their profits stable.  As a result, 

many wives and children of male workers--members of a ―secondary‖ labor market--

often accepted poorly paid employment in order to supplement the family income.
6
 

A study by Claudia Goldin, using the 1880 census to examine patterns of 

employment in Philadelphia in the late nineteenth century, found that by the age of 

fourteen, 32 percent of the sons of native-born whites, 36 percent of the sons of the Irish, 

and 60 percent of the sons of Germans were gainfully employed.  By the age of sixteen 

the numbers had increased significantly to 71, 72, and 81 percent respectively.  What‘s 

more, this work pattern held true for girls as well, though in smaller numbers.  By the age 
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of fourteen, 11 percent of the daughters of native-born whites, 37 percent of those of the 

Irish, and 28 percent of those of German descent were gainfully employed.  By the age of 

sixteen, the numbers had climbed to 38, 57, and 49 percent respectively.  The work of 

these young people was a necessity even among the families of skilled workers if they 

wanted to maintain a lifestyle considered ―adequate.‖  Eudice Glassberg found, in her 

1979 study, that the ―average‖ skilled worker in the city, during the 1880s and 1890s, 

earned a wage barely adequate to meet the needs of a family of five.  Even if the 

―average‖ skilled worker could support a family at a minimal level, many could not, and 

most unskilled workers in the city did not earn anywhere near the required amount.
7
 

Such conditions carried over into the twentieth century as well.  While Howard 

Kreckman entered the mills at the age of fourteen, this was not his first experience with 

paid labor, for he had been earning wages well before that time--doing everything from 

running errands to selling soft pretzels on the neighborhood streets.  Howard talked about 

the necessity of leaving school to go to work: ―I went to the Sheraton public school until I 

was fourteen, but was working after school before that.  I started in the mills then and 

worked 54 hours as a ‗helper,‘ for about six dollars a week.‖   Alice Nelson Kreckman 

also left full-time school at the age of fourteen: ―I went to the Webster school at 

Frankford Avenue and Ontario until I was fourteen.  Then I went into what they called 
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the Brown Hosiery.  That‘s where I worked after I was fourteen,‖ as did Freda Maurer, a 

hosiery ―topper,‖ who ―left school in 1914, on [her] fourteenth birthday, hoping to help 

with the bread winning.‖  Similarly, Margaret Connor was also working as a topper in a 

hosiery mill by the age of 14.  But it was not only sons and daughters that entered paid 

employment to supplement the family income.  Married women also worked for wages, 

particularly in the textile industry.  A survey of married women in Kensington in 1925 

found that 25 percent earned wages from piecework or employment in a factory or mill.
8
 

Susan Porter Benson, in her valuable work on working-class economies in the 

interwar years (published posthumously in 2007), found that even as consumption was 

becoming increasingly central to the lives of middle-class Americans, working-class 

Americans were still unable to participate fully in the consumer society, with many 

remaining largely on the outside.  Beginning her research hoping to find evidence of both 

working-class immersion in a national culture of abundance and distinct racial-ethnic 

patterns of consumption, she writes, ―I found neither.‖  Instead, using data from reports 

on home-visit interviews with woman wage earners conducted by field agents for the 

Women‘s Bureau of the U.S. Department of Labor during the 1920s and early 1930s 

(many from Philadelphia) and studies of families confronting unemployment that were 

assembled by settlement workers and academic social scientists during the late 1920s and 

the 1930s, Benson found that working-class strategies of survival were employed in 
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similar, though not identical, ways across racial and ethnic lines.  In matters of getting 

and spending money, class out-weighed ethnicity, and, while those with adequate means 

were certainly active participants in consumer culture, many, with more limited means, 

were involved much more marginally.  Much data from Kensington supports her findings 

for the community as a whole.
9
  

       

Budgets of Families – Kensington 1920 

 

In 1920, Esther Little and William Cotton published a study of the budget 

requirements to adequately maintain a family consisting of two adults and three children 

of Kensington‘s textile workers for the period shortly preceding that year.  What they 

found was that, during this period, the majority of male workers could not make enough 

money to adequately maintain a family on their own.  The authors, using surveys 

conducted of two-dozen mill families as well as a representative sample from the payrolls 

of two large Kensington textile mills, constructed a budget based on what was considered 

fair by a majority of these mill workers.
10

  Included in the budget were various items that 

were part of Kensington mill workers‘ actual budgets as well as considerations for some 

things that a majority stated that they were always trying to obtain.  The resulting budget 

is listed in Table 3.   

 

                                                 

9
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include families of the lowest paid and least educated workers.   
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Table 3. Kensington Household Annual Budget, 1920 

 

 

Rent      $180.00 

Fuel and light             51.00 

Food          380.12 

Clothing         157.70 

Medical             27.00 

Insurance and saving        100.00 

Lodge and Union Dues       26.00 

Reading matter            10.00 

Church and charity            13.52 

Furniture and general supplies          30.00 

Recreation/pocket money                  54.60 

Unclassified                     40.00 

              $1,069.94 

 

 

 

 

Included under food was the allowance of meat once a day, three days a week.  

And while most individual workers had some sick benefits from a lodge or union 

membership, these generally did not cover children.  The entry under insurance is of 

special interest, corresponding to that observed by Robert and Helen Lynd in their book 

Middletown.  In their study, the Lynds found that among the working classes of the 

community, due to the general precariousness of life, insurance was always one of the 

last items to be let go in times of hardship.  According to the Kensington study, almost all 

families considered insurance against the loss of the family income through either 

disability or death to be essential.
11
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Other items contained in the budget help to give a more in-depth view of the lives 

of the textile workers.  Membership in a lodge was seen as customary among mill 

families and the authors felt that provisions for union dues were an absolute requirement 

of a mill family in Kensington.  These were primarily a provision for strike benefits and 

what the authors called ―victimized‖ benefits (those who were discriminated against or 

black-listed) although there were often relief and death benefits, or ―mutual 

[unemployed] insurance,‖ connected with labor unions as well.  The provision for mutual 

insurance, although certainly concerned with providing humane conditions of life for 

working people, was also an important method for labor‘s control of working conditions.  

Its aim was to help support, and therefore keep out of the labor market, those unfortunate 

workers who might be tempted to work for less than the standard rate, and thus help to 

protect the conditions of the trade.
12

 

Amounts budgeted for reading matter included newspapers, a magazine and a 

book now and then, and postage and stationery, although books for pupils in the public 

school system were provided for free.  Perhaps one of the most interesting entries was 

that allowed for the customs among Kensington families to allocate to each income 

producer a certain amount of ―pocket money‖ or ―spending money‖ to be spent as that 

person chose, no questions asked.  This could include tobacco and alcohol, or other 

personal items, and can be seen as recognition of a worker‘s rights, on a small, personal 

level, to the rewards of his or her labor. 

One of the items of particular interest, as documented by these authors, Benson 

and others, was that women were usually the ones that controlled the budget and the 
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household income.  This is representative of the myriad ways in which women were 

important to the family economy.  Jeanne Callahan recalled how her mother divided up 

the money for her budget.  ―My mother had envelopes for everything, one for the rent, 

one for utilities, even one for some kind of roast for Sunday dinner.‖  But she 

remembered that her father always received back two dollars for his own use, which he 

used to buy cigarettes, or go to the taproom to have a beer and play shuffleboard.  Money 

was sometimes additionally set aside for recreation for the family.  Little and Cotton also 

found that a budget considered ―fair‖ by the majority of Kensington‘s mill workers‘ 

families also made provision for occasional carfare (though not for regular travel to work 

as they usually lived near the place of employment), for gifts to friends or relatives other 

than immediate family, and for a small contingency fund.
13

   

Of the families surveyed only in two did the father make the required amount to 

maintain a family budget such as that listed above on his income alone.  Both of these 

were highly skilled Brussels carpet weavers who also supplemented their income in other 

ways, one as an officer in a club and the other as an officer in a union.  Many fluctuations 

in income from week to week were due to irregularity of work as well as the cutting of 

wages.  While some highly skilled workers, such as Brussels carpet weavers, could make 

the necessary amount if they worked a 300-day year, most workers could not do so, even 

though they worked an average 54 to 60 hour week.  Jeanne Callahan‘s father worked for 

the public transportation system and so always had steady work.  Although they had few 

extras, this was a primary reason for the fact that her mother did not work outside the 

home, although two of her mother‘s sisters did.  However, irregularity of employment 
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was characteristic of textile work in Kensington, a finding corroborated by Benson‘s 

study of working-class families and by the records of the AFFFHW.  In addition, the 

Kensington study found that, except for times of labor conflict, loss of time for a part of a 

week was virtually always due to irregularity of employment in the industry with little or 

no time lost on account of illness by the workers.  People lived paycheck to paycheck, 

and as one respondent put it ―when work is good, we can live adequately, but when one 

day out of the week is lost, the cream is taken off.‖  This work supports the conclusions 

of Claudia Golden from the earlier period, that secondary incomes were often a necessity 

among mill workers, with children entering the work force as soon as they arrived at the 

legal working age, and women (married and single) also doing wage labor or taking 

boarders as the opportunities arose--strategies, as Benson showed, that stretched across 

the spectrum of working-class lives.
14

 

Workers in the full-fashioned hosiery industry were also embedded in these 

patterns of subsistence.  Although it was a skilled industry and demand for the product 

was growing, the demand did not skyrocket until the mid-twenties.  At this time the high 

demand relative to the trained workforce, along with the organizing drives of the union, 

brought a dramatic change for the workers in the industry.  By the mid-twenties hosiery 

workers would emerge as among the highest paid in Philadelphia.  But the historic 

patterns of work, family, and community--the need to contribute to the family economy 

and the general conditions within the community, still reverberated within this group of 

workers and gave meaning to the radical philosophies of some of Kensington‘s residents 
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and to an understanding of the importance of unionization.  And the fact that many 

manufacturers were more than willing to use the violence of private police and the state 

to back up what they considered their prerogatives, only validated the reasons why 

workers resisted such exploitation.  It is within this context that the strikes of 1919 and 

1921 took place.   

 

The Strikes – 1919 and 1921  

   The war years and the immediate post-war period brought a tremendous surge 

in the power of American labor.  Because of the influx of orders during the war at the 

same time that immigration was virtually cut off, serious labor shortages occurred, 

prompting employers to hire women and southern migrants in industries where they had 

previously been refused jobs.  This is why Howard Kreckman‘s sister was hired at the 

Philadelphia Navy Yard.  Such full employment brought about by the mobilization of the 

economy for World War I brought many gains and a new sense of power for many 

American workers in the form of higher wages and greater unionization.  But it also 

brought a dramatic expansion in the repressive machinery of the State.  Armed with the 

Espionage and Sedition Acts, the Bureau of Investigation infiltrated industrial spies into 

factories and collaborated with private labor police.  Additional help was given by 

Military Intelligence, which strained the boundaries of the Constitution by spying on 

civilians.
15

 

The end of the war opened a floodgate of discontent as working-class consumers 

felt the pinch of runaway inflation.  Consumer prices roughly doubled between 1914 
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when the Bureau of Labor Statistics index stood at 42.9 and 1920 when it registered 85.7. 

Feeling the pinch, employers tried to push back the gains their workers had made, and the 

country erupted in labor rebellion.  From Seattle to Boston working people fought in 

thousands of strikes and lockouts as over four million people hit the streets in the greatest 

strike wave in United States history.  By 1922, however, most of these challenges to 

Capital had been decisively defeated.  Operating on the theory that strikes were the result 

of ―insidious Bolshevik infiltration‖ from overseas, Attorney General A. Mitchell Palmer 

conducted a series of ―red raids,‖ rounding up, imprisoning, and deporting many foreign 

born members of workers‘ organizations.  Aided by the government‘s actions that helped 

to suppress radicalism and labor militancy, employers revived policies of ―welfare 

capitalism‖ in some industries while in others, they exploited divisions in the workforce 

along the lines of craft, race, ethnicity and gender in a renewed anti-union drive called the 

―American Plan.‖  From a high of over five million members in 1920, national union 

membership steadily decreased to less than 3 million by 1933.  It is such dire statistics as 

these that have led most historians to see this period as a nationwide ―twilight‖ for labor, 

lasting for over a dozen years, in which working-class militancy was replaced by 

factionalism, racial and ethnic conflict, insularity, and a policy of accommodation on the 

part of labor unions, facilitating the ―corporate mastery of American life.‖
16
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This period was also an important one for Kensington‘s hosiery workers, but the 

results of their activities were quite different from the picture presented above.  Certainly 

Philadelphia was not immune to the social upheavals that rocked many American 

communities after the war.  Although the city escaped the serious racial disorders that 

affected Chicago, East Saint Louis, and some other cities, it did experience some violence 

and turmoil due to other causes.  According to historian Nell Painter, during the 

nationwide strikes of 1919 two bombs were exploded in Philadelphia and police were, at 

times, on round-the-clock patrols.  Kensington‘s textile workers were historically known 

for their independence and militant traditions, going back to the 1830s.  These traditions 

often included spontaneous walkouts over shop conditions, even taking ―holidays‖ or 

leaving if they thought it was too cold or too hot.  As part of the textile industry hosiery 

workers were immersed in these customs and as late as 1926 the entire floor of one shop 

walked out because they had no ice for their water.
17

 

Home to a number of left-wing radicals, Kensington‘s textile workers came under 

surveillance by Military Intelligence as early as 1917.  In September of that year police 

raided the offices of the I.W.W. Textile Workers Industrial Union, located on East 

Allegheny Avenue in Kensington, and confiscated all records, including many radical 

pamphlets and other literature.  Again, in October of 1917, while investigating a strike in 

Kensington a private agent along with a member of the ―American Protective League‖ 

sent a report to the Justice Department describing a ―visit‖ that they made to a meeting 
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―at the headquarters of the Full-Fashioned Hosiery Knitters of Philadelphia, United 

Textile Workers Local 706,‖ at which they overheard a discussion regarding an alleged 

planned general strike.
18

 

The hosiery union was founded in Kensington in 1909, officially becoming a 

national union--the AFFFHW--in 1913.  But divisions within the union shortly began to 

surface that, by 1915, resulted in a seven-year split.  These divisions were embedded in 

the politics of a larger debate within the American left on the practice of ―dual unionism.‖  

A large group of knitters outside of Philadelphia began to oppose the union‘s affiliation 

with the AFL, seeing that organization‘s craft orientation as too conservative and a 

hindrance to the building of strong unions.  These groups, along with one small branch in 

Philadelphia (Branch 14 controlling three shops) advocated for independent unionism 

outside of the AFL-affiliated United Textile Workers of America (UTWA).  Philadelphia 

Local 706, which was by far the largest group, instead supported the position of working 

within the mainstream of the labor movement in an attempt to push it to the left.  Thus it 

remained affiliated with the AFL as an autonomous local within the UTWA.  In the other 

regions (and in Philadelphia Branch 14) the hosiery federation practiced ―dual unionism‖ 

and operated as an independent union.  The strength of the two factions was 

approximately equal, however, as Local 706 contained approximately as many members 

as all of the other locals combined.
19
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1919 

Whatever actually happened at the meeting reported on by the intelligence agents, 

a general hosiery strike did occur in 1919.  The split in the organization meant that 

Kensington‘s Local 706 entered the strike as a separate local of the UTWA, receiving no 

help from the rest of the hosiery federation, which did not join the strike.  Several issues 

were involved in the strike but the biggest was that of hours.  At its 1918 convention, the 

UTWA membership voted to demand the 48-hour week and agreed to go on strike for it 

on the first working day of February, 1919, if it was not granted voluntarily.  Philadelphia 

hosiery workers were working a 54-hour week at this time, and were bound by, and 

supportive of, the decisions of the convention.  Wages however, were also at issue.  

Agitation for wage increases to offset inflation actually began in the fall of 1918, and 

when the Full-Fashioned Hosiery Manufacturers Association (FHMA) refused to agree to 

a settlement, Local 706 called a strike in January of 1919.  In February, the union added 

the demand for the forty-eight hour week, as agreed to with the UTWA.
20

   

Over 1,200 union men and several thousand others, many of them women, walked 

out.  Although by this time there were quite a few women in the union, most women in 

the industry were still unorganized.  The union was an ―industrial‖ organization and it 

officially accepted all workers in the industry, not just the craft-based knitters, into the 

organization.  Women were brought into the fold in 1914; however, the union still 
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functioned essentially as a knitter-led craft organization with power structures based on a 

fairly decentralized shop steward system that was virtually completely male dominated.  

Nonetheless, although often angry at being ignored in shop meetings, women workers 

acted in solidarity with the men, meeting at the union hall every day during the strike, 

demonstrating in front of targeted factories, and walking the picket lines.  Strikers were 

under constant police surveillance and the union, once more, uncovered a labor spy 

within its ranks, a member of the Railway Audit Company.  This use of labor spies and 

private police by the manufacturers was to become a common occurrence throughout the 

1920s and 1930s.  Although still only a knitter‘s ―helper‖ at this point, this was the first 

strike that the then sixteen-year-old Howard Kreckman participated in.  It was not to be 

the last.
21

 

The strike wore on for three months but, as one female striker put it, ―on the 

whole the spirit was good,‖ and the union was able to provide strike pay for both men and 

women strikers.  Only three shops, those controlled by Branch 14, worked during the 

strike.  Local residents in the strike area were also supportive, often bringing coffee or 

other refreshments to those on the picket lines, many of whom were their neighbors.  As 

the strike continued the manufacturers‘ association attempted to buy off the strikers with 

an offer to set up an association (a ―company‖ union) for ―Men and Management,‖ or 

what they described as a ―union of both employers and employees‖ that would protect 

their ―common‖ interests.  In the hopes that an appeal of ―red-baiting‖ would split the 

workforce, they claimed the employee/management group would combat the 
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―interference of Bolsheviks, Wobblies, and radicals.‖  Containing a liberal sprinkling of 

all three, and recognizing the offer as a management ploy to divide the strikers, the union 

unequivocally rejected the offer.
22

 

According to Philip Scranton, the manufacturers association had misread the 

market signals and there was an upswing in consumer demand in progress.  Since some 

of the non-association mills (a very small group) continued to operate, the manufacturers 

decided to sacrifice principle to profit and meet with the workers.  On April 12, 1919 the 

mill owners capitulated and the strike ended in victory for the union.  They agreed to the 

48-hour week as well as wage increases of from 15 to 20 percent.  Management also 

acceded to the demand that all new machines were to be operated on the basis of one 

knitter to one machine, and to a stipulation that the wages of the ―helpers‖ would 

henceforth be paid by the company and not out of the knitter‘s pay.  This was the first 

general hosiery strike in the city and securely established Local 706 as firmly in control 

of the Philadelphia industry.
23

  

Textile manufacturers were a group that, historically, did not easily accept 

challenges to their control of the shops, however.  Many continued to harbor deep 

feelings and simmering antagonisms about their ―right‖ to run their shops as they saw fit, 

for as many hours as they pleased, and to make as much profit as they could.  This battle 
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for control was to be at the forefront of the struggles waged by the union in the 1920s.  In 

1921 this struggle precipitated a ―lockout‖ by the manufacturers that led, in turn, to 

another general hosiery strike that sorely tested the resolve of the city‘s hosiery workers, 

yet ultimately, firmly established the heart of the union in Kensington.
24

 

 

1921 

The events in the textile sector were part of a nationwide attempt to destroy labor, 

in full swing by 1921, that included an intense anti-union drive in Philadelphia fostered 

by local industrialists and backed by the city government.  Together the two entities 

attempted to use the power of the police and court injunctions to curtail any 

organizational momentum within the city‘s unions.  This was amply demonstrated during 

a strike at Kensington‘s Cramp‘s Shipyard in January 1921.  Called by the boilermakers‘ 

union to protest the management‘s firing of union members, the strike was joined by 

machinists, blacksmiths, carpenters, painters, engineers, sheet metal workers, foundry 

laborers, timekeepers, clerks, common laborers, and electricians--over 7,000 union and 

non-union men.  Determined to destroy the unions, the company hired strikebreakers and 

private police to attack strikers, resulting in an encounter in which one man was killed 

and dozens were wounded.  When the mayor declared martial law and dispatched one 

thousand officers and mounted police to the scene, their brutality gained the strikers 

much local sympathy and support within the community.  Local physicians came to their 
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aid, neighbors organized food drives, and shopkeepers refused to sell groceries to 

strikebreakers.  But beginning in April 1920 markets had begun to falter once more, and 

this post-war depression in many industries made it difficult to maintain funds for the 

strikers even though other unions tried to support them.  The lack of funds, police 

repression, and the craft nature of many of the unions involved in the strike that 

eventually led to dissent over jurisdictional boundaries, caused it to fall apart by the fall 

of 1921.
25

   

During the period of the Cramp‘s strike hosiery workers were also on strike, and 

some would be out for as long as fourteen months.  But the events of 1921 represented a 

watershed in the history of the union, for it was this strike that reunited the Federation 

and brought about the reestablishment of Kensington as the home of its national 

headquarters.  Although cutbacks in wages were at issue in the strike, of major 

importance were issues of shop control and the ―two-machine‖ system. 

From the early days of the union the double job system, in which one knitter, with 

a helper, operated two machines was a point of contention.  Union workers contended 

that the system was a ―blind alley‖ for helpers who would become trained as knitters, 

only to become part of a ―surplus army of the unemployed,‖ for whom there would not be 

enough skilled knitter jobs.  Analyzing the situation as an attempt to lower the work and 

pay standards within the entire industry, the union also contended such practices would 

make little more than ―machine tenders out of mechanics.‖  One of the demands agreed to 

by the manufacturers‘ association after the 1919 strike was that there would be no 
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doubling of new machines in the Philadelphia area, and that the number of apprentices 

would be controlled by the observance of a four-year apprenticeship.  In 1921, however, 

the issue once more came to the fore in a pitched battle between the union and the 

manufacturers that drew upon, and ultimately strengthened, the traditions of 

independence for which the community was known.
26

   

The conflict began at the end of 1920 when the local hosiery manufacturers 

assembled a new coalition composed of the FHMA firms and six independents, 

representing 83 percent of the full-fashioned sector‘s employment.  Their goal was, as 

Philip Scranton put it, to ―lead a new generation in the struggle with labor.‖
27

  

Determined to break the union, these sons of the textile trades‘ elders and their local 

association affiliated with the National Association of Manufacturers (NAM).  They 

demanded the ―open shop,‖ which the union newspaper called a movement ―now called 

for the special benefit of scabs and bosses who want to have the workers toil for small 

wages and long hours, the ‗American Plan.‘‖ They also sought a 15 percent reduction in 

wages and the ―two machine‖ shop--a move designed to increase the flow of newly 

trained knitters and swell the available labor supply.  In a secret ballot UTWA Local 706 

refused to accept their terms, and AFFFHW Branch 14 did the same, standing in a spirit 

of solidarity not seen since the split in the organization.  Again, women struck with the 

men, and thus began the general strike of 1921, the longest and most memorable strike in 

the history of the federation.  Almost every full-fashioned mill in the city was closed 
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down or crippled.  Only the Gotham and Lehigh mills in the city operated at full force 

during the strike, with no change in wage scales and under the single machine system.
28

 

By April the situation was a standoff with the industry determined to starve the 

workers into submission, and the hosiery workers, men and women, locked in a bitter 

fight.  The unions‘ position was that the fight was not just against wage cuts but ―for the 

principle‖ of opposing a system of labor that they defined as equal to slavery.  Both 

organizations refused the manufacturers‘ offer of minor concessions in April because 

they still insisted on doubling the workload of the knitters.   Both also felt that to accept 

compromise would be to recognize defeat and mean the abolition of their union.
29

 

As an autonomous local, Local 706 strikers received virtually no support from the 

UTWA (which had very few resources to begin with) and before too long funds were 

running low and strikers were receiving few strike benefits.  Injunctions, police 

intimidation, and attacks by private police escalated dramatically as police charged 

pickets with drawn clubs and arrested strikers, who were then held on bail as high as 

$1,500.  For its part, Local 706 fought back both physically and in various other ways.  

One strategy of the union was to widely publicize the names of anyone who chose to 

―scab,‖ playing upon the class loyalty of the community.  Under such headings as ―A 

Contemptible Scab,‖ the union‘s newspaper assured its readers that there was ―nothing on 

earth lower than a deserter,‖ and printed a story about a 60-year-old striker who started a 

fight with a strikebreaker, claiming that ―according to all reports [he] gave a good 

account of himself despite his age.‖  In another story it printed the name of one of 
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Kensington‘s soft glove fighters who had chosen to be a strikebreaker.  In this article the 

newspaper claimed that some of the men in the union were taking boxing lessons ―in 

hopes of getting a crack at the scab.‖
30

 

Such stories drew upon the traditional practices of ―shaming‖ and not only served 

to ensure that strikebreakers would be subjected to the anger of the community, but also 

held them up to ridicule, as it celebrated the ―manly‖ traditions of standing up to the good 

fight--traditions that had no age limits, and as we shall see, were not really limited by 

gender either.  The union also found innovative ways to circumvent bans on picketing 

and engaged in a protracted propaganda battle for the hearts and minds of residents. 

 Drawing on the language of class consciousness the union described the strike as 

―a sort of war between bosses and employees that must be conducted according to laws 

that workers don‘t make,‖ and accused the police of assuming autocratic powers, making 

picketing as difficult as possible, and even forbidding ball-playing and other ―innocent 

amusements‖ by men and women they knew to be strikers.  In fact, the ―ball-playing‖ 

was actually an innovative tactic employed by strikers with the design of circumventing 

police attempts to prevent picketing in the strike area.  But as the stalemate wore on the 

situation was becoming desperate on both sides, with some firms offering knitters sixty to 

one hundred dollars a week, police protection (which, given the disposition of the strikers 

by this point it is reasonable to assume they would have needed) and two-year contracts if 

they would only, as an article in the Hosiery Worker put it, ―come back as ‗instructors‘ 
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for those skunks that the firm wants to train.‖  Nonetheless it was difficult for the 

manufacturers to get many takers, for at this time in Kensington ―scabbing jobs‖ not only 

meant that one would be socially ostracized, but also was not particularly healthy.  This 

last fact was ably demonstrated by an article in the Philadelphia Inquirer describing the 

arraignment of thirteen men and three women on charges that they were members of 

―wrecking crews,‖ or ―bodies of men and women who marched around the strike area 

and battered in doors and smashed windows of houses tenanted by workers who refused 

to go on strike.‖
31

 

The lack of an income was creating an increasingly serious situation for the 

strikers, however, and the leadership of Local 706 scrambled to raise funds.  Although 

community networks of kinship, neighbors, and small shopkeepers were holding 

fundraisers and helping as they could with such necessities as food, in a community 

where subsistence was often a struggle resources were not always easy to come by.  As 

relief funds grew slim the local handed out coal and food rather than the strike pay that 

the workers had been accustomed to.  It also held dances and various other forms of 

entertainment at the union hall, and local officials gave many speeches about, as they put 

it, ―the darkest hour before the dawn.‖
32

  

It was at this point that the national AFFFHW executive board entered the fight 

on behalf of Local 706, at this time not an affiliate.  Sincerely affected by the battle they 
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were fighting and fearful that hardship would break the strike, the board sent out a 

referendum to all branches asking for support for Local 706‘s members ―so that the 

Philadelphia strikers will not have to fight on empty stomachs.‖  As Philadelphia was the 

center of the hosiery trade, and the membership of Local 706 was by far the largest in the 

country, they all realized that the strike had to be won.  But it was also the spirit and 

sacrifices of the strikers themselves that moved the others, some with close connections 

to the striking workers, to come to their support.  After urgent and intense discussion, in 

local branches and in the union newspaper, the AFFFHW membership approved the 

referendum and workers in hosiery locals from as far away as Milwaukee began to assess 

themselves, according to Lawrence Rogin, as much as 25 percent of their pay to send aid 

to Kensington‘s striking men and women workers.  One of the first to do so was 

Langhorne Pennsylvania‘s Branch 4, who said that they would ―stay in the fight to the 

finish so that workers would not be troubled again by ‗war profiteers‘ who say cut labor 

first.‖  The Federation executive committee also approved a donation of $5,000 to be sent 

for immediate assistance, and personal commitments poured in.  A member of 

Providence, Rhode Island‘s Branch 15 even offered to support a family of four of a 

Kensington striker.  Overall, Local 706 received contributions amounting to over 

$75,000.
33

 

By June 1921 the six independent manufacturers settled on the union‘s terms, 

without altering pay rates or work rules.  The FHMA, however, still refused to negotiate, 

determined to beat the union.  But by this time the market was picking up and the loss of 

production was beginning to intersect with growing demand.  Other mills were entering 
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the industry and former strikers at the independents, as well as some who found jobs in 

new mills, added money to the strike fund.  Firms in Reading were also reaping a larger 

portion of the trade due mostly to the labor troubles in Philadelphia.  Federal negotiators 

finally brought about a meeting in June; however the FHMA group, led by William 

Meyer of the large Apex mill (an establishment that was to figure importantly in union 

affairs in years to come) stubbornly maintained a position that the strikers were 

―starving,‖ and refused to settle.  Although these mills were to stay shut for another 

eighteen weeks this statement can only be characterized as a case of wishful thinking on 

the part of the manufacturers.  Buoyed by the support they were receiving from around 

the country Kensington strikers were able to continue to hold out, although some had, by 

this point, been on strike since November 1920.
34

 

One of the important consequences of the strike was that it encouraged the 

reunification of the union.  In actions of increasing solidarity the members of Local 706 

and Branch 14 began holding joint mass meetings and cooperating in the purchase of 

newspaper advertisements to encourage more support from the public, while 

representatives of Local 706 began visiting other branches of the Federation.  Finally at 

the end of October 1921, all but a very few of the manufacturers fully capitulated.  

Overall the result was a big victory for the union as the agreement maintained recognition 

of the organization, rescinded the cuts, and singled all jobs.  When the agreement was 

announced all branches of the union celebrated the triumph of the Kensington workers.  

On November 2 the Hosiery Worker printed an article that praised the ―fighting spirit‖ of 

the Philadelphia strikers and the ―wonderful endurance and sacrifice‖ it felt was required 
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to win the strike.  It also predicted that the strike would go down in history to the credit of 

the hosiery workers.  On November 8 a letter from Gustave Geiges, president of Local 

706, appeared in the paper in which he professed the local‘s heartfelt appreciation for the 

Federation‘s support during what he called ―this fight for our very existence.‖  Through 

all of these activities the cornerstone was laid for a reunited organization.
35

 

At the end of November 1921, the Federation sent out a referendum ballot to its 

entire membership on the question of reuniting the two groups and affiliating with the 

UTWA as an autonomous organization.  Under such an affiliation the AFFFHW would 

retain all jurisdiction over matters not directly affecting UTWA, retain its own central 

treasury, call its own strikes, and maintain its own constitution and by-laws.  When 

UTWA agreed ―in writing with the signatures and seal of the UTWA attached,‖ to accept 

the Federation on the same autonomous terms as Local 706, the Philadelphia local 

reunited with the Federation becoming, once more, Branch 1 of the AFFFHW.  The 

Federation re-affiliated with the UTWA, working within the AFL, and the national 

headquarters came to be, once again, located in Kensington.
36

   

Thus while labor uprisings were going down to defeat in other areas of 

Philadelphia, as evidenced by the carpet weavers and the Cramp‘s strike, as well as in 

large, important, and powerful sectors of the national labor movement such as 

meatpacking and steel, Philadelphia‘s hosiery workers were moving forward towards the 
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establishment of a strong national organization that would later be in the forefront of the 

CIO drive for national unity.  There are several reasons why this story differed from the 

national narrative.  Certainly market forces played a role, as argued by Philip Scranton.  

The 1919 strike took place in the midst of a consumer surge for their product.  In the face 

of increasing demand the manufacturers, less centralized at the time, agreed to settle.  But 

the 1921 strike began during a market downturn and was long and bitter, with some of 

the workers out of work for over a year.  This time the FHMA was well organized, they 

had the support and power of the courts and police, both private and public, and they used 

these powers ruthlessly in their determination to starve out the strikers and break the 

union.  In the face of these realities the question of how the union managed to outlast the 

manufacturers needs to be examined.  Several factors acted together to bring about a 

victory for the hosiery workers.
37

 

First, the strikers had the support of a community with long traditions of labor 

solidarity behind them.  Kensington was the center of the hosiery trade and, as the 

industry required a high level of skill, management could not easily replace hosiery 

workers by bringing in strikebreakers from outside.  Several mills certainly tried to 

recruit workers from other areas, such as Reading, but these ―scabs‖ met a very cold 

reception in the community and often did not find their new locations to be very 

welcoming.  If fights developed with union workers they could expect little sympathy 

from other residents (male or female) who, more than likely, would end up in the middle 

of the fray themselves.  The hosiery strikers knew quite well that ―scabs‖ would be 
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ostracized within the community, and their publication of the names of any who made the 

attempt assured that these individuals could not do so with impunity. 

Many residents also had little sympathy with the strikebreaking activities of the 

city police, as they also had been forced to contend with similar situations in the past.  

Neighbors often did their best to hinder police activities and attempted arrests.  Finally, as 

residents of the community themselves, strikers were embedded in multiple networks of 

kinship and neighborhood that depended upon communal traditions and subsistence 

strategies to get them through the course of their lives, and they were able to draw upon 

these networks for financial, as well as social support.  But in such a long and bitterly 

fought battle, occurring in the midst of an economic depression in many industries, 

community networks were stretched thin and by themselves they could not have enabled 

the hosiery workers to outlast the manufacturers so dramatically. Even without an 

economic downturn, as described in the beginning of this chapter, many households 

survived at a level just above subsistence.  There was another reason that worked in favor 

of success for the union, one that was to become very important throughout the battles of 

the 1920s and 1930s.  This factor was that of a coordinated national organization with a 

progressive leadership and a central treasury that could not only provide tactical and 

ideological sustenance, but material aid as well. 

Lizabeth Cohen, analyzing the failure of the 1919 strikes in Chicago, described 

the problems encountered by unions with little national organization facing off against 

employers who were well versed in operating on a national scale.  Workers‘ inexperience 

with national movements and union locals in different cities that operated with little 

coordination weakened the possibility of united action, while employers could utilize 
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their networks, or in cases of very large corporations, direct the national battle against 

unions from centralized corporate headquarters.  In these ways they were able to organize 

their responses, have a unified strategy to deal with unions, and outlast the resources of 

their workers.
38

  

The hosiery manufacturers in Philadelphia also adopted such a strategy, pooling 

their resources and coordinating their actions in a hardnosed attempt to force the strikers 

to accept their terms.  While facing the specter of losing business to other areas as the 

industry picked up, they gambled that the lack of bread and butter would force their 

workers to capitulate--as it had done in shipbuilding, carpet weaving and other industries 

nationally in which unions had been weakened during the period.  But the AFFFHW was 

a different case.  As a direct descendant of Philadelphia‘s Knights of Labor, and with 

connections to the Socialists and the Industrial Workers of the World (IWW), the 

AFFFHW had a democratic form of organization and was also experienced with national 

organization and coordination.  What‘s more, they embraced an industrial form of 

organization, long encouraged by socialists, that united workers across a spectrum of 

occupations and included a central treasury system that could be used to funnel funds 

where they were needed.  Displaying this progressive ideology in national solidarity and 

understanding the economic base of these class contradictions, they closed ranks in a 

broad-based movement.  The over-$75,000 that was forwarded to Philadelphia‘s strikers 

provided necessary material aid that helped them to survive long enough to outlast and 

defeat the manufacturers.  The lessons learned by this national solidarity, including the 

ability to draw on a central treasury, would be important factors in the upcoming 
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struggles of the 1920s and 1930s.  And what is of special importance for this study, all of 

this activity foreshadowed the national unity of the CIO by over a decade.  

On July 11, 1922 an open letter from Gustav Geiges, president of Local 706, 

Branch 1 of the reunited AFFFHW, appeared in the Hosiery Worker.  Addressed to the 

Federation and the United Textile Workers of America, Geiges commended the spirit of 

unity and cooperation displayed by members throughout the country when, during the 

strike of 1921, with ―remarkable courage, and a desire for liberty, justice, and fair play,‖ 

they made great sacrifices to insure a reunited organization.  As a result, he continued, the 

AFFFHW was now one of the most progressive labor organizations in the country. 

But he also reminded the members that the manufacturers were involved in a 

―war‖ with the workers, and would do whatever they could to break the ranks of the 

Federation.  ―In order to advance the workers‘ interests,‖ Geiges wrote, every member in 

every branch or local had to do his or her part to make their branch a ―100% 

organization‖ by being prepared to fight to organize those outside of the union.  From this 

point on the united American Federation of Full Fashioned Hosiery Workers embarked 

on a conscious campaign to organize the hosiery plants that remained unorganized in 

Philadelphia and elsewhere.  These campaigns would lead them to make groundbreaking 

strides in the areas of women‘s rights within the organization, both economic and social, 

and to occupy a place in the forefront of the struggle to build a united and broad-based, 

progressive labor movement that, in many ways, prefigured and set the ground rules for 

the development of the CIO.
39
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CHAPTER 3 

JAZZ-AGE UNIONISM, 1922-1927 

 

The 1920s were a far more complex period for working-class people than has 

often been recognized.  The decade did much more than herald the decline of labor 

militancy in much of the United States.  It was also a period of social change fermented 

within the emergence of a distinct youth culture, all of which certainly had an effect on 

the full-fashioned hosiery workers. 

By 1922 the United States had begun the recovery from a debilitating postwar 

depression and entered a period of growth in industrial productivity.  The economic 

recovery created an aura of prosperity that obscured the actual reality of the nation‘s 

skewed distribution of income, and the fact that the bulk of the country‘s assets remained 

in the hands of a few.  Throughout the 1920s the presidents of the country shared a 

commitment to promoting business and implemented policies that led to almost unbridled 

corporate power, accompanied by a sharp redistribution of wealth upwards.  Nonetheless, 

a period of increased prosperity did exist for many in America, and while large groups of 

working people were left behind, in Kensington and elsewhere, the decade represented a 

period of growth for the silk full-fashioned hosiery industry and its union. 

As the decade progressed, changes in fashion and popular culture, associated with 

the emergence of the ―flapper,‖ brought a dramatic shortening in the hemlines of 

women‘s dresses.  When dresses were longer, denser and less well-fitting stockings were 

acceptable, but not so with the greater exposure of women‘s legs.  New technology led to 

the creation of a more affordable and ever sheerer product, which in turn made stockings 
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even more fragile, further contributing to the increased demand.  As the 1920s came 

roaring in, the silk full-fashioned hosiery industry soared, stimulated by what appeared to 

be an insatiable demand for the sheer, form-fitting stocking that became an indispensable 

addition to the short dresses.  New, younger workers poured into the shops, wages rose 

within the industry, particularly within union shops, and hosiery workers appeared to be 

making up for the time lost in the strike of 1921.    

Along with these changes, the 1920s ushered in a period of changing social 

values.  As the nineteenth amendment giving women the vote became law, images of the 

―liberated woman,‖ entering the working world in greater numbers and participating in a 

sexual revolution, became a commonplace--promoted in newspapers, magazines, 

advertising, and movies.  Prohibition and its counterpart illegal liquor, mass culture, 

leisure activities, radios, automobiles, and an urban pluralism helped to shape a more 

cosmopolitan culture and promote new ideas.  None of these changes were, of course, 

uncontested or implemented evenly in Kensington.  Many people incorporated aspects of 

the so-called ―jazz age‖ selectively and within the parameters of the social and economic 

realities of the community.  There was, however, some truth to these images of change, 

and this interplay of youth, working women, consumerism, and popular culture had 

significant consequences for the members of the union of the hosiery workers.  And these 

connections and tensions between consumer and producer were not lost upon the 

leadership of the union.
1
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The expansion that took place within the industry after 1922 impacted both the 

hosiery companies and the union.  The center of power of the hosiery union gradually 

moved from shop-centered networks to a base in the union hall, and the union‘s 

headquarters became the primary meeting place for union members as the power of 

national and local officers increased over that of the shop stewards.  The strike of 1921 

had given the AFFFHW virtual control of the Philadelphia industry, as well as over 75 

percent of the national production.  But during the expansion, and particularly from 1925 

onward, the hosiery industry slowly began to move out to non-unionized suburban areas 

around Philadelphia and to the South and the Midwest, and the unionized proportion of 

the industry began to decline with this movement.  In response, the predominantly 

socialist leadership of the union implemented strategies meant to invigorate both the 

hosiery union and the general labor movement, in Philadelphia as well as the new areas 

of hosiery production.  Learning the economic lessons taught by the strike of 1921, they 

put into action a campaign to build a ―fighting treasury‖ and intensified activities of 

industrial organizing that increasingly reached out to women workers.  Much of this 

activity was predicated upon achieving a broader sense of working-class 

cosmopolitanism through activities and educational programs based on ideals of tolerant 

pluralism, workers‘ rights, and a socialist sense of internationalism.  

As the union membership itself became increasingly young, union leadership also 

recognized that engagement with the youth culture of the 1920s was a necessary 

component of building the union.  They hired dynamic, young organizers, and played up 

the ―romance‖ of a rights-based movement, while at the same time the union hall became 

a focus for entertainment and leisure activities that openly ignored Prohibition and 
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celebrated the new ―liberated‖ youth culture.  All the while, however, the union remained 

tied into the historic traditions of the organization and the community, and the leadership, 

in the hands of experienced activists, consciously strove to build solidarity across 

generation, gender, and ethnicity.  It was in this extraordinary period that we see a 

remarkable flowering of the union in both membership and ideology. 

 

The 1920s Youth Culture of Kensington 

 

―We called ourselves the 'Bachelor Girls.'  There were about eight of us and we 

went around together . . . down the shore, to dances and parties, out with the boys . . .  

Oh, we had fun!‖ said one Kensington worker Alice Nelson Kreckman, years later. 

By the age of seventeen, Alice had been a ―looper‖ in a hosiery mill for several years.  

She was fourteen when she originally started work in 1921, and she chose hosiery 

because, as she put it ―I wanted to be a worker--and I made good money!‖
2
  The 

seemingly contradictory identities of consciously wanting to be ―a worker‖ as well as a 

whole-hearted participant in consumer and leisure activities, were not an out-of-the 

ordinary occurrence for young hosiery workers in Kensington in the 1920s.  Youth 

became a significant factor in both the industry and the union during this decade, as it 

was nationally.  But while these young people were very much participants in the 

―modern‖ culture that the era heralded, they still remained firmly rooted in place and in 

the cultural history of this working-class community.  

In the aftermath of World War I, major transformations were taking place in 

American culture, and the war was certainly a watershed, promoting significant 

population movement and underscoring the racial and ethnic heterogeneity of society.  
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The publication of Frederick Lewis Allen‘s Only Yesterday in 1931 highlighted the 

contemporaneous debates crediting the war with the creation of the ―liberated woman,‖ 

by giving women opportunities in formerly male jobs, and undermining traditional 

values, religious faith, and sexual mores.  Certainly, during this period we see the 

emergence of a distinctive youth culture in which young women, in particular, became 

the focus of much discussion and debate.
3
 

But World War I alone did not account for the tremendous social forces 

transforming American life.  Just as important were the changing demographics of the 

cities, the passage of the national prohibition and woman suffrage amendments, the 

expansion of commercialized mass culture and new mass-produced representations of 

women, commercialized forms of leisure and recreation, and structural changes in 

industrial society, notably the move to consumer-based industries and the expanding 

service sector.  All of these forces drew more women into the workplace and changed the 

way many of them saw themselves, while bringing more people generally into contact 

with each other and changing the ways in which they interacted.  Many of these trends 

were in place well before the war, but they served as an important background to the 

developments in Kensington and the hosiery industry during this period.
4
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When the federal government conducted its population census in January 1920, it 

found that there were 106.5 million people living in the United States.  By today‘s 

standards the country‘s population was not only much smaller, but also strikingly 

younger.  As historian David Kyvig notes, the census indicated that children under the 

age of 15 accounted for 31.6 percent of the population, and those aged 15 to 24 another 

19.6 percent.  The median age was just 25 and only 7.4 percent were over the age of 60.  

Another interesting finding of the census was that although almost 45 percent of those 

listed as ―white‖ had either come to the United States themselves, or had one or both 

foreign-born parents, nevertheless, in that year more than 83 percent of the ―white‖ 

population and almost all non-white residents had been born in the United States, figures 
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that approximate those found for the wards of greater Kensington by 1930.  In addition, 

for the first time, more than half the population lived in places described as urban, and 

within these urban areas people lived as members of communities.  It was through the 

communities in which they lived, or associated with, that most people negotiated the 

routines and changes of daily life, set the standards of acceptable conduct, and in many 

respects shaped their individual identities.
5
 

  Attitudes toward alterations in the patterns of daily life, especially major changes 

like suffrage and prohibition, depended on the vantage point from which they were 

viewed.  In Kensington, while individual views of suffrage were, in all likelihood, more 

varied, in the case of prohibition, opposition was clearly a dominant view.  Although the 

Eighteenth amendment has often been seen as a law directed primarily at the lifestyles of 

immigrant groups, it was, in fact, resented by a broad section of working-class people; 

many native-born whites resented it as well, seeing it as an infringement upon their 

individual rights.   

When the Constitutional amendment banning alcohol became law in January  

1920, Philadelphians in general did not see it as very relevant to their lives.  For one 

thing, there remained quite a few establishments where one could continue to buy 

alcohol, since the enforcement of anti-alcohol laws was, to say the least, quite lax.  Even 

the efforts of U.S. Marine Corps General Smedley Butler, Philadelphia‘s Director of 

Public Safety during 1925 and 1926, were for the most part, unsuccessful in stopping its 

sale.  At the time, Philadelphia was run by the Republican administration of William 
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Vare--corrupt, outspoken, anti-prohibition ―wets‖ all the way.  The fact that the Vare 

administration was opposed to Prohibition was one of the reasons it received support 

from many groups within the city.  There was much money to be made in illegal alcohol 

and violators often bribed police to run protection for them.  In addition, liquor violations 

were just not considered crimes by many people, and certainly not in working-class 

Kensington.
6
 

During Prohibition, people always knew where they could get a drink, and many 

people made their own beer and wine at home.  In fact, some of the most prominent 

advertisers in the Hosiery Worker were businesses selling the necessary ingredients for 

homemade beer.  Jeanne Callahan remembered when, as a child, she would come home 

from school and ―could tell right away‖ that her parents were making beer because ―the 

whole house had that smell.‖  Social drinking was a part of community life in Kensington 

for many people, both male and female, and incorporated long-held traditions that existed 

among virtually all of the groups that made up the neighborhood.  It provided one of the 

means for people to interact and form networks that would come to serve them later.  

Often, on a summer night, people sat on their front steps to escape the heat and closeness 

of row-house living (before the use of air conditioning) and such times were also seen as 

social occasions and quite frequently accompanied by a pitcher of beer.  Ignoring laws 
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that were regarded as unfair to the community was indicative of the historically 

ambivalent relationship that residents had with the city police in general.
7
 

This is not to say that there was no variation in attitudes towards alcohol 

consumption among different residents, for the residents of Kensington were no more 

identical or monolithic than any other group.  But for many, such as the Kreckmans, the 

Callahans, the Gerners, and their friends and families, alcohol was a normal part of life, 

and they also enjoyed the social aspects of drinking.  Certainly some residents supported 

Prohibition, especially those associated with some of the religious institutions in the 

neighborhoods, but none of those interviewed by the author could remember any.  It is 

clear, however, from all sources, that alcohol consumption was not generally seen as 

aberrant behavior in the community. This was reflected in the popular cultural activities 

of young people in the 1920s as well, and the popular culture of the period was an 

important factor in Kensington‘s ―culture of unity.‖
8
  

Lizabeth Cohen has argued that commercialized mass culture and leisure and 

recreation activities did not significantly break down barriers among different ethnic 

groups in Chicago, and, by extension, other American cities in the 1920s.  Although 

many venues did exist that could have overcome insularity, most groups incorporated 

mass culture selectively, listening to radio programs and phonograph records in their own 

languages, shopping at local ethnic groceries, and generally staying within their own 

communities.  It would not be until the ―culture of unity‖ of the CIO era that working 
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people would form more cross-ethnic relations.   But significantly, Cohen did not 

specifically examine the habits of young working people.  One likely reason for this is the 

widely held perception that the ―youth culture‖ of the 1920s was primarily a 

manifestation of the disaffected youth of the middle and upper classes.  But the reality, as 

evidenced in Kensington, was much more complicated.
9
 

For one thing, as previously discussed, settlement patterns in Kensington, in 

which newer ethnic groups lived interspersed among older residents, were a mitigating 

factor to the establishment of insular communities generally.  Ethnic shops such as 

groceries, specialty stores, and bakeries certainly did exist and people shopped in them 

for particular ethnic staples.  But these establishments were not patronized exclusively by 

a single ethnic group, and many different residents became personally acquainted with 

the local butcher and other merchants.  Alice Kreckman developed a particular penchant 

for ―butter cake,‖ a flat cake topped with a rich concoction of butter and sugar that was a 

staple of the Polish bakeries.  Kielbasa and various other sausages, as well as poultry, 

fruits and vegetables were available at the local groceries.  Jeanne Callahan, when she 

was about seven years old, made a couple of pennies shelling peas and lima beans at one 

of these corner groceries, operated by a Jewish family.  Explaining that ―the peas weren‘t 

bad but the lima beans were a real pain,‖ she and her brother ―got two cents a box.‖  But 

residents could not get everything they needed within their local neighborhood and often 
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had to go at least a little further afield.  With the completion of the Frankford Elevated 

line above the entire extent of Kensington Avenue, access to the downtown center-city 

area was very convenient and the department stores always offered the latest fashions, 

even in their ―bargain basements.‖  Jeanne‘s mother liked to go to Frank and Seder, 

located at Eighth and Market Streets.  But even if they did not make the trip downtown, 

virtually everyone traveled regularly to the local shopping districts, or ―the Avenue,‖ 

which was the neighborhood shorthand for Kensington Avenue.  Here were the furniture 

stores, shoe stores, hardware stores, clothing stores, and a variety of other establishments, 

at which residents, of all ethnic backgrounds shopped, as well as restaurants, movie 

theaters, and the like.  As Nan Enstad persuasively argued, young people often both 

worked and encountered each other more informally in such venues.
10

 

Another important influence on young people was the public education system.  

Changes in the Pennsylvania Child Labor Law of 1916 required school attendance until 

the age of sixteen--through the age of fourteen on a full-time basis and then part-time at a 

―continuation‖ school until reaching sixteen.  It was for this reason that Alice did not get 

her own machine until she was sixteen, although she started working at the earlier age.  

Thus, the young people of Kensington‘s various ethnicities interacted not only in their 

neighborhoods but also at school and work, especially in hosiery. 

A 1932 study by Dorothea De Schweintz, a researcher from the University of 

Pennsylvania who examined the full-fashioned industry in the late 1920s, found that by 

the second half of the decade 40 percent of its workers were under the age of 21, and only 
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20 percent were over the age of 30, leaving 40 percent between the ages of 21 and 30.  

This demographic trait applied to both men and women, for the full-fashioned industry 

experienced the overwhelming majority of its growth in this period.  Of course, there 

were workers over the age of thirty, male and female; but full-fashioned hosiery was a 

young industry.
11

  

True to the traditions of the textile industry, there was a large group of workers of 

English, Scottish, Irish, and German descent working in Kensington‘s hosiery mills, but 

there were also smaller groups from several other countries.  Specifically, a number of 

Italian and Slavic names show up in the lists of hosiery workers.  According to De 

Schweinitz, however, the majority of these workers were ―boys and girls who were born 

and reared in the United States.‖  Although some hosiery workers were immigrants, 

about 80 percent of those workers in Kensington were American born, though often of 

foreign parentage.  As a high-paying, skilled industry, hosiery was attractive to these 

youths who were a product of the American public schools.  All of these elements acted 

to encourage a blending of cultures and, together with the long collective traditions of the 

community, helped to create a form of working-class cosmopolitanism that would come 

to serve the union well, and contribute its own fundamentals to the programs that the 
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hosiery workers developed to combat the problems that they came to face as the twenties 

wore on.
12

 

The early decades of the twentieth century witnessed not only a shift in the types 

of jobs held by women as well as the numbers of those employed in gainful labor, but 

also a decided change in women‘s appearance and behavior.  Although the women‘s 

movement appeared to be foundering in the twenties, still, many contemporaries were 

convinced that they were witnessing the rapid dismantling of established gender 

arrangements.  A new generation of women seemed to be waging an all-out attack on 

conventional notions of femininity and womanhood.  They shortened their skirts, wore 

makeup, played sports, went out at night, danced, and flirted, insisting on being ―modern‖ 

and leading ―modern‖ lives.  Young women who refused to follow convention were not 

confined to urban areas, and they came from all class backgrounds, but they appeared to 

be united in their styles, their manners, and their attitudes.   Jacqueline Dowd Hall even 

described this trend among some of the women who staffed the picket lines in the textile 

strikes of the Southern mill towns in the 1920s.  Working-class women also thought of 

themselves as ―modern‖ women, and they dressed and behaved in the particular ways 

embraced by this sub-culture.  And studies have shown that during these same years, 

debates about gender definitions of a similar nature were reverberating through such 

widely dispersed cultures as Britain, Denmark, Brazil, and even Japan, where the 

appearances and behavior of the moga, Japan‘s version of the modern girl, was fueling 
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controversy.
13

  Within these groups, young people related to each other and defined 

themselves in generational terms.          

Kensington‘s youth did, in fact, appear to understand and define themselves in 

collective terms, often generationally.  Whenever Alice or Howard Kreckman described 

their activities during this period, it was in terms of ―we,‖ not ―I,‖ as in ―we were union,‖ 

or ―we went to the shore,‖ and the women referred to themselves as ―girls‖ and their male 

compatriots as ―boys.‖  They embraced a distinct way of looking, for modernity was 

clearly tied to style--women dressed in particular fashions and sported particular haircuts-

-and these fashions were, to some degree and in various modifications, picked up by 

older, married women as well.  Howard Kreckman, remembering when his mother came 

home with her hair ―shingled,‖ claimed that, at first, ―I didn‘t know what to think about 

it.‖
14

 

The ―flapper‖ style dresses were made of light fabrics that hung straight from the 

shoulders and gathered low on the hips.  They required a minimum of undergarments, 
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and ―flappers‖ entirely rejected the confining corsets of earlier fashion.  Hemlines were 

raised, to the knees and above, and sheer stockings, to accentuate the wearer‘s exposed 

legs, were essential.  All of these goods and related services were available in the 

businesses ―on the Avenue‖ where cheap versions of mass produced clothing could be 

purchased, often ―on lay-away,‖ and local hair salons copied the styles from the 

magazines and women‘s columns of the newspapers that proliferated in the period.  The 

new styles could also be seen and purchased in such bastions of working-class life as 

Sears and Roebuck.
15

 

In the 1920s, young women and men also claimed more independence and freer 

expressions of sexuality.  Although, as Alice Kreckman explained, ―back then girls lived 

at home until they were married,‖ they certainly did not confine their lives to family and 

domesticity.  They went out to work, enjoyed a relatively greater amount of disposable 

income, and participated in commercial entertainment and consumption.  Dances and 

parties were particularly favored pastimes and often included alcohol.  Young folks also 

did not live in, or aspire to, a completely gender-segregated world.  Although women and 

men often traveled in same-sex groups, they lived alongside each other, and they enjoyed 

each other‘s companionship as well. 

While relationships with men were important parts of their lives, however, female 

friends also became increasingly important to young women over this period, as a source 

of information, advice, and support, as their experiences began to differ from those 

experienced by their mothers.  The ―bachelor girls‖ that Alice Kreckman referred to are 

an example of this, and Jane Callahan also regularly went out with several female friends 
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and relatives.  Both Alice and Jane also had one particular female friend with whom they 

closely identified.  For Jane, it was her Polish girlfriend, and Alice‘s closest friend was 

another hosiery worker: ―Me and Gertie . . . we were best friends . . . wherever I went she 

went.‖  Much of the way in which these women represented themselves derived its 

substance from commercialized mass culture and new mass-produced representations of 

women.
16

 

The mass media played an important role in bringing about changed attitudes 

toward sexuality.  By the 1920s as much as 40 percent of popular magazines carried 

articles arguing that sex was good for both men and women.  Sex adventure magazines 

like True Confessions and True Story were widely read and newspapers serialized stories, 

directed towards working-class readers, that carried suggestive titles, such as that of a 

1925 serial entitled ―Surrender – The Story of a Girl Who Dared.‖  Helen and Robert 

Lynd have described these trends in detail in their classic work Middletown.
17

 

Movies projected a new version of womanhood and historian Mary Ryan has 

argued that the rising female stars of the twenties represented the modern woman, with a 

―sexuality that was unequivocal.‖  Mae West, with her overt and provocative sexuality, 

was a favorite in Kensington, and similar representations of women were also seen on 

stage.  Somerset Maugham‘s Rain, the story of a free-wheeling woman of questionable 

morals, persecuted by an evangelical minister whose zeal eventually gave way to lust, 
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opened in New York in late November of 1922, where it proceeded to run for 174 weeks.  

According to theater critic and historian Ward Morehouse, ―the opening brought forth an 

emotional demonstration never exceeded in the theater‖ as the audience ―stood and 

screamed when the curtain fell on Sadie‘s denunciation of Davidson at the close of the 

second act.‖  Before going to New York, Rain opened at Philadelphia‘s Garrick Theater 

and was reviewed in all of the local newspapers.
18

   

Kensington‘s residents regularly read newspapers and magazines of various types, 

as recognized in the Little and Cotton study discussed in chapter two, and they regularly 

attended movies and other performances and were often captivated by movie idols.  Some 

women from the hosiery mills even, on occasion, went to a local theater during lunch and 

tried to steal posters of particular stars, such as Rudolph Valentino.  There were quite a 

few theaters located throughout the community, some of them elaborate establishments.  

The Allegheny, on Frankford Avenue near Allegheny, ―in the heart of Kensington‘s 

factory district‖ was originally built in 1912 as a vaudeville theater.  It contained over 

2,400 seats and was described as ―lavish and elegantly appointed.‖  The large stage had 

an orchestra elevator arrangement consisting of eight platform lifts that could be raised or 

lowered individually or in combination--a Philadelphia first.  By the twenties, it was also 

a movie theater, making it an even more popular destination.  The beautiful Kent Theater 

located on Kensington Avenue near Cumberland Street, originally built in 1890 as the 

People‘s Theater, was a repertory establishment that also hosted burlesque shows and 
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lectures.  Renamed the Kent in the 1920s, it was remodeled on a grand scale with a 

stadium-style seating arrangement for over 1,900 people and one large screen.  By 1922, 

the then complete Frankford elevated line passed by its front doors.  Many other cinema 

and vaudeville houses, large and small, existed in the community, and most advertised in 

the Hosiery Worker and other local papers.  Kensington‘s residents certainly had wide-

ranging access to the outside world and they were well aware of broader cultural 

developments.  It was within this milieu that the full-fashioned hosiery industry and the 

hosiery workers came of age.
19

 

  

As the 1920s advanced, the silk full-fashioned hosiery industry was one of the 

most rapidly growing industries in the country, and this fact had an enormous effect on 

the hosiery workers.  From 1919, when about 75 million pairs of full-fashioned hosiery 

were produced, the annual output of this type of hosiery increased steadily through 1927, 

when almost 240 million pairs were knit in the United States.  This represented an 

increase in yearly production of over 200 per cent, generated by consumer demand.  As 

the consumption of the fashioned stockings grew, silk early supplanted cotton as the 

principal raw material and, somewhat later, gum silk, which could be dyed in various 

stylish colors after it was knit, replaced ingrain silk as the dominant kind of silk that was 

used.  
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The industrial expansion of the hosiery industry before 1928 resulted in a steady 

increase in wage rates, both union and non-union.  With the successful strike of 1921 and 

the union‘s control of the Philadelphia industry, by 1922 the purchasing value of the 

hourly rates of toppers, seamers, and loopers had decidedly increased over 1913 and 

increased steadily in the six years subsequent to 1922.  Toppers received hourly rates in 

1928 that had a purchasing power of more than double that of 1913 and seamers 

increased at a rate only slightly smaller.  After 1919, the real value of knitters‘ hourly 

earnings increased proportionately to the changes in the hourly rates of the others.  

Economist George Taylor of the University of Pennsylvania‘s Wharton School, using the 

available index of change in hourly earnings of manufacturing industries for recent years 

before 1930, found that the hourly rates in the full-fashioned industry increased at a more 

rapid rate than in manufacturing in general.  This resulted in a gradual separation upward 

of hosiery wages relative to other manufacturing wages.  By 1927 hosiery workers in 

Philadelphia earned on average 25 percent more that the average for all industries in the 

city (see Table 4).
20
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Table 4.  Average Weekly Wages for Philadelphia Workers, 1927 

 

 

Average Weekly Wages 

 

 

All Industries    $26.42  

Hosiery Industry   $33.06 

 

Source:  Compiled from data in Table 18, Dorothea DeSchweinitz, How Workers Find 

Jobs, 1932, p. 183.  Original data from U.S. Census of Manufactures and data tabulated 

for the Wharton Industrial Research Department by the Bureau of the Census. 

 

 

In these years, full-fashioned hosiery workers in Philadelphia lived relatively well 

and looked prosperous.  They exhibited particular characteristics peculiar to the industry.  

The men, who handled slender strands of silk in their jobs, had to have ―a sensitive 

touch,‖ and rough, calloused hands would have been an impediment.  They also needed 

good eyesight, and after a few years, most knitters were likely to wear glasses.  This need 

to care for their hands was also true of the women, ―working constantly on some part of 

the delicate, unfinished stocking,‖ and shop committees often offered hand lotion as well 

as tools of the trade like pliers for sale.  At least some of the young workers liked to 

freely spend the money that they were able to keep for themselves.  Alice claimed that 

she was more careful with her money, although she also went to downtown department 

stores and shopped on ―the Avenue,‖ but her friend Gertie spent ―every nickel she had.‖  

Many of the men wore white shirts and neckties, and the women, ―when they went out in 

the evening wore hats and dresses worthy of their stockings.‖  Although their workday 

began at 7:30 in the morning, they maintained an active social life.  They bowled, played 

soccer and basketball, performed in orchestras, and often stayed out late at dances and 

parties.  Most of these activities were to become part of union-sponsored programs as the 
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decade progressed.  In the summer they went to the New Jersey shore.  Alice described 

going with several of her female friends when they took ―the ferry across the river, then 

the train.‖  Because of their relatively high pay, some hosiery workers were also able to 

purchase consumer items like radios and cars.
21

                   

There are several sources, including interviews, newspapers, and union 

documents, that provide information about how the youth culture was experienced in 

Kensington.  One of the richest sources is the shop newsletter from the Aberle Hosiery 

Mill, an establishment that employed over a thousand workers.  This remarkable series of 

papers was produced by the workers of the mill and co-edited by a male and a female 

hosiery worker.  Along with articles about the union and political commentary, the 

newsletter also contained extensive information about social activities, events, and 

locations of interest in the neighborhood, and quite a bit of gossip--some of it quite 

risqué.  Various articles, comments, and notices were submitted by the employees and 

give much insight into the social life and work culture of the hosiery workers.  Entries in 

the papers not only back up contentions that the so-called ―sex‖ magazines were being 

read by young women, but it is very clear that they were interested in fashion and parties, 

and engaged in a variety of social activities, and some articles carried rather open sexual 

connotations. 

The editors of the paper described it as a venue for promoting ―good relations and 

sociability among the workers,‖ and the entries were generally uncensored.  A column 

entitled ―We Wonder‖ often carried humorous tidbits that included things such as: ―what 

the latest attraction is at Greenwoods for Gertie‖ or ―why Marge reads love stories.‖  
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Going on to ask ―what girl doesn‘t?‖ this entry continued with ―why Edna chooses love 

stories such as ‗A Man‘s Kisses‘; why men never perform at burlesque shows‖ and ―what 

topper was being tossed to and from the arms of several knitters at a recent party.‖  Some 

items were definitely open to interpretation, such as ―what Betty was doing out on the 

porch with Sally?  Some fun!‖  Another column, entitled ―Resolutions They Should Have 

Made,‖ included ―Gertie – to make my eyes behave; Griggs – to neck only one girl at a 

time.‖  There were descriptions of events, such as a party at which ―Lydia did her snake 

dance, which was indescribable‖ and a dance at Wagner‘s dance studio where men and 

women were ―throwing lines at each other as though fishing.‖  Virtually every party had 

one woman who was the ―Mae West of the party.‖  There were all-female ―stag‖ parties, 

in which those involved came to work the next morning with obvious hangovers, 

references to fashion, like Betty‘s ―finger wave,‖ Hilda getting ―a blue outfit for Easter‖ 

and Jean sporting ―a new style by wearing her beret entirely on one side of her head.‖  

And every edition carried jokes--many quite suggestive, such as ―In High‖: 

Father:  Your boyfriend talks too much.   

He rattles on like a flivver. I‘m afraid he is a flat tire. 

Daughter:  I know, Pa, but his clutch is grand. 

 

This very open and unambiguous sexuality was not, of course, limited to hosiery 

workers, and reflected deeper patterns in the community that had challenged middle-class 

mores for generations.  But it does appear that such attitudes were explicitly and openly 

discussed in this period, as indicated by the comments of a middle-class woman of the 

industrial branch of the Kensington YWCA, who claimed that, in relation to sex, the 

factory girls who attended the Y meetings ―really opened my eyes!‖  It is difficult to say 
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how these developments within the youth culture were received by older members of the 

community, although it appears that not all parents were opposed to the new freedom 

expressed by the younger generation.  A story in one of the editions of the paper did 

describe the adventures of one knitter who ―tried to be a gentleman‖ by walking a girl 

home after a party only to be greeted by a ―swift kick from her father.‖  But most young 

people lived at home, and this fact did not seem to interfere with their social lives in any 

significant way.
22

     

Entries in the shop newsletter also reflected another side of life in the community-

-that of working wives and mothers.  There were many allusions to married women: 

entreaties to women to make sure they sent in their name change to union headquarters, 

and references to women coming back after an absence, with annotations such as ―some 

honeymoon!‖ as well as to working mothers, as in ―did you know that Nan and Hannah 

are the mothers of charming daughters?‖ 

The fact that work places employed more mature adults as well as very young 

workers helped to encourage more interaction across generation and often made them a 

venue for social education as well.  Older women could provide younger women with 

support and relief from the flirtatious and prank-playing relationships established with 

male peers.  Additionally, relationships could evolve between women that provided a 

rudimentary education in sex and courtship, as when ―Celia and Jane‖ offered 

―cheerfully‖ to give ―advice to brides.‖  And more experienced men and women helped 
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younger ones navigate the daily frustrations of broken threads and needles, as well as 

providing political education and setting an example for the type of behavior they should 

extend toward bosses.   And work culture was, as well, a vehicle for promoting working-

class cosmopolitanism and inclusiveness, for the workforce was multi-ethnic (though all 

white and mostly American-born).  A submission from the fourth floor of the mill 

demonstrates the ethnic variety among the workforce: ―if we ever need to send a 

delegation to the League of Nations, the 4
th

 floor would be a good candidate – we have 

Americans, Germans, Scotch, Irish, Polish, Jewish, and Czechoslovakians on this floor.‖  

But most important, work was also a venue for raising consciousness of class position, 

for in Kensington, work culture was strongly shaped by class relations.
23

   

Tensions between workers‘ and employers‘ interests were an important factor in 

forging alliances between younger workers and their older counterparts.  Responses to 

the workplace, individual and collective, were multifaceted, and were strongly influenced 

by family and community background as well as by the nature of the job.  While most 

jobs held by women and men were separate, they often worked closely together in the 

shops, and a knitter‘s ability to make a good wage often depended on the skill of the 

women he worked with.  Respect conferred on older workers could also conflict with the 

formal authority structure and could support worker solidarity.  Work culture also 

embraced specific codes of conduct, and one standard that was referred to constantly and 

appears to have been of prime importance was the ability to ―take it.‖  It is clear that this 

code held multiple meanings, from ―taking‖ a joke, to ―holding‖ your alcohol, to staying 
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out late at a party and still being able to make it into work, to holding your own on the 

picket line.  And it was applied equally to both men and women, and across generation.
24

 

In Kensington, many parents encouraged self-sufficiency and hard work, but also 

an ability to ―stand up for yourself.‖  Alice Kreckman‘s mother often reminded her that 

someone ―may have more money than us – but they‘re not better than you.‖  Antonio 

Gramsci offered a model for understanding such complexities of socialization in his 

description of the ―man-in-the-mass.‖  Such a person was shaped by ―two theoretical 

consciousnesses: the economic imperative of conforming to the status quo,‖ but also the 

―common sense that came from shared experiences‖ with neighbors, family, and fellow 

workers, ―of oppression and exploitation, and which shaped dissent.‖  While the 

American youth culture of the period had its own distinct features, these young people 

lived in a particular community, and the space that surrounded them was composed not 

only of places of leisure, but places of work, union halls, and family and neighbors, many 

of whom had participated in the battles of the past.  The young workers participated not 

only in the consumer culture, but also in the community culture.  They gave parties for 

pure fun, but also to ―welcome home‖ a co-worker after ―several months in the hospital,‖ 

or to raise money for someone‘s ―loss of a family member.‖  And, while many hosiery 

workers may have had a relatively higher standard of wages than others in the 

neighborhood, this did not separate them from the community, for much of their income 

was put back into the community in contributions to the family economy as well as in 

consumer purchases.  When Howard Kreckman got his first car, a Model T, he often used 
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it to help out, or entertain, family and neighbors.  ―We would go up to the Poconos, or to 

a lake in New Jersey . . . all over the place.  I would take a whole carload.‖  Jeanne 

Callahan also described a similar situation in the 1930s, when her ―Uncle Leo,‖ the only 

one in the family who had a car, would take family members out for a ride, ―one group 

this week, another the next.‖
25

 

While relations between young men and women often revolved around ―fun‖ and 

had sexual undertones, there was also, as Susan Glenn argued in relation to the early part 

of the century, an ―evolving notion of partnership and co-participation with men along 

class and community lines.‖  Almost forty years earlier, men of the Knights of Labor 

struck in sympathy with female carpet makers in Kensington even though they had no 

demands of their own.  Hosiery workers carried with them a cultural heritage of ―rights,‖ 

but this did not contradict an involvement in urban consumer society.  Rich cultural 

traditions were embedded in the modern culture.  As Dowd-Hall put it, ―they brought 

with them a use-able past.‖  The ―modern culture‖ was the foundation for the success of 

the industry while the ―use-able past,‖ and the dialectics between the two, were to 

become the foundation for the success of the union.
26
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The Evolution of a “Fighting Union” 

The mid-1920s, a period of decline and resignation for most of the American 

labor movement, was a time of enthusiastic growth in numbers and sophistication for the 

AFFFHW.  After the successful strike of 1921, the reunification of the union was a major 

advance for the stability of the organization, but the problems facing it were certainly not 

over.  Although in 1921 the union controlled over 75 percent of the full-fashioned 

industry, and almost all of it in Philadelphia, the unprecedented growth of the industry 

became a real challenge as the decade progressed. 

According to the study by George Taylor, a considerable percent of the 

investment of full-fashioned hosiery concerns was ―embodied in a fixed asset that is 

usable for no purpose other than the knitting of hosiery.‖  Because fixed charges were 

comparatively large (knitting machines--one for the leg and one for the foot--were 

expensive equipment), and the cost of silk was also substantial, the direct-labor cost of 

producing a pair of full-fashioned stockings represented, by 1929, only 20 to 30 percent 

of the total cost of manufacture.  This comparatively moderate percentage of labor cost to 

total cost existed despite the high level of earnings that prevailed among hosiery workers.  

The industry was, therefore, in an intermediate position between capital-intensive 

industries that tended towards monopoly, such as steel, and cutthroat hyper-competitive 

labor-intensive industries like garment.  However, barriers to entry into the business were 

still low enough, and the profit margin high enough, for it to attract other, larger 

corporations in the retail business (such as Marshall Fields) and the textile industry, and 

even foreign capital.  As events will show, over the decade however, hosiery began to 
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behave much more like the highly competitive labor-intensive industries--attempting to 

utilize wage adjustments as a means of lowering the selling price of the final product--as 

a steady flow of new companies, or subsidiaries of older ones, cropped up in various 

regions of the country.  This development would eventually lead to a three-tier system of 

wages: one in the unionized sector, one in the sector dominated by Reading, 

Pennsylvania, and one in the South and parts of the Midwest.
27

  

In the first half of the 1920s the expansion of the industry strengthened the hand 

of the union as it brought about a situation of increased competition for the skilled labor 

that the manufacturers needed.  Eventually, however, the industry‘s growth began to 

make it difficult for the union to maintain control.  Prior to 1928 the industry operated in 

a tight labor market and union wages were high.  But as it expanded, so too did the 

unorganized workforce, which the union leadership recognized as giving a distinct 

advantage to the manufacturers.  Understanding the importance of an immediate response 

to such developments, one of the first orders of business, after the consolidation of the 

union, was to embark on a campaign to fully unionize the shops.  The July 11, 1922 letter 

from union leader Gustav Geiges, discussed in the previous chapter, was the opening 

salvo.  But one of the crucial lessons learned from the strike of 1921 was the importance 

of having a strong treasury that could be called upon during organizing campaigns, for to 

engage in a fight with capital would require more than the undisputed courage of the 

membership.  Certainly, basic good trade union practices--the need to support strikers and 
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their families--were a prime factor in this analysis.  But it also came from the long view 

of the leadership, who saw the need to build a stronger national labor movement as an 

important goal.  It was for both of these reasons that delegates to the 1922 Convention 

approved a proposal to utilize the period of high wages to create a ―fighting treasury‖ 

with the express purpose of building the union and reinvigorating the labor movement.
28

  

In order to move forward with such plans, however, it was necessary for an 

assessment to be levied on the rank and file, and according to the union‘s constitution 

such a move required a polling of the entire membership.  To this effect, delegates to the 

convention appointed a committee to draft a referendum proposal to be sent to all 

branches of the Federation for approval: ―In the event that the central treasury should fall 

below $250,000, an assessment should be levied and continued until the treasury reaches 

$250,000,‖ in order to ―put the Federation in a position to fight Capital.‖  This proposal 

was accompanied by yet another appeal, for an increase in dues going to the local 

branches.  The additional money was to remain within the branch and be used for such 

purposes as sending delegates to the conventions.  The convention instructed all branch 

presidents to hold discussions and conduct a vote of their memberships, with the results 

to be sent back to national headquarters as soon as possible.  Over the course of the 

period required to allow for discussions and the vote, the leadership placed several 

articles in the Hosiery Worker designed to convince the membership that approval was of 

the highest strategic importance.  One article, from the financial pages of the New York 
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Herald, described a plan by the full-fashioned hosiery manufacturers to spend $500,000 a 

year, over the course of three years, in a massive advertising campaign.  This was 

accompanied by a statement from the union leadership that drew upon the labor theory of 

value to make its point.   

The manufacturers contemplate this extensive expenditure of unpaid wages while 

pleading poverty.  If they can spend such money to advertise the product, made 

possible by our labor, we must assume that the sky is the limit in trying to wreck 

our organization . . . reduce our wages, and further increase profits.  While 

finances are not essential to progressive thought, they are essential to progressive 

plans of action . . . we must always be militant, progressive, and if need be 

radical.  

 

After considerable discussion in the union newspaper and within the branches, the 

membership overwhelmingly passed the proposals and the first step in the union‘s 

strategic vision was put into action.  The treasury was indeed to become an important 

weapon in the union‘s wars against the manufacturers.
29

 

Such an involved decision-making process was unusual for an AFL union, but it 

was necessitated by the way in which the organization was structured.  The membership, 

as well as the leadership, consisted of individuals from various political persuasions, 

including Socialists, Wobblies, independent radicals, and Communists, as well as some 

of less radical persuasion.  The dominant ideology of the leadership was Socialist, allied 

in this period with the left-wing of the Socialist Party, and the union‘s diverse left 

orientation impacted the democratic nature of the organization.
30
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In the early 1920s the national organization was fairly decentralized.  Through 

much of the 1920s most, although not all, of the plants controlled by the union did not 

sign written contracts, having instead individual verbal agreements with the national 

union or with its local bodies.  These agreements concerned wage rates, hours of work, 

helper regulations, and the acceptance of the policy of one knitter to one machine.  The 

degree of unionization of individual shops varied from an organization controlling all 

departments to those that included only the knitters.  The knitting occupations, legging 

and footing, as well as topping, looping, seaming, and boarding were all considered 

occupations that called for specialized skill, but there were a number of other 

occupations, such as pairing, folding, examining, and boxing as well.  Many of the 

workers in occupations outside of knitting were not organized, although, technically, the 

union had embraced the concept of industrial organization from its inception.
31

 

Members of the executive board, including officers, were elected and had to stand 

for re-election every year, and it was required that at least 70 percent of the board consist 

of members actually working on machines.  Those not actually working in a mill during 

their period on the board not only did the administrative work of the union but also acted 

as part-time organizers in various sections of the country.  While on the board they 

received a rate of pay that could not exceed the highest rate paid to a knitter.  In addition, 

there was a constitutional requirement that all major decisions had to be submitted to the 

entire membership for a referendum vote, and the constitution further stipulated that all 

resolutions had to be translated into the language of any member, at his or her request, in 
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order to be valid.  While the debates that occurred among delegates to the conventions 

reflected views within the broader organization, the existence of the referendum vote is of 

particular importance, for it allows for even deeper insight into the extent of support that 

the rank and file gave to the policies of the leadership.
32

 

The union officially, and in practice, promoted a broad-based policy of 

organization, open to all individuals in the full-fashioned industry.  Further, a clause in 

the union constitution prohibited discussions regarding religion, ethnicity, or political 

affiliation at branch meetings.  However, resolutions and discussions regarding support 

for particular political positions could be, and were, openly and often heatedly discussed.  

This anti-sectarian policy proved to be a real strength in the organizing campaigns of the 

1920s, for it enabled union organizers to utilize extended radical networks.  In the early 

period the primary base of power was located in a decentralized shop-steward system, but 

over the course of the 1920s this began to change.
33

     

While the structure of the organization was, indeed, democratic in many ways, 

there were some glaring limitations.  Women were admitted into the union in 1913, when 

it became a national union, but their power in the organization was marginal, and they 

were accorded voting privileges equal to one third of men‘s--one vote for every three 

hundred paid-up women members as opposed to one vote for every one hundred paid-up 

men.  There were no women on the executive board.  There were also no African 

Americans in the union, just as there were none in the industry. 
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As described earlier, textile was a ―white‖ industry and hosiery was no different.  

Although the 1920s were a period of relative security, higher-than-average wages and 

good conditions in union shops, the hosiery union, along with virtually all unions at that 

time, made no effort to force the industry to open the trade to African Americans, or 

anyone else for that matter.  Since much skill was involved in the craft occupations that 

constituted the early union membership, strikebreakers could not be randomly recruited 

from the general population, and African Americans posed no threat in this capacity.  

There was no language in the constitution excluding African Americans.  In fact, the 

actual language embraced a much more inclusive policy, stating that the union was open 

to all who worked in the industry.  But when it embarked on a real campaign of industrial 

organizing within the industry, the union concentrated its efforts on organizing those who 

were already employed in the union and non-union mills, with increasing attention paid 

to those who were not part of the highly organized knitting departments.  In the 1930s 

this campaign would come to include African Americans as they began to be hired in 

some of the less skilled seamless hosiery mills in the South, but this was emphatically not 

the case in the 1920s. 

Although the union did not attack the racial exclusivity of the industry, it did 

recognize the fact that racism was a dividing factor in American culture.  Over the course 

of the 1920s and 1930s the union began a campaign aimed at overcoming racial divisions 

within the working class more generally, and made efforts to overcome ethnic and, more 

gradually, gender divisions within the union.  These advancements developed out of an 

evolving definition of ―equal rights‖ that promoted the ethic of ―solidarity across 

differences,‖ or a shared sense of common humanity that came out of a class-based 
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understanding of the nature of inequality.  For there is little doubt that ―class‖ was the 

primary lens through which the leadership viewed the major contradictions in society.  

The clause in the original constitution requiring all motions to be translated into the 

native language of any member was reiterated in the constitution of the reunited 

organization and reflected the ethnic demographics of Kensington and the Federation.  

And, as will be shown, as the 1920s advanced the role of women in the union also began 

to undergo a dramatic change.
34

         

Socialism was not a new feature in Kensington in the 1920s; in fact it was very 

much a part of the ―use-able past‖ of both the community and the union.  As discussed 

earlier, Howard Kreckman‘s father was a Socialist and Howard also remained a life-long 

adherent to the ideology.  Socialists had been an important part of the Knights of Labor in 

Kensington, and, in 1886, the Kensington section of the German Socialists even hosted 

two Socialist members of the German Reichstag, who were on a tour of ―all the principal 

cities of the country‖ to help raise money for the election expenses of the Socialist Party 

in Germany.  Philadelphia was their first stop.  Socialists were a presence within the 

Philadelphia Central Labor Union (CLU) in this early period as well and participated in 

Philadelphia‘s labor actions of the earlier twentieth century.  During the 1910 streetcar 

strike, a female organizer for the Western Federation of Miners, both ―a Socialist and a 

Suffragist,‖ spoke to Kensington‘s sympathy strikers, encouraging them to ―show the 

Rapid Transit Company that we have rights and are powerful.‖  The involvement of 

socialists in the Western mines was one of the primary reasons for the early support of 
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suffrage in that area, and, in 1909, the Philadelphia CLU passed a resolution supporting 

woman suffrage and encouraging all member organizations to work for it.  But what is of 

real importance here is that Philadelphia socialists were connected to a movement that 

had national and international links, and this feature would become an enduring and 

important factor as the hosiery union proceeded to develop a web of networks aimed at 

furthering both of its goals--building the union and rebuilding the labor movement.
35

        

While the union maintained a democratic process in selecting its leadership, there 

was a group of individuals who were critical to the development of the organization in 

the 1920s.  These individuals can be divided into two groups, the first of which was the 

older, experienced leaders, some of whom had been with the union since its earliest days.  

The second group was composed of newer recruits, specifically trained for the purpose of 

―passing on the torch.‖  Included in the first group were leaders in branches outside of 

Philadelphia that were important in implementing overall strategy, but three that were 

consistently in the forefront throughout the 1920s were Gustave Geiges, Alexander 

McKeown, and James Maurer. 

Gustave Geiges, a Kensington knitter in the Gotham shop, was closely connected 

to the Socialists and was likely a party member.  Geiges had been in the union since its 

early days and was the president of Local 706, Branch 1.  As president of Branch 1 he 

was influential in the decision-making processes of the national Federation, and served 

consistently on the executive board of the national union.  He ran for and was elected 

president of the Federation in 1927, serving for two years until his retirement in 1929.  
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He presided over the beginning of the period of intense expansion within the industry and 

organizing drives within the union. 

Alexander McKeown, also a knitter, was born in Kensington of Scottish parents.  

McKeown first started work in a Kensington mill in 1903, at the age of 13, as an 

apprentice working 60 hours a week for $5.50.  He was one of the founding members of 

the union--riding ―freight trains out to Fort Wayne on weekends to help get it started 

there‖--as well as vice-president of Branch 1, becoming president of the Philadelphia 

local in 1927.  McKeown was a Socialist, an officer in the Conference for Progressive 

Political Action, a founder of the Labor Education Association, and a candidate for 

mayor in 1931 on the Socialist Labor ticket. 

Another prominent individual who was closely associated with the union, though 

not actually a member, was James Maurer.  Maurer was from Reading Pennsylvania 

where he joined the Knights of Labor in 1880 and was first taught to read and write--and 

learned about socialism.  Maurer was a member of the executive board of the Socialist 

Party of America and president of the Pennsylvania Federation of Labor from 1912 to 

1928.  He was also elected, as a Socialist, to the state legislature, from 1911-1913 and 

again from 1915-1917, and was a candidate for vice-president of the United States on the 

Socialist ticket with Norman Thomas in both 1928 and 1932.  With a deep commitment 

against child labor and for workers‘ education, he was president of the Workers‘ 

Education Bureau of America, a board member of Brookwood Labor College, and a 

founder of the Pennsylvania Birth Control League.  Maurer was a regular figure at 

hosiery union events and a regular speaker at its conventions.  An influential ally in the 
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union‘s legislative initiatives, he became an important supporter of their campaigns to 

organize women and build labor generally.
36

 

Although they remained very important to the organization throughout the 1920s 

and into the 1930s, these ―elders‖ of the leadership were also concerned about developing 

and training leaders from the new recruits to the industry, and these members of the 

younger generation would be important additions to the union in its campaigns to build 

cross-generational and cross-gender solidarity.  One of these recruits was Alfred ―Tiny‖ 

Hoffman.  Hoffman started as a member of the Milwaukee, Wisconsin branch of the 

Federation.  He was a knitter, pulled out of the shops at the age of 18 and sent on a 

Federation scholarship to Brookwood Labor College.  Moving to Philadelphia, Hoffman 

was elected as a full-time union organizer in 1926.  He became a Socialist, a committed 

supporter of the union and, with an organic understanding of working-class culture, their 

most gifted organizer, having particular success in union endeavors to organize in the 

South. 

 John Edelman, employed by the union in 1926, was its only leader who did not 

emerge from the industry.  Edelman came to the United States in 1916 from England, 

during a rather dangerous time for travel, and under fairly obscure circumstances.  

Although born in the United States, he had been raised on an Anarcho/Socialist commune 

in England and educated by an eclectic group of intellectuals.  He was a newspaper 

reporter associated with the British Labour Party in England, a labor organizer, and a 
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member of the British suffrage movement.  He also had connections to the Irish 

Republican struggle, which may have influenced his 1916 emigration.  Part of a broad 

network with strong connections to the Socialists, he had originally been brought to 

Pennsylvania, and recommended to the union, by James Maurer.  Edelman was hired by 

the union to be its director of research and education, and he was a primary contributor to 

a successful Socialist electoral campaign in Reading (funded primarily by the hosiery 

union).  A brilliant journalist, he turned the union newspaper into a major educational and 

organizing tool and developed extensive media networks that brought the union national 

attention. 

Another important figure among the new group was Anna Geisinger, a topper in a 

Philadelphia hosiery mill and a member of Branch 1.  Geisinger became a prominent 

figure during the 1920s when the union embarked on an extensive campaign to organize 

women.  She was elected as its first female organizer in 1928, and became one of its most 

effective organizers (along with Hoffman).  She was the first female elected to the 

Philadelphia executive board, and continued to be very important in the union into the 

1930s, when she took charge of a city-wide open-shop strike. 

Finally, there was Emil Rieve, a knitter connected with the Milwaukee, Wisconsin 

branch in the 1920s.  Rieve immigrated to the United States from Poland at the age of 13 

and went to work in a mill where he did practically every job in the shop.  He joined the 

union at an early age, shortly after it became a national organization.  In the 1920s, Rieve 

was a Socialist, as was the mayor of Milwaukee.  Although not a newcomer, his 

importance to the union was to come to the fore in the 1930s, after being elected 
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president of the Federation in 1929 when Geiges retired, and moving to Philadelphia.  He 

would oversee a period of major change within the organization and go on to become the 

first president of the CIO‘s Textile Workers Union of America (TWUA).
37

 

In the 1920s socialism played out in a number of ways within the union, as the 

leadership embraced an approach that placed an emphasis on solidarity within the labor 

movement and on internationalism, impacting the ways in which the ―fighting‖ treasury 

was used.  This was not entirely the result of a selfless ideology but also a result of 

strategic analysis.  In the aftermath of labor‘s defeats, nationally and in Philadelphia, it 

was not hard to see that the ultimate fate of the hosiery workers could not be separated 

from that of the labor movement in general.  As the union newspaper put it, hosiery 

workers had also ―felt the hands of the manufacturers in injunctions, police intimidation, 

and paid thugs.‖  But many in the union also felt a sense of responsibility as members of 
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a working class.  This was summed up in a statement of the leadership, printed in the 

Hosiery Worker: 

Since 1918, workers have faced the united onslaught of organized capital . . . 

having suffered untold misery and privations for principle.  Men, women and 

children have been beaten and leaders framed and sent to prison, even murder has 

been resorted to in an effort to crush organization.  We should not for one moment 

forget that we are part of the organized movement . . . it is not only necessary to 

build our organization, but make contributions to others . . . 
38

 

  

Class consciousness was also reflected in the explicitly anti-capitalist position 

taken by the leadership and disseminated through material that was sent out to the rank 

and file.  The carnage and destruction of World War I had precipitated an international 

social crisis that led many on the American left to fear that the capitalist system would 

continue to lead the world‘s people into an abyss from which only an internationally 

united working class could save it.  Part of this belief--that an alternative social 

organization was indeed possible--was based on what Marxist historian Bryan Palmer has 

called ―the 1917 moment--the Leninist moment.‖  The successful Bolshevik revolution of 

1917 was widely seen in the 1920s as a beginning for world socialism, not as an end in 

itself, and the war had made a lasting impact on many Socialists.  Eugene Debs went to 

prison because of his opposition, and Scott Nearing had been blacklisted and narrowly 

escaped prison.  Howard Kreckman often spoke about the Kensington socialists‘ public 

opposition to the war.  As part of an effort to convince the membership that they and the 

capitalist system had nothing in common, the Hosiery Worker often carried critical 

articles from other international organizations, like the International Federation of Trade 

Unions:  
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The last great war involved over 50,000,000 able-bodied members of the working 

class in the brutal task of human slaughter.  The wage earners were called to 

engage in scientific murder because their masters, social, industrial, and political, 

had quarreled . . . War is not an accidental feature of International Capitalism, it is 

a part of it, and only by the effective use of the political and economic power of 

the Workers against war can we avoid it.   

 

In one issue of the Hosiery Worker, the union printed an appeal intended to particularly 

reach out to young workers, signed by the International Federation of Trade Unions 

(Amsterdam), the Labour and Socialist International (London), and the Socialist Youths 

International (Berlin).   This petition, which advised young people to ―think of your great 

historical duty,‖ bluntly asserted that the abolition of the capitalist system was a 

prerequisite for a more just and peaceful society: ―The danger of war will endure as long 

as capitalism itself endures.  We must unite internationally . . . for there is no other way 

to uproot the possibility of war than to abolish the capitalist order of society.‖
39

 

  Both the actions of union members and the results of votes of the general 

membership of the union indicate that these opinions did touch a core of emotions within 

the rank and file.  Even in the midst of the turmoil of 1921 a referendum vote was taken 

authorizing a contribution of one thousand dollars to the Friends of Soviet Russia to be 

used for relief work.  In 1922, Branch 1 submitted a strongly worded resolution, which 

was passed overwhelmingly by the membership, that demanded recognition of the Soviet 

Union and the establishment of trade relations.  The membership also stipulated that a 

copy of the resolution was to be forwarded not only to the AFL leadership, but also to the 

president of the United States.  Throughout the 1920s the union sponsored forums on 
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imperialism at Knitters‘ Hall, with James Maurer speaking on Russia, Mexico, Cuba, and 

China--in efforts to promote a sense of internationalism within the rank and file.  In 

January of 1924 it sent out a referendum calling for assistance to the German labor 

movement, because of the ―suffering and hardship bought about by the depreciation of 

the mark on the German people and labor movement.‖  Other resolutions, put forward by 

Branch 1 and passed overwhelmingly at conventions, included a resolution demanding 

that the governor of California grant pardons to Tom Mooney and Warren Billings, and a 

call to the AFL for a general strike in support of striking railroad workers and to protest 

the violence and injunctions that were used against them.  The union also made attempts 

to resolve conflicts between groups of workers through cooperation a primary focus of 

their policies and propaganda.
40

         

In late November 1922, following reports that the full-fashioned manufacturers 

had representatives in Germany for the express purpose of recruiting ―scabs,‖ the union 

sent a German-speaking member of the organization on a ―secret mission‖ (kept secret so 

as not to alert the manufacturers) to meet with German knitters who, it claimed, ―did not 

realize they were being recruited to scab.‖  According to union documents, the trip 

resulted in a ―no scabbing‖ pledge by these workers.  The union also attempted to 

implement cooperative policies at home.  These efforts were reflected in results achieved 
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the following spring at the American hosiery mill in Paterson New Jersey.  That firm 

tried to hire only German knitters who had recently been brought to the country.  But 

according to a Paterson delegate at the convention, this ―did not weaken our union 

position as we got them all to join the union and they are showing a good spirit.‖
41

  

The union applied this philosophy with particular enthusiasm to an effort to help 

revitalize the American labor movement and to encourage a broad sympathy for the 

suffering of working people as a class.  One of the first orders of business at the 1922 

convention was to authorize a weekly donation of seven hundred dollars for the New 

England textile strike, which was being bitterly fought out at the time.  Branch 1, going 

even further, collected additional money for the strikers from Philadelphia shops, as well 

as ―considerable clothing,‖ including over five thousand pairs of shoes.  All locals were 

recruited to send aid to miners‘ strikes in western Pennsylvania, with Branch 1 also 

sending clothing, blankets, and footwear; and all locals collected aid for victims of the 

devastating 1927 ―great floods‖ in Mississippi (Branch 1 sent over $4,000).  Hosiery 

union members conducted week-long ―labor revivals‖ in cities around the country in 

which they, along with representatives from other local unions, proceeded to ―preach the 

gospel of unionism‖ to local working people.  And hosiery workers gave support to a 

myriad of other unions including those of textile workers, bakery workers, and radio 

workers, and helped in building organizing drives among transit workers.  In perhaps one 

of its most important actions, in February of 1927 the union provided a loan of ten 
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thousand dollars to the Philadelphia branch of the International Ladies Garment Workers 

Union (ILGWU) to enable the rebuilding of the organization in the city and ―to help them 

negotiate from a position of power.‖  In 1926, reiterating their position that fighting for a 

more progressive organization should be done on the inside, they had a delegate elected 

to the more conservative national executive board of the UTWA in order to try, as they 

put it, to ―improve the International union.‖  The hosiery union‘s attempts at building 

solidarity locally, nationally, and internationally increasingly included a focus on human 

rights, and this became a major theme in their campaigns to reach the youth of America, 

male and female.  But it was through their attempts to build and organize within their 

own industry that they achieved national notoriety, setting a militant example for other 

unions, and setting precedents for the CIO‘s later culture of unity and labor feminism.
42

  

 

Following the Shops 

During the 1920s hosiery industry expansion led to the establishment of many 

new shops as well as subsidiaries of some older mills.  By 1926, according to the union, 

new shops were ―springing up like mushrooms in all sections of the country and 

Canada,‖ training their own help, running double-machine jobs, and ruthlessly attempting 

to undersell the union shops.  In Buffalo, New York, companies were paying less than 

half the union wage; in Reading, Bangor, Lansdale, York, Easton, Nazareth, and several 
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other Pennsylvania towns, lower wage shops were also growing; Southern towns were 

offering free land and cheap labor to industrialists and some mills had already relocated 

to the region; and in New Jersey, rural Massachusetts, and the Midwest, the situation was 

the same.  In Ontario, Canada, the Kayser Company of New York was preparing to open 

a branch with two hundred machines in Sherbrooke, shops were operating in Hamilton 

with very low pay, and Holeproof company of Milwaukee had relocated to London, 

Ontario to get away from the union and union rules.  While the union had been pursuing a 

policy of ―organizing the unorganized‖ since the beginning of the decade, the 

proliferation of new shops, as well as the fact that some older shops were already 

beginning the process of relocating, gave an increased urgency to the situation.  In the 

face of this reality, union members agreed to an increase in the rate of the per capita tax 

levied by the union in order to institute the ―biggest organization drive in the history of 

the Federation,‖ as they embarked on a massive campaign to ―follow the shops.‖
43

  

 

Reading Pennsylvania  

During the 1920s, the union had three organizers working in Pennsylvania (one 

full-time and two part-time), and one covering Massachusetts, New Jersey, and New 

York, and later, the South.  After the 1921 strike and the reuniting of the Federation, 

organization work was immediately emphasized in Reading, Pennsylvania, which was an 

important hosiery center and the home of the largest hosiery mill in the country, the 
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Berkshire Mills.  Ruthlessly anti-union, Berkshire was rivaled only by Apex in 

Philadelphia for its use of private labor police and its connections with conservative 

political and religious figures.  In the 1930s, the two also shared ties across the Atlantic to 

the rising fascist government in Germany, a factor that would increasingly come to lend 

an international element to the conflicts.  As early as 1923 hosiery strikes began to hit 

Reading, with a strike at the Rosedale mill quickly followed by strikes at other mills.  

These continued throughout the 1920s. 

Because of Reading‘s importance, the hosiery union financed, and was chiefly 

responsible for a campaign that resulted in the landslide victory of a Socialist city 

government in 1927, sweeping city hall and the city council, and even gaining several 

seats on the school board.  This was an especially euphoric moment for the union given 

that the Berkshire and other strongly non-union plants backed the opposing slate.  But the 

powerful Reading Hosiery Manufacturers‘ Association, led by the owners of the 

Berkshire Mills, had an elaborate network of labor spies and many religious leaders and 

state politicians on its side.  Secret ballots in a citywide election were quite different from 

public positions against a very powerful adversary that could put a family‘s very 

livelihood on the line.  The sentiment for unionism may have been there, but with little 

experience to go on, the workers‘ faith that the union could provide effective protection 

for them was not yet developed.  The union did establish an active branch in Reading and 

continued to gain in numbers during the 1920s, but it was an uphill battle.  With the 

election victory, including the placement of Maurer on the council, the union had hoped 

to gain power in its struggles against the Berkshire group, an expectation that was only 

partially achieved.  But they did make gains in Reading and other rural communities.  
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The campaigns in Reading were but the first stirrings of what would become a major 

conflict in the 1930s when the union pioneered tactics that presaged the CIO‘s later wave 

of sit-down strikes, claimed the first contract settlement under the NIRA, and built 

national movements encompassing gender, cross-industry, and cross-class solidarity.     

The hosiery workers were beginning to become a factor in Pennsylvania labor on 

a statewide level by the early years of the decade.  This was demonstrated at a 1923 

Pennsylvania Federation of Labor convention, attended by Geiges, where delegates 

passed a resolution overwhelmingly calling for all other unions in the state to ―organize 

along the lines of the AFFFHW.‖
44

  

 

The Midwest and Canada 

 The union also increased organization work in the midwestern section of the 

country and Canada during the 1920s.  Organizing had been going on in Fort Wayne, 

Indiana, and it increased in Indianapolis, Milwaukee and Kenosha, Wisconsin.  The union 

also sent a representative into Canada, who was doing quite well until ―threatened by the 

foreman of a shop, forcibly escorted to the border by police and threatened to be beat-up 

if he returned.‖  Brought to the attention of Canadian Labor delegates at the AFL 

convention in Detroit by Thomas McMahon, president of the UTWA, the Canadian 

delegates promised to lend support to the union‘s next organizing attempt.  They also 

promised to bring the incident to the attention of the Canadian Secretary of Labor on the 
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grounds of the Canadian law, the Lexeiux Act, which guaranteed the rights of Canadian 

workers to organize and bargain collectively.
45

 

A strike in early 1928 at the Allen-A mills in Kenosha Wisconsin (also the home 

of the anti-union Nash automobile company) brought the union widespread notice, 

especially through its use of an innovative media campaign, initiated from Philadelphia.  

The union borrowed tactics from Gandhi and the women‘s suffrage campaign and 

propelled the role of women in the labor movement into the national consciousness.  This 

campaign, as well as work in Philadelphia and its surrounding areas, helped to promote 

labor as a means of advancement for women‘s rights within both the broader labor and 

women‘s movements.  Historian Dorothy Sue Cobble has written insightfully about 

activity by labor-movement women in the 1940s and later; however, hosiery union 

women‘s very visible activities in the 1920s and 1930s make a strong case for the 

continuation of women‘s rights activities, through labor, from the period of suffrage on, 

providing a bridge to the later period.  This topic will be explored in greater detail in 

chapter four.
46

  

 

The South 

In the 1920s the South became a region of growing importance to the union and 

one that would remain so throughout its life.  During World War I and its immediate 

aftermath some inroads were made in the organization of textile workers in the South, 
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and a series of successful organizing drives in 1919 resulted in the establishment of some 

union locals.  But during the textile depression of 1921, industry magnates instituted a 

drive to take back the gains made by workers, as described previously.  The resulting 

strike wave that hit the southern mills at this time was lost, for a variety of reasons.  The 

UTWA, strapped for funds after losing many of its dues-paying members in the backlash 

after 1919, only reluctantly called the strike, under pressure from rank-and-file workers, 

and was unable to provide them with much support.   It was during this period that many 

northern mills began their move south, beginning a pattern that was to become all too 

familiar in subsequent years. 

During World War I, mills in New England had been forced to give workers 

higher wages, and many of them, like those in Philadelphia, were not successful in taking 

back the gains that were made.  A strike wave launched by New England‘s textile 

workers in 1922 to preserve those gains crippled the mills for nearly a year.  The 

AFFFHW, reunited after its successful 1921 strike in Philadelphia, with branches in New 

England and mindful of its connection to the textile industry and its workers, supported 

the New England strike with both moral and material assistance.  In the aftermath, as 

described in Like A Family, searching for cheaper labor and the ability to get more hours 

of work out of their employees, New England textile companies began to look south, 

buying out southern mills and beginning to fully relocate their plants as well.  By 1929, 

fifty-one mills had relocated from the northeast to the Piedmont.  The problems 

encountered in attempts by the UTWA to organize the Southern textile industry are the 

topic of many historical inquiries. The authors of Like A Family described the UTWA‘s 
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poor performance in the South as a result of being ―too poor, too beleaguered, too 

parochial, too fainthearted to take on the daunting challenge of cracking the non-union 

South.‖  The one exception, in their view, came from the AFFFHW, and particularly its 

southern organizer, Alfred Hoffman.  ―All fire in making speeches, courageous, plain 

spoken, and sensitive to workers‘ culture,‖ Hoffman helped set in motion one of the 

strongest labor movements in the region.
47

 

 The AFFFHW established a branch in Paducah, Kentucky (Branch 28) as 

early as 1923.  The first hosiery strike in the south took place in 1925 (the earlier textile 

strikes had not involved hosiery) when a hosiery manufacturer built a mill in Durham, 

North Carolina, housing 400 full-fashioned machines.  An organizer assigned to the 

AFFFHW by the UTWA, conducted personal visits to the homes of some of these 

workers and subsequently helped them to form a branch.  Edward Callaghan of Branch 1, 

the union‘s only full-time paid organizer at the time, described in an amusing tale 

designed to underscore the commitment of the southern workers, the process by which a 

strike came about.  According to his story, ―shortly after the formation of the branch the 

shop manager threatened to replace union workers with non-union men.‖  When the 

president of the shop committee got in touch with the union‘s national headquarters, in 

Philadelphia, Callaghan sent a wire informing the local leaders that he would personally 

come down to take charge of the situation.  Instead of putting ―period‖ at the end of the 
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telegram, he used the word ―stop‖ (as was customary in telegrams).  Allegedly 

misunderstood by the workers as an instruction to ―stop work,‖ when Callaghan arrived 

the entire shop was out on strike.  This strike, as Callaghan described it, resulted in 

―establishing their right to belong to a union‖ and the solid organization of Branch 31.  

The story also helped to establish the southern workers as ―just as committed to the 

union‖ as the rest of the membership.
48

   

After its 1926 convention the union hired John Edelman, a savvy newspaperman 

with extensive contacts, to act as research director, publicity man and editor of the 

Hosiery Worker.  The convention also adopted a program of expanded full-time 

organizing, and elected to place three full-time paid organizers in the field--Callaghan, 

Alfred Hoffman, and Marion Frey--along with the continued use of part-time officers.  

The union sent ―Tiny‖ Hoffman to the South where he became one of the union‘s most 

dynamic organizers, organizing not just hosiery, but any other industry that showed an 

interest.  Soon after arriving he was visited by a group of black workers interested in 

starting a union for laborers, and in 1927 he assumed a leadership role in a brutal strike of 

one thousand cotton mill workers in Henderson, North Carolina.  Branch 1 organized an 

extensive campaign to send relief payments to what they called ―the lowest wage-slaves 

of North Carolina,‖ taking up collections from all Philadelphia mills and gaining support 

from other labor bodies in the North as well.  By the end of 1927, Hoffman was a leading 

force in establishing the Piedmont Organizing Council, described by the authors of Like a 

Family as ―a major step toward the revival of trade unionism in North Carolina.‖  
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Although there were only thirty-three delegates at its first meeting, by June of 1928 there 

were over two hundred, from ―thirteen cities, twenty-six trades, and seven central bodies 

throughout North Carolina, as well as several representatives from international unions, 

newspaper men, and two ministers.‖
49

 

Among the delegates were women trade unionists and twelve ―Negro workers‖ 

representing various organizations.  The Hosiery Worker‘s description of the event 

claimed there was a ―great show of solidarity in which the colored men were given every 

consideration, courtesy and encouragement by those at the meeting, indicating that the 

North Carolina labor movement draws no color line.‖  Although a simplistic and gross 

exaggeration of the state of race relations in Southern labor, the primary purpose behind 

such articles was propaganda--to establish a mentalité that there should not be a color line 

within the labor movement, and that the organization of workers across race was just as 

natural and necessary as across gender--a position that was beginning to gain widespread 

acceptance within the union by this point.  By the beginning of July, 1928, the Piedmont 

Organizing Council had organized workers at the R.J. Reynolds tobacco company in 

Winston-Salem, North Carolina.  The Hosiery Worker declared ―the fight stage has now 

been reached‖ when they refused a ―sell-out‖ contract, denounced wage cuts and the 

company‘s black-listing tactics.  Workers at this company, black and white, would be at 

the forefront of the roots of ―civil-rights unionism,‖ written about by historian Robert 
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Korstad in his book describing the union there in the 1940s.  In fact, those roots go even 

deeper.
50

 

By the later part of the 1920s the union was putting a major effort into an 

educational campaign aimed at building class-conscious workers and ―solidarity across 

difference,‖ and the above account of the council‘s meeting can be seen as part of this 

campaign.  In the near future it was to gain much more momentum, and begin to include 

stories aimed at promoting an understanding of the special oppression of African 

American workers, as well as connecting race and imperialism around the globe.  This 

focus was instrumental in the organization of African Americans brought into the 

southern hosiery industry in 1933.   

By 1929 Hoffman was so prominent in organizing and helping to develop 

southern leadership that he was kidnapped from his hotel room in Elizabethton, 

Tennessee by a band of ―leading citizens,‖ beaten up, dumped across the state line, and, 

with a gun held to his head, warned never to come back.  The union, with only five full-

time paid organizers by 1930, poured over half of its resources into the area, sending 

Edward Callaghan from Clifton Forge, Virginia and their crack publicity man, John 

Edelman into Elizabethton, home of the German-owned Glansdorf and Bemberg plants.  

When Edelman arrived he found ―Tiny‖ (who weighed in at over two hundred and fifty 

pounds) recuperating in a private home, guarded by a self-appointed bodyguard of 
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several pistol-carrying women strikers, a reflection of the loyalty of a core group of 

female textile workers that he had helped to organize in the area.
51

  

In addition to the union sending its small force of organizers, Branch 1 sent out an 

appeal for contributions to a relief fund, itself contributing over $6,000 by the end of 

May.  As a result of the kidnappings and the presence of Edelman, nationwide attention 

was focused on the southern battles and the role of the hosiery union.  The Hosiery 

Worker consistently carried updates on the Southern campaign and placed a picture of 

―Tiny,‖ in overalls, and flanked on both sides by a bodyguard of southern workers 

carrying shotguns, prominently on the front page--guaranteed to provoke a positive 

response in Kensington!  Hoffman wrote articles for labor newspapers and spoke at 

meetings of other organizations, and even at the University of North Carolina, 

counteracting arguments that the cost of living was lower in the region with data showing 

that it was, instead, the standard of living that was lower for workers in the mill towns.  

Deeply committed to the South, Hoffman urged the union to make organization of the 

region a paramount concern in their campaigns.  To this effect the union sent out a 

referendum requesting a special assessment to help the South, and set up a fund 

specifically for the Southern campaigns.
52
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Hoffman had his first (though not last) experience with being sent to jail on a 

trumped up charge of ―insurrection‖ in Marion, North Carolina, during a brutal strike in 

which several strikers were gunned down by guards at one of the mills.  For various 

reasons, not least of which was the courage and fighting spirit displayed by the southern 

workers, a sense of solidarity with the mill towns of the South grew between them and 

the ―mill town‖ of Kensington.  The brutality of the southern manufacturers and their 

police allies was something many workers in Kensington could identify with, having 

generations of experience, passed on within the lore of the community, with similar 

conditions.  The Philadelphia branch encouraged this identification in several ways: by 

running heroic articles consistently in the paper, and by facilitating personal contact 

between groups of workers, particularly concentrating on young women.
53

   

The hosiery union sponsored a tour of two young women from Marion who were 

among the first to join the local when it was formed and stalwarts on the picket lines 

during the ―Marion massacre‖ of October.  This tour took them to states up and down the 

East Coast, as well as to several different union locals in Philadelphia.  Speaking to a 

packed meeting of the women of Branch 1, they ―brought them to tears‖ (and gained 

pledges of increased support) as one woman described how her 23-year-old-husband was 

―shot in the back by the sheriff‘s men,‖ claiming ―there was no help for the wounded‖ as 

―they opened the mill with scab labor while union men bled to death.‖  Such language 

eloquently served to draw the line between ―union‖ and ―non-union‖ labor in terms that 

underscored the principles of class, ―rights,‖ and solidarity.  Labor martyrs were certainly 
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not unknown in Kensington, and, unhappily, would become a factor once again over the 

course of the organizing drives in Philadelphia.
54

 

Organizing the South was vital to the survival of the hosiery workers.  As in 

Reading, it would provide a site of intense, and often violent, conflict in the 1930s.  The 

hosiery union tried to insure that the courageous fight of the southern workers set an 

example for the struggling national labor movement through its media campaigns.  

Meanwhile, however, the ―most intense organizing drive in the union‘s history‖ was 

being played out in Kensington on an impressive scale.  Always the largest local, Branch 

1 was experiencing unprecedented growth, and the revenue raised from its expansion was 

a major factor in the ability of the union to finance the national campaigns. 

 

Building Unity and the Union in Kensington 

     In the 1920s Philadelphia‘s hosiery workers represented a privileged stratum, 

perhaps even an ―aristocracy‖ of the working class.  The occupations connected with the 

knitting departments, both men‘s and women‘s, called for skill of a comparatively high 

order, and for much of the 1920s, in union mills, wages were high and conditions 

generally good, for employers faced a serious shortage of skilled hosiery workers. 

Historian James Hinton argued in 1973 that much labor historiography ―could see 

nothing but conservative implications in the craft traditions‖ of such a labor aristocracy, 

and that this fact inhibited an ―understanding of the dialectic between craftsmanship and 

revolution.‖  According to Hinton, many historians viewed the attempts of workers to 

exercise control over various aspects of managerial prerogative, such as the two-machine 
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system, as being concerned only with the material gains of work.  Craft controls, 

however, were built and tenaciously maintained not only in defense of material interests, 

but also as a means of resistance to the reduction of labor to commodity status.  The 

possibility of such a privileged stratum becoming, under threat of being downgraded, ―a 

revolutionary vanguard of the class‖ was, in fact, discussed by V. I. Lenin.  Lenin 

understood that high wages and a rich culture are more valuable assets than abject 

poverty.  In January of 1917 he was predicting that Britain‘s metal workers would 

―represent the vanguard of the proletariat‖ in what he saw as the impending proletarian 

revolution in Europe.
55

 

It is clear that the leadership of Philadelphia‘s hosiery workers saw themselves in 

the forefront of such a vanguard movement.  This is underscored by the many discussions 

held at their conventions and the material presented in their literature.  It is also 

demonstrated by their concrete actions directed not only towards building the hosiery 

union, but also towards building a broader labor movement that could represent a real 

challenge to capital.  In particular, by rejecting craft exclusiveness and building a class-

conscious constituency, they attempted, in the 1920s, to ―unleash a revolutionary 

potential for change,‖ which they believed to be contained within a united working class.   

Although the ―great strike‖ of 1921 was undeniably a victory for the union, the 

expansion of the industry brought new investment to Philadelphia as well as other areas 

of the country.  Larger corporations, such as Marshall Fields of Chicago, were entering 
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the industry attracted to Philadelphia by the promise of high profits and skilled workers.  

As the industry expanded many newer shops operated as ―open‖ shops, and shop control 

was becoming an increasingly important issue.  Manufacturers began to seriously 

challenge the Philadelphia union‘s control by implementing tactics to increase the supply 

of labor. 

The contest for shop control manifested itself in various ways, from the fight over 

the two-machine system, to the training of personnel with shorter terms of apprenticeship, 

to the attempt to impose longer hours and double shifts.  Manufacturers touted the two-

machine system as a means of increasing the productivity of an individual worker and 

cutting the labor component of the cost of production of the final product in a highly 

competitive industry.  But this system made the work of the knitters more stressful and 

exhausting and also increased the supply of labor while it decreased the number of jobs 

available, for helpers eventually became knitters.  Drives to increase the number of hours 

worked were generally accompanied by attempts to eliminate overtime pay.  Longer 

workdays served to increase production and decrease the costs of manufacture during 

periods of labor shortage, when starting a second shift was more difficult and costly.  But 

these practices also increased the workload of the laborer while decreasing the value of 

labor.  When some shops did seek to implement a second shift in order to increase 

production, the union understood that this policy could result in overcapacity of the 

market.  If the market could absorb all production, increases were not a problem.  But, if 

the market became flooded with the product, cutbacks in production led to 

unemployment and a surplus of labor, which, again, reduced its value.  Labor itself 

became a commodity.  
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Issues of shop control were not the only means by which the manufacturers were 

challenging the union, however.  As the demand for labor continued to increase, 

manufacturers began recruiting among young people coming out of the schools, reaching 

into ethnic groups (particularly Italian and Eastern European) that did not have the same 

deep cultural connections to textile as those of the older workforce.  Thus, there 

developed in Kensington in the 1920s a contest between the union and the mill owners, 

not only for control of the workshops, but for the allegiance of these new workers.  

Responding to these challenges spurred the union leadership, and older members, to 

develop imaginative new techniques of organizing, as well as efforts to strengthen those 

that they had used to build an inclusive union in the past.  Included in these strategies 

were the intensified use of street meetings and other practices that had been staples of 

Socialist political culture for decades.  Howard Kreckman described some of the 

meetings socialists held in the early 1920s: ―the Socialists would stand on a corner and 

give political speeches.  If they had a particularly good orator, a crowd would gather to 

listen.‖  Mark Wild also discussed the practice of ―street speaking‖ in his book, Street 

Meeting, describing Socialist attempts to mobilize the culturally diverse neighborhoods 

of early twentieth-century Los Angeles.
56

 

In the 1920s Philadelphia‘s hosiery union leaders expanded upon these strategies 

in novel and more inclusive and radical directions.  They incorporated new technology 

such as an amplifier system to circumvent ―no-speech‖ zones set up by injunctions, 

delivering speeches in multiple languages.  When picketing at the Apex mill (the largest 
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in the city) was prevented by an injunction, the union utilized a recently purchased 

system to reach the employees, many of whom the Apex management had directly 

recruited from Germany.  Mounting the system on the top of a car, they broadcast 

popular music to get the notice of the workers, followed by speeches in both English and 

German.  During the lunch hour in particular, they were able to attract a large crowd.
57

 

The union also held street meetings in districts of Greater Kensington with a 

larger concentration of Italian residents.  These meetings often consisted of band concerts 

in which a live band played on a flatbed truck and local orators gave, what the union 

described as ―a ringing plea for human liberty‖ in Italian.  The Hosiery Worker stated that 

union members who spoke the language confirmed that such programs had a ―profound 

effect on the community.‖  The union also printed and distributed literature in different 

languages, and even gave talks on local radio stations in German, English, Polish, and 

Italian.  And as the decade progressed, the union also began to incorporate more women 

into, at first, limited leadership; they began a substantial program of workers‘ education; 

and they began to incorporate many aspects of the youth culture into union-organized 

activities as part of a conscious attempt to build an inclusive ―culture of labor.‖
58

   

In August of 1923, President Warren Harding died in his third year in office.  

While his death cannot be said to have significantly affected the country in general, it did, 

however, affect some of Kensington‘s hosiery workers.  On Friday, August 10, the 
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manager in charge of the Burlington Mill, recently purchased by the Marshall Fields 

Company of Chicago, decided to close the shop in order to observe the national day of 

mourning that had been declared for the late president.  To make up for the time that 

would be lost, however, he informed the employees that they would have to work two 

hours per day overtime.  The women of the shop--loopers and seamers--refused to work 

the extra hours, although they did offer to work on the ―day of mourning.‖  Because of 

their insubordination they were fired.  Although the majority did not belong to the union 

at the time, union workers felt that the women were being treated unfairly and took up 

their cause, informing all potential candidates for those positions to ―stay away from the 

shop‖ while they tried to resolve the matter.  Negotiations proved to be fruitless, 

however, as the manager of the shop stubbornly refused to negotiate any challenges to his 

authority.  After several weeks of stalemate the shop went on strike, in support of the 

women and for union representation.  Meanwhile, at union headquarters, the union put 

plans into effect to support all knitters, women workers, and helpers, who were then on 

strike ―for as long as necessary.‖
59

 

Certainly, given the history of the union, it is reasonable to assume that the 

Burlington knitters did indeed go on strike because of their solidarity with the women of 

their shop.  However, these actions were also part of the campaign for full industrial 

organizing that had been called for by Geiges and the union leadership.  As early as 1922 

strikes were again beginning to hit Kensington in the first visible evidence of that 

campaign.  In August of that year, Branch 1 members shut down the Mutual shop when 

union knitters were fired for refusing to operate on the two-machine system.  Shortly 
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afterward the Cambria shop backed down on an attempt to install the system when 

threatened by a strike, and organizing activities were in progress in the Burlington shop 

when that strike was provoked.
60

    

Organization on the job and within the workshop played a crucial part in the 

conduct of branch policy, for at no time did the Federation‘s organized strength rest 

solely upon the leadership of the union.  One of the union‘s greatest strengths was the 

participation of the rank and file in the process of organizing new members, a practice 

encouraged by the union leadership in meetings, as well as in the Hosiery Worker.  The 

emphasis that the union placed on dignity and ―rights‖ contributed a great deal towards 

its construction of a broader sense of working-class cosmopolitanism.  The constructs 

promoted under this campaign not only included a view of American history that 

contested elite constructions of the past, but also built a counter-narrative that stressed the 

ongoing struggle for the achievement of such liberties.  Subverting the language of the 

government‘s ―100% Americanism‖ campaign, they launched a militant drive to achieve 

a ―100% Federation.‖  This construction of a labor rights-based discourse was the 

foundation for union campaigns throughout this period and a major catalyst to their 

successes.  Primarily it was an attempt to create an image of the union as more than just a 

stepping-stone for material improvements in working-class life and move members to a 

more revolutionary sense of themselves as a class movement. 

Early in the decade articles began appearing regularly in the Hosiery Worker 

encouraging the membership to take a personal interest in building the organization 

through a ―call to duty‖ to attend union meetings.  Different strategies for organizing new 
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workers were often at the top of the agenda of these meetings.  Determined to have mass 

participation, the organization also began a system of fines for all members who did not 

attend at least one branch meeting a month, one dollar for knitters and fifty cents for 

women and helpers.  Collected earlier in the shops, the money was refunded at the end of 

the meeting they attended.
61

     

Shortly thereafter, Geiges issued a statement in the Hosiery Worker underscoring 

the seriousness of the situation: ―we have reached a point in our industry that if we are to 

preserve it . . . every individual member must place upon himself or herself the role of 

organizer‖ and encouraged the entire membership to ―never consider a fight lost,‖ and to 

help ―to bring about a 100% Federation throughout our industry.‖  Organizing became a 

point of honor among hosiery workers and friendly competitions developed between 

branches.  Kensington‘s Branch 1 started an organization drive that it claimed ―every one 

of its members [were] participating in, typical of the spirit of the old, reliable 

organization,‖ carried on in what they considered to be a very original manner:   

In many of the shops our members carry their lunch and eat before 12 o‘clock and 

during the noon hour visit the un-organized shops, spreading the gospel of trade 

unionism among those who do not belong to the union. 

  

The campaign began to have remarkable results and Branch 1 recruited many new 

members, not only knitters, but from every auxiliary department in the industry.  Branch 

1 also started a campaign directed at checking the spread of the two-machine system, and 

a strike over this issue was narrowly avoided at the Harry C. Aberle mill in 1926.  Using 
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the lunch-hour campaign tactic, members working in various other shops gathered around 

the mill and ―preached‖ to the employees about the menace to the industry this condition 

was bound to create. 

The union‘s use of words like ―gospel‖ and ―preaching‖ were obviously co-opted 

from the campaigns of evangelists like Billie Sunday, who was known to hold revivals in 

Kensington.  But these tactics showed results, as many of the knitters and toppers joined 

the union.  Aberle money also controlled two other mills, the Fidelity and Hancock 

shops, and the branch was preparing to strike all three in an action that would have 

affected well over 1,000 workers.  By the following year the Hancock became a ―closed‖ 

shop, the shop committee declaring that ―every worker who does anything with 

production from the moment yarn enters the mill until it leaves as a finished garment is 

now a member of the union.‖  Organizing work also continued at the Aberle mill itself, 

one of the largest in the city, with increasingly positive results, although it did not 

become ―closed‖ until 1931 after it became the site of a violent confrontation that was to 

become a legend in the community.
62

 

The union consistently framed its organizing campaigns in terms of a binary 

opposition between the manufacturers and the workers, and in terms of the dignity and 

rights of labor.  Articles in the Hosiery Worker described the manufacturers‘ ―instinctive 

desire for mastery and traditional property rights,‖ arguing that ―employers would control 

workers‖ through the anti-union shop and the individual [yellow dog] contract.  They 

described injunctions as attempts to prevent the union from organizing or doing anything 
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―to sever or terminate their relation of master/servant.‖  They described the two-machine 

system in terms of ―slavery coming into its own again,‖ and spoke to their members‘ self-

esteem through the use of terms like ―cowed workers,‖ and the need to ―call the boss 

mister.‖
63

  

By the middle of the decade Branch 1 claimed to be fighting on all fronts, with a 

lockout at the Brownhill and Kramer shop in which 95 percent of production was shut 

down, and a strike at the Federal mill.  Although in 1920 Branch 1 had less than 2000 

members, in 1924 it added 3 more shops and five hundred members, over half of them 

women, and became recognized by the secretary of the CLU as ―the strongest local in the 

city and probably the state.‖  In addition, it made significant progress in organizing 

departments outside of knitting in many mills.  This period surpassed any in the history of 

the branch as an additional three thousand members were added in 1925 alone, and 

Geiges claimed Branch 1 controlled sixty-five full-fashioned mills, including some of the 

largest in the industry.  By the 1926 convention Branch 1 had organized four additional 

shops, all working an 8 and 3/4 hour day and paying the union scale.  By 1926 Branch 1 

had enrolled eight thousand members, by 1930, nine thousand, and by 1932, they had 

12,000 dues paying members.  Thus, during the same period in which overall union 

membership in the United States was plummeting, Philadelphia‘s Hosiery Workers were 

experiencing phenomenal growth.  By the time of the 1926 convention, the Federation 
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had spent $47,579 in strike pay, and a goal was set to increase the national treasury again, 

this time to $500,000.
64

 

Meanwhile, however, competition among hosiery manufacturers was becoming 

intense.  Management in the mills felt that the union was impinging on what they 

considered their own ―American rights‖ to run their mills as they chose and increase 

profits.  Stopping the union became a priority for many, and they began making 

unprecedented use of the courts, city police, and private agencies in order to accomplish 

this.  There were six private detective agencies working in the city by this time, 

beginning to cause real problems for the branch.  Howard Kreckman remembered that 

one, the Railway Audit Company, actually set up headquarters in a house right next to the 

union hall, even attempting to ―listen through the walls‖ to meetings and union 

discussions.  During the strike at Brownhill and Kramer the shop recruited strikebreakers, 

some from Reading, and these workers were forced to sign a ―yellow dog,‖ or individual 

contract, stating that they would not join a labor union while in the shop‘s employ.  The 

mill owners then sent copies to the union and threatened court action if they continued to 
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picket.  Branch 1 responded that the workers had ―bartered away their rights as American 

citizens,‖ and that ―pickets [would be] on duty as usual‖
65

   

In the Federal strike, where management was demanding a 54-hour week with no 

time and a half for over 48 hours, the union‘s refusal to obey injunctions was resulting in 

escalating arrests of union workers.  Consisting mainly of new, young members of the 

industry, Branch 1 promoted these workers as an example of the courage and solidarity 

possible within the younger generation:  

There is the same spirit of resistance to injustice, but a newer generation of men 

and women are carrying it on. . . . . Few have been through strikes before but the 

spirit and determination and discipline is equal to anything seen in former battles 

of the Federation.  Workers are out 100% and picket 6am to 6pm.  Already 18 

arrests have been made, almost half of them women.  They have been 

photographed and fingerprinted.  The union‘s lawyer, Michael Francis Doyle is 

fighting to have photos and prints removed from the ―rogues gallery‖ and 

destroyed.  One girl refused strike pay, urging that it be given to a married man 

with 5 children.
66

  

 

The attempts by Philadelphia‘s workers to exercise control over the various 

aspects of managerial prerogative, such as that illustrated by the women of the Marshall 

Fields shop, the general resistance to the two-machine system, and the insistence on the 

right to strike, certainly had precedents in the historic culture of the community.  But by 

the mid-1920s, when so many new workers were coming into the shops, the maintenance 

of a loyal constituency required more innovation and planning on the part of the union.  

The emphasis on ―labor‘s rights‖ was important in this context, becoming the catalyst for 

the creation of an alternative, idealistic, working-class identity that also helped to spark 
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the development of the labor feminism that really began to take off in the late twenties.  

But this ―rights‖ construct was also part of a much larger configuration that encompassed 

the social, educational, and economic life of not only the workers in the industry, but also 

their families.  And this concept of ―rights‖ came to include a larger, more diverse group 

within the community, in a broad-based and inclusive ―labor culture‖ that prefigured that 

of the CIO period well before it was even conceptualized. 

 

Kensington’s Labor Culture of the 1920s 

Historian Michael Denning discussed what he called the ―laboring of America‖ 

during the CIO period of the late 1930s in his important book, The Cultural Front.  But 

while the developments of that period were truly significant, they do not stand alone, for 

they were embedded in a history with much deeper roots.  The existence of such an all-

encompassing labor cultural movement was not unique to the hosiery workers.  Other 

historians have found similar developments in widely dispersed times and places.  

Richard Oestricher used the term ―subculture of opposition‖ to describe the development 

of a left-wing-oriented culture in Detroit during the 1880s which brought together skilled 

unionists, unskilled workers, independent radicals, German Socialists, and reformists, 

through the auspices of the Knights of Labor and an Independent Labor Party.  This 

―subculture‖ embraced a network of institutions (from Knight‘s assemblies, to 

cooperative stores, to singing societies, to a labor party) as well as ―a wide range of 

informal practices and commonly understood moral precepts‖--cooperation, mutual trust, 

equality, and mutual assistance--that helped the subculture grow from a minority culture 
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to a mass culture.  David Corbin also found a similar situation among union coal miners 

in rural West Virginia in the early twentieth century.  Fighting to establish fundamental 

economic, political, and legal rights, the miners developed their own political, spiritual, 

social, and economic institutions.  The union became a means through which they strove 

to obtain social justice.  The developments that can be traced among Philadelphia‘s 

hosiery workers fit exactly within this historiography.  The common thread that ties them 

all together was the presence of proponents of radical ideologies, independent and 

socialist, and the cross-fertilization of ideas and practices that occurred among them.
67

 

The importance of the creation of workers‘ institutions independent of capitalism 

has been a recurring theme within progressive and radical circles.  Antonio Gramsci 

argued that such institutions were imperative to the formulation of social alternatives and 

that they should include structures aimed at maintaining the economic well-being of 

working-people.  But they also needed to include new educational systems that promoted 

opportunities for the beginnings of a new relationship between intellectual and industrial 

work, a  ―humanistic formative school of general culture which will balance the ability 

for manual (technical, industrial) work, with the development of the ability for 

intellectual work.‖  It was through these institutions that workers would learn their ―rights 

and duties . . . as basic elements of a new conception of the world.‖  The hosiery union‘s 

attempts to build a labor culture in the 1920s and early 1930s encompassed an investment 
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on several different fronts, that the union hoped would move its membership towards 

more active participation in efforts to build such a ―new conception of the world.‖
68

  

It is clear that the leadership of Kensington‘s Branch 1 were proponents of such 

policies to ―build the institutions of Socialism‖ within the capitalist society, and they 

embraced the establishment of cooperatives as a means of doing just that.  The 

community was no stranger to this idea, having had several cooperative stores in 

operation under the Knights of Labor, and during the 1920s the cooperative movement 

still enjoyed popular support.  One of the most ambitious programs along these lines was 

a cooperative bank.  The Producers and Consumers Bank was located at Ninth and 

Chestnut Streets and had originally been started by the CLU.  Geiges was an active 

trustee, and a number of other unions had members on the Board of Trustees as well.  

The bank‘s regulations stipulated that three-fifths of the board had to consist of members 

of organized labor.  The union‘s leadership strongly encouraged hosiery workers to 

utilize the institution because it ―helps prevent the labor hater from using your own 

money against you.‖  The AFFFHW kept half of its funds deposited in the bank, and in 

1923, the bank had resources of over $1,500,000.  Other enterprises supported by the 

union included a proposed cooperative mill.  Any member in the country could buy 

shares at the price of fifty dollars a share, but the voting power was determined on the 

basis of one vote to each stockholder, regardless of the amount of stock held.
69
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The union also offered benefits and encouraged collective activity aimed at 

maintaining the well-being of its membership, as well as promoting loyalty and solidarity 

within the auspices of a ―caring union.‖  Included in these were death and disability 

insurance, a hosiery workers‘ ―mutual protective‖ association, and a Beneficial 

Association, which provided sick benefits and out-of-work benefits. But the union also 

attempted to encourage an identity that incorporated some of the community‘s sense of 

―neighborliness‖ and caring for each other as part of the union‘s role.  One example of 

this can be seen in the case of a female member of Branch 1 who became seriously ill and 

could no longer work.  Having three small children dependent on her, Branch 1 members 

contributed to a fund to pay her thirty dollars a week until her death.
70

 

Other areas of focus included an effort to make sure that older workers were not 

left without resources due to their age, and the union also attempted to bridge any 

problems that might occur due to age differences.  As the union membership became 

increasingly young during the 1920s, efforts to promote inter-generational solidarity and 

mutual support received added emphasis.  In an article titled ―Old Men,‖ the leadership 

reminded the members that during a strike, ―many things are said and done to break a 

strike,‖ including using age, religion, and nationality.  The organization asked older 

members to remain loyal and if they could not get another job because of age, the 

Federation would take care of them. 
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This topic was also discussed at conventions and delegates gave several 

resolutions on the subject overwhelming support.  One of these resolutions promised to 

support four members, aged 65, who ―came out on strike‖ with other members of their 

branches and could not get another job because of their ages.  It was agreed that they 

were to receive support because they ―not only need[ed] it, but absolutely deserve[d] it.‖  

In another case, an appeal was sent out for a hospitalized member of the Paterson branch.  

In the appeal, the membership was told that although he had lung trouble for years, he 

proved himself a ―man among men‖ by refusing one of the best jobs in the mill, when the 

branch called a strike against the company.  One of the striking knitters who faced age 

discrimination and was given support wrote an article for the Hosiery Worker thanking 

the union membership, and also reminding them that the ―old soldiers ha[d] gone through 

many struggles so that the young could enjoy good conditions.‖ 

By presenting the issue in such a manner, support was promoted as something that 

was not charity, but an entitlement, based on the fact that these workers had made 

contributions and sacrifices that benefited all members.  By 1924 the union had set up a 

committee to outline a plan to provide pensions to ―protect against old age.‖  But even 

more important, following the release of data by the state of Pennsylvania in December 

of 1926, showing that only six percent of the dependent aged in America were receiving 

voluntary aid from various firms or corporations, the union staff began research work 

aimed at a legislative campaign for the enactment of government social legislation to 
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protect all workers, making them ―among the first organizations to fight for a nation-wide 

social insurance program.‖
71

 

The union also encouraged cross-generational support by promoting the concept 

of ―passing on the torch.‖  The articles about John Makin and the ―Struggles of the 

Nineties,‖ discussed earlier, were part of this campaign.  But older workers also 

frequently spoke at conventions about what they went through in the early days.  Tobias 

Hall, a textile carpet weaver and quite a colorful character, gave a talk at the 1927 union 

convention that received a standing ovation from the assembled delegates.  Like Makin, 

he was an immigrant from England who joined the Knights of Labor upon arriving in 

Philadelphia.  Hall gave a synopsis of his history in an amusing account clearly aimed at 

winning the approval of the younger members: 

When the boss found out I joined the Knights, he gave me a hard time.  I told him 

‗I reserve the right to join anything and everything I please.‘  My father was 

blacklisted back in England for 15 months before I came to Philadelphia.  If he 

could stand that, I‘m ready any minute . . . Then I figured ‗if I am going to get out 

of here, I will go with flying colors.‘  Inside of 3 weeks, I had every man jack in 

the Knights of Labor.  The next day, the company put up a 10% reduction notice.  

That was alright, it was rather testing our fighting ability.  We stopped the shop 

and went across the street to a saloon.  It wasn‘t a crime to drink in those days.  

After a few hours we came back and gave them an ultimatum ‗take down that 

notice, no discrimination!‘  They agreed. Took 3 hours.  We organized 

Kensington, then went into West Philadelphia . . . Old original union local 25 

went through all the grilling, and I tell you they were heroic! . . . I want to get it 
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into your heads, you have to hammer away at the barriers they put up.  Stand up 

and fight!  What‘s worth having is worth fighting for.
72

 

          

Such experiences served to educate young workers about the ongoing struggle for 

labor rights, as well as promote bonds on a personal level by presenting the older 

generation as ―regular guys‖ who liked to have fun but were also a proud and militant 

group of individuals that deserved respect.  It was in this field of education that some of 

the most important developments of the ―culture of labor‖ occurred.   

The 1920s saw the establishment of a remarkably diverse program of labor 

education.  Again, this idea was not unique to the hosiery workers and had been a part of 

progressive and socialist traditions going back well into the nineteenth century, but it 

became a major focus during this period.  In November of 1923, Geiges published an 

article in the Hosiery Worker entitled ―Education, The Hope of the Labor Movement,‖ in 

which he proposed that the organization offer members educational opportunities as one 

of the privileges of membership.  Such programs would serve to develop their ―mental as 

well as physical powers‖ and help them to better understand the problems faced by all 

workers.  Education, he continued, would also lead them to ―aspire to a higher and fuller 

life, for otherwise our so-called democracy will fail due to lack of interest which leads to 

lack of vision, ignorance and misunderstanding.‖
73

 

The labor education movement of the 1920s was an important and widespread 

movement that promoted class-consciousness and taught the skills needed to challenge 

the power of employers.  The movement encompassed a wide range of venues, including 
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night courses for workers, various labor colleges and the Workers‘ Education Bureau, 

founded in 1921.  James Maurer was one of the Workers‘ Education Bureau‘s first 

officers and it received the support and funding of the AFL, a fact that would, over time, 

lead it in a more conservative direction.  But in the 1920s it provided an important 

resource as a service organization for research, teaching, publication, and extension work 

in workers' education, and Geiges encouraged all Federation branches to affiliate with 

their local Education Bureau branches.  Other programs included various summer school 

programs, such as the labor school at the University of Wisconsin, the Southern Labor 

School, and the Bryn Mawr Summer School for Women Workers.  Hosiery workers were 

connected with all three, but Brookwood Labor College, in Katonah New York, was by 

far their most important educational connection during this period.
74

  

Brookwood was the first full-time, co-educational, residential labor college in the 

United States.  Modeled on the British system of labor colleges, it provided a two-year 

program that not only taught the skills needed to organize and run a union but also 

provided a broad liberal education to its students.  It was open to both men and women, 

single or married, and the AFFFHW‘s support for the institution went back to the early 

days of its founding.  A variety of socialist, pacifist, and labor activists, as well as 

wealthy liberal philanthropists with connections to the Progressive era, founded the 

institution in 1921.  Among these were Josephine and Martin Bennett, who donated their 

property in Ketonah, New York, for the school.  Josephine was a suffragist as well as an 

ardent supporter of union organizing.  Evelyn Preston, a wealthy philanthropist and 
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president of the League of Women Shoppers, was another prominent founder, giving 

money to build a women‘s dormitory.  A board of directors governed the school, 

including pacifist and socialist A.J. Muste, founding chairman and head of the faculty; 

James Maurer, president of the Pennsylvania Federation of Labor; and Rose 

Schneiderman, president of the Women‘s Trade Union League(WTUL).
75

  

One of the primary ways in which the school maintained itself was through union-

funded scholarships, and the AFFFHW was among those unions.  It was at Brookwood 

that ―Tiny‖ Hoffman learned many of his organizing skills, and a review of the courses 

taken by him indicates that he also received an amazingly broad education.  The 

curriculum ―Tiny‖ pursued included: the History of Trade Unionism in the United States; 

Government; Social Psychology; Trade Union Administration; Finance; Organizing; 

Statistics; the Materialistic Interpretation of History; Economics; Public Speaking; 

English (written and oral); and the British, French, Italian, Russian, and German political 

and trade union movements.  According to Hoffman, ―all the work is from the social 

viewpoint and any student needing special attention from a teacher gets it, and plenty of 

it.‖  The school also accepted students of ―all races and nationalities.‖  When Hoffman 

was there, there were forty-five students in his class, representing nineteen nationalities 

and twelve trades, including a ―Negro teacher from Virginia, a colored dress maker from 

New York, and three foreign students from Great Britain, Germany and Sweden.‖  

Hoffman felt that ―this mingling and close contact‖ was an education in itself.  Students 
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also had the opportunity of unlimited conferences with their teachers and of hearing some 

of America‘s most famous economists and lecturers.  Many Labour members of Britain‘s 

parliament were lecturers and Hoffman claimed to have heard so many of them that ―to 

hear the German President of the German Coal Miners and Woodworkers was a relief.‖  

During this early period all AFFFHW scholarships went to male knitters, but that would 

also change as the decade wore on.
76

 

Brookwood, however, was primarily for the purpose of training leadership, and 

the AFFFHW funded only one scholarship a year.  But in order to create an informed and 

conscious working-class citizenry, workers‘ education programs needed to provide 

education for the masses.  In order to accomplish this goal the union leadership 

encouraged all branches to provide educational opportunities for their members on a local 

level.  Branch 1 offered classes in Knitters‘ Hall, including the Labor History of the 

United States taught by Professor Jesse Holmes of Swarthmore College.  These classes 

were held at night and ran for two three-month sessions, held on the first and third Friday 

of each month during 1927.  Howard Kreckman was quick to take advantage of the 

educational opportunities and remembered Holmes as ―a nice man with a little goatee.‖  

It was during this period that he developed his life-long love of learning.  Howard 

continued to attend night classes and even attended college for one year, with an interest 

in pursuing the study of forestry, before losing his savings in the crash of 1929.  He also 
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regularly attended lectures by Scott Nearing at the Frankford Friends Meeting House, as 

well as events at the union hall.  These included lectures by James Maurer on ―Russia as 

it is Today,‖ liberal attorney Arthur Garfield Hays on ―Labor and the Law‖ and ―Labor 

and Legislation,‖ and the educational director of the Illinois Miners Federation on ―Labor 

and Education.‖  The union also sponsored courses in venues outside of Knitters Hall, 

joining together with other organizations to form the ―Philadelphia Workers Education 

Project.‖  This group held courses at the Kensington YWCA, the Upholstery Weavers 

Hall, the Labor Institute, and the Young Men‘s Hebrew Association, among others.  A 

sampling of those offered at the Kensington YWCA included Trade Union Problems and 

Parliamentary Law, Current Events, History of the Labor Movement, English, Oratory 

and Public Speaking, as well as workshops in Social Science.
77

 

Educating the children of the working class towards the goals of the movement 

also received a high priority by the hosiery union.  Branch 1 was a supporter of Pioneer 

Youth of America, a movement composed of progressive educators whose aim was to set 

up clubs and summer camps for the children of working people.  According to a 

representative speaking at the union‘s 1926 convention, this organization aimed to: 

counteract capitalist propaganda, help bring up children in accordance with the 

ideals of the labor movement, make available health giving activities to occupy 

their free time, develop social responsibility, and help them to gain an 
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understanding of the significance of Labor to movements of world peace and 

cooperation.
78

 

 

Branch 1 opened reading rooms in various sections of the community, started a 

book club, and collaborated with the Labor Institute of Philadelphia to hold symposiums 

on topics such as ―The Race Problem in the US,‖ in which Walter White, the executive 

secretary of the NAACP, gave an impassioned talk on the subjects of lynchings and race 

riots.  The hopes that the union held for its programs of education were summed up in a 

statement in the Hosiery Worker: 

 As workers realize they are workers ‗for keeps,‘ they are coming to realize they 

must better their conditions as a class, not as individuals – with this comes class 

consciousness – and with this a desire to seek education as workers, not 

individuals trying to escape to another class.
79

  

 

It was during this period that the union newspaper also became a potent weapon in the 

campaign to build an educated, informed, and articulate working class and to promote a 

labor-rights-based campaign for social change. 

The addition of John Edelman as director of education and research, in 1926, had 

a big effect on the newspaper, as he also took that over as editor-in-chief.  Over the 

course of the next year the paper went through a dramatic change.  Although printed in 

Philadelphia, it carried news and updates from other hosiery locals, including not only 

organizing efforts and coverage of strikes that were in progress, but social events, union-

sponsored sports leagues, and educational programs.  There were guest columnists, 

articles about labor spies, labor legislation, and the latest consumer and business 

economic reports, as well as information about the activities of other labor unions.  The 
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newspaper also carried a list of forums, classes and meetings from a broad range of 

progressive and leftwing organizations. 

The paper often incorporated humor and sarcasm to make articles interesting and 

readable, and its broad coverage included issues designed to inform and educate unionists 

everywhere.  It added a special features page that carried news and photos of 

international events and covered labor news from around the globe, commentaries on 

imperialism, fascism, and war profiteers, political and legislative coverage, and a searing 

analysis of capitalism‘s incompatibility with the interests of working people.  Articles 

aimed at awakening the consciousness of readers regarding racial oppression also began 

to take on increasing prominence.  These included an article comparing the pay 

differentials for white and African American teachers; an article condemning the 

―serfdom‖ of the ―darker races‖ in the plantation system of Hawaii; and one entitled 

―Rule of White Man Nears End,‖ that described how the breakdown of Capitalism, ―as 

seen in Soviet Russia,‖ as well as the struggle for Indian freedom led by Gandhi, were 

―some of the sign posts pointing to new racial adjustments in the world,‖ as ―the power-

driven machine of modern imperialism‖ crumbled with it. 

There were satirical articles describing how the ―fine mountain air‖ in the South 

enabled people to work for low pay as ―good air takes the place of good eats, and they 

don‘t get tired,‖ and one calling for a revival of the ―old time apprentice-journeyman 

relationship‖ so that young boys would have a good feeling about being taught by a union 

man.  The paper also carried book and movie reviews, poetry, and cultural information.  

According to the report of the press committee at the 1927 convention, the hosiery 
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workers‘ media campaign sent articles to ―27 local papers, 2 press services, and 140 labor 

papers in 20 cities.‖  By 1928 the newspaper had a wide circulation, not only among 

hosiery workers (it was mailed to every hosiery union member in the country), but also 

the leadership of many other major unions, editors of labor journals and trade papers, and 

liberal colleges and labor circles throughout the country.  At the 1938 founding 

convention of the CIO, John L. Lewis called for a labor press that gave attention to 

national and political issues that were the common concern of all organized labor.  The 

Hosiery Worker set a precedent for that call more than ten years before that convention.
80

 

The fight against the use of the ―yellow dog‖ contract also began to take on added 

momentum.  James Maurer promised Branch 1 members, at a meeting in 1927, that he 

would gain the support of unions throughout the state in a ―life or death‖ fight against the 

practice.  Maurer was an excellent orator, and his speeches always received a good 

response.  In an address designed to engage young members in the continuing battle over 

the definition of ―American,‖ he baited the manufacturers with insinuations of 

cowardliness, claiming that ―what the manufacturers could not do by fighting in the open 

they expect to accomplish by legal subterfuges,‖ and telling his audience that ―everyone 

who believes in real Americanism must join in a militant fight to eradicate ‗government 

by judges.‘‖
81

 

At the 1927 convention the committee on education, consisting of three women 

and two men, gave a report that contained specific recommendations for educating and 
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organizing work within the organization.  These included the continued utilization of 

Brookwood and other labor colleges; the promotion of labor papers; union-controlled 

sports and their extension throughout the country; labor conferences in the South; and an 

extensive program of social and recreational activity that would serve to attach the entire 

family to the union.  As the 1920s progressed the union also began to take an increasing 

interest in programs that would engage with the youth culture, on its own terms, as well 

as promote solidarity across generation and gender.
82

 

The union had always sponsored some social activities for its members, but 

during the 1920s a conscious program of social activity, including inter-shop and inter-

state sports leagues began to take shape.  These included women‘s teams as well as men‘s 

and encompassed bowling, baseball, basketball, and soccer (which appears to have been 

particularly popular in Kensington).  The Philadelphia local provided some funding for 

equipment for local teams, and members in different shops also raised money on their 

own for such items as uniforms.  Competitions often drew large crowds from the 

neighborhoods, and branch officials sometimes participated in games specifically staged 

to attract members of the community.  Later, as women became more visible in the union 

in general, some leagues sported mixed gender teams.
83

 

Outings often included excursions to the New Jersey shore, as when Branch 1 

sponsored a trip to Atlantic City to which they also invited locals in New Jersey.  They 

later ran a fishing trip out of Cape May in which the knitters of the Gotham Shop claimed 
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the record for the ―fewest fish caught.‖  Sometimes a local experimented with new ideas 

to attract younger people.  One such case occurred when a local held a meeting on the 

night of a professional boxing match.  Male members set up a radio in the meeting hall 

and ―sent out the word,‖ which resulted in a packed meeting.  According to the report, the 

meeting conducted business until 10 pm, after which they listened to the fight.  Later, two 

young members of the local staged a real exhibition, ―dressed in gaudy tights.‖  Then 

some of the older men ―mixed it, to the great delight of the crowd,‖ showing that they 

could hold their own along with the youth.  Women members also began to introduce 

specific activities designed to appeal to young women members and to hold their own 

meetings.
84

 

The union constructed an elaborate program of social activities that appealed to 

the families of members, but also engaged directly with the youth culture of the twenties, 

even to the point of openly ignoring Prohibition.  Some of these activities took the form 

of excursions that encouraged participation from members of different branches, 

promoting camaraderie between these groups.  Sometimes the union held picnics to 

which both organized and unorganized workers were invited along with their families.  

But dances, banquets, and parties were probably the most popular.  In 1923, at their 

second annual concert and dance, held in Knitters Hall, Branch 1 invited all members and 

their families to participate, while each unmarried member could bring ―his or her 

sweetheart.‖  The event was free of charge and professional talent provided the music for 
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the concert.  In addition, for those who wanted to stay out late, ―Presto and His Melody 

Monarchs‖ provided dance music until 1 a.m.
85

  

As the decade advanced outings became more elaborate.  In 1926, the 

entertainment committee of Branch 1 set up a boat trip that took participants up the 

Hudson River as far as West Point, and it invited branches affiliated with the New York 

and New Jersey District Council to come along.  The excursion boat had several decks, 

and the committee claimed it had hired one of New York‘s leading orchestras to furnish 

music for the entire trip, as well as smaller groups to provide music on all decks ―so that 

the party may be lively at all times.‖  The committee also made arrangements to ensure 

space for those who wanted to bring a picnic, but participants could also purchase a full-

course meal at a very nominal price.  Ticket prices were set at one dollar and twenty-five 

cents for adults and fifty cents for children.
86

 

Branch 1 held another banquet and dance in1927, this time at Mosebach Hall at 

Twelfth Street and Girard Avenue.  The union newspaper described this event as 

including ―elements described in novels of ‗high life,‘‖ including colored lights, confetti, 

and balloons.  Philadelphia radio station WCAU supplied the talent of the Southland 

Orchestra, and a knitter from a local mill performed selections from his skit, ―The 

Workman,‖ while two attendees even gave what the paper dubbed as an ―especially 

interesting Black Bottom exhibition.‖
87
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The Black Bottom was a popular dance at that time and was considered very 

erotic.  It, like much of the popular culture of the day, originated in the African American 

community and was adopted by white groups.  The Black Bottom was basically a solo 

challenge dance which featured ―the slapping of the backside while hopping forward and 

backward, stamping the feet, and gyrations of the torso and pelvis, while occasionally 

making arm movements to music.‖
88

 

A union event held by the Brooklyn local also featured the dance.  Philadelphia‘s 

Federal shop strikers were special guests at this dinner-dance, which had an attendance of 

over three hundred people.  While there the visiting strikers participated in a special 

dance contest.  According to Brooklyn‘s entertainment committee, however, the winners 

of the contest were from Brooklyn.  The local claimed that ―while the branch may not 

have the best baseball league,‖ they challenge[d] any local to a ‗black bottom‘ contest.  

According to the Hosiery Worker, the secretary of the Brooklyn local claimed to be ―the 

only sedate person left by midnight,‖ although the local‘s president insisted that he 

remained ―dry all evening‖ due to the weight of his responsibilities.
89

   

By holding such events and printing articles such as those described above on a 

regular basis, the union made it clear that it was not disposed to be judgmental regarding 

the youth culture.  It even carried its tolerance over to amusing stories about strikers, such 

as one about a young knitter who was prepared to ―fight the whole supervisory staff‖ to 
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get back a ―yellow dog‖ contract that he supposedly signed while under the influence of 

liquor.  At no time did the union imply that these social activities were in contradiction to 

the labor-rights-based campaigns of union organizing.  In fact, more often than not (at 

least in Kensington) union leadership participated in the social activities, to varying 

degrees, along with the rest of the membership.
90

 

In February of 1928, Branch 1 of the AFFFHW sponsored a conference at the 

Philadelphia Labor College entitled ―How to Organize the Unorganized.‖  Primary 

among the stated goals of the conference was a program of action to make labor a 

―Crusade for Human Rights.‖  Four policies that were agreed upon to receive a priori 

attention were: industrial unionism; the conscious mentoring of young people; the 

promotion of a wider conception of the labor movement that would promote it as a 

―social factor working towards changes in society that would give workers the hope of 

greater power and control in the context of their own lives;‖ and the allocation of special 

attention to the ―psychology and problems of women in industry.‖ 

It was the combination of the cultural milieu of the day, the various educational 

programs promoted by the union, and the confluence of the last two criteria in this 

ambitious program, that would lead the union to promote a program that would grant 

women some amount of greater power in the running of the union, and that would spark 

some of the women to demand a more equal share.  This story will be the subject of the 

next chapter.
91
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CHAPTER 4 

 

WORKING-CLASS FEMINISM, 1926-1929 

 

 

On the evening of February 15, 1929, a young woman entered the packed hall of 

the Dover, New Jersey, Eagle Club.  Filling the hall that night was an all female crowd, 

workers in the silk full-fashioned hosiery industry, and they had braved the cold to hear a 

talk about ―why women must organize.‖  The speaker was Anna Geisinger, a topper in a 

Philadelphia full-fashioned hosiery mill, and a self-described married woman and mother.  

She was also, however, a member of Branch 1 of the American Federation of Full 

Fashioned Hosiery Workers (AFFFHW) and an organizer and executive board member 

of the Philadelphia-based union.  Standing in front of the packed room she began her talk 

with an appeal to married women, an approach that would seem to be unusual given the 

historical period and the dominant discourse that married women were not working 

women. 

―Girls should not feel that when they get married they are through with the 

union,‖ she began.  ―Each census finds more married women among industrial workers.  

Nowadays, no girl gets a permanent and guaranteed divorce from industry with her 

marriage certificate.‖  Drawing upon her own experiences in the mills she was able to 

create a personal bond with her audience, as well as focus on the ways in which 

supporting the union benefited women.  ―The union backs up girls in controversies with 

their employers,‖ she said.  ―The union is an insurance policy against discrimination and 

unfair treatment on the job.‖  By the use of such language, Geisinger implicitly 

acknowledged that women had special issues in the workforce, and, therefore, ―special 

women‘s reasons‖ for organization.  But her talk also went beyond local, shop-based 
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issues to encompass a vision that encouraged identification with a broader, international, 

construct of labor as a ―cause.‖  Arguing that every reason a man had for supporting a 

union applied equally to women, Geisinger assured her audience that ―even if a married 

woman does leave her job she should remain an active union member because every 

woman who works for unionism is working for a better world and more worthwhile life 

for her children and everyone else‘s children . . . the cause of labor is the same 

everywhere.‖
1
 

The description of this meeting appeared on the front page of the Hosiery Worker 

and, by 1929, such an article was not unusual for the paper.  From the mid-1920s and 

throughout the 1930s, much of the literature and policies of the union not only supported, 

but actually foregrounded the rights of working women, married and single.  The event 

described above was part of the broad-ranging organizing campaign within the industry 

that had been in full swing for several years throughout the Philadelphia area, as well as 

in other significant parts of the country.  Appeals to internationalism and the militant and 

self-conscious participation of women--as women, workers, wives, and mothers--were 

hallmarks of that campaign. 

Over the course of the 1920s the expansion of the full-fashioned hosiery industry 

and the subsequent campaign to fully organize the shops brought many more women into 

both the industry and the union.  By 1929 Branch 1 alone had expanded to over 9,000 

members and almost half of them were women.  As women became a greater factor, 

programs designed to strengthen their support for, and loyalty to, the organization began 
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to receive an increasing amount of attention within the union‘s overall campaigns of 

industrial organization.  During this period women made significant advances within the 

union: educational programs were structured around specifically female issues; they went 

from a position of having one-third the vote of male members to that of full equality of 

membership; and they began participating on a larger scale in the power structures of the 

organization.  Women often became a leading force, not only on the picket lines, but also 

in the launching of other creative campaigns to promote the union.  Even more important, 

over the course of the period, the consciousness of many of them evolved to include ideas 

of independence and rights that concerned not only their roles as women workers, but 

also as independent, single women, married women and mothers--merging constructions 

of ―worker‖ with those of ―modern woman.‖  This process was not one of a direct, linear 

progression, but developed in the course of a struggle that, through their very 

participation in it, facilitated an increase in consciousness and radicalization.  The 

foundation for these developments was rooted in both the historic values handed down 

within the community, and also in elements of a modern consumer culture that 

incorporated the structural and technological innovations of a rapidly changing world.   

But it was also a world in which the recent movement for suffrage and women‘s social 

rights had a broader impact than has often been realized in historical analyses of this 

period.  All of these influences came together within the American Federation of Full-

Fashioned Hosiery Workers (AFFFHW) under the auspices of radical activists in the 

union leadership, many of them members of the Socialist party, to create a vibrant 

movement that gained force as the twenties progressed. 
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While there were some positive and noteworthy developments regarding the 

position of women in the union during this period, the situation for the union as a whole 

was much more complicated.  The rapid expansion of the industry followed by the 

subsequent economic dislocations of 1929 created a situation that brought a serious drop 

in union control of the industry, as cut-throat competition and over-production began to 

take its toll.  These conditions led the union leadership to make strategic decisions 

designed to protect jobs and the organization that resulted in the negotiation of the first 

national union contract covering an industry in the United States.  Bringing with it a 

change in union leadership and structure, this contract would prove to have both positive 

and negative repercussions for the hosiery union and its members.  

 

The Background of Working-Class Feminism 

 

Perhaps the most compelling findings of research on this period of alleged 

doldrums has been the uncovering of the existence of long-term continuity in labor 

feminism.  One of the first usages of the term ―labor feminism‖ can be found in the work 

of Susan Levine, largely centered on the Knights of Labor in Philadelphia.  In her 

groundbreaking investigation of women in the Knights, Levine has shown that such labor 

feminist activity was practiced on a wide, nationally significant scale, within the 

assemblies of the Knights – particularly those in which socialism was a noteworthy 

factor.  This fact is especially relevant for understanding developments within 

Philadelphia‘s hosiery industry, as the hosiery union had direct roots in the Knights of 

Labor.   Kensington had a long history of women engaged in paid labor, often including 

married women, and a sizable number of Kensington‘s female textile workers had been 

active members of the Knights.  Many of the hosiery workers came from families with 
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long traditions in textile, and, as Gladys Palmer discovered during her research in the 

early 1930s, they had ―inherited a hard-won philosophy and program‖ centered on job 

rights.
2
  This inheritance belonged to the women of the community as well as men, and it 

was common for older female relatives and neighbors of the hosiery union‘s women 

members to pass on stories and traditions of independence within their families and the 

community just as their male counterparts did.  It was from her mother that Alice 

Kreckman learned to stand up for herself and for her ―rights,‖ and Jeanne Callahan 

always described her mother Jane as a person who ―never took anything from anyone.‖
3
       

When the Knights reached out to a mass constituency during the late 1870s and 

early 1880s, Kensington‘s female factory workers readily responded.  According to 

Susan Levine, the Knights‘ ―open principles of organization, their commitment to 

unskilled as well as skilled workers, and their early pledge to support both equal pay for 

equal work and women‘s suffrage made their organization particularly appealing to 

women.‖  By 1887, the Knights‘ female director for women‘s affairs estimated that about 

65,000 women belonged to the order.  The scope of women‘s activities within the order 

and the widespread support for their endeavors, including strikes, indicate that women 

were not only significant for the Knights, but that the movement was indeed important 

for the women themselves.
4
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The labor press associated with the Knights carried women‘s columns that 

combined news of women‘s strikes and industrial conditions with lessons in cooperation, 

suggestions for self-education, and advice on domestic concerns.  Women were expected 

to be as educated in the ―questions of the day‖ as their brothers.  The Knights‘ 

Philadelphia paper, in 1886, carried a list of recommended readings that included books 

on the woman question, such as ―August Bebel‘s Women and Socialism, Margaret 

Fuller‘s Woman in the Nineteenth Century, and the feminist lectures of Lillie Devereux 

Blake.‖  The lists also suggested readings in political economy, science, and literature.  

Among these recommended authors were Karl Marx, Charles Darwin, George Eliot, and 

Samuel Taylor Coleridge.  Domestic advice was interspersed with reminders that ―to 

organize is justly one of women‘s rights,‖ making a direct connection between campaigns 

for labor rights with those for women‘s rights.
5
 

Although the Knights did not reject the home as women‘s sphere, they defined 

productive toil in a moral as well as a strictly economic manner and thus offered women 

a role in the movement not directly dependent upon their status in the labor market.  

―Ladies‘ locals‖ encompassed both housewives and employed women and they possessed 

full rights and privileges within the organization.  By addressing housewives as well as 

wage-earning women the Knights opened important options for working-class women.  

Some women within the organization even proposed tentative ideas for reform within the 

domestic sphere that echoed the values of cooperative production--such as cooperative 

housekeeping--that reflected the influence of many contemporary feminist writers.  
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Similarly, the Knights extended their outreach to domestic servants, with the result that, 

for the first time, women‘s major area of paid employment was taken seriously within the 

ranks of the labor movement.  Cooks, parlor maids, laundresses, and housekeepers, as 

well as housewives, including African Americans, joined the organization.  According to 

Levine, the Knights‘ organization of black women was practically unique in the history 

of the American labor movement.
6
  The order‘s recognition of work within the home as a 

vital part of the community‘s total production led them to a dramatic upgrading of 

women‘s role in the labor movement, and helped to foster the identity with labor that was 

passed down to women within 1920s and 1930s Kensington.      

Especially important is that, even though the Knights‘ ideal of equal rights within 

the movement and within the working-class community often operated in tenuous 

balance with a romantic domestic vision for women, their commitment to equal rights 

inherently challenged conventional notions of domesticity and women‘s sphere.     

 The Knights of Labor supported women‘s rights in a broad sense and forged 

what might be termed a ―labor feminism.‖  Women in the Knights insisted upon 

full equality with men, including equal pay, equal rights within the organization, 

and equal respect for their productive work whether in the home or factory.
7
 

 

The Knights also vocally supported women‘s suffrage and frequently welcomed 

suffrage speakers to their local assemblies and lecture platforms.  But, despite their 

support for the principle of suffrage, the ―lady Knights‖ differed from the suffrage 

movement in important ways.  Women in the order, directly affected by the economic 

and power struggles of class relations, tended to see labor problems as their major 

concerns.  However, the broad reform vision of the Knights served to provide women 
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with a link between their industrial concerns and the issues addressed by the 

contemporary women‘s movements.  They formed an overall critique of the wage system 

that included the beginnings of a critique of domestic arrangements within it.   As Levine 

argues, ―The Knights‘ labor movement sought to define a working-class culture and an 

active democratic citizenry in an alternative industrial society for both women and men.‖
8
  

Perhaps more important for the purposes of this dissertation, the organization of women 

and their experiences within the movement implicitly and sometimes explicitly 

challenged the notion of ―woman‘s place.‖  The Knights‘ commitment to equal rights 

upheld women‘s role as productive citizens, but this extension of women‘s sphere was 

only possible within the context of a movement open to all who labored and committed to 

broad social reform and the creation of a new social order.  It is this vision that, though 

often contested, was carried on within the hosiery union primarily by its Socialists and 

incorporated into the industrial organizing campaigns of the 1920s and 1930s.  Mixing 

with contemporary developments in American culture, it was to help foster a 

revitalization of labor feminism within the union. 

Alice Nelson Kreckman was one of the descendents of Kensington‘s early labor 

feminists.  According to her, she left school when she was 14 and entered the hosiery 

mills because she ―wanted to be a worker,‖ a status that she strongly associated with a 

sense of entitlement to the rewards of her labor:  

I was in the hosiery union.  I was a looper.  When I was eighteen, I was making 

really good money . . . but when you bought full-fashioned hosiery, you paid a 
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dollar twenty-five for them.  Some places it was a dollar fifty.  Oh my heavens, 

they were silk!  We made them!  We felt we were entitled!
9
 

 

Alice‘s memory of wanting to be ―a worker‖ was most likely the product of her 

experiences in the workforce and the union, and likely not the sole reason she went to 

work.  Most young people entered the work force in order to earn for themselves and 

their families.  But the fact that this part of her identity is what carried over into her 

reminiscences underscores its importance to her.  From her remarks, it is clear that the 

union was very important to women like Alice: ―We women went out on the picket lines 

a lot . . . we went on strike . . . well, we were union you know!‖
10

  Alice did not refer to 

being ―in the union,‖ or ―part of the union.‖  Her statement, ―we were union‖ is much 

stronger, indicative of the formation of an internalized identity.  In addition, the 

camaraderie embedded in the ―we‖ that Alice used was a very important element in the 

culture of resistance that developed among these young women and between them and 

their married sisters and was influenced by a number of intertwining factors within the 

culture and politics of the period and the union.    

As described by historian Lois Banner, three themes have dominated the history 

of American women since the 1920s.  The first has been the growth of what Betty 

Friedan explored as the ―feminine mystique,‖ or the twentieth-century version of 

nineteenth-century Victorianism that saw domesticity, to which was added a hefty dose 

of sexual seductiveness, as woman‘s central role.  The second theme has been the reality 

of women‘s sustained discrimination, evident in their lack of political power and 

continued relegation to low-paying, low-level positions.  But a third theme has been 
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contradictory to the other two.  Women have consistently protested against their situation 

and achieved some victories, and this has often led their contemporaries, in virtually 

every decade, to proclaim that they had achieved equality.  Although these claims, which 

carried within them the implication that further feminist struggle was unnecessary, 

masked the true reality of women‘s lives, still, certain strains of women‘s rebelliousness 

remained powerful.  Although the fight for suffrage was over by the time of the labor 

feminist struggles of hosiery women in the 1920s, the memories of the heroic battles 

fought for the cause were still fresh in many of their minds, kept alive by the popular 

media‘s fascination with ―heroines‖ of the decade, as well as some of the educational 

programs of the union.
11

 

During the last few years of the campaign for woman suffrage, militant action had 

dramatically escalated, and the actions of the women who participated in this escalation 

led to their elevation as potent symbols of revolt for many of their contemporaries.  

Between June 1917 and the spring of 1919 over five hundred American women from the 

National Women‘s Party were arrested for carrying banners demanding the right to vote.  

Almost one hundred and seventy of these women served prison sentences, and they, 

along with their colleagues who escaped imprisonment, were attacked by mobs, subjected 

to official harassment, and vilified in the press.  On appeal, the suffragists‘ convictions 

were invariably dismissed, and even at the height of the controversy influential citizens 

both inside and outside of the government pointed out that the actions against the 

―suffrage pickets‖ were without legal foundation.  Yet women who had been convicted 
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and sent to the infamous Occoquan Workhouse came out half dead of starvation; they 

were force fed, beaten and subjected to all sorts of physical neglect and psychological 

pressures for offenses such as ―obstructing traffic‖ and ―blocking sidewalks,‖ receiving 

sentences that ran as high as seven months for these infractions.  As historian Janice Law 

Trekker pointed out, ―the fact that the government chose to use the police, the prisons, 

and through forced feeding and the psychopathic ward, terror against the women made 

them national news.‖
12

 

The suffragists gained the admiration of many women nationally when, in 1920, 

Doris Stevens, a member of the Women‘s Party, published a book, Jailed for Freedom, 

recounting the heroic struggle and near martyrdom of the militants.  In it, the appalling 

conditions of the penal institutions were carefully documented.  The focus was clearly on 

the more dramatic moments of the campaign that became so bitter, that they almost ended 

in tragedy--a woman of seventy-three confined to the workhouse, Lucy Burns, manacled 

to the bars of her cell and held down by five persons to be force-fed, and Alice Paul 

forcibly fed and threatened with commitment to a mental institution. 

It is clear that these women were not interested in conducting a polite, purely 

political crusade.  They emphatically saw the campaign for the vote as a battle, not only 

for the vote, but for emancipation.  Stevens‘s description of Alice Paul‘s role in the 

campaign is compelling: 

She called a halt to further pleading, wheedling, proving, praying . . . Those who 

had a taste of begging under the old regime and who abandoned it for demanding, 
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know how fine and strong a thing it is to realize that you must take what is yours 

and not waste your energy proving that you are . . . worthy of a gift of power from 

your masters.
13

 

 

A similar approach, tactics, and even language, were mainstays of the campaigns of the 

AFFFHW in the 1920s and 1930s, as in articles decrying ―slavery‖ and ―subservient‖ 

workers that consistently reminded members of the necessity to fight for and to ―take‖ 

their rights: 

Don‘t ask for your rights, take them.  And don‘t let anyone give them to you, for a 

right given too easily usually turns out to be a wrong in disguise.
14

 

 

Historian Eleanor Flexner, in her book Century of Struggle, contends that earlier 

historians have greatly underestimated the National Women‘s Party and its contributions, 

ignoring its status as the first victim of the Red Scare by concentrating on debates about 

the wisdom of militant tactics instead of the Party‘s campaign itself.  They have also 

underestimated the importance that the struggle of the militants had for a significant 

group of Americans in the 1920s.  The fact that the 1920s is often regarded as one of 

relative retreat by the feminist movement has overshadowed the period‘s significance in 

the evolution of gender roles as well as leading many historians to underestimate the 

broader impact that the suffrage movement made upon American society.  The movement 

did, in actuality, influence society in various ways, including having the effect of 
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consolidating woman‘s position as ―man‘s equal,‖ at least as far as the popular press was 

concerned.
15

  

In the decade following the suffrage campaign, ―heroic‖ women became 

important media subjects.  Aside from film stars, the most prominent women in the 1920s 

were sportswomen, and almost every sport had its female ―heroes.‖  Tennis star Helen 

Wills became known throughout the country as ―Our Helen,‖ when her 1924 match with 

French star Suzanne Lenglen was given national media coverage, while Babe Didrikson, 

a golfer and all-round athlete, became a celebrated national personality. 

Some female sporting achievements were so important that they received 

unqualified and virtually universal admiration in the press, placing these women in 

positions to dramatically challenge the male monopoly on feats of heroism.  When 

American swimmer Gertrude Ederle swam the English Channel in 1926 and broke the 

world records of three previous male swimmers, she was welcomed back to New York 

City with a ticker-tape parade.
16

 

Female pilots also made huge headlines towards the end of the decade with the 

successful crossing of the Atlantic Ocean by Amelia Earhart and Englishwoman Amy 

Johnson‘s solo flight from England to Australia in early 1930.  The popular press 

acclaimed these feats as accomplishments to rival those of Charles Lindbergh, and 

Earhart became known popularly as ―Lady Lindy.‖  Earhart was also an editor for 

Cosmopolitan magazine and traveled and lectured frequently.  According to one 
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biographer, ―Her audiences were maybe 95 percent women.  Her message resonated with 

women at that time. What she was trying to prove was that women could do anything 

men could do, so she picked out the most manly things she could think of doing and did 

them as well as the men or sometimes better."  Women such as these were certainly 

influenced by the movement for women‘s rights and they, in turn, made a huge impact 

upon popular society.  In an interview with the press after her successful flight, Amy 

Johnson unequivocally expressed what can be called a ―feminist‖ sentiment when she 

claimed that ―the greatest achievement of the flight was the vindication of 

womanhood.‖
17

  And many of these women, along with film stars like Clara Bow, Joan 

Crawford, and Mae West, displayed a rebellious, self-willed side that led them to do, say, 

and, most certainly, wear whatever they chose. 

The ―flapper‖ garb evolved, in fact, from a demand for comfortable clothing 

stimulated above all by the growing popularity of sports among women and the growing 

fame of female athletes.  With their low-slung waists and lack of bust lines, these dresses 

were initially modeled after women‘s sports attire, designed to allow freedom of 

movement.  Most sources credit French designer Gabrielle ―Coco‖ Chanel with bringing 

the idea into the early fashion world.  With a love for athletics and the outdoors, she wore 

simple, straight dresses of her own design, a rebellion in fashion that other women of her 

generation were more than willing to share.
18

  As hemlines rose throughout the 1920s, 
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sheer, full-fashioned silk stockings, formulated in different shades and patterns to 

accentuate the wearers‘ exposed legs, became the iconic product of these ―modern 

women,‖ and Kensington became the capital of the silk full-fashioned hosiery industry.   

Whether the ―flapper‖ was a negative or positive representation of women was a 

matter of debate in the 1920s, and remains contested among historians. While some 

historians of women‘s culture, such as Nan Enstad, have shown that it was not 

contradictory for women to be socially conscious as well as fashion conscious, others 

have portrayed the 1920s women who embraced the ―flapper‖ culture as ―frivolous‖ and 

apolitical.  In the nineteenth century, fashion had come to be almost entirely associated 

with women‘s clothing and, as discussed by Elizabeth Wilson, fashion as an aspiration 

for change could therefore be ―more easily interpreted either as evidence of women‘s 

inherent frivolity and flightiness or--the other side of the coin--as evidence of women‘s 

subjection and oppression.‖  This latter argument gained currency from the arguments of 

Thorstein Veblen, who claimed that women‘s fashion was part of conspicuous 

consumption and reflected her status as property.
19

 

 Caroline Kitch in her important book, The Girl on the Magazine Cover, applied 

this theory to the young ―flapper‖ of the 1920s: ―in the decade that began with the 

passage of the Nineteenth Amendment, she redefined American women‘s freedom as 

sexual rather that political.‖  Through the flapper image, the argument continues, the new 
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freedom of American women was symbolically reduced to exhibitionistic fun.  ―Her 

style--hair, dress, stockings, makeup, jewelry--was marketed aggressively by national 

advertisers.‖  She was a symbol of consumption and modernity, thin and angular, a ‗girl‘ 

not a woman.  A symbol of backlash against women after the achievement of suffrage, 

she became ―a crucial weapon in disempowering women by idealizing the body of a 

girl.‖ Scholars Rayna Rapp and Ellen Ross claim that, during the 1920s, ―themes of 

female independence‖ disappeared from the political sphere but ―resurface[ed] in 

advertising‖ and other popular media that contained advertising.
20

  

Other scholars, however, have admired the flapper‘s irreverence and seen her as a 

revolutionary figure, the first media depiction of woman as man‘s sexual and social 

equal.  As Elizabeth Wilson puts it, ―scholars often ignore the extent to which fashion is 

one among many forms of aesthetic creativity which make possible the exploration of 

alternatives.  Fashion is more than simply a ‗displacement of protest,‘ it is an artform and 

a symbolic system.‖  Continuing in this vein, Kathy Peiss argues that ―beauty culture 

should be understood not only as a type of commerce, but a system of meaning that 

helped women navigate the changing conditions of modern social experience . . . critics 
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have overlooked the web of intimate rituals, social relationships, and female institutions 

that gave form to American beauty culture.‖
21

  

What meaning, then, did working in the silk hosiery industry have for 

Kensington‘s hosiery workers?  This particular product was certainly not just any 

common everyday item, but an important part of the persona of the modern woman.  A 

very gendered item, and one that carried with it sexual connotations, the product was full 

of meaning that the workers who made them incorporated into their lives, both on and off 

the job.  Women in the mills were not only active in the production of the stockings, but 

they also wore them as part of their self-representation as ―modern.‖  Kensington‘s 

hosiery workers complicate the stereotypes of the 1920s in the same ways that, as Vicki 

Howard argues, women in the beauty culture industry generally ―challenge the hard 

dichotomy outlined in fashion and consumer culture historiography--the question of 

whether fashion, cosmetics, commercially produced notions of beauty and jobs that help 

reproduce this ‗system of meaning‘ ultimately empower or disempower women.‖
22

  

Fashion culture shaped the work experiences of hosiery workers in complex and 

often contradictory ways.  Work culture, as defined by Susan Porter Benson, is ―the 

ideology and practice with which workers stake out a relatively autonomous sphere of 

action on the job.‖  And, reflecting back upon Antonio Gramsci, out of this work culture 

comes both an adaptation and a resistance to working conditions.  For female hosiery 

workers, fashion culture was intricately interwoven with work culture, moving beyond 
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the business of fashion itself, to include a range of rituals and activities that included 

shopping, parties, dancing, and outings with co-workers, all the while wearing short 

dresses and showing off their legs in silk stockings.  Such activities could have led them 

in several directions-- towards becoming objectified, passive consumers of corporate-

dictated culture, or alternatively, to assert ―modern‖ independence and to challenge and 

reject older social mores.  For these women, the second role became clearly dominant, as 

they exhibited increasingly conscious enactments of ―modern woman‖ independence, 

resistance to manufacturers, and support for the union.  Union-made stockings came to 

represent a sort of ―badge of freedom,‖ in the symbolic sense of modernity, but also in 

the very real sense of providing economic independence for those working in this 

relatively highly paid industry.  But they were also a symbol of the entitlement, felt by 

many Kensington workers, to claim the rewards of their labor.  Made of silk, they had 

been items of status for upper-class women, and though they became less expensive 

through the 1920s, they were never cheap.  When Alice Kreckman exclaimed ―we made 

them, we thought we were entitled!‖ she was, as Nan Enstad argued, ―appropriating a key 

expression of class privilege for women: fashion and adornment.‖  Such actions fit 

squarely within the long traditions of the community and the labor theory of value 

promoted by the union.
23
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   For the union itself, its embrace of the ―new woman‖ operated on several 

different but related levels.  First of all, the product was the lifeblood of the union and its 

members, and ―modern‖ women (particularly of the middle class) were the major 

consumers of silk hosiery.  Additionally, the overall youth of the workers in the industry 

necessitated an embrace of youth culture.  In order to relate to an increasingly young 

workforce the union leadership could not afford to be seen as ―old fashioned.‖  But 

primary among their objectives was to ensure that the public never saw the consumer 

product as separated from the labor process that created it.  Over the course of the 

twenties they would develop, and disseminate, a propaganda and iconography that 

celebrated the independent woman as one who ―thinks for herself,‖ with a passion for 

social justice that placed her squarely within the genre of the heroic women of the 

decade.  By the end of this period, the confluence of all of these factors resulted, with the 

uneven support of the union, in a situation where women began to ―come into their own‖ 

within the organization. 

 

Girl Strikers, “Heroes,” and the Union 

  In 1926 John Edelman, soon to become director of research and publicity for the 

AFFFHW, wrote a review of the German novel, Faber or the Lost Years, for the Camden 

Post Telegraph.  The book revolves around a plot in which a man returns from World 

War I to find that his wife has grown, both mentally and spiritually, due to her activities 

outside the home during his absence.  While Edelman‘s review of the book embodied a 

complexity of thoughts, he perceived it to be an example of the growing independence of 

modern women, concluding the review with ―American women, wives as well as their 
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unmarried sisters, certainly have many interests outside the home.  They are ‗wide 

awake,‘ and their fingers are in every pie.‖
24

  A former member of the British suffrage 

campaign, Edelman was a socialist and a supporter of women‘s rights.  He and his wife, a 

former settlement house worker, had themselves worked out a very far-sighted 

arrangement to handle domestic responsibilities, while allowing both to continue with 

their public lives.  When one or the other was elected to a committee, each got permission 

to allow the other to act as an alternate.  Thus ―neither the children nor the committees 

are neglected, and they take turns at both jobs.‖  Both Edelman‘s book review and his 

political/domestic arrangements with his wife are indications of the influence that the 

movement for women‘s rights had upon the culture of the 1920s, and the AFFFHW was 

not immune to this influence.
25

            

The relationship of women with the AFFFHW, stretching back to the early days 

of the union, was not without problems.  Although women were first admitted in 1914, 

after a hard fought strike in which they had ―proven themselves on the picket line,‖ it was 

not until 1918 that they were represented at the national convention by a member of their 

own sex (not surprisingly, a delegate from Philadelphia).
26

  Although men and women 

often supported each other in job actions, union affairs continued to be dominated by the 

highly skilled male knitters through much of the 1920s.  As in other unions, early 
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practices of the AFFFHW did not particularly encourage the participation of women on a 

basis equal with men.  Until 1929 women had a vote at the annual convention equal to 

only one-third of a man‘s (one delegate per 300 women as opposed to one delegate per 

100 men), and there were no female organizers.
27

  Women in the mills experienced the 

same work-related grievances as men (and even other grievances related specifically to 

their gender) and, on many occasions, behaved as militantly as their male coworkers.  

Before the mid-twenties, however, they were often excluded from planning and decision-

making in the union, provoking angry responses from female hosiery workers because 

they ―were ignored when the men stopped the machines to hold a meeting.‖
28

 

Men and women often expressed different opinions regarding female participation 

in the union.  According to Gladys Palmer, ―the men claim[ed] that the girls wearied of 

routine union work and dropped out after the dramatic part of the work was finished,‖ 

while ― the girls claim[ed] that so little attention was paid to their special needs or 

problems that they became discouraged in attending meetings and dropped out or became 

inactive.‖
29

  Yet, at the same time, female workers would sometimes circumvent male 

power structures by acting on their own initiative, as in the 1921 strike when women ―had 

been organizing on their own and so were ready when the strike was called.‖
30

 

After the consolidation of the union in 1922 and the expansion of the industry, the 

influx of women and the union‘s goal of full unionization led them to develop a major 
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campaign aimed at female workers.  This emphasis on organizing women, however, did 

not necessarily result in a conclusion that they should have an equal say in the way that 

the organization was run, or even have equal access to the highest paid knitting jobs, 

traditionally reserved for men.  As late as 1927, when two female knitters were hired in a 

New England hosiery mill, the Hosiery Worker reported triumphantly that they had failed 

dismally, despite all the ―hulabalo by Union enemies,‖ even to the point where one ―had 

all her clothes torn off by the machine,‖ a standard trope clearly intended to indicate that 

women were unfit to operate knitting machines.
31

  This inequality was particularly 

manifested in the gross disparities between male and female wage rates (see Table 5).  

The disparity in wage rates by sex was directly tied to the specific job categories for 

which men and women were hired (see Table 6). 
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Table 5.  Median Weekly Wages for Hosiery Workers, 1927 

 

 

Philadelphia  Pennsylvania 

 

 

Men       $51.27       $44.67 

Women      $23.23       $22.35 

 

Source:  Dorothea DeSchweinitz, How Workers Find Jobs, 1932, p. 75.  According to 

DeSchweinitz, Philadelphia workers not only made more money but also generally 

worked fewer hours due to a higher proportion of unionization. 

 

 

 

Table 6. Average Weekly Wages for Workers in 14 Pennsylvania Hosiery Mills for the  

  Week of 6/15, 1928 

 

 

  Job  Average Weekly Wages 

 

 

Legger (male)  $57.67 

Footer (male)  $70.08 

Helper (male)  $16.70 

Boarder (male) $33.56 

Topper (female) $27.21 

Boarder (female) $23.99 

Looper (female) $21.45 

Seamer (female) $21.20 

 

Source:  Dorothea DeSchweinitz, How Workers Find Jobs, 1932, p. 77. 

 

 

As socialist ideology became more dominant after the union‘s consolidation, 

however, some of the socialists in the union did support more rights for women, and this 

support would carry over into a narrowing of the disparity in wages as the decade came to 

a close, although a gap between male and female wages remained into the 1930s.  Among 
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socialists, feminism had generally been defined more broadly than suffrage, including not 

just the campaign for the vote but also divorce, fashion reform, and equal pay for female 

workers.  Writers in socialist magazines like The Masses even advocated homemaking 

cooperatives as a way of ―socializing the household industry,‖ including childcare 

(echoing views expressed by some of the women in the Knights of Labor).  

Pennsylvania‘s Socialist union leaders, such as James Maurer, were also ardent 

supporters of the right to birth control; he was a founder of both the American and the 

Pennsylvania Birth Control Leagues.  In 1916, Emma Goldman claimed ―the question of 

birth control is above all a workingwoman‘s question,‖ and The Masses praised the 

campaign of Margaret Sanger, who had been inspired by her involvement in labor union 

movements.  Birth control, then as now, was a burning issue in the struggle of women to 

exert control over their lives.  In early 1926, the AFFFHW was a prominent participant in 

the launching of a new campaign ―to make legal the dissemination of information on 

birth control.‖  As historian Linda Gordon has argued, ―When the birth control movement 

developed ideologies, these ideologies often arose from aspirations and motives that had 

already propelled people into political action.‖  The Pennsylvania state organizer for the 

American Birth Control League, Elizabeth Grew, an Englishwoman who had begun her 

career in England as a trade union organizer and suffrage worker, reported a ―remarkable 

growth in public sentiment in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and New York,‖ due to union 

support.
32
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Even aside from socialists, there was a wide recognition in the union that women 

had rights as workers that included decent working conditions and wages based on the 

skill of their jobs and the right to work, whether they were single or married, with or 

without children.  It was, of course, to the benefit of the union to organize the women in 

the industry, but that did not necessarily mean that they were considered to know how to 

―run the union.‖  This was a battle that still had to be fought, for the ideas of masculinity 

among some of the leadership were just as ingrained as they were in more traditional 

unions.  Over the course of this fight, female hosiery workers not only expanded their 

consciousness as workers, but also gained a deepened understanding of themselves as 

women, with rights and special needs that required attention. 

  One of the most important developments in the efforts to organize women was 

their participation in union-supported educational programs, many developed specifically 

for them.  The union leadership had always been a strong supporter of workers‘ 

education, and they connected education with the ―rights‖ of workers.  Rights were a 

universal construct that workers ―earned‖ by their willingness to fight for them.  

Education was necessary in order for them to understand and use rights wisely.  Starting 

with the 1926 convention, union members began submitting and passing important 

resolutions regarding women workers.  Along with resolutions establishing that the 

union‘s office help had to be paid time and a half for all overtime work and become 

members of an office workers‘ union, locals were instructed to set up education classes 

for women wherever possible and to develop and distribute a series of pamphlets 
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especially for them.  As these programs gained momentum, hosiery women also began to 

build cross-class alliances with women in the Workers‘ Education Bureau and other 

progressive organizations such as the Women‘s Trade Union League (WTUL) and the 

Young Women‘s Christian Association (YWCA).  By 1927, more women were attending 

conventions as delegates and serving on committees than ever before.
33

 

A guest speaker from the WTUL at the 1927 convention, Edith Christianson, after 

complimenting the group on the number of women present and their work among 

women, praised Branch 1 president Gustav Geiges for his ―wonderful‖ talk at a 

conference of ―over one hundred industrial girls,‖ complaining that ―far too often labor 

organizations. . .  engage in a lot of talk and a lot of smoke, but don‘t do anything or get 

anywhere.‖  She then proceeded, to the great delight of the women present, to quote from 

a Will Rogers movie that ―the women did the work and the men went down in history.‖  

Then, in an example of the popular mentalite regarding equality that followed the 

suffrage movement, she informed the convention ―now that women are equal, you‘ll 

forgive me if I use a little swear word--damn it!  Women haven‘t gotten across to men 

what they have done!‖  Christianson also notified the female delegates that there were a 

number of progressive women in Pennsylvania who would be very interested in helping 

them in their efforts, including Cornelia Bryce Pinchot, the wife of the governor, and the 

industrial secretaries of the Kensington YWCA, information that the women of Branch 1 

put to good use in the days ahead.  Various branches also made overtures to educated 
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women associated with the Workers‘ Education Bureau, and classes started for women 

included study in English, Citizenship, Economics, Parliamentary Law, Public Speaking, 

and Social Problems.  An article in the Hosiery Worker reporting on the women‘s interest 

in studying parliamentary procedures, referred to the woman from the Workers‘ 

Education Bureau who was teaching the class as ―that indefatigable champion of 

women‘s rights in industry,‖ and quoted her as claiming ―God help the men when we get 

through!‖  Women of the union were learning to run meetings.
34

   

The first steps toward building a closer relationship between the YWCA and the 

union were taken not by YWCA staff, but by union members.  Women from the mills 

often joined the industrial clubs at the YWCA as venues for social activities and 

recreation, having heard about them from friends, fellow workers, or advertisements 

posted in their factories.  Alice Kreckman first went to the YWCA with a friend and co-

worker in search of recreation.  But strikes and labor issues (along with sex) were 

frequent topics of conversation in these clubs, and the conditions and grievances 

discussed were ―nearby and everyday occurrences‖ in Kensington.  College educated, the 

women who sought jobs as YWCA secretaries generally had little previous contact with 

working-class groups, but some did have experience with women‘s issues, and YWCA 

records indicate that on at least one occasion, discussions took place regarding the Equal 

Rights Amendment (ERA) advocated by the National Women‘s Party.
35
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The hosiery union appears to have been very conflicted on the subject of the 

ERA.  As was the position of labor generally, the union did not support the amendment as 

originally proposed, believing that it would jeopardize protective legislation that women 

workers had won through struggle.  However, they also would not allow the name of the 

union to be used in opposition--refusing a request by the first director of the Women‘s 

Bureau, Mary Anderson, to include the union‘s name on material opposing the 

amendment.  Later in the ERA debate, when an amendment was introduced that read, 

―The provisions of this article shall not be construed to impair any rights or benefits now 

or hereafter conferred by law upon persons of the female sex,‖ the union supported it 

fully.  In a letter to the United States senate, Alexander McKeown, president of Branch 1, 

wrote that they were ―in complete agreement with the principles of equal rights for men 

and women,‖ and felt that the amendment would ―safeguard women against the loss of 

rights now held.‖  As with other issues of concern to workers, the union did not trust the 

government to act in their best interests unless there were specific safeguards set up to 

insure that such was the case.  In any event, the AFFFHW and its women activists did not 

consider the fight for the ERA to be the central issue in their struggle; the day-to-day 

battles in the shops and on the picket lines were the primary locus of their attention.
36

                   

But the YWCA secretaries certainly did have an influence on the women of the 

hosiery union.  They were outspoken advocates of female independence, both economic 

and political, and some adopted assertive personas, including the wearing of pants.  Alice 
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Kreckman and others she knew, referred to some of them as ―manly women,‖ a 

description that Alice identified with lesbianism.  Whether that was truly the case is 

unclear.  As previously discussed, fashion itself could be a symbol of revolt, and a 

segment of the activists for women‘s rights had included fashion reform and access to 

more practical and comfortable clothing in their demands.  Certainly in the 1930s, 

actresses like Katherine Hepburn that were known for challenging conformity in both 

character and dress often appeared in pants.  But homosexuality was also a topic of 

discussion in the 1920s, as part of the general challenge to older sexual mores.  Actress 

Mae West was an early supporter of both women‘s rights and gay rights, though she 

never claimed to be a feminist.  She made the news in 1927 when she was arrested on 

morals charges for her performance in the play Sex and then wrote and starred in a play, 

The Drag, which, though subsequently banned on Broadway, was one of the first plays to 

portray gay men in a sympathetic light.  As was true of other historical periods such as 

the 1960s, challenges in one area of sexual mores often led to challenges in others.  

Whatever the reality of the situation, Alice Kreckman was not intimidated by the 

homosexuality that she perceived to be present among some of the women at the YWCA, 

and neither was Howard Kreckman, who seemed to take it as a matter of course.  When 

questioned, Alice responded; ―they didn‘t bother me, besides, a lot of what they said 

about women made sense.‖  Howard responded, in turn, ―it [homosexuality] was 

around.‖
37
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Real relationships of solidarity and support began to be developed when Branch 1 

women reached out to the industrial secretaries of the Kensington YWCA.  They set up 

sports classes for women, held social activities and spoke to the YWCA women about the 

importance of wearing union hosiery.  In early 1929, Anna Geisinger addressed the 

Industrial Committee on ―The Story of Silk Stockings,‖ including in her presentation a 

―brief picture of conditions in the industry‖ and an urgent appeal to the women to wear 

only hosiery produced by ―fair firms.‖  Many of the YWCA secretaries began to take a 

―personal interest‖ in the union and provided important resources for them in relation to 

education.  Women workers also began to attend week-long sessions at Brookwood 

Labor College and summer schools in several parts of the country, including the Southern 

Summer School for Women, the Summer School for Workers at the University of 

Wisconsin, and the Bryn Mawr Summer School for Women Workers.  The industrial 

secretaries of the Kensington YWCA were instrumental in introducing hosiery women to 

Bryn Mawr, and students included Anna Geisinger, Freda Maurer, and Freda Hoffman.  

The experiences women workers gained through these expanded contacts certainly 

affected their consciousness, as evidenced by Alice Kreckman‘s support of YWCA 

women as ―left,‖ a term that was very important to her.  Geisinger, in turn, incorporated 

her experiences at Bryn Mawr into her work in the union.  Perhaps one of the most 

important developments of this period, however, and one that cannot be separated from 

the above, was the establishment of separate women‘s meetings within the union.
38
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In early 1927 the women of Branch 1 held a ―special meeting‖ of women only, in 

which they discussed ―problems related specifically to women.‖  The response was so 

overwhelming (the union paper claimed that Knitters‘ Hall was packed) that they 

resolved to hold separate meetings at least once a month, in order to ―learn more about 

the union, develop greater ability among female members for leadership,‖ and because 

they felt that their ―special problems in industry could be handled more efficiently when 

taken up at gatherings of women members.‖  Union documents show that complaints 

among women included such items as: ―forced to work overtime, girls treated rough, boss 

gets familiar with girls who have nice figures.‖
39

  The importance of these meetings 

cannot be overestimated, as they served the purpose of what was later called 

―consciousness raising.‖  Some of these meetings were held at the YWCA, and Alice 

Kreckman remembered attending them when ―we would sit around and talk, just us 

women, about things that were important to women, you know.‖  Union women also set 

up an entertainment committee to organize outings ―just for women,‖ which included 

activities such as parties and dancing, playing cards, attending movies, bowling, and 

social visits to women in other locals.  Occasionally, they allowed men into their 

meetings after the business part was over, as when ―several knitters were allowed in 

when it was discovered that they could play music.‖  They also set up sports teams, not 

only at the YWCA, but also at the Kensington Labor Lyceum, where in 1928 sports clubs 

were started for both men and women, ―to participate in gymnasium classes and other 

indoor athletic groups.‖  All of these activities served the purpose of building social 

networks and solidarity among different groups of women.  It was during this period that 
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Anna Geisinger emerged as an important leader in the organization, becoming, in the 

words of an article in the newspaper, ―an excellent speaker, with excellent judgment and 

decision-making skills, and a credit to both men and women in the organization.‖
40

 

The separate meetings helped female workers to gain more confidence and learn 

how to formulate their grievances, through group support.  As a result, women from 

various mills began bringing up grievances and problems at board meetings of Branch 1, 

and a delegation began to regularly attend executive board meetings of the Federation.  

Part of the activities of ―consciousness raising‖ included inviting other, often prominent, 

progressive women, to address them at their meetings.  Some of the guests included not 

only the delegation of southern women mentioned in chapter three, but Dorothea De 

Schweinitz, a prominent female social worker associated with the University of 

Pennsylvania; Mary Anderson, the head of the Women‘s Bureau of the United States 

Department of Labor; and Clare Annesley, a female member of the British Parliament 

and member of the British Labour Party.  Anderson, in her talk, claimed ―no union has 

been more supportive of women than your union.‖  By the early 1930s, speakers included 

Cornelia Bryce Pinchot, who became a familiar figure, even supporting them on the 

picket line.  Most of these events were organized by a committee of six female members 

of Branch 1, headed by Anna Geisinger.
41

 

By 1927, the union had established a policy that men and women doing the same 

job, such as boarders, would have to receive the same rate of pay, or ―the rate for the 
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job.‖  But through their educational experiences and increased participation in formal 

union activity, women also gained the necessary experience and confidence to make 

important advances in other areas relating to their ―special‖ issues, such as job security, 

an issue that would take on added importance during the 1930s Depression, and 

childcare.  An important achievement in the 1920s was the establishment of childcare at 

union events that involved the family.  Evidence of this is seen in an article in the Hosiery 

Worker in which the paper issued a ―special invitation to women and children‖ to attend 

a Christmas party given by several of the branches.  The chair of the women‘s department 

of one of the mills argued that it was ―important that families, young girls, and fellows 

stage joint affairs and make social contact at affairs arranged by and for the union.‖  But 

she also advised ―if the union wants to interest wives and mothers, they must take an 

interest in their children, and provide for their care.‖  Following on this, a ―family picnic‖ 

hosted by the union in support of workers in the Cambria and Allen-A strikes also offered 

childcare as an incentive to women.  This event started with a caravan of five hundred 

cars from Knitters‘ Hall, proceeded over the Delaware River Bridge, through Camden, to 

end at an amusement park in New Jersey for the picnic.  The occasion featured ―speakers 

in the evening for adults,‖ along with a thirty-piece band and dancing.  Significantly, 

―special arrangements were being made to provide child care for families‖ so that ―all can 

enjoy‖ the activities equally.  From their subsequent actions, particularly in the early 

1930s, it is obvious that childcare was very important to union women, especially 

working mothers.  When the union‘s housing project was built in the early thirties this 

would be an important area in which they continued to make advancement.  Meanwhile, 
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events in other sections of the country were also shaping up to have an effect on the 

women members of the hosiery union.
42

   

Certainly, women‘s education and their various experiences with ―liberated‖ 

women, both popular and formal, contributed to the emergence of working-class 

feminism in the union, especially in Kensington, where it was integrated into the 

traditions handed down within the community.  But the union itself was not a passive 

observer of these developments.  Another important reason for the successes that women 

achieved in the union was the fact that they continued to be among the most militant 

fighters in the organization.  Some of the leaders of the union, keen observers of modern 

society, were astute enough to utilize both cultural developments and history to promote 

the image of the ―working-class hero,‖ which they applied to both men and women.  

Developments within the industry, especially the expansion of women‘s jobs in the mills, 

were making the organization of women an increasing imperative for the union, and the 

fact remained that the very existence of the product itself was, in large part, dependent 

upon the buying power of women.  Given this reality, it was important for the union to 

have women, both workers and consumers, on its side. It was in this frame of mind that 

the union embarked upon a strategy to subvert the meaning of ―modern woman‖ and 

redefine it in the form of an independent woman who supported social justice.  This 

campaign utilized the general media fascination with women and also fit within the 

portrayal of ―heroines‖ that were so prominent a feature of popular culture.  Following a 

conference at Philadelphia‘s Labor College in February of 1928, the union began 
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presenting the labor movement as a romantic ―Crusade for Human Rights,‖ through its 

newspaper and other vehicles. 

One of the most important changes to the union‘s newspaper during this period 

was the ―special features‖ section.  These pages not only covered national and 

international events, but also added an educational focus that sought to promote labor 

issues and better race relations and, increasingly, over the twenties, the activities of 

women.  The scope of women‘s actions covered in the paper was quite broad, including 

social events, sports, fundraisers, and beauty contests, as well as political activities.  A 

female speaker giving a talk against company unions to the Paterson, New Jersey branch 

―proved,‖ in the newspaper, that a ―girl hosiery worker is just as good a speaker as a 

professor,‖ when she claimed ―only a great trade union can and will take care of the 

workers‘ interests.‖ Another article covered a May dance, complete with an orchestra and 

a dance contest, organized by women members and held at Branch 1‘s Knitters‘ Hall for 

the purpose of building their ―special‖ treasury for organizing women.  And in another, a 

―union topper‖ insisted that workers should not ―feel inferior,‖ encouraging them to 

―attend education classes to gain a clearer and better idea of life and labor.‖  But the 

paper also featured articles on such activities as a beauty contest held by Branch 1 at one 

of its outings and a publicity stunt held at the Hosiery and Underwear Exposition at the 

Waldorf Astoria, in New York.  In this article, entitled ―Have You Got Em?‖ workers 

were told that judges would select ―the prettiest pair of legs,‖ and an artist would cast 

them in bronze to be used for store displays.  There was a picture of women in short 

dresses displaying their legs while riding on a float in a parade.  Captioned ―This is Not a 

Leg Show,‖ this article reported that the women were participating in a parade sponsored 
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by the Women‘s Union Label League, and that they were wearing union hosiery that 

―they helped to make,‖ explicitly making the connection between production and 

consumption.
43

    

But as the decade advanced, strikes and other measures taken by women in 

support of the organizing activities of the union became increasingly frequent news, and 

this merging of popular with progressive representations also became very much a part of 

the campaigns and strike propaganda.  In the coverage of the strikes at the Federal, 

Cambria, and Brownhill and Kramer shops in Philadelphia, the paper increasingly 

focused on women workers‘ refusal to abide by injunctions and their willingness to risk 

arrest in order to exercise their ―rights as citizens‖ to freedom of speech and the right to 

picket.  As time went on, Philadelphia‘s women workers also became increasingly 

involved in strikes in which violence, both by the state and through private agencies, was 

used against them.  Hundreds were arrested and many engaged in all-out street battles in 

support of their comrades, for over the course of the twenties, they came to see 

themselves as agents of change. 

Anthropologist Eleanor Burke Leacock, in one of the classic studies on the 

suppression of women‘s power and agency in the writing of history, argued that supposed 

female ―passivity‖ is but one of many pretexts for explaining away women‘s oppression: 

―a characteristic that Western theorists, representatives of nations, classes, and their sex 

have attributed to their social inferiors, whether they be colonized peoples, people of 

color, working-class people, or women  . . . the similarity in the motifs is striking, people 

who suffer oppression do so because they have neither the ability, the intention, nor the 
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desire to rebel.‖  Echoing Leacock, scholar Angela Latham urged historians to ―remediate 

monolithic historical assessments of women‘s powerlessness . . . often implied by the 

silence of women‘s voices in many historical and archival accounts.‖  The actions of 

women in the union of hosiery workers represented a struggle for autonomy and power 

over their own lives, as well as within the union hierarchy, that catapulted them into the 

forefront of the labor movement.  The support that they gave to the union‘s campaigns to 

―follow the shops‖ and achieve ―100 percent unionism‖ was not only the impetus for a 

remarkable public relations campaign by the union, but gained them the respect, 

admiration, and support of many rank-and-file men.  It was during this period that Alice 

Kreckman developed her internalized identity as ―union,‖ and the union launched its 

―labor heroine‖ campaign, part of its strategy for building the union and rebuilding 

labor.
44

   

In January of 1928 the Hosiery Worker carried a front-page article mourning the 

―sudden and tragic death of one of the most remarkable figures in the American Labor 

Movement.‖  This ―heroic‖ eulogy was written for Mrs Sara Agnes Conboy, the secretary 

treasurer of the United Textile Workers of America (UTWA).  Mrs. Conboy, who started 

work at the age of eleven, was described as ―an active organizer, leading many bitter 

strikes,‖ and the only woman to represent the AFL abroad, as a delegate to the British 

Trades Union Congress in 1920.  She was also a wife and a mother, and according to the 

article had developed a ―great interest in women in penal institutions,‖ serving on a 
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national committee on prison labor.  Many of the women who had supported the militants 

of the Women‘s Party had become very interested in women prisoners and prison reform 

after the experiences of the suffragists in prison.  Sara Conboy commanded such respect, 

the article indicated, that all officers of the AFFFHW attended the funeral of this 

―outstanding labor leader,‖ and she clearly represented a shining example of the ―labor 

heroine.‖
45

   

The hosiery workers‘ union pushed the campaign to ―follow the shops‖ and help 

revive labor generally in virtually all sections of the country during the 1920s, and 

women workers became increasingly significant to its success.  During an early 1928 

strike at the Milfay mill in Buffalo, New York, the Hosiery Worker placed pictures of 

female strikers prominently on the front page and ran several articles that not only 

described them as loyal and determined unionists, but also stressed the union narrative 

that the right to unionize was part of an ongoing struggle for liberty. 

The Milfay company drew its workforce from young persons of predominantly 

Polish parentage.  According to the Hosiery Worker, this was because they assumed that 

these young workers could be more easily controlled.  When this proved not to be the 

case over the course of the strike, the company attempted to bring in strikebreakers, used 

red-baiting tactics against union organizers, and tried to gain the sympathy of the 

surrounding community by challenging the strikers‘ ―Americanism.‖  In response to the 

company‘s tactics, the union ran articles in the newspaper and printed strike literature that 

constructed an heroic image that claimed these ―children of immigrants‖ as ones that 

showed ―real‖ American spirit by withstanding a tremendous campaign of intimidation, 
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arrests, and company thugs.  And it was the ―girls‖ who were the real leaders, deserving 

of special praise as they maintained the picket line through ―rain, snow, and blizzards,‖ 

standing up to attacks by hired thugs with an unflagging determination that nothing but 

victory could be the outcome of the strike.  For many people in the 1920s women had 

become symbols of heroism and struggle and the hosiery union was quick to put that 

symbolism to good use.  This heroic contest over the meaning of ―Americanism‖ became 

a focal point of the union‘s strikes in the 1920s, and a real strength in union organizing 

campaigns, as it built a counter-narrative that stressed the right to organize as a struggle 

for liberty.
46

 

 

The Kenosha Strike 

An important area of contention for the union in the twenties was the Midwest.  

With its low levels of unionization outside of a few large cities, this section of the 

country experienced an increased influx of open shops, a situation that the union was 

attempting to remedy.  One of their successes was the organization of the full-fashioned 

knitters at the Allen-A mill in Kenosha Wisconsin.  But in early 1928 the company 

attempted to impose the two-machine system and break the union, resulting in a strike 

that turned into a lock-out after women walked out in support of men.  The union‘s 

response was to institute a campaign in Kenosha that incorporated one of the largest and 

most successful media programs in the history of the area. 
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The concentration on Kenosha was a strategic decision made by the union‘s 

Philadelphia based leadership.  The city lay approximately 30 miles south of Milwaukee, 

a union stronghold and controlled by a Socialist administration.  In addition, it was only 

50 miles north of Chicago, the home of an historically strong Central Labor Union (CLU) 

with which the AFFFHW had many ties.  Many of the union knitters in the Allen-A shop 

had come from Fort Wayne Indiana, a town favorable to the union and the location in 

which the union had established its second branch (Branch 2) when it became a national 

organization in 1913.  Kenosha was also the home of the anti-union Nash automobile 

company, a factor that provided the possibility to influence labor on a larger scale.  By 

this point the union campaign to win the support of women was in full swing, and the 

Hosiery Worker (sent to all members in the country) was actively encouraging the 

historic role that women had to play in the battle for unionization through the promotion 

of strikes, not only in Philadelphia, but all other union locations.  The strike in Kenosha 

was to become a catalyst for a nation-wide media campaign, initiated out of the 

Philadelphia headquarters and largely paid for by assessments from Branch 1.  And it 

succeeded in helping to project laboring women onto the national scene.  In turn, this 

very visible crusade also advanced hosiery women‘s struggles for a share of power within 

the national union.  

When the strike began the union dispatched Harold Steele, a Federation vice 

president attached to the Milwaukee branch, as general strike coordinator.  It also sent 

Edward Callaghan from the Philadelphia headquarters, and Louis Budenz, nationally 

known editor of the New York-based Labor Age magazine as a special organizer.  

Although the original point of contention was the company‘s installation of the two-
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machine system, it became clear that the company really wanted nothing less than to 

break the union when the company told union knitters that they could return on a ―strictly 

non-union basis,‖ sparking the union to declare a lock-out.  But the strike really took off 

in early March when women workers walked out in sympathy with the male knitters.  

Over the course of the year the strike became quite violent, on both sides, escalating from 

fistfights and bricks through windows, to shotgun blasts and dynamite bombings.  

Although several people were injured, there were, astonishingly, no fatalities.  Dynamite 

bombings began in August, including an Allen-A warehouse, blasts at strikers‘ homes, 

and the most notorious, a blast that destroyed the summer home of the president of Allen-

A--actions in which the union consistently denied involvement.
47

  

It is a testimony to the skill of the union‘s leadership and media committee that no 

one was killed and that they were, in fact, able to create an amazing public relations 

campaign that actually enhanced their own image, as well as that of the labor movement 

generally.  Much of this was accomplished through the union‘s employment of a 

romantic counter-narrative of labor-based ―Americanism‖ and by their focus on women. 

After the arrival of the union‘s Philadelphia representatives, the company filed 

conspiracy charges against the Federation in Milwaukee‘s federal court and acquired a 

sweeping restraining order, called by union attorneys the ―most drastic ever in Wisconsin 

history.‖  Strikers and sympathizers were arrested for violating the order as they marched 

around the plant, singing patriotic songs and protesting what they called ―rule by judges,‖ 

a slogan that had become a signature of union campaigns.  Almost immediately, the 
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media campaign coordinated by John Edelman went into full swing.  Union personnel, 

with support from other progressive, and labor organizations, began circulating 

newspapers and literature with such headlines as ―trade unionists fight for Americanism 

when they uphold the right to organize,‖ and ―trade unionists are translating into concrete 

terms the intent of the men who wrote the Declaration of Independence.‖
48

 

Before very long the strikers were using theatrical and sensationalist tactics drawn 

from the history of both labor and women‘s struggles, such as parades and car caravans, 

to get their message across.  These included a parade of children, whose relatives were 

involved in the strike, that received excellent coverage in local papers.  The fact that the 

company imported armed strikebreakers from outside the city, housed them in the mill, 

and was receiving support from the large and powerful Nash Auto Company, helped the 

union gain support among the citizenry. 

In one incident, the union claimed seven thousand citizens marched on city hall to 

demand that the mayor stop the company from housing the strikebreakers in the mill.  In 

an article titled ―Thrilling Moments in the Allen-A Strike,‖ the Hosiery Worker described 

a resolution that ―a committee of citizens‖ presented to the town council, citing the mill 

for importing ―scabs‖ who were indulging in ―midnight orgies,‖ with ―booze flowing 

freely,‖ and women ―imported from Chicago for their entertainment,‖ while four machine 

guns in the basement were ―ready for use.‖  It was, after all, the ―Roaring Twenties‖ and 

the union was certainly not opposed to using the sensationalism of the popular press to 

forward its cause.  In another example, two of the young strikers, winners of a dance 
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contest in Chicago, refused to accept a trophy that was being offered by actress Joan 

Crawford because she ―allowed her name to be used for the promotion of Allen-A 

hosiery.‖  Receiving national attention in the press, Crawford personally wrote to the pair 

claiming she ―knew nothing about the strike.‖ 

Two young women carrying Allen-A strike signs even paraded in pajamas at the 

busiest intersection in the center of Chicago.  These women had written a letter that 

supposedly ―went around the world on the Graf Zeppelin,‖ pledging to parade if the 

Allen-A had not settled by the time the Zeppelin returned.  It hadn‘t, so they went out in 

their pajamas, drew huge crowds before being arrested, and were subsequently released 

by an amused judge with the words ―it‘s a free country.‖  In the meantime, they received 

tremendous publicity.
49

 

When the strikers continued to defy the injunctions that were intended to prevent 

them from congregating near the mill, police repeatedly arrested them, and they used 

their notoriety to promote the strike.  In one incident, women strikers leaving the 

courthouse in Milwaukee where a judge had arraigned them for violating an injunction, 

dressed in striped prison uniforms and marched into the convention of the Wisconsin 

Federation of Labor, which had just convened in the city.  Marching to the chairman‘s 

rostrum they presented the President with a miniature ball and chain, a stunt carried on 

the front page of newspapers throughout the Midwest.  The next day they were back on 

the picket line and arrested once more.  When this news was announced at the convention 
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the entire body of delegates marched to city hall to demand their release.  The boldness 

that the women exhibited demanded that the men do something, especially after the news 

coverage, for to sit by meekly would have been an affront to their manhood.  Such 

rebellious behavior was a signature of women strikers in textile historically, as indicated 

in studies of textile workers in England, New England, and the Knights of Labor in 

Philadelphia.  The Kensington based union was very aware of this history and 

consciously embraced it, encouraging such behavior in women throughout the hosiery 

union.  But it was also a trademark of the struggle for suffrage and the ―heroic‖ women 

who were so visible in the media during the twenties, and such activities by women often 

had the effect of ―shaming‖ men into action.
50

  

As picketing at the Allen-A continued, injunctions piled up and, in October, 

twenty-six strikers, male and female, went to prison for refusing to pay a one-hundred 

dollar fine for picketing.  The Hosiery Worker prominently featured a group picture of 

them with the caption ―Heroic Workers Now Serving Jail Sentences.‖  Strike literature 

circulated throughout the country showed a married couple leaving their ―babies at the 

jail gate‖ and newlyweds ―interrupting their honeymoon‖ to go to jail.   Significantly, 
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echoing the suffrage movement, several female strikers started a hunger strike in prison, 

claiming they were political prisoners sent to jail for ―exercising their rights as citizens.‖  

After a subsequent meeting in Chicago at which such luminaries as Jane Addams and 

Clarence Darrow spoke for them, the Chicago Tribune featured the strikers in prominent 

articles and the Chicago Daily News carried a front-page article in which they were 

lauded as ―youth militants.‖  The union sent female strikers on nationwide tours to carry 

the story of the locked-out workers to a wide audience, and advertised their events in 

literature carrying headlines like ―heroic is written larger than ever as locked-out workers 

tour the country, filled with the American ideal of freedom.‖  The women made 

appearances all over the country, including at large labor rallies, the central labor unions 

of many states, socialist events, and huge car caravans, such as a caravan of hundreds of 

cars that started from Philadelphia and traveled through New Jersey to a Socialist Party 

rally in New York attended by thousands of people.  They even spoke at the AFL 

convention in Toronto where, according to the Hosiery Worker, they ―beautifully, 

militantly, and humorously told the story of going to jail for refusing to pay fines.‖  It 

was during this period that the union developed a remarkable series of illustrated 

pamphlets and iconography in support of the campaign and union-made hosiery that was 

both directed at, and prominently featured, the ―modern woman.‖
51
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The union intensified its attempts to influence the women of America by playing 

up elements of popular culture while at the same time ensuring that the product was not 

separated from the workers who made them.  Literature often specifically targeted young 

women and their self-identity as a group.  A flyer advertising union-made brands of 

hosiery attempted to engage the youth culture by underscoring the ―sacrifice of youth‖ 

demanded by long hours put into non-union manufacturers.  Titled ―Youth Wages a Long 

Struggle‖ and featuring a picture of a stylishly dressed young woman, it stressed the 

theme that young workers were fighting to protect their health through union standards of 

hours and wages, claiming ―youth is fed into the machines‖ along with the raw 

materials.
52

  

Another leaflet clearly attempted to co-opt popular culture at the same time as it 

underlined the union definition of what it meant to be a ―modern‖ woman (see Figure 2, 

Appendix B).   

―To the Well-Dressed Women of America,‖ 

Is the well-dressed woman of today who is so frankly devoted to lovely garments 

and delicate hosiery to be regarded necessarily as a person insensible to an appeal 

for social justice?  We think not – We believe in the Modern Woman!
53

  

 

Some of the material read like movie bills, such as one advertising an educational event 

in New York as ―A Story of Heroism – Humor – Thrills – Enterprise and Colorful 

Incidents‖ to which women workers were especially invited and at which dancing would 

be held after the talks (see Figure 3, Appendix B).  But perhaps the most interesting was 

the development, in 1929, of what became the union‘s iconic image, widely used on 
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union literature including those advertising union-made hosiery and opposing the ―yellow 

dog‖ contract.  The very modern imagery featured a somewhat geometric graphic of a 

female, wearing a short skirt with wind blowing through her short hair, and holding 

union-made hosiery in her up-stretched arms against a cityscape background, drawn in a 

distinctly Art Deco style (see Figure 4, Appendix B).
54

  This material challenges the 

monolithic stereotypes of unions presenting workers as strong males, as Nelson 

Lichtenstein and others have claimed. 

One element that becomes very clear by a review of the literature is the fact that, 

although frequently referred to as ―girls,‖ these women were emphatically not portrayed 

as ―victims.‖  They were independent, stylishly dressed, self-assured, young women, as 

stressed in the strike literature: 

The girls . . . are not merely followers of the men, nor are they simply acting on 

some blind, emotional impulse, they . . . are keenly aware of the implications of 

everything they are doing in aligning themselves with the American labor 

movement.
55

  

    

At the union‘s 1928 convention in Kensington, John Edelman reported on the 

scope of the publicity campaign among labor and women organizations.  According to his 

report these illustrated circulars were mailed to women‘s clubs and societies and other 
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sympathetic organizations such as the WTULs in many states.  Whole carloads were sent 

out; one alone contained over 40,000 pieces.  They were sent to the ―auxiliaries of all 

international unions, social settlement houses and CLUs throughout the country.‖  

Edelman also reported that a donation for the Allen-A strike was received from 

machinists as far away as the Panama Canal zone, that a graduate class in economics in 

―one of the best colleges in the East‖ took up Allen-A as the subject of classroom study, 

and that he ―wrote at length to all the more liberal heads of women‘s universities and 

deans of women in the more important colleges throughout the country.‖  The Women‘s 

Union Label Leagues in many states were supplying organizations with names of union-

made hosiery, and they were also given to prominent persons like the head of the federal 

Women‘s Bureau, Mary Anderson.  Edelman also claimed that the YWCA industrial 

secretaries had been a ―tremendous help.‖
56

  Louis Budenz, in his report to the 

convention, also stressed that the women members of the union gave ―enormous help‖ in 

the Kenosha campaign: 

Less than 24 hours after the lockout they were all union members, even though 

the two-machine system did not directly affect them . . . they know that unionism 

is as much the hope of the woman worker as the man.  Women workers have done 

as well and perhaps better than the men in standing for unionism and in their 

determination not to surrender.  Not one returned as a scab.  The union has one of 

its greatest resources in the possible 100 percent organization of the women.
57

  

 

The union also claimed that the campaign had an enormous effect in reviving labor in the 

area beyond the hosiery industry:   
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Every union in the city has increased its membership to a surprising degree . . . 

new unions have sprung up.  Kenosha has become the first town in Wisconsin to 

win the 5-day week in the building trades . . . the milk-drivers have developed 

from nothing to a 100 percent organization with a closed shop . . . for the first 

time in 15 years, Kenosha had a Labor Day Celebration in 1928.  This was a 

three-day affair.  So successful was the affair, that Labor Day 1929 was 

celebrated for an entire week, proving to be one of the biggest events in that city‘s 

history.
58

 

 

The union made important advancements on the political field as well, as the workers in 

Kenosha established a socialist-led Labor Party that captured a majority of the 

membership of the Kenosha County Board and elected their candidate for Municipal 

Judge.
59

         

In September of 1929 some of the women strikers were featured participants in a 

―record-breaking‖ Labor Day celebration held by the Chicago Federation of Labor in 

Soldiers Stadium.  The Hosiery Worker reported that a ―deafening peal went up to the 

skies from 100,000 throats‖ as the float carrying the young strikers came onto the field.  

The Kenosha fight certainly advanced support for the union‘s goals of ―following the 

shops‖ and rebuilding labor outside of Kensington.  The romantic and ―heroic‖ 

representations promoted by the union were disseminated on a wide scale throughout 

both labor and women‘s organizations during the 1920s (and as will be shown, into the 
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1930s as well) and this evidence of their importance to the union was certainly not lost on 

female members.
60

  

 

Pushing The Union For Change 

By the 1928 convention at Knitters‘ Hall in Kensington, Christianson of the 

WTUL was congratulating the Philadelphia branch on their election of a woman to their 

executive board, as well as the Federation on the increased number of women delegates, 

claiming ―the girls are going to get so good at running meetings that you boys won‘t have 

anything to do in the future.‖  This convention was to prove to be decisive to the 

continued advancement of women‘s rights in the union. 

In all, twenty locals attended the convention and there were ten female delegates, 

with Philadelphia sending two.  As the convention started women delegates met in caucus 

to frame recommendations for the adoption of a special policy for organizing women.  

Following the talk by Christianson, a committee of eight female delegates and one male 

submitted four important resolutions, all introduced by Anna Geisinger.  An interesting 

side discussion that ensued just prior to the introduction of these resolutions may give 

some insight into the tactics these women used in dealing with male unionists.  

Emphasizing that the resolutions were for the purpose of organizing women and making 

them aware of how important the union was, female delegates asserted that the ―girls 

[were] new to organizing and need[ed] the help of the men.‖  However, their conduct 

indicates the exact opposite.  It appears that they may have been ―playing the game,‖ by 

accommodating male delegates‘ ideas of masculinity, yet the resolutions they proceeded 
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to introduce were specifically intended to forward a female agenda.  As historian Carroll 

Smith-Rosenberg astutely observed, historians ―are used to thinking of women as victims 

or as co-opted spokespersons for male power relations.‖  Such an assumption about 

male/female power relations far too often obfuscates other possibilities and ―fails to look 

for evidence of women‘s reaction, of the ways women manipulated men and events to 

create new fields of power or to assert female autonomy.‖  An examination of the 

resolutions submitted by the female delegates clearly indicates that their experiences over 

the previous few years had brought them to a ―tipping point‖ regarding their ―place‖ in 

the union.
61

  

Resolution #14 required the Federation to secure the services of a woman 

organizer ―to take charge of the organization of women in [the] industry and the women‘s 

problems.‖  Discussion on this matter focused on the argument that a woman was much 

more likely to be aware of and understand the problems encountered by women in 

industry.  Following upon this discussion, Resolution #15 required that efforts be made to 

get women to take a more active role in solving their own problems and that leaflets and 

circulars on women‘s specific problems be circulated among them.  In discussion on this 

resolution, Anna Geisinger urged all branch members to cooperate with women 

members, so that they would learn to take part in the governance of the union and not 

wait for men to do things for them.  Resolution #16 then required the officers of all 

branches as well as all national officers and organizers to ―put particular emphasis‖ on 

the organization of women in all departments.  In discussion on this resolution, the 
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women emphasized the fact that the need to educate married men to the importance of 

supporting their wives‘ attendance at meetings should be given priority, with Anna 

Geisinger insisting that ―the knitters are not the most important group anymore, all are 

important.‖  Referring to herself as a married woman and mother, she described her work 

with other mothers in the mills where she argued that they needed to take a more active 

role, because ―work for the union was the work of the future.‖  Resolution #17 is perhaps 

the most interesting of all.  This resolution stated that, ―Whereas lack of leadership 

among girls has been a big obstacle in their organization and Whereas, leaders no matter 

how much practical experience they have, need theoretical training in order to get as 

much knowledge and information as possible if they want to be successful, therefore be it 

Resolved that the Federation provide a yearly scholarship to attend Brookwood Labor 

College for the most promising girl,‖ and further, that a woman should be immediately 

nominated for the award.  To that point, although women had attended sessions at 

Brookwood for as long as a week, all two-year scholarships had gone to men.  The 

convention delegates passed all of the resolutions overwhelmingly and a statement was 

entered into the records condemning the ―superstition that young people and women 

could not be organized.‖  A female organizer was elected soon after--Anna Geisinger of 

Branch 1--and the union elected the first female scholarship recipient, a topper from 

Milwaukee (after Geisinger turned the offer down), and presented her with a copy of 

George Bernard Shaw‘s ―An Intelligent Woman‘s Guide to Socialism.‖
62
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By 1929 the union newspaper was backpedaling hard on its earlier stand 

regarding the inability of women to be knitters.  In response to the fact that women 

knitters were being trained in a Philadelphia plant, a newspaper article claimed ―The 

AFFFHW has never had any objection to women as knitters if they join the union and 

demand the same rate.  Without organization they will be used for cheap labor . . . 

Certainly there should be no divisions between workers.‖  It would take some time before 

women came to be widely employed as knitters, but the opening had been made.  Most 

important, it was also in 1929 that women finally achieved full equality in voting 

privileges, when the union‘s branches passed a referendum for a constitutional change 

establishing one vote for every 150 members, regardless of sex.
63

  

Female workers‘ independence and conceptions of themselves as women aside 

from being workers certainly grew over this period, and this can be seen not only through 

the achievements they made within the union itself, but also by the types of entries that 

were submitted to the Pressoff Special, the worker-run newsletter of the employees of the 

Aberle Hosiery Mill.  One entry, in the form of a poem titled ―A Woman‘s Answer to a 

Man‘s Questions,‖ after briefly covering a list of domestic ―requirements‖ a man had for 

a wife, responded with ―now stand at the bar of a woman‘s soul, while I question thee.‖  

The author then proceeded to list her requirements, ending with ―a laundress and cook 

you can hire with little to pay, but a woman‘s heart and a woman‘s life, are not to be won 

that way.‖  Another entry, titled ―For An Inquisitive Suitor,‖ stated unequivocally ―the 

truth about my past must be a secret known only to me,‖ while an entry titled ―Poor 
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Eddy‖ described a wedding shower ―Selma‘s‖ co-workers gave her in which she was 

presented with a rolling pin inscribed with that phrase.  She proceeded to send it up to 

―Eddie‖ on the fourth floor, ―as a reminder of what would happen to him if he did not 

come home immediately after work on Fridays with his pay envelope unopened.‖ 

In other entries, the paper reported ―Ethel thinks the saddest thing a girl does is 

change her name when she gets married,‖ and several women were admonished for being 

―henpecked‖ (in a reversal of the common usage of the term) for not going out with the 

―girls.‖  Perhaps one of the most interesting entries was one titled ―For a Happy Married 

Life.‖  This entry not only celebrates the ―independent woman‖ but also indicates the 

high level of literacy that existed among some of the hosiery workers.  The poem was, in 

fact, from Kahlil Gibran‘s The Prophet, titled ―On Marriage.‖  An excerpt from this 

poetic passage printed in the newsletter gives some indication of the degree to which at 

least some women were internalizing the idea of ―independence‖: 

Let there be spaces in your togetherness  

And let the winds of the heavens dance between you. 

Love one another, but make not a bond of love . . . 

Stand together yet not too near together . . .  

For the oak tree and the Cypress grow not in each other‘s shadow.
64

  

 

It is significant that this entry was submitted by a woman.  

 

 

The General Contract 

 

The many activities in which the hosiery workers participated during the 1920s 

affected American society in several ways especially important for the purposes of this 
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dissertation.  Their militant and creative actions in such strikes as the Allen-A and in 

Philadelphia garnered enough publicity and became so well known that they certainly 

influenced the development of later labor feminists and the resurgence of the labor 

movement, their activities even leading to the establishment of several active Labor 

parties, in Philadelphia, Kenosha, and elsewhere.  As for the participants in the Allen-A 

strike, however, the outcome was not as clear.  The battles took on such large 

proportions, and both sides were required to pour in such a huge amount of resources, 

that the drain on them almost endangered their solvency.  In 1928 alone, according to its 

tax returns, the Allen-A company posted a loss of $800,000.  Yet the strike was not an 

immediate victory for the union either, and the drain on the union was tremendous as 

well.  It was fighting almost single-handed within a weak labor movement, having to 

maintain strike pay for the workers who did not immediately get other positions, pay 

fines, and finance the media campaign.  During the 1930s Allen-A went out of business 

and the union declared a victory, but it was clearly a Pyrrhic victory for the workers who 

had lost their jobs.  In 1938 the mill reopened as a cooperative enterprise with a closed 

shop, so in the end it does appear to have been a delayed victory for the union, but the toll 

was heavy.  It was under conditions such as these that the union embarked on a course 

that was a radical departure for many of its members: the negotiation of the first national 

labor agreement covering an industry in the nation.
65
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The Depression that became widespread in 1929 hit hosiery even earlier, and the 

overproduction that the union had been warning of soon became a staggering reality.  By 

1929 the industry was approximately thirty percent over-expanded.  In this situation, a 

buyers‘ market developed with unrestrained competition among manufacturers.  Price 

cuts were followed by wage cuts in the open-shop areas.  Although the union had 

expanded its membership, it had not been able to keep up with the rapid growth of the 

industry.  In 1929 it controlled less than fifty percent of total production.  With generally 

higher wages and, in Philadelphia, older, less efficient machinery, union manufacturers 

were hit hard by the Depression.
66

  

An attempt to gain a uniform wage scale in full-fashioned mills had been a goal of 

the union‘s organizing campaigns for some time, and in March of 1928 such a plan was 

implemented in the union‘s Philadelphia shops, requiring minor concessions on the part 

of the union.  At the same time, however, Branch 1 warned that the ―actions of the local 

in the Federal strike aptly demonstrate that the rank-and-file are just as ready to fight for 

a principle as ever,‖ a statement that would be validated by their actions in the near 

future.  But with the weakness of the general labor movement in the country the union 

had to work virtually single-handed in its attempts to organize hosiery workers in the 

South and the West.  While the hosiery workers helped to revive local labor movements 

and start labor parties during their campaigns, their own immediate status was threatened.  

According to a study by economist George Taylor, the two basic problems facing the 
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industry at this time were the need to correlate production with consumer demand, and to 

eliminate differentials in wage rates between different areas.
67

  

In Philadelphia manufacturers were able to obtain at least seven draconian 

injunctions against the union that put sharp limits on picketing and in several cases 

prevented it all together. Several mills had installed ―yellow-dog‖ contracts and one, the 

Cambria, even sued the union for calling an ―illegal strike‖ to break the individual 

contracts.  With extensive arrests and heavy fines, the union lost some of the strikes of 

the late 1920s, including, temporarily, Kenosha.  In addition, with the intense competition 

in the industry non-union shops were consistently undercutting the prices of the product 

of union establishments.  In an attempt to develop another strategy, in 1929, the union 

called a meeting with the union manufacturers to try to find a joint solution.  The result 

was the negotiation of the first national industry-wide contract in American labor 

history.
68

  

The contract of 1929 established an agreement between the union and 52 union 

shops nationally. It set uniform trade policies between all those signing the agreement.  

The agreement called for uniform wage rates throughout the country in union shops and 

an impartial arbitrator to settle disputes arising during the one-year term of the 

agreement.  It also outlawed strikes and lockouts for the term of the contract, but 

stipulated that the union had the right to initiate organizing campaigns in all departments 

within the mills.   An important addition to the contract stipulated that union 
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manufacturers must set aside one percent of their payroll into an unemployment fund.  

But the agreement also granted some concessions to union manufacturers on work rules, 

particularly in agreeing to the ―two-machine shop‖ in 25 percent of union establishments.  

In addition, the 1929 contract allowed rate reductions on ―extras‖ for knitters.  This 

amounted to cuts of from 11 percent to as much as 20 percent.  No reductions were given 

on women‘s occupations.  Union officials argued that the contract was part of a two-

pronged strategy, offering job security to union workers, while they organized all open 

shops.  Indicative of the nature of the rank-and-file workers, this agreement generated a 

lot of controversy, particularly in Kensington where concessions to bosses were not 

viewed with equanimity.  Nonetheless, the agreement did pass the membership by a very 

small margin on a referendum vote.  However, as subsequent agreements were negotiated 

they also led to more centralization of authority in the national executive board, and this 

factor led to dissent within the ranks, by the members of Philadelphia and other locals.  

Even in 1929 the ratification process became a point of contention at the convention.
69

 

By the 1929 convention Gustav Geiges had resigned as president of the 

Federation for stated reasons of ―health,‖ and Emil Rieve became the new president.  

Thus, Rieve was the official who oversaw the ratification of the contract.  At the 

convention Rieve introduced a resolution that had passed by a one-vote majority of the 

executive committee, recommending that the ratification process consist of a vote by the 

delegates to the convention, instead of by a referendum vote.  Heated discussion ensued 

in which a delegate from Brooklyn argued that some members were already complaining 
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that the leadership was ―putting things over on the rank-and-file,‖ and that the ratification 

process required a referendum vote.  In his support a delegate from Philadelphia also 

reminded the convention that the referendum was required by the union‘s constitution.  A 

referendum vote was subsequently voted necessary for the ratification of the contract; 

however, in years to come there would be some deterioration of these democratic 

procedures.
70

  

The contract had mixed consequences for the union.  On the one hand it did keep 

more members working, augmented unionization of the shops, and helped to undercut the 

industrialists‘ weapon of dividing working people by the creation of an ―army of 

unemployed.‖  The implementation of uniform rates would certainly be a step forward in 

preventing the rise of low-wage areas, if it could be extended through the entire industry. 

If coordinated bargaining could be achieved, the union would possess the potential to 

close the industry nationally, and the shops in different areas could not be used against 

each other.  On the other hand, the cuts allowed by the contract devalued the labor of the 

workers and lowered their standard of living.  Just as important, the contract indicated 

that manufacturers and workers had something in common--therefore undermining the 

revolutionary ideology of the union.  Under a ―free-market‖ capitalist system this may 

certainly be the case, as unrestrained, cutthroat competition takes its toll on 

manufacturers and workers alike.  But for a segment of the leadership, and a growing 

number of the rank-and-file, the union represented more than an economic institution--it 
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was a conduit for the ultimate development of a program of social reorganization that saw 

the future in terms of a social democracy, for which they were willing to fight.  In the 

years ahead factionalism would become more vocal and Philadelphia would lead a left-

wing movement that would, once again, place it within the forefront of the movement 

towards the establishment of the CIO.  Meanwhile, as 1929 turned into 1930, the 

campaign to organize the unorganized in Kensington would add to its list of heroes its 

first martyrs. 
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CHAPTER 5 

 

FIGHTING THE DEPRESSION, KENSINGTON STYLE, 1929-1933 

 

 

  

On Sunday afternoon, March 9, 1930, Kensington witnessed what the 

Philadelphia Public Ledger called ―one of the most amazing demonstrations of all trade 

union history,‖ when Carl Mackley was eulogized as a martyr for labor‘s cause.  The 

memorial, carried prominently in all of the major newspapers of the city, was described 

in detail on the front page of the Ledger: 

A crowd estimated at 35,000 persons jammed into McPherson Square and 

overflowed into Kensington avenue, Indiana avenue, F and E streets at 2:30 P.M. 

yesterday, when public services were held over the body of Carl Mackley, strike 

sympathizer, who was killed Thursday by employees of the H. C. Aberle 

Company‘s hosiery mill in a battle growing out of labor troubles at the plant.  

Thousands, so dense was the throng, never obtained a view of the coffin 

containing the body of the 22-year-old knitter, but over the heads of those packed 

in front they saw the flight aloft of six white pigeons, released at the bier as a 

symbol of peace, and they heard the strains of the March Funebre from Chopin‘s 

B Minor Sonata, played by a band on the speaker‘s stand.    

The voices of the speakers were carried to the outskirts of the crowd by 

amplifiers.  Boys and men had climbed trees in the square to obtain vantage 

points and roofs of neighboring buildings held fringes of spectators.  Six hundred 

policemen were assigned to the district . . . 

A climatic moment in the public service occurred when Edward P. McGrady, 

personal representative of William Green, president of the American Federation 

of Labor, asked the assembled crowd to repeat an oath that they would ―continue 

the struggle against low wages, poverty and oppression.‖ 

As the amplifiers carried the words of the oath, a phrase at a time, over the heads 

of the throng, the repetition came back from the throats of thousands in a bass 

roar, punctuated with the treble of the voices of women.  The crowd stood 

bareheaded and with raised right hands. 

―I hereby solemnly promise, that I will continue the struggle against low wages, 

poverty and oppression, and that I will not falter nor be intimidated by hired 

assassins nor discouraged by subservient and oft-times tyrannical judiciary; That 

if necessary I too, will lay down my life in order that all those who toil may be 

delivered from industrial enslavement by the un-American and avaricious 

industrial despots.  To all of which, I, at the bier of our martyred brother, Carl 

Mackley, do pledge my most sacred word of honor,‖ Mr. McGrady said in solemn 
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recitative.  The repeated words came back to the speakers‘ stand in waves of 

sound.
1
 

 

What is particularly compelling about this event is that it occurred during a period 

that many historians have described as a time of apathy, pessimism, and despair for the 

working people of the country.  By 1930 the nation was mired in the grips of the Great 

Depression, an experience that would prove to be devastating and demoralizing for many 

Americans.  But in certain places the organized working-class movement took on the 

Depression very differently, and Kensington and its hosiery workers represent a prime 

example of such an alternative story to the defeatism presented in many of the histories of 

the period. 

In the face of the repressive atmosphere of the 1920s, the American Federation of 

Full Fashioned Hosiery Workers (AFFFHW) put tremendous effort into expanding its 

organization and supporting a broader labor movement.  Building on the history, culture, 

and resources of the Kensington textile workers, Knights of Labor, and Socialists, it 

helped to sustain a vigorous, social-democratic movement that drew on regional, national, 

and international connections to promote labor solidarity and openness to a broad range 

of social issues.  In the 1920s the union developed a community-based organizational 

structure that kept it firmly anchored in working-class culture.  It supported a labor bank 

and credit cooperatives, a labor exchange, a mutual insurance fund, a broad-ranging 

program of workers‘ education, summer camps for children, and an extensive program of 
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sports and social activities that embraced a modern, cosmopolitan, multi-ethnic and inter-

generational approach to labor organizing.  Previous barriers to the advancement of 

women within the top leadership of the organization began to crack.  Through industrial 

organizing and a program of ―following the shops,‖ the hosiery union continued to 

expand throughout this period of labor decline, supporting organizing campaigns and 

militant strikes in the South, Northeast, and Midwest, and, in the process, catapulting 

women into the forefront of the labor movement.  In 1929, the union negotiated the first 

national contract covering an industry in the United States, including a joint labor-

management unemployment insurance fund.  By the end of the 1920s the hosiery workers 

had developed a solid organization, and Kensington‘s Branch 1, the largest in the union, 

had expanded to over 9,000 paid-up members. 

In 1929 the capitalist world was hit by the onset of a depression so deep that the 

very foundations of the system were threatened.  By most accounts, the mood of the 

American people was characterized by despondence, confusion, and individual searching 

for solutions that led only to failure.  It would not be until the mid- to late-1930s that 

working people would be able to pull themselves together enough to build the national 

culture of unity and the new labor movement of the CIO that would give them the 

leverage they needed to negotiate a real New Deal with the Roosevelt administration.  

Yet the mid-1930s movement was not an entirely new phenomenon that sprang up 

without any preparation.   In Kensington and several other places, community-based 

leftist labor organizing both foreshadowed and laid the groundwork for this national 

movement beginning in the 1920s. 
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During the mid-twenties the AFFFHW‘s leadership attempted to take a scientific 

approach to understanding both the economy and the industry.  By 1928, they were 

predicting that the free-wheeling and uncontrolled production that characterized the 

twenties would lead to over-saturated markets.  That, in turn, would result in economic 

catastrophe unless a more rational system of planned production was implemented.
2
  This 

remarkably prescient understanding of both the economic problems and the solutions 

necessary to correct them was grounded in leftist ideology as well as their practical 

experience, and it enabled them to develop measures to meet the crisis head-on when the 

crash came.  Many of the strategies they employed drew upon, and built on, the long 

traditions of community solidarity that were a part of Kensington, emphasizing the power 

that came from being part of an organized working class.  But most important, radicals 

within the union strove to link union and community concerns to a far-reaching critique 

of corporate power and capitalism itself, and this vision animated the organizing and 

strategic planning of the union during the early 1930s.  In the process, it took the final 

steps in solidifying the organizational structures, radical working-class culture, and 

political demands that would emerge in the CIO period and later labor feminism.                     

This chapter will show that the activities of the union during this period signify it 

as not just an abstract predecessor of these later developments, but actually an important 

part of its foundation.  As the Depression deepened and unemployment and even hunger 

and homelessness spread throughout Philadelphia, Branch 1 strengthened its community 

roots, becoming in every sense a community organization striving to help residents 
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maintain a sense of dignity and militancy in the face of desperation.  Efforts to organize 

unemployed workers into a class-based movement of self-help, to prevent the evictions of 

families unable to pay rent, to help people feed and clothe themselves, and to secure 

planning and control of industry through unionization highlight the activities of this 

period.  But the work the union was doing was in no way parochial, for it worked to build 

and spread these activities throughout the country; to increase demands on government to 

provide relief for the unemployed; to gain fair labor laws; and to build strong labor and 

independent political movements.  These in turn led to the further development of 

critiques directed towards gender and racial equality within the organization and the 

broader movement.  Over the course of this period, by continuing to connect labor with 

something ideologically larger than simply the organization, the term ―union‖ came to 

take on a deeper meaning.  To be ―union‖ meant something, an internalized identity that 

went beyond wages and standard of living, to incorporate a way of living that represented 

fairness and social justice and that was worthy of being defended.  There was not, 

however, a unanimous consensus on how to accomplish these goals, and this period also 

saw the beginning of a split, that would grow wider over the years, between those that 

began to move into the mainstream political processes and a limited trade unionism, and 

a large section that continued to support a greater transformation of society.  All of these 

developments were catapulted forward by the onset of the Great Depression.   

 

The Great Depression 

 

The early years of the Depression were a devastating experience for millions of 

Americans.  Although the country‘s population certainly did not share equally in the 

prosperity of the 1920s, nor did all undergo the same distress during the Depression, still, 
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their economic experiences in the 1920s did not prepare the American people for what 

lay ahead in the 1930s.  During the twenties the economy grew unevenly, as large sectors 

of agriculture, mining and lumber remained depressed throughout the period.  According 

to historian David Kyvig, although factory workers‘ wages generally rose by around 9 

percent during the 1920s, corporate profits rose by an estimated 63 percent.  By the end 

of the decade the country‘s 36,000 families having incomes of $75,000 or more received 

as much altogether as the 12 million families with incomes below $1,500, the federal 

poverty line for a family of four during the period.  Nearly one-third of these low-income 

families depended upon revenue produced by more than one person.  The greatest 

disparities in income existed between the Northeast and the Southeast, and between non-

farm and farm economies; however, even at the end of the economic surge of the 1920s, 

poverty was the usual situation for at least two-fifths of the American population.  

Poverty had always been a reality for most rural dwellers, especially African Americans, 

as well as unskilled urban workers and immigrants.  Nonetheless, a significant group of 

Americans had experienced some advances in their standard of living during the decade.
3
  

What was most extraordinary about the twenties was the tremendous increase in 

consumer goods and the appearances of great economic growth, predicated upon a 

market stimulated by advertising and increased access to consumer credit.  Technological 

and cultural developments of the twenties did indeed impact most people‘s daily lives, 

though to vastly differing degrees.  But just as the consumer economy affected them, so 

too did they experience in some way the severe economic depression when the economy 
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collapsed in the 1930s.  As business expansion ceased and began to shrink, 

unemployment increased.  By 1932 an estimated 28 percent of households, containing 34 

million people, did not have even a single wage earner.  Even when jobs did not 

disappear altogether, working hours and wages were often dramatically reduced.  By 

1933, Americans overall had only 54 percent as much income as in 1929, and almost 

everyone knew of someone who had become completely destitute.  By the start of 1933, 

over 40 percent of the nation‘s mortgages were in default.  The only reason the banks did 

not foreclose on all of these mortgages was the fact that the mortgage holders could not 

rent, sell, or afford to maintain them all.  In October 1929 unemployment officially 

registered 3 percent of the labor force.  A year later it stood at 8 percent, and by 1933 

between 25 and 30 percent of the workforce were officially out of work.
4
 

The Depression hit those in the largest cities the hardest.  Philanthropic 

institutions, churches, mutual aid societies and local governments were swamped by the 

tide of unemployment.  Although people tried to maintain a normal daily life as much as 

possible, in Kensington and elsewhere, virtually everyone felt vulnerable and insecure, 

and the reality of hard times cast a shadow that few could fully escape.  As people lost 

their source of income, homelessness grew in Kensington and the city at large.  As 

Kenneth Kusmer has shown in his study of the homeless in America, homelessness has a 

broader significance beyond the homeless themselves, and that broader significance lies 

in ―its connections to economic, social, and cultural trends that affect the entire society.‖  

In the face of a weakened labor movement, an inept national administration, and no real 
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system of relief for the unemployed, the suffering of many Americans reached epic 

proportions.
5
 

The Great Depression was a time of great distress for many of Kensington‘s 

residents.  Howard and Alice Kreckman experienced the Depression in Kensington first 

hand, and when recounting their experiences they often spoke of the trials of their 

neighbors.  Alice described conditions as being ―pretty bad‖ in Kensington.  ―The 

Depression hurt so many people--we saw a lot of suffering.  Yeah, things were really 

tough.‖  Because they both worked in union plants they had some advantages over other 

residents, and when Howard talked about the Depression he was careful to emphasize 

that conditions were not nearly as bad for him and Alice as they were for some others.  ―I 

can‘t complain about my personal life.  We were lucky.  But a lot of people weren‘t.  I 

made out good when I worked.‖  Although he also had periods of lay-off, he could fall 

back on the company unemployment fund, which was one of the benefits of his union 

contract, and the union itself tried to be as supportive as possible.  ―We never had 

luxuries--if you had a bottle of beer on a Saturday night you were doing good.  But we 

always had enough to eat.  A lot of people didn‘t.  A lot of people suffered during the 

Depression.‖
6
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John Bauman, in his dissertation examining the Great Depression in Philadelphia, 

described a rapidly developing crisis.  According to Bauman a federal survey conducted 

in April  1930 found Philadelphia‘s unemployment to have risen 44 percent from what it 

was a year before, and all of the city‘s family aid agencies were rapidly overwhelmed.  

Philadelphia‘s Family Society was providing clothing, fuel, food and milk to 600 clients 

a month in 1928.  By 1930 the number had risen to 1,728.  Even protestant missions that, 

seeing poverty as the ―wages of sin,‖ offered relief in return for ―salvation,‖ found that 

they could not supply sufficient wood to chop in their workhouses to accommodate the 

increased number of destitute men.  Some of the city‘s institutions certainly did try to 

help.  The Lighthouse Settlement House in Kensington operated nurseries to allow 

women with children to work--if they could find it--and they sometimes provided coal, 

food, or at least milk for young children.  But these organizations were not organized to 

function as large-scale relief agencies and could provide ―only pitiful makeshift‖ in the 

face of what was really needed--a job.
7
 

By 1932 over 281,000 unemployed people in the city searched in vain for work, 

often traveling considerable distances on foot.   Bauman recorded the experiences of one 

man regarding the regular route‖ he walked in his daily hunt for a job:  ―First I go over to 

Jersey to the soup factory, a furniture factory, and a printing place.  Every place the same. 

‗We‘re slack.  We don‘t want anybody.‘  Then I cross the river again and go up Delaware 

Avenue… and stop at all the factories and printing places.  Then I try the fruit and 

produce places along the dock.‖  Hundreds of homeless men crammed the empty 
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Baldwin Locomotive Works building which served as a city shelter.  ―Former 

cabinetmakers and skilled mechanics dropped down into the ranks of street cleaners and 

watchmen.  Jobless families gave up insurance policies, and less and less money was 

available for food, housing and clothing.‖  Malnutrition, sickness, crowded housing, 

family discord, desertion, lowered morale, loss of respect, humiliation and lost hopes 

were the consequences for many.
8
   

Organized on the archaic ―poor relief‖ model, Philadelphia by 1930 had a firmly 

established tradition that the city would not give ―outdoor‖ relief to the poor, offering 

only a very limited amount in the form of food orders which the people could have filled 

in the neighborhood grocery store.  Local newspapers and business and political leaders 

stridently opposed a more prominent public role.  When unemployment became so bad 

by 1930, the mayor did convince the city council to appropriate $100,000 for the 

unemployed, but this was in fact a pittance compared with the problem, and the city 

provided very little actual relief.
9
 

Although minorities fared the worst during the Depression, as in other economic 

periods, employment conditions in Kensington worsened dramatically from 1929 to 1930 

despite its large native white population.  The federal survey described by Bauman listed 

Kensington as having the second largest percentage of unemployed workers in the city.  

Only the largely first-generation Italian population in the sparsely settled third district of 

South Philadelphia had a higher level of unemployment.  Almost entirely industrial in 
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character, Kensington endured the full, unrelenting force of the Depression.  According 

to the survey, on one Kensington block alone, almost a quarter of the workers had no 

work and another fourth worked part-time.  Conditions also worsened in the hosiery 

industry as shops closed, cut hours and wages, or moved out.  By 1933 full-fashioned 

work fell 24 percent from the 1929 high.  Often, workers were listed as employed but 

actually could rely on only a few days of work a week, if that, and the hosiery union 

adopted practices such as job sharing to keep as many people employed as possible.
10

 

Most accounts of daily life in the early years of the Great Depression are stories 

of hopelessness and dejection, and there certainly were many heartbreaking stories in 

Kensington.  But it is important to recognize that there was also another side, one in 

which neighbors and organizations tried against difficult odds to maintain the 

appearances of normal life in the community.  The Depression was a time of great 

suffering for many of America‘s people, nationally and in Philadelphia.  But even in the 

face of such hardship, people tried hard to hold together community life.  In Kensington, 

community and social networks continued to operate, often playing in a complex of self-

help activities among neighbors, as evidenced by the many activities of residents and 

organizations like the AFFFHW.  

 

Culture and Working-Class Cosmopolitanism in the Early Depression 

 

For those that had lost their jobs and not found others, the lack of money and 

resources were reflected in many ways beyond that of housing and food.  Many people 

had no money for clothing and other necessities, or even such small luxuries as penny 
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candy for the children.  Some of the most poignant letters written to Eleanor Roosevelt 

during the Depression included pleas, mostly from women, for old clothing.  The writers 

usually spoke of their ―great shame‖ at having to write, but felt sure that their shabby 

dress, or that of another family member, would prevent them from gaining employment.  

Sensitive to such concerns the hosiery union collected clothing and shoes for distribution 

in the community and offered such services as free eye clinics that provided examinations 

and glasses to its members.  These clinics were very important to hosiery workers.  

Working on fine strands of silk for many hours at a time, often with inadequate lighting, 

resulted in strain and serious eye problems for many of those in the industry.  The union 

also contracted with local physicians to set up a general health clinic, located in Knitters 

Hall, to provide dental and medical services to the broader community.  And in an act of 

increasing significance to women, the union continued its support, financial and 

philosophical, of the American Birth Control League, which James Maurer, Pennsylvania 

Federation of Labor president, and long-time union supporter had helped to found.
11

 

The union newspaper carried articles advertising the expansion of birth control 

clinics and listed their locations.  By the beginning of 1932 there were 102 clinics in 

eighteen states, and supporters were actively engaged in opening more.  Robert 

McElvaine has argued that, for many ―forgotten women‖ of the thirties, ―the questions of 

intercourse, birth control, and having children were among the most gnawing of the 

Depression.‖  Few wanted more children given the struggle involved in taking care of 

those they already had.  But faced with the unhappiness and gloom of husbands who 

could not get work, some felt that sex was sometimes ―the only way to keep him from 
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going crazy.‖  With relief consisting only of food orders and no cash, access to birth 

control was a major burden and the risks of an unwanted pregnancy great.  Clinics that 

distributed birth control, then, were a right that took on even greater significance in the 

throes of the Depression.
12

  

Union members also recognized the importance of seemingly small things, like 

the occasional treat, to maintaining some semblance of normalcy for families with 

children.  They always made a point of including candy as part of the food baskets 

distributed in the community.  Children themselves did whatever odd jobs they could find 

to get such extras.  Although Jeanne Callahan‘s father continued to work for the public 

transit system during the Depression, his wages were meager and so Jeanne and her 

brother shelled peas for a local grocer ―for a few pennies.‖  Rich Gerner would often 

―hang around outside a local drug store‖ in hopes of being called on to take something to 

someone or ―get a neighbor for a telephone call.‖  Many people did not have telephones 

and so the drug store often received calls for nearby residents, and Rich too, got a few 

pennies for his services.  There was also a place in the neighborhood that rented bikes 

and Rich sometimes cleaned them up for the owner, who would then allow him to ride 

one for free for an hour or two.  Initiatives such as these reinforced the self-reliance that 

was a part of the general education of young people in the neighborhood.  But as the 

Depression wore on, the need for activities and recreation for youth became a matter of 

increasing concern.   In an attempt to help alleviate the recreational problems of the 

young, the AFFFHW increased its subsidies of the Pioneer Youth club to help it expand 
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its programs providing recreation and summer camps for the children of unemployed 

workers.  Providing for the community‘s youth was also a growing concern for 

organizations like the YWCA and the YMCA in Kensington, as well as the Young Men‘s 

Hebrew Association (YMHA) in Philadelphia.  The Hosiery Worker ran a column listing 

the programs and recreational activities that the YWCA and the YMHA made available 

but, interestingly, they carried very little from the YMCA, perhaps due to its greater 

orientation towards ―exporting religion,‖ as Howard Kreckman put it.
13

 

The industrial secretaries of the Kensington YWCA, in particular, continued to 

have strong ties with the union, working closely with them in support of educational 

forums and programs for young women.  The YWCA industrial secretaries had been 

instrumental in introducing union women to the Bryn Mawr Summer School for Women 

Workers and helped to facilitate their interactions with the Women‘s Trade Union League 

(WTUL).  Their association with these organizations, in turn, helped to shape the political 

agenda of these young labor feminists.  Freda Maurer, a union topper who had attended 

the Bryn Mawr Summer School, began to work closely with the WTUL and became so 

involved that she went on to become the head of the Pennsylvania division.
14
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One of the YWCA‘s directors, Alice Hanson, was a close confidante and 

supporter of the union in the early 1930s.  Hanson joined the German Socialist Party 

while doing graduate work in Germany in 1930, after having observed first hand the 

growing power of the Nazi Party.  On her return to the United States she gained 

employment at the Kensington YWCA and became active with Philadelphia‘s Socialists, 

and through them, the union.  During her stay in Kensington she and her husband lived in 

a communal house near the YWCA that included several other members of the SP, 

including an African-American woman.  Called by neighbors the ―Soviet House,‖ it was 

often a place where disparate radicals and intellectuals stayed on visits to the area, and 

meetings and discussion groups were regular occurrences on the premises.  Hanson wrote 

a series of articles for the Hosiery Worker in 1932 describing the rise of the Nazis and the 

escalating confrontations between Nazis and Communists in the working-class districts of 

Berlin and several other cities.  Her articles were part of a campaign by the Socialists to 

educate Americans about the dangers of fascism, which they did not see as confined to 

Germany.  She also spoke at numerous rallies for the union, including a 1932 May Day 

rally for Socialist Party chair and presidential candidate Norman Thomas.
15

   

 These close ties with the YWCA served several important purposes for the union.  

The YWCA provided a venue for sports and social and educational activities for young 

women members, and the progressive outlook of many of the industrial secretaries (in 

tandem with the union‘s generally receptive attitude towards women‘s issues) led them to 
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give wide-ranging support to union campaigns.  YWCA secretaries disseminated 

information about union hosiery and some even walked on picket lines during the 1931 

open-shop strike.  The effects of the Depression upon young women in Kensington were 

multiple.  For those who had jobs, it appears from the Aberle newsletter that fashion 

remained an important part of life.  But for many, it was increasingly difficult to maintain 

a fashionable appearance.  Many were out of work and the women at the Kensington 

YWCA recognized a ―crying need for recreation‖ among these women.  But they also 

feared that ―as clothes become shabby, they do not wish to mingle.‖  To help alleviate 

these effects they set up a ―fund for girls,‖ which the union‘s women‘s committee 

supported and to which they contributed.  This fund provided money for such items as 

―toothpaste, haircuts, lipstick, and powder‖ to help unemployed women retain their pride 

and continue to maintain some facet of fashionable life.  The union supported the fund 

and its newspaper helped to advertise it, in recognition of the fact that the maintenance of 

a degree of fashionable appearance was an important part of the identity of young 

women.  Socializing had always been a vital part of community life, and residents 

attempted to maintain social networks and a semblance of social life even in the midst of 

the Depression.  The strong community life of the neighborhoods, though under stress, 

certainly did not die.
16

   

 Local cafes, restaurants, and pubs continued to be places where residents 

gathered, and these establishments offered ―specials‖ and reduced prices to help entice 

patronage.  Often, members of the community provided entertainment free of charge.  

Jane Connor liked to sing and she and two of her sisters sometimes performed in some of 
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these establishments, accompanied by one of their husbands on the banjo.  The Aberle 

shop newsletter also described many occasions where local residents entertained each 

other.  One article described an event when several women ―put on their dance‖ at the 

Oyster House, while in another, a male and a female customer sang a ―melodious duet, to 

the delight of the happy throng.‖  Sports leagues continued to be popular pastimes also.  

The results of the soccer leagues, baseball, and basketball games (male and female) were 

covered in the paper, as well as bowling and darts.  Often, after an important game, 

teammates would get together at gatherings hosted by the parents of one or another 

member.  Movies and skating parties enjoyed continued popularity, and organizations 

such as the YWCA and various other clubs and fraternal organizations, and associations 

such as the Jewish synagogue on Allegheny Avenue, helped residents maintain social 

contact with each other by sponsoring dances and social gatherings.  Articles in the 

Pressoff Special indicate that strong ties continued to exist among the workers in the 

shops, male and female, working or unemployed, and those continuing to have jobs were 

often sympathetic to the plight of their less lucky compatriots.  Entries in the newsletter 

often refer to members ―treating‖ unemployed co-workers, such as when several women, 

after a union meeting, ―celebrated getting their back pay by treating the ‗out of work‘ 

Aberle knitters at the Log Cabin,‖ a popular gathering place in the community.
17

   

 The union sponsored social and educational activities that had helped 

unify the hosiery workers in the 1920s also continued in the early 1930s, although many 

were on a smaller scale.  But the solid foundations of a broad, unifying culture of labor 

that historians have associated with the CIO, can be seen definitively in this period. 
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Branch 1 continued its recreational and educational activity in order to, as the 

newspaper put it, ―assist in maintaining the morale of the workers.‖  One of its programs 

was the establishment of reading rooms in Knitters Hall and other venues for the use of 

unemployed workers.  Furnished with tables and comfortable chairs and providing a 

variety of periodicals and books, officials hoped the rooms would function as one means 

for the workers to ―keep in touch during these trying times when all anti-union influences 

are working overtime to create a sense of defeat and hopelessness among the ranks of the 

workers.‖  The union also started a library to help establish the organization as a ―cultural 

and intellectual‖ locus for the workers.  Joe Burge, a Communist member of Branch 1, 

took on the duties of librarian and wrote book reviews for the Hosiery Worker.  In one 

issue he wrote a review of Georgia Nigger, a novel by Frank L. Spivak that exposed the 

horrors of the system of chain gang labor.  Burge used his review to educate readers 

about what he described as the ―new peonage system‖ in the Southern United States and 

the ―new slavery‖ of the modern world.  Formal classes also continued to be a focus of 

the union‘s educational offerings, and through them it attempted to spread the word about 

the perils of modern capitalist society and to develop the critical thinking skills that it saw 

as imperative to the founding of a new order.
18

 

The ―Hosiery Workers‘ Group,‖ held at Knitters‘ Hall during the 1930s, drew 

students, male and female, from a diversity of ethnic groups.  The stated objectives of the 

program were to involve the students in the broader cause of labor, provide a critique of 

capitalism, and provide examples of alternatives to it.  Various forms of political and 
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economic action were subjects of discussion, from ―Producers‘ and Consumers‘ 

Cooperatives‖ to both utopian and scientific Socialist movements.  In one class, titled 

―Creative Reading of the Newspaper,‖ students were taught to critique media methods 

that were remarkably similar to later mass-media techniques.  Included in this class was 

an analysis of methods used by the media to, as the teacher put it, ―artificially increase 

circulation,‖ such as ―coloring news . . . stressing the sensational . . . displaying that 

which arouses passions, race hatred, war-scares, and the cowing of a class into 

acceptance of a hierarchy of wealth and social position.‖  Benjamin Barkas, the 

instructor, was a teacher at South Philadelphia High School for Boys and later the 

American Federation of Teachers‘ representative at the CLU.  In an attempt to encourage 

students to read all sources critically, Barkas stressed that ―one may not be interested in 

politics, but when a political killing attracts national attention in a country where many 

labor massacres went by unnoticed, such news has significance.‖  Barkas instituted 

discussions of current events as a standard feature of the classes.  He instructed students 

to clip news items that brought ideas to their minds and use these ideas in discussions 

with friends, in order to develop informed and critical opinions.  The media, he claimed, 

was not an independent entity and ―one must view the news as a player in the drama of 

life – not as a detached observer from another planet.‖  This emphasis on developing 

independent thinking skills was an important element of the union‘s educational 

programs and proved to be a critical feature of the oppositional culture in Philadelphia.  It 

not only helped people to put the events of the day in a larger context, but to better 

analyze the underlying causes of their problems and determine what kind of solutions 

were needed.  Several one-paragraph essays written by students give the impression that 
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at least some success was attained in promoting independent thought.  One student wrote 

that ―assimilation of too much propaganda turns one into an ‗insect‘ as one loses the 

ability to think freely,‖ while another wrote that a person seeking a liberal education 

should be cautious, and ―investigate every sermon, lecture, book, pamphlet, etc. that 

crosses his path.‖  Similar classes also continued in other union locals in ongoing 

attempts to expose workers to labor history, discuss current events from a labor 

viewpoint, and to energize the membership, fight dejection, and build class-

consciousness.
19

 

Entertainment also remained a significant aspect of the union‘s program, and shop 

parties, as well as branch socials and picnics, continued to be important means of 

bringing workers together.  In the early 1930s, the union was receiving less income due 

to layoffs and reduced hours, and funding strikes was an ongoing necessity.  It was also 

putting resources into building the unemployed movement, but it still tried to maintain 

some level of social life, which it recognized as essential to maintaining the spirit of the 

organization.  Gone were the days of cruises to Niagara Falls and large dinner dances 

with ―elements of high life.‖  But shops continued to sponsor skating parties, shop 

parties, and sports events, and the Philadelphia local sponsored branch-wide picnics.  

These events were subsidized for families and unemployed members by funds raised 

within the shops by the entertainment committees.  There was also a wide diversity of 

cultural experiences available to workers in Kensington, including dance lessons of 
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various types, opportunities to play in a band or orchestra, and even opera lessons, all 

offered by fellow workers.  The proposal to teach opera to workers in a mill may seem at 

first glance to be rather unusual, but opera was certainly a ―mass‖ form of music for 

many Italians, and these activities, along with some of the names of strikers and 

participants in the Unemployed Citizens League, demonstrate the not insignificant 

proportion of Italians in the mills.  Other hosiery workers even wrote music.  William 

Leader, a member of Branch 1 who would rise in importance as the decade progressed, 

wrote a ballad titled ―Happiness Lane,‖ which he sang regularly on a local radio show.
20

  

But the presence of internationalist influences in popular culture was also becoming an 

observable feature of this early period, as the ―laboring‖ of culture expanded into a 

broader population beyond the organized labor movement.  Labor unions were not the 

only forces contributing to the enlightenment of the working class, and the hosiery union 

wanted to make sure that workers took advantage of all the offerings.
21

 

In January 1931, the Hosiery Worker began a new column that was specifically 

intended to promote the cultural offerings available in the city.  This column included 

reviews of movies and plays, and also commentaries on art, literature, and music.  The 

scope of the offerings were quite broad, from a ―Negro Revue‖ at the Schubert Theater to 

quite an assortment of foreign films, including films from the Soviet Union.  The Europa, 

a movie theater in downtown Philadelphia, regularly showed Russian films.  In December 
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1931 the theater was showing ―A Jew At War,‖ a 1930 Russian film directed by Grigori 

Roshal, whose stated aim was combating anti-Semitism.  Other films included ―Golden 

Mountain,‖ which the Hosiery Worker described as ―the new talkie sensation‖ about the 

―revolt of the workers against Capitalism.‖  Written by Maxim Gorky about a strike 

during World War I, the script gave ―the actual accounts of the average working man and 

the events that befell him during the hectic days of the upheaval.‖  The paper also 

informed its readers that the sound track of the movie was composed by Dmitri 

Shostakovich, ―familiar to listeners of the Philadelphia Orchestra.‖  When the Europa 

showed Sergei Eisenstein‘s ―Ten Days That Shook the World‖ (about the 1917 October 

Revolution) that film proved so popular that it had to be held over for two additional 

weeks.
22

  But workers did not always have to travel downtown in order to see such 

cosmopolitan offerings, for some were also offered at The World, a theater at 3
rd

 Street 

and Girard Avenue in Greater Kensington.  This venue showed such films as ―Schubert‘s 

Dream of Spring,‖ about the ―life and music of the great master, Franz Schubert,‖ in its 

Philadelphia premiere; ―Schrecken der Garmison,‖ a ―super musical farce about military 

life‖ direct from Berlin; and a French film, ―Danton,‖ the ―world famous story of the man 

who shook a world‖ during the French Revolution.
23

  

This period also saw the expansion of another entertainment genre, labor plays, 

which the union tied in with its educational programs and aimed at the community at 

large.  Although often associated with the artistic programs of the New Deal, dramatic 

performances were very much a part of workers‘ education in the 1920s and early 1930s.  
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In March of 1932, the Hosiery Worker advertised the performance of two one-act plays 

by Sholom Asch and David Pinski, ―Cripples‖ and ―The Street,‖ presented by the New 

Theater Group of the Labor Institute.  These plays explored the issue of class conflict.  In 

May of that year the Plays and Players Theater, an independent, liberal organization in 

Philadelphia, brought the play ―Precedent‖ about labor prisoner and icon Tom Mooney, 

to the city.  According to the Hosiery Worker, this play had seen a ―sensational run on 

Broadway,‖ and the proceeds of this event were to help support the Unemployed Citizens 

League.  But the production that had the greatest intellectual and emotional impact on the 

textile workers of Kensington was the play ―Mill Shadows.‖ 

In April 1932 the Brookwood Labor Players came to Kensington.  A traveling 

troupe based at the labor college, this group traveled to industrial cities all over the U.S. 

to perform plays, songs, and skits before labor unions, unemployed organizations, and 

other groups.  In Kensington, they brought down the house with ―Mill Shadows,‖ written 

by Tom Tippett, a former coal miner and union organizer.  The play told the story of the 

Marion, North Carolina mill strike of 1929.  Sponsored by Branch 1, the troupe put on 

two performances in Philadelphia. The first performance took place on a Friday night, at 

the Plays and Players Theater in downtown Philadelphia, but on Saturday night, they 

played to a packed house at the Kensington Labor Lyceum.  The response in Kensington 

was so enthusiastic that when the curtain fell, the performers, caught up in the spirit of 

the audience, spontaneously broke out in a rendition of the ―Internationale,‖ and the 

Hosiery Worker claimed the song was then ―taken up by all with such feeling that the 
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house rang with ‗arise ye prisoners of starvation.‘‖
24

  Plays such as ―Precedent‖ and ―Mill 

Shadows‖ had very real and immediate significance for Kensington‘s workers, and it is 

easy to understand why the union supported such offerings.  But the union supported the 

arts more generally as well. 

Also in April 1932, the union paper carried an article covering the city‘s refusal to 

allow unemployed musicians to hold a concert because ―they feared that it might provoke 

a march by the unemployed.‖  But when ―the maestro himself‖ Leopold Stokowski, the 

conductor of the Philadelphia Orchestra, informed the city that he personally was going 

to lead the musicians ―the city be damned,‖ they backed down rapidly.  Two days later 

Stokowski conducted a 200-piece orchestra of jobless musicians in an open-air concert in 

Reyburn Plaza, near City Hall, and raised $25,000 for their support.  In August, the 

Hosiery Worker ran an editorial titled ―Labor and the Arts,‖ in which it condemned 

―Snobs and false aristocrats [who] deny the proletariat any authentic link with the arts,‖ 

going on to claim ―the musicians union is proud of its position in the cultural world and 

proud of its union.‖  It then ran a list of summer concerts in Fairmount Park offered by 

the unemployed musicians.  The paper also informed readers of the protest by the 

Theatrical Stage Employees and Moving Picture Machine Operators against theaters 

unfair to their organization, listing the theaters and encouraging workers not to patronize 

them.
25
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Defending The Community – Neighborly Networks and the Union 

 

Networks of kinship and neighborhood were even more important to the survival 

of the community during the Depression.  Entries in the Pressoff Special described many 

occasions in which people tried to help their less fortunate neighbors.  Committees within 

the shops regularly visited laid-off workers, and baskets of food, clothing and other 

necessities were common accompaniments to the visits.  Often workers in the shops took 

up collections to handle a particularly pressing problem.  One such occasion concerned a 

seventy-seven year old disabled handyman from the neighborhood, who had no close 

relatives and lived in a room for which friends ―who could hardly spare the money‖ were 

paying.  Several neighbors, workers at the Aberle mill, found an opening at an ―Old 

Men‘s Home‖ for which an amount of $250 would enable the man to gain residence for 

life.  With the agreement of the members, the shop committee offered to borrow the 

money, and the man moved to the home.  When the loan came due an article in the paper 

asked for contributions to pay it off.  After the receipt of the money, the committee 

congratulated the members who, through their generosity, had ―brought happiness to an 

old man who having passed his three score and ten years in life, suddenly found himself 

without a home and without money – but not without friends.‖ 

Another time men in the shop held a ―party‖ for one of the knitters whose wife 

was pregnant with their first child.  An article in the paper, written in an amusing manner, 

listed ―gifts‖ such as ―a book on raising babies,‖ written by another knitter, ―soundproof 

earmuffs,‖ and ―a lesson in how to walk around a chair to put the baby to sleep.‖  

However, intermingled among these humorous items were such gifts as a baby carriage, a 

high chair, and a baby bathtub--along with a statement emphasizing that ―all other 
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donations will be kindly accepted.‖  It is obvious that the tone of the article was intended 

to offset any possible blow to the pride of this male worker, while at the same time 

attempting to help him out with his new family.  Residents tried in many ways to defend 

their community and often came up with innovative methods to do so.  In addition to 

―bootlegging‖ coal and giving it out to neighbors, Howard Kreckman described other 

tactics residents used to keep people supplied with necessities: 

Another thing we did.  All the gas supply was by quarters.  You put quarters in 

the meter and you got a quarter's worth of gas.  So someone got a bright idea to 

make a mold out of ice.  They would freeze quarters and make copies.  Then we 

would use these copies to get gas for people.  There were a lot of tricks like that.  

We [he and Alice] had work, lots of people didn‘t.  We helped my family, helped 

her family.  Everything we made went for the family.
26

 

 

  These individual, shop based, and ―neighborly‖ acts certainly reflected the 

broader, historical patterns within the community.  But this construct of ―helping 

neighbors‖ underwent an expansion in meaning and scope during the Depression.  It 

became a centerpiece of the union‘s community-based efforts to go beyond ―help‖ and 

build a movement of resistance to challenge the system that it saw as the cause of such 

suffering.
27

 

At the 1930 convention at Knitter‘s Hall in Kensington, Emil Rieve, president of 

the national federation, gave a speech in which he argued ―we cannot as a union live for 

ourselves alone.  We must be part of the community in every respect.‖
28

  As the 

Depression deepened Branch 1‘s community initiatives increasingly reflected this 
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philosophy.  In early 1930 it set up a relief committee, which began to quietly make 

disbursements to members in need.  By October the committee had disbursed over 

$15,000 and was also giving out coal, groceries, and medicine, as well as making 

arrangements to help out in homes where child care needs or health problems had arisen.  

Trying to help members maintain as normal a life as possible, Branch 1 also set up a fund 

of $10,000 to help families during the holidays.
29

  Alexander McKeown, a self-identified 

Socialist and president of Branch 1, attempted to insure that no stigma was attached to 

such aid in a statement placed prominently in the Hosiery Worker:  

Our organization is happy that it is in a position where it can still aid its members 

and proposes to continue this effort for just as long as resources permit.  Mutual 

aid is the basis of trade unionism and we can assist our fellow workers without 

any suggestion of ‗charity‘ entering into the matter.
30

  

 

A questionnaire sent out by union officials in an attempt to determine the extent 

of need among its membership found over 350 families in desperate circumstances.  

Although in the past families had usually managed to get through periods of hardship 

with the aid of relatives and friends, the investigators for the union found that current 

circumstances were so bad that outside help was imperative for many.  Numerous cases 

were reported in the Hosiery Worker.  One article described the plight of a young topper, 

the sole support for her grandmother and several younger brothers and sisters, who had 

fallen on hard times when the mill she worked in closed down.  The article explained the 

problem in a manner intended to place no fault on the worker involved, but to place the 

blame squarely upon the system: ―When work was steady no assistance was asked and 

the family was well cared for,‖ but, ―loss of employment for the breadwinner reduced this 
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household to actual starvation and privation.‖  The stories of privation printed in the 

paper and, significantly, the designation of ―breadwinner,‖ as well as the assistance given 

by the union, showed no gender boundaries.  In many cases, people had no fuel, or their 

gas and lights had been turned off.  Some families‘ homes had gone into foreclosure, and 

they were forced to live with relatives, sometimes faced with having the same situation 

arise for the people who gave them refuge.  The relief committee found homes for a 

number of these families and paid many gas and light bills.
31

  

Union members, as part of the community, participated in spontaneous actions 

like coal ―bootlegging,‖ as well as fundraisers such as bazaars and block parties to help 

those hardest hit.  As the Depression continued, these activities continued to be a vital 

and growing part of community life, expanding in both scope and scale.  They included 

things like a fundraiser held by the ―girl‘s division‖ of Branch 1 that drew 600 persons to 

a dance at which a hosiery knitter, a regular performer on a radio program, contributed 

the services of his orchestra for dancing; benefits at local movie theatres such as the Kent 

Theatre at Front and Cumberland Streets; and a benefit performance at Knitters‘ Hall by 

the ―wonder child dancers,‖ the Kensingtonians, in which they performed ―tap dancing, 

acrobatics, classic and toe dancing,‖ followed by a dance for adults.  But as 

unemployment, hunger, and evictions continued to grow in their community, union 

members realized that a more dramatic and organized response was needed.  At this 

point, articles in the Hosiery Worker angrily began to encourage the fundamental, 

American tactic of ―direct action,‖ in an attempt to instill a sense of both power and 
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agency in community members.  In early 1932 the union issued a statement: ―the time has 

come when the workers must take what their bankrupt leaders have denied them.‖  With 

this manifesto it spearheaded the establishment of the unemployed movement in 

Philadelphia, and particularly the union‘s most militant and ambitious community 

project, the Unemployed Citizens Leagues (UCL).
32

 

By the early 1930s activity around unemployment was becoming more radical.  

The Communist Party (CP) led the development of Unemployed Councils and the 

Socialist Party (SP) was the leading force in the development of the Unemployed 

Citizens Leagues.  In Philadelphia, the Socialist-led UCL was a strong, mass 

organization, and included radicals of all persuasions and unaffiliated members of the 

community, as well as some local businesses and various other charities and associations 

within the city.  The AFFFHW and the Textile Workers District Council were the most 

active in the organization of the UCL, which was headquartered in a building in 

Kensington donated by the Carpet Workers Union.  Soon, however, the Philadelphia 

Central Labor Union (CLU) also gave its endorsement, urging member unions to set up 

branches throughout the city.  Perhaps the most important feature of the UCL is that it 

served not only to help people with utilities, food, and above all to stop evictions, but also 

to build a movement--united across race, gender and ethnicity--to empower the 

unemployed as full citizens of society.  Organized first in Greater Kensington, the UCL 

was extended into South Philadelphia and other parts of the city, with the participation of 

unions and support from students from the University of Pennsylvania, Bryn Mawr 
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College, Swarthmore College, and Temple University, under the auspices of the Young 

Socialists.
33

 

By 1932 the problem of evictions for non-payment of rent became a major crisis 

in Philadelphia as 1300 homes and apartment buildings were sold at sheriff sale every 

month.  The AFFFHW‘s attempts to remedy this situation involved a two-pronged 

approach.  The first involved stopping the evictions and providing people with food and 

other necessities through the Unemployed Citizens League (UCL).  The second involved 

building a strong, independent political movement, while pressuring the state to pass 

legislation to provide relief payments and control industry and the courts.  Howard and 

Alice Kreckman participated in both segments of the activities of the unemployed 

movement in Kensington.  Howard talked about stopping evictions of neighbors as a 

point of pride: ―We‘d open up houses and move people in.  It was a group of us, people 

from the union, the neighborhood.  And if they tried to put them out, well, we'd picket the 

place and move them back in again!‖  The fact that many residents of Kensington had a 

history of union affiliation facilitated the founding of a strong movement.  Articles in the 

Hosiery Worker and the Union Labor Record consistently underscored the importance of 

solidarity to the success of the group‘s efforts, emphasizing the role that ―neighbors‖ had 

to play.  One article described how the ―solidarity and support of Kensington residents 

and the unions they [were] affiliated with‖ enabled the UCL to find housing for a woman 

with three children who, after losing her job, was discovered living over a stable with no 

heat or facilities.  Another told the tale of the fate of a constable trying to evict a jobless 
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man.  He ―narrowly escaped punishment at the hands of the victims‘ neighbors,‖ and the 

UCL issued a warning that ―any constable attempting to enter a workers‘ home [would] 

be treated as a trespasser.‖
34

 

By the middle of 1932 the UCL in Kensington claimed a core membership of 500 

steadfast activists, and growing.  Over 140 families received relief daily, consisting of 

produce, coal, and other necessities, often donated by supporters of the organization.  

Members volunteered their services to collect food from local businesses such as the 

American Stores and Freihofers‘ Bakery, which they then distributed--fruit and 

vegetables on a daily basis, bread on Tuesdays and Saturdays.  They also utilized the 

resources of charities such as the Red Cross, negotiating to obtain flour, which members 

of the Bakers‘ Union local then baked into bread.  The UCL charged no dues and 

described itself as a non-political, non-sectarian organization.  Most important, the 

League consistently maintained that they would not discriminate because of ―color, 

creed, race, or nationality.‖  The Hosiery Worker‘s pages often carried pictures of white 

and black residents of ―Hoovervilles,‖ with captions such as ―distress has killed race 

prejudice,‖ or ―they are victims of the same system,‖ to underscore the need for unity.  

But they did more than just talk about unity.
35

  

The UCL also distributed the Union Labor Record, which carried informative 

articles not only about the UCL‘s work, but also national and local news regarding labor, 

politics, the battle to obtain government-funded relief programs, and the imperative of 
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building a strong, independent movement.  Various unions contributed to the paper and it 

was sold throughout the city with all proceeds going to the work of the UCL.  But its 

associate editor was John Edelman of the AFFFHW.  Meanwhile, UCL members became 

increasingly involved in the fight to stop evictions.  They began a ―no evictions‖ 

campaign in which they boldly informed the sheriff‘s office that ―evictions of 

unemployed workers will not be allowed.‖  The Hosiery Worker and the Union Labor 

Record began keeping score, chalking up each time the UCL came into conflict with a 

constable and informing readers, in a ―tongue-in-cheek‖ manner, that they were just 

―helping officials to be ‗good boys.‘‖  Whenever the UCL received notification of an 

impending eviction the call would go out to activists to assemble at the ―neighbor‘s‖ 

house, in order to confront the constable.  People came regularly to the UCL office to 

inform staff of impending cases, in all parts of the community, and confrontations took 

place on a regular basis.  In one case, the Union Labor Record alleged that an official 

―decided to be an honest, self-respecting constable after notification by the UCL that they 

were calling a ‗mass meeting‘‖ outside a worker‘s house and the eviction would be 

―‗protested.‘‖  The ―meeting‖ consisted of 400 people, and there certainly was no 

eviction that day.   The Philadelphia Tribune carried numerous articles describing the 

activities of the unemployed movement in the black community.  In June of 1933 a near 

riot ensued when the League called an ―eviction meeting‖ outside of the home of a black 

family.  Police had to rescue a constable who tried to break into the house to evict the 

family after he was set upon by white and black workers protecting the home.  Police 
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arrested four members of the League, including an ―un-naturalized Mexican who had 

been in the country for 21 years.‖  In another case, more than forty white and black men 

and women fought a battle with police trying to evict a black woman from her home.
36

 

The ―no evictions‖ campaign was predicated upon the ―rights of citizens,‖ and the 

very name of the organization reflected this.  Union members felt that people should 

work for a living, but they also felt that having a decent job was their ―right.‖  If there 

was no work available, it was the fault of the system, not the worker.  Human rights were 

more important than property rights, which in itself was a contested term within the 

framework of the union and Socialism.  Unemployed workers were still ―citizens,‖ with a 

moral right to a decent life, and the union used the term to promote an inclusive 

definition of the working class, which it disseminated as broadly as possible.  It 

encouraged all branches to participate in campaigns to stop evictions and challenge local 

authorities.  In addition, union delegates to both the UTWA and AFL conventions 

submitted resolutions encouraging all members to become involved in campaigns to fight 

against conditions that robbed citizens of their rights.  By the end of 1932 over thirty 

groups in seven states had formed a federation of Unemployed Citizens Leagues, 

connected through the networks of the hosiery workers and the Socialist Party.
37

   

All of this activity was defined as part of the defense of community and not 

regarded as ―illegal activity‖ by the residents.  Howard Kreckman openly expressed this 
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attitude: ―we didn‘t consider it stealing . . . we never stole from each other.‖  Robert 

McElvaine, describing the escalation of similar kinds of activities in many communities 

during the Depression, compared them to those of some of the slaves in the Old South: 

―some Depression victims developed a distinction between stealing (from a fellow 

sufferer) and what the slaves had called taking (what you need)‖ from those who had 

exploited you or those like you.  It is clear that this mindset operated in Kensington and 

was reinforced on every possible occasion by the union and other organizations involved 

in the UCL.
38

   

The Unemployed Citizens Leagues represented both the growing tide of 

spontaneous resistance and the beginnings of conscious campaigns, organized to fight 

against a callous state apparatus that appeared to have no shred of compassion or concern 

for the rights of its own citizens.  Along with the Communist-led Unemployed Councils, 

they contributed greatly to the culture of unity and ―return to community values‖ that 

historians such as Robert McElvaine, Lizabeth Cohen, and Michael Denning see as an 

inherent part of the CIO/New Deal era.
39

 

Historian Rosemary Feurer, in her important work on radical unionism in the 

Midwest, identified a movement sustained by the United Electrical Workers (UE) in St. 

Louis that she called ―civic unionism.‖  Building on the unemployed struggles of the 

1930s, their activities went beyond industrial unionism to encompass community-based 
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strategies that reflected working people‘s class interests and allowed the union to become 

a ―counterpoint and a counterweight to capital.‖  According to Feurer, during the CIO 

period activists, particularly Communists, in UE ―used the concepts of ‗human rights 

over property rights‘ and ‗civic unionism‘ to express goals that sought to connect work-

place and community concerns; challenge management rights; mitigate social divisions 

based on skill, gender, and race; and suggest that workers might have a role in planning 

for a local and national economy.‖  But the AFFFHW embraced this ―champion of 

human rights‖ role even earlier in the 1920s and, as will be shown in chapter six, it was 

more than simply coincidence that UE shared a similar focus.  The challenges faced by 

Branch 1 and Kensington during the Depression had the effect of reinforcing the 

emphasis on community and neighborhood agitation that textile workers had long 

practiced.  The Depression only served to strengthen the hosiery union‘s radical, class-

based strategies, as it moved toward trying to become what G.D.H. Cole described as the 

―watch dog of those rights which a democracy should guarantee to its citizens.‖  And the 

activities of the union strengthened the support that it received from the community in 

ways that would be very important to the campaigns it embarked on in the years ahead.
40

 

 

The Rising Tide of Resistance: The Aberle Strike 

 

Perhaps coincidentally, the date that Carl Mackley was killed, March 6, 1930, was 

also ―Red Thursday.‖  This was a day designated by the Communist Party as an 

―international unemployment day,‖ with demonstrations in many cities in the United 
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States and Europe.  From Boston to Detroit, from Washington, DC to New York, 

Cleveland, and Chicago, thousands of Americans gathered, resulting in hundreds of 

arrests and injuries.  The largest demonstration, in New York City, resulted in nearly a 

hundred injuries and arrests.  Included among those arrested was William Z. Foster, the 

leader of the Communist Party, who was arrested when a crowd of about 40,000 persons 

were met by a police emergency truck with ―mounted machine guns and a tear-gas bomb 

squad‖ followed by policemen and detectives carrying clubs.  In Washington, what a 

newspaper described as a ―mob containing many Negroes‖ was dispersed with tear-gas 

bombs, six marchers were injured, and two policemen sustained injuries in 

demonstrations in which women were described as being ―particularly vicious.‖  In 

Philadelphia, however, although there was a small demonstration at City Hall, the real 

action was taking place at the H. C. Aberle Hosiery Mill, located at A and Clearfield 

streets, in the heart of Kensington.
41

 

The Aberle mill was one of the few mills lost to the union in the 1921 strike and 

had been running as an ―open shop‖ since that period.  On December 31, 1929 the 

company, claiming distress because of ―Southern competition,‖ announced a wage cut 

averaging from 8 to 33 percent, with the largest cuts to go to women‘s departments.  

Aberle was already paying below the union rate and the union claimed that ―a number of 

highly skilled girl workers‖ were earning half the amount on their operations as that 

usually paid in average mills of the city.  When union workers refused the cuts (although 
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an open shop, many employees were individual members of the union), management 

instituted a layoff and night-shift knitters were refused access to their machines.  In 

response to this lockout, on January 7, 1930 the union formally declared a strike and 

virtually the entire workforce, 1,400 workers, walked out in support.
42

 

A few days after the walkout over 4,000 men and women, union workers and 

sympathizers, staged a raucous parade along a route that took them past most of the larger 

non-union shops in the city in what would, by the end of the year, be a successful attempt 

to spread the unrest.  When the Aberle company acquired enough strikebreakers (many 

from outside the community and out of state) to resume partial operation, pickets were 

thrown up around the mill. Several fights broke out when someone, as one striker put it, 

―took a punch at a ‗scab‘ who was walking out with his chest a little higher than it should 

have been.‖  By January 20, the company had obtained an injunction, a small army of 

police encircled the mill, and the company enlisted the services of private police from the 

Bell Detective Agency.  Authorities initially allowed eight pickets at the mill, but shortly 

even they were removed and strikers were not permitted to go near the mill or, in the 

words of one, to ―call a ‗scab‘ a ‗scab.‘‖  By the end of January there was no settlement 

in sight.
43
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That same month, in what newspapers described as ―the greatest labor 

demonstration ever held in Philadelphia,‖ over 7,000 workers from throughout the textile 

district crammed into a meeting at the Allegheny Theatre in support of both the Aberle 

workers and the North East Progressive League, a Socialist organization headed by 

Branch 1 president, Alexander McKeown.  The crowd was so large that over 3,000 above 

those that managed to get inside, remained outside, listening to the speeches through 

loudspeakers set up around the building.  Speakers included representatives from the 

Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Engineers, the Central Labor Union, the United 

Mine Workers, and the Textile Workers Council, as well as the AFFFHW.   Meanwhile, 

the union hall became a locus of strike activity, holding morale-boosting events, dances, 

parties, and poetry readings, and strikers consistently defied police by parading on nearby 

streets and loudly singing what the Hosiery Worker referred to as the ―strike song.‖  

Although the union offered to arbitrate the dispute, the mill owners refused to budge, and 

after the injunction removed the pickets, crowds of sympathizers began congregating 

every evening near the mill.  Union workers employed in other mills came to ―help out‖ 

at Aberle whenever they were not at work, and neighbors joined in the activity as well, 

allowing strikers onto their porches and bringing them into their homes when police 

threatened them.  Standing up for one‘s ―rights‖ against the industrialists and their 

defenders was a practice with deep roots in Kensington.  Many people had a sense of 

ownership regarding their jobs, and taking a job that ―rightly‖ belonged to another, and 

accepting the protection of police and private detectives in the process, was, in this 

period, still considered a cowardly act.   
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Meanwhile, mounted police surged through the crowds, accused by the union, in a 

sarcastic reference to Teddy Roosevelt, of ―‘rough-riding,‘ not over hills but bodies.‖  By 

the beginning of March many arrests had been made and a very tense situation existed, 

with rumors circulating that Aberle company officials had hired gunmen, ―among whom 

were several Sicilians.‖  On March 6, the crisis exploded with the death of Carl 

Mackley.
44

 

The full story of what happened on March 6
th

 is, of course, disputed, but the 

major details are generally agreed upon.  The incident started near the mill when 

strikebreakers, escorted by police, got into their cars to leave.  The crowds at the mill 

were larger than usual on this day, ―Red Thursday,‖ and as the ―scab‖ cars pulled away 

several others containing strikers and sympathizers followed them.  According to Howard 

Kreckman, who was present at the mill that day, since the ―scabs‖ were not local strikers 

often followed the cars to ―see where they came from.‖  One of the cars of strikebreakers 

stopped for a traffic light and a car following it pulled in front.  In this car were riding 

four union men, including Carl Mackley, a 22-year-old rank-and-file union member 

employed at another mill.  It is at this point that the story differs.  What is clear is that the 

strikebreakers opened fire upon the car in front, firing so many bullets that, according to 

the Philadelphia Record, the back of the rumble seat was ―literally torn apart by the hail 

of lead.‖  Mackley was killed instantly and two others were wounded, one shot in the 

back.  The strikebreakers later claimed that they had been attacked by the union men and 
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acted in self-defense.  This allegation was disputed, however, by the city Park Guard who 

arrested the men and put in a call for police.  He denied that the union men had attacked 

them in any way other than verbally.  The strikebreakers were heavily armed; holsters 

were found strapped to the steering wheel and upholstery of the car and an automatic 

pistol had been emptied of shells.  None of the four men arrested for the murder resided 

in Kensington, two of them living together in a house in the far-northeast section of the 

city near the county line.  There were no weapons found in the car in which Mackley and 

the others were riding.
45

 

As word of the killing spread the entire community responded in anger and the 

area surrounding the Aberle mill began to resemble an armed camp, as police poured in.  

The next day, thousands of people began congregating in the area near the mill, filling the 

porches of houses all along Allegheny Avenue.  As strikebreakers began to appear over 

three thousand people surged into the streets, battling ―scabs‖ and police who were trying 

to control the situation with horses and clubs.  Flags were flown at half-mast throughout 

the district and many houses were draped in black, but it was the memorial event that the 

union held for the young worker that touched the conscience of the entire city and firmly 

ensconced Carl Mackley as a ―working class hero‖ in the legends of the community.
46
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On that Sunday afternoon in March, just three days after his murder, Carl 

Mackley, a heretofore ―almost unknown youth,‖ became the stuff of legend.  The 

previous evening the AFFFHW invited the entire community to ―view the body of this 

gallant young man,‖ who lay in state at the union hall, as well as to attend the public 

funeral.  According to the union, for six hours ten to fifteen thousand people filed past the 

body.  The next day the memorial was held at McPherson Square, located on Kensington 

Avenue in the heart of Kensington, in a park that was also, ironically, the site of a public 

library established by a fund set up by that arch-enemy of labor, Andrew Carnegie.  Six 

hundred police were assigned to the area and over thirty-five thousand people filled the 

square, overflowing into all of the surrounding streets. 

William Smith, Secretary of the AFFFHW, presided over an emotional ceremony 

in which union leadership eulogized the young man as a martyr in the ―fight against 

slavery.‖  This connection of the battle against ―wage slavery‖ and for the right to 

organize, with the historic battle against race slavery was to become an increasingly 

frequent theme as the 1930s progressed.  Following the local union representatives, 

Edward F. McGrady, a representative of the American Federation of Labor, led the crowd 

as they raised their right hands and took the pledge.  At least six hundred cars made up 

the funeral cortege, preceded by a band playing the ―Death March‖ by Saul.  All 

arrangements were made by Edward Callaghan, a representative of the union, and paid 

for by the Federation.
47
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David Corbin described similar activities among the miners during a tumultuous 

period in the coal fields of West Virginia in the teens and early twenties of the twentieth 

century.  This union subculture became a locus of social organization and developed to 

the point of replacing local ministers (usually employed by the company) and taking on 

their roles, such as officiating at funerals.  This is the kind of subculture that was in 

operation at the memorial for Carl Mackley.
48

   

Howard Kreckman was present both at the mill that Thursday and at the Sunday 

memorial.  Describing the events and referring, with a smile, to the theatrical staging of 

the memorial as ―propaganda,‖ he nonetheless emphasized how inspiring it was--and how 

effective.  In the March 15 issue of The Hosiery Worker, an article entitled ―Carl 

Mackley – The Man,‖ described the young knitter as a ―clean-living boy‖ who ―5 years 

before his death woke to his responsibilities as a worker and joined the union.‖  Giving 

his life to win the strike, the editor wrote, ―a victory for human-rights, for workers rights 

is the only monument he would have desired.‖
49

  

The staging of the memorial, the response by the community, the wording of the 

oath and the eulogy, all drew on the construct of the ―rights‖ of working-class citizens, 

and served to unite the workers in a deeply emotional bond that drew upon the historic 

values of ―community.‖  But they also tapped a deep-seated sense of betrayal, felt by 

Kensington‘s residents, towards a system that allowed manufacturers to hire private thugs 

to ―murder honest working men‖ defending their rights to strike and unionize.  Even the 
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press recognized the significance of the event for the community, for at this point, public 

sentiment was firmly on the side of the union. 

An editorial in the March 11 edition of the Philadelphia Record claimed that it 

had ―never printed such a picture,‖ as that depicting the massed thousands in the square 

―as they recited the pledge inspired by the tragedy of Mackley‘s passing.‖   

It was not a mob . . . but a great body . . . stirred to the Depths of its Community 

Consciousness by a sense of conditions which it felt to be unendurable by 

freeborn Americans . . .  

When thousands of Philadelphians vow to give their lives, if necessary, to save 

the toiling multitudes from Industrial Enslavement, the nation may know it 

confronts an actual crisis in democracy.
50

 

 

After Mackley‘s death unrest in the area escalated and the union claimed that the 

near riots and fights in the streets occurred despite its best efforts.  Any local residents 

that dared to be strikebreakers were, at best, socially ostracized and their families treated 

as social outcasts, while merchants who were unsupportive of the strike found themselves 

without customers.  Finally, after much pressure from the city and the merchants‘ 

associations, the Aberle mill owners agreed to arbitrate.  The decision handed down by 

the board of arbitrators sustained most of the strikers‘ demands, and the union felt it was 

a victory as all cuts in women workers‘ wages were restored, rates approximately at 

union scale were set for most male workers, and no workers were black-listed.  Although 

the company did not sign an agreement with the union at the time, they gave indications 

that they would do so by agreeing to set aside one percent of their weekly payroll for an 

unemployment fund, a clause contained in the national agreement.  However in 

September, despite a wage concession on the part of the union, the Aberle management 

formally refused to sign an agreement with the Federation, prompting Emil Rieve to issue 
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a statement that they ―seriously handicapped the union in efforts to maintain orderly and 

peaceful relations.‖  The killers of Carl Mackley were found ―not guilty‖ by a jury on 

which no one with any connection to labor, or a union, was allowed to sit.  It would, in 

fact, take the open-shop strike of 1931 before the union achieved a closed-shop 

agreement with the Aberle Mills, for the Aberle strike was just the opening salvo of a 

campaign that spurred the president of the Northeast Chamber of Commerce to claim that 

in Kensington, ―We have today a condition of anarchy and terrorism which resembles 

conditions during the French Revolution.‖
51

  

 

“Revolution” in Kensington – 1931 

 

―However calm the remainder of America may seem to be, Philadelphia has been 

giving the impression of being on the brink of revolution‖ declared the first line of a front 

page article in the February 21, 1931 edition of the Federated Press newspaper, Labor‘s 

News.  The story referred to the hosiery strike in Philadelphia in which 30 out of 40 non-

union hosiery mills in the city were affected less than a year after Mackley‘s death.  Over 

a dozen mills were completely closed down in the first hours, and police violence, 

massive arrests, and workers‘ retaliation were the order of the day.  While the Aberle 

strike was certainly one of the most memorable of the period, it did not end the struggle 
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for the right to organize a union that was at its heart.  Nor, unfortunately, did the murder 

of Carl Mackley end the list of fallen martyrs for the cause. 

Following the concessions the union made to the union-shop manufacturers in the 

national agreement of 1930, and in a prime example of the ―race to the bottom‖ that 

uncontrolled competition dictates, the non-union manufacturers instituted another severe 

wage cut and began twelve-to-fourteen hour shifts, in a ruthless attempt to drive down 

their costs and undercut the prices of union hosiery.  The resulting Aberle strike and the 

death of Carl Mackley had roused the community to fever pitch.  But the Depression was 

beginning to take a serious toll on the union as the cut-throat practices of the non-union 

manufacturers threatened the existence of union shops and the union itself.  The pressure 

of competition from outside put tremendous pressure on the organization.  The industry 

and union inaugurated a national wage scale in 1929, and this was followed by the 

negotiation of a series of wage reductions to secure lower labor costs.  These 

developments were also accompanied by changes in union governance to give greater 

power to union leadership, including vesting the authorization of national referendums in 

the national executive board.  Previously, such decision making power had been vested in 

the delegates to the national conventions.  The 1931 agreement allowed even greater rate 

reductions in return for the policy of a one-machine shop in all union establishments, and 

the ―closed shop.‖  Cuts ranged from 25 percent to 45 percent, with the largest cuts going 

to the more highly paid male knitters, who had already taken cuts in the previous contract 

(see Table 7). 
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Table 7.  Reductions in Pay under the 1931 National Agreement 

 

 

Job   1931 Pay Reduction 

 

 

Legger (male)   35% 

Footer (male)   45% 

Helper (male)   25% 

Topper (female)  30% 

Looper (female)  33% 

Seamer (female)  30% 

Boarder (male and female) 30%* 

 

*By this point boarders in union mills were receiving the ―rate for the job.‖ 

Source:  Gladys L. Palmer, Union Tactics and Economic Change, 1932, pp. 209-213. 
 

 

  Even with the cuts hosiery workers were comparative well paid compared to 

what was happening in the rest of industry.  But it meant a significant decline in their 

standard of living, especially given that many could expect to work only a few days a 

week.  Thus, the 1931 contract met serious resistance from the membership.  This 

proposal had not been submitted for a referendum vote, and consequently there was an 

―insurgent‖ strike in branches in Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York, and New 

England.  National union officials were thrown on the defensive, consistently maintaining 

that they were not sacrificing militancy or democracy.  Subsequently, the union 

newspaper ran an editorial telling the workers to prepare for a new organizing drive and 

Branch 1 speakers at the YWCA warned its industrial secretaries to expect more strikes.  

Rank-and-file members of Branch 1 even ran a competitive ―radical slate‖ (composed of 

Socialists, Communists, and independents) against the incumbent leaders in local union 

elections in 1931.  Most of the slate did not win, but it was during this election that Joe 
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Burge, a Communist whom Howard Kreckman described as a ―great orator,‖ became an 

influential voice within Branch 1.
52

 

 In return for wage concessions the manufacturers also agreed to the check-off 

system of dues payment and to the prohibition of the contracting-out of work from union 

to non-union mills.  They agreed to guarantee certain minimum weekly rates, to submit a 

certified statement of earnings for each six months‘ period, and to revise rates upwards if 

average profits in the industry exceeded six percent during the life of the agreement.  The 

union hoped that the drastic reductions would create a demand on the part of non-union 

manufacturers to join in a program for stabilization of the industry under penalty of losses 

in the competitive market.  Union employees also hoped that it would mean more work 

for them than they had been getting in recent years.
53

 

The wage cuts imposed by the non-union manufacturers did bring unrest to the 

open shops in Philadelphia.  In the latter part of 1930 and early 1931 workers at eight 

non-union shops walked off the job even before the union called for a general open-shop 

strike on February 16, 1931.  The union, indicating that it could not maintain standards 

for everyone in the industry by itself, issued that call with a blunt statement: ―The union 

cannot do everything for you.‖  If the non-union workers wanted any help, they would 

have to help themselves, for ―rights‖ were not given, they had to be won.  The strike call 

emphasized the conditions underscoring the necessity for control of industry, and 

declared the issue ―squarely before the workers themselves.‖  The response was dramatic, 

as thousands of workers in thirty-eight open shops throughout the city and its suburbs 
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walked out.  Once more, women workers were some of the strongest supporters of the 

union, and their fights on the picket lines encouraged them, again, to demand more rights 

and power within their own organization.
54

    

The 1931 strike was particularly marked by police repression and violence, due 

primarily to the response by the Philadelphia police under the direction of the Director of 

Public Safety, Lemuel B. Schofield.  Arguing that ―this is no time to strike,‖ Schofield 

issued a ―flat edict against all strike pickets, assemblages, demonstrations, parades, and 

protest meetings,‖ further announcing, at a meeting with union leaders, that he was going 

to keep the streets of Kensington ―as clean as the floor.‖  Announcing they would defy 

the bans, union leaders prepared to make a ―fight to the finish‖ on the question of the 

right to picket.  In a response that the Trade Union News called one that would ―probably 

become a historical document,‖ union leaders further informed the director, whom they 

dubbed ―Mussolini Schofield,‖ ―we‘ll strike, and we‘ll picket, and you don‘t have the 

power to stop us.‖
55

   

Police arrested hundreds of strikers in daily battles and held them on high bail.  

As soon as the union posted bail, however, strikers went right back on the picket lines.  

Headlines in city newspapers were full of strike violence, mostly by police, but strikers, 

including women, were not exactly timid either.  Dominant representations of women 
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often characterize them as passive or subordinate, and certainly not prone to the use of 

violence.  The actions of these women, however, call into question such broad 

characterizations and emphasize the importance of taking into account historical 

specificity.  Nor did the union try to restrain female strikers‘ actions in some attempt to 

portray them as victims.  Instead, the union continued to emphasize the role women had 

to play in the unionization of the industry, and ―fighting‖ for labor rights was by no 

means discouraged.  To emphasize their support of women‘s fighting ability, one edition 

of the Hosiery Worker even carried a speech by author Sherwood Anderson, given before 

a group of striking textile workers in the South, in which he claimed that society was 

entering into a ―matriarchy‖ in which ―women will have to take the responsibility of 

[their] position,‖ and ―fight for men.‖  This article is one more indication of the popular 

mindset among some segment of the population that women had achieved equality, and 

perhaps even dominance.  From the evidence of local newspaper articles, Philadelphia‘s 

female hosiery strikers certainly accepted the challenge.  Women hosiery workers 

ignored injunctions, went to jail, battled police, and sustained injuries alongside their 

male compatriots.  In one incident, more than 200 strikers and sympathizers, ―many of 

them women,‖ battled police at the Walburton Mill.  According to the Philadelphia 

Record, hundreds of neighbors joined in, ―as fists and stones vied with swinging clubs 

and blackjacks,‖ and over fifty people suffered cuts and bruises while two were injured 

so severely they had to be hospitalized.  When it was over, seventy-eight strikers, of 

whom quite a few were women, were in jail for inciting a riot.  This article was 

accompanied by a front-page picture of some of these women, dressed in modern garb, 

crammed into a cell and displaying a ―hosiery striker‖ banner through the bars (Figure 5, 
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Appendix B).  In other cases, twenty women were arrested for singing ―America‖ on the 

picket lines and refusing to move to the other side of the street when ordered to do so by 

police; eleven were arrested for ―shouting at ‗scabs‘‖ (and threatening to beat them up) 

and one was arrested by a policeman, her own father, for ―disorderly conduct.‖  At her 

arraignment she had to agree that she would ―not wear her union button at home,‖ an 

indication of just how much some young women had internalized their identity as 

―union.‖  And there were many other cases in which female workers flatly refused to 

budge in their support of the union.
56

  

The manufacturers imported strikebreakers from as far away as Kentucky and 

Illinois, and charged that union ―terrorism‖ prevented them from getting enough local 

people.  Although the use of the charged term ―terrorism‖ was part of an effort to turn 

Philadelphia‘s citizens against the strikers, it is reasonable to assume that local potential 

strikebreakers would have had some concerns about retaliation, and not just from those in 

the union.  Many residents often got involved in the conflicts, some in defense of friends, 

family, and other ―neighbors‖ living near them, some because they just didn‘t like 

―scabs.‖  On one occasion, a crowd of more than five hundred neighbors and 

sympathizers congregated outside of the 25
th

 police district at Front and Westmoreland 

Streets in Kensington as pickets were being brought in.  When a member of the crowd 

threw a brick and smashed the glass of the door, according to the Philadelphia Record, 

―police immediately poured out, but since they could not discover the culprit, and the 
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crowd was so large, they were forced to do nothing about it.‖  And it was not unusual for 

a bucket of yellow paint to be thrown on the house of a strikebreaker.  But the use of the 

term ―terrorism‖ is interesting.  For one thing, it was applied only to the union side, yet 

police violence extended to severe beatings and even charging crowds with guns drawn 

and bullets flying.  Mill owners also used private police, essentially mercenaries, who did 

not place many limits on their actions, as demonstrated by the death of Carl Mackley.  

And there were multiple other cases that probably could have qualified for the term, such 

as when forty women having a meeting at the union hall were ―menaced‖ when a bomb 

exploded outside the building, and two pickets were threatened by several strikebreakers 

carrying lead filled hoses and a revolver.  And yet, strikers, male and female, consistently 

returned to the picket lines.  Such dedication is a testimony to just how deeply these 

young workers had internalized an idealistic construct of ―justice‖ and ―rights,‖ which 

they connected with the union.
57

 

Even the mighty Apex, a bastion of anti-union management, was hit by the strike.  

When one hundred strikers from this mill entered the Kensington Labor Lyceum, they 

were given a tremendous ovation from the two thousand other strikers assembled there, 

and they spontaneously broke into a spirited rendition of the ―strike song.‖  Apex Mill 

officials posted private guards and city police at entrances, and their attorney, Arno 

Mowitz (who happened to also be the counsel for Hitler‘s government in the region) 
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obtained a draconian injunction to remove pickets, and even to have an office shut down 

that the union had opened across the street from the mill.
58

 

The 1931 strike was innovative in that the union employed tactics that it 

developed based in part on resistance movements from around the world.  It used 

Gandhian tactics of massive, passive resistance, it ―fill[ed] the jails,‖ with strikers 

determined to ―make the police tired‖ of arresting them.  Over the course of two months 

police arrested over 1,200 strikers and sympathizers, including virtually all union 

officials.  Anna Geisinger was also arrested, along with fifty others at a single plant, and 

held on charges of ―disorderly conduct.‖
59

  

Protests against the police began to pour in, not just from residents of the textile 

area who demanded that Schofield be replaced, but from the Philadelphia CLU, the 

Pennsylvania Civil Liberties Committee (PCLC), and the Pennsylvania Federation of 

Labor.  Even William Green, president of the AFL, issued a statement denouncing 

Schofield as ―an enemy of society, opposed to the principles of freedom, democracy and 

justice.‖  When a delegation of 110 striking women, all of whom had been arrested and 

were awaiting hearings, visited Pennsylvania governor Gifford Pinchot he denounced the 

violation of civil liberties, in both Philadelphia and other nearby areas to which the strike 

had spread.  He also promised to use his influence to have the strikers‘ rights restored.  

But their rights were not restored, and it was during the 1931 strike that another hero, this 
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time a woman, was added to the list of martyrs with important consequences for 

organizer Alfred Hoffman.
60

   

Alberta Bachman, a striker at the Mammoth Hosiery Mill in Stroudsburg, 

Pennsylvania (a ―runaway‖ Philadelphia shop) was killed when strikebreakers opened 

fire on a carload of strikers, containing five women and three men, in which she was a 

passenger.  As they had with Carl Mackley, the union took charge of the memorial and 

funeral services, attended by thousands of townspeople and a delegation of 900 workers 

from Philadelphia.  All union officers were present and A. J. Muste, the clergyman and 

labor leader who had been a close associate of the union since the 1920s, delivered her 

eulogy.  In a ringing voice Muste declared, ―her name and sacrifice are known all over 

the land,‖ and then placed the twenty-year-old woman within the canon of revered labor 

struggles and martyrs: 

Someday . . . workingmen and women will bring their children to this shrine and 

tell them of the sacrifice this girl has made for the things they enjoy . . . her name 

is now lifted to those who died at Marion, Ludlow, and Philadelphia . . . 

 

In a further example of the power of a great orator, he then issued a ―warning‖ to those in 

power: 

To you in power and authority, I say if we do not grant in this land the elementary 

rights to all the masses with which to build a new order of life, then will come to 

pass the condition described by the ancient Psalmists: There shall be left not one 

stone upon another that shall not be torn down.
61
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While Muste‘s eulogy certainly helped to swing the support of the town to the 

union and helped them to win the strike, events were not so rosy for Alfred Hoffman.  As 

the organizer in charge of the strikes in eastern Pennsylvania he was charged with 

―conspiracy‖ in the strike, and amazingly, in Bachman‘s death.  Although he was not 

even present in the town at the time, Hoffman was found guilty and sentenced to a two-

year prison term, while the strike breakers who killed the woman were set free.  

Hoffman‘s case became a cause celebre throughout Pennsylvania and garnered 

nationwide support.  His case was taken up by the Pennsylvania Civil Liberties Union 

and many other labor unions, and the AFL executive board gave the hosiery workers their 

full support.  While in prison, Hoffman corresponded regularly with famed labor prisoner 

Tom Mooney and wrote a column for the Hosiery Worker, ―From the Inside,‖ in which 

he talked about some of his fellow inmates, in prison for the ―crime of being poor.‖  

Finally, in June of 1932, responding to increasing demands from labor and other 

organizations throughout the state, Governor Pinchot pardoned ―Tiny‖ Hoffman.  

Hoffman immediately resumed his duties with the union.  By September of 1931 the 

union had negotiated agreements in twenty mills, including the large Aberle mill, but the 

strikes in the remaining mills were called off.
62
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“The Women Were the Firebrands” 

 

The importance of women to the success of this series of strikes was recognized, 

not only by the women themselves, but by many of their male coworkers.  Alberta 

Bachman‘s ultimate sacrifice insured that no one in the union could ever again deny the 

central role women played in the struggle.  The union‘s promotion of its female members, 

and their overwhelming response to the organization, strengthened the bonds between 

male and female workers that had been forged in the shops and community.  Anna 

Geisinger was one of the union‘s most admired speakers and often headlined large rallies.  

Following her election as the union‘s first female organizer, Geisinger became a very 

successful proponent of the union and of socialism, traveling up and down the East coat, 

to the Midwest, and working especially in Reading, Pennsylvania.  Using language that 

was often ―feminized,‖ she drew a tremendous response from both men and women 

workers.  As one of the speakers at a rally in McPherson Square that drew over 10,000 

people, she accused the police of ―battering‖ the children of mill workers: ―With blows 

and speech the police abuse us,‖ she charged.  ―We must do some housecleaning in this 

city.‖  She had been arrested several times for refusing to obey injunctions against 

picketing, and her defiance was an example for others as she called on them to 

―rededicate‖ themselves to the cause of labor.  Many of these women and men had 

formed an internalized identity of ―union‖ by this point, and they took seriously the 

mandate that people must ―fight‖ for their rights.
63

 

After their efforts in the 1931 strike, women in the union felt that the fight they 

had put up earned them the right to more representation within the national leadership of 
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the organization.  At the 1931 convention they were able to get a resolution passed that 

guaranteed them a position on the national negotiating committee.  By 1932 they were 

demanding quotas on the national executive board, with the introduction of a resolution 

requiring that four members from the mostly female auxiliary departments, one from 

each of the districts--Philadelphia, New York/New Jersey, New England, and the 

Midwest--should be placed on the national board.
64

 

The introduction of this resolution sparked heated discussion.  Some of the male 

delegates opposing the resolution did so on the basis that such a law would constitute 

―class legislation‖ and would not be democratic, pointing out that ―currently there is no 

law saying who should be on the board.‖  Those opposed to the resolution justified their 

position by pointing out that the auxiliary departments now had equal voting rights.  

Since executive board members were elected, women should, they argued, ―send a 

delegation large enough to get them elected to the board.‖  The supporters of the 

resolution claimed, in turn, that it was a question of ―rights.‖  A male delegate from 

Philadelphia, speaking in support of the resolution, proceeded to remind the convention 

that, ―in every case, the girls were the hero in the strike:‖  

During the strike, it was the girls, right in this room, telling the knitters to get out 

on the picket line.  I heard it in the Labor Lyceum.  Throughout the city the girls 

certainly did do the fighting, and I‘m telling you, you‘d better give them their 

rights soon.  
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A Communist male member of Branch 1 argued, in support of the resolution, that 

if the organization expected to have an industrial union certainly ―departments that make 

up 50 or more percent of the membership should have a say in how things are run.‖  

National union president Emil Rieve, however, opposed the resolution, as he had the one 

the previous year giving women a place on the negotiating committee.  His argument 

accused ―so-called progressives‖ of ―trying to set up a class distinction,‖ and, in a 

condescending speech, he claimed that ―women fought for equal rights, now they demand 

special rights.‖  After some very contentious debate the resolution was finally voted 

down, but delegates from Philadelphia demanded a standing vote so that all could see 

who voted against it.  Not ready to let the matter rest, another male delegate, reading 

aloud from Webster‘s dictionary, argued that its definition of democracy--―political and 

social equality‖--was all that women were asking for.  At this point a motion was 

introduced to end the discussion.  Although the female delegates concurred in the 

resolution, one nevertheless exclaimed, to the cheers of both male and female supporters, 

―every girl is going to go back and get their girls out and we are going to get our 

representation.‖  By the 1933 convention there were two women on the national 

executive board.
65

 

While the women were demanding what would come later to be defined as 

affirmative action, the argument behind the demand was not based on ―correcting past 

wrongs.‖  There certainly had been some recognition of the special problems that many 
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women faced in gaining access to leadership positions (as at the 1928 convention when 

they pushed through a resolution requiring literature to be distributed among male 

members regarding support of women and the importance of wives attending meetings) 

and clearly the institution of separate meetings indicates their recognition of the need for 

support groups.  But while such meetings facilitated ―consciousness raising‖ and female 

solidarity and assertiveness, they did not overcome the ―old boys‘ networks‖ that some of 

the knitters had built up over the years. 

Certainly some of the leadership was open to the position the women were trying 

to forward: complete equality was a plank in the Socialist platform and women had 

served on the Philadelphia executive board since 1928.  But it was at the same 1932 

convention that Anna Geisinger essentially accused Rieve of being a hypocrite regarding 

his commitment to Socialism.  As there are no records from the women‘s meetings, it is 

not possible to determine exactly what was discussed at them, but ―correcting past 

wrongs‖ does not appear to have been a topic of discussion in union literature or debates 

at the conventions--but ―equality‖ was.  Most of the networks that women had forged 

with men had been formed in the shops and on the picket lines.  What the women were 

basing their demands on was the fact that they had fought for their rights, had spilled 

their blood, and therefore deserved such representation, using the same narrative that the 

union used to describe its own history.  Male co-workers with whom they had fought 

side-by-side, and who had also internalized that narrative, supported them in their 

demands. 

The position of the national leadership regarding ―class legislation‖ incorporated a 

legalistic understanding of the term, perhaps a result of experiences in negotiations on the 
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national contract.  Before the contract, in 1928 and 1929, resolutions had been passed that 

granted concessions on a gendered basis, such as in education, organizing, scholarships, 

and meetings.  It must also be recognized, however, that the national union did, in fact, 

apply the ―class legislation‖ argument in cases that benefited women.  It would later be 

used to oppose the ―marriage bar,‖ that sought to remove married women from the 

workforce during the Great Depression, therefore protecting the right to work of married 

women at a time when that right was coming under widespread assault.  But this 

altercation is also an indication of a bureaucratic movement in the top leadership that is 

one more indication of the rift that was growing between them and Branch 1 members, 

including Anna Geisinger.  By 1933 there would be major differences that would, for a 

time, threaten the very unity of the organization. 

The 1931 strike wave in Philadelphia, along with the hosiery strikes that hit 

eastern Pennsylvania, Reading, the South (there were 6,000 hosiery workers striking in 

North Carolina), and the Midwest, were clearly making waves in this period of 

―doldrums.‖  The campaign to free Tiny Hoffman was supported by a large section of the 

labor movement and was even likened to the cause of Tom Mooney.  The Socialist 

periodical, The New Leader, summed up the importance of all this activity in an article in 

March of 1931: 

 ―Philadelphia Strike Inspires Other Trade Unions‖ 

At a time when most unions say ―lay low‖ because times are bad, the Hosiery 

Workers reply ―Oh Yeah?  Lets Organize‖ . . . Daily the atmosphere is clearing.  

Workers are beginning to line up, without fear of labels, with those who are 

constantly pointing to new paths.  The tide is turning.
66
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The long years of painstaking work to revive labor seemed to be paying off as 

workers became increasingly aware of the activity that had been consistently maintained 

by disparate groups in various parts of the country, and as the economic situation became 

more desperate by the day.  Increasingly the union newspaper‘s pages aimed to educate 

the populace about the growing dissent, and to encourage both the membership and 

general citizenry to take things into their own hands:  

The workers must help themselves.  If the masses were aroused, the industrialists, 

the financiers and political leaders of the United States would soon enough 

discover ways and means of getting industry turning once more . . . instead of 

turning back vast millions to the over-wealthy classes, the government would 

appropriate all the money that is necessary to alleviate starvation and suffering.   

This union has always made it very plain that the workers must be militant and 

have power . . . Let loud enough protests be heard from the unemployed, we 

guarantee that action will soon be taken.
67

  

     

       The union constructed its appeals not only to speak to the pride of the community, 

but also to make residents so angry that any possible sense of despondency would be 

overcome.  Articles denigrated such wealthy magnates as Andrew Mellon and claimed 

that workers themselves were sacrificing and giving the most to help the victims of the 

capitalist Depression, while city council and the rich claimed they could do nothing.  

Calling such inaction ―a death sentence pronounced upon tens of thousands of our 

helpless fellow citizens by the owners of vast wealth,‖ and vowing ―we won‘t starve,‖ the 

union issued a dire warning to political and industrial leaders that ―labor will fight against 

all politicians guilty of this appalling and brutal display of class action.‖  It wasn‘t 

difficult to convince working people of the callousness of the country‘s leaders to the 

suffering of the common people when the labor press printed statements such as one 

made by an attorney for the Widener estate who, they claimed, ―shocked a group of 
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businessmen by telling the trustees they should give $100,000 ‗to protect their assets,‘ 

because ‗unless the very rich contribute to help the very poor, we are due for a social and 

industrial revolution in this country that will destroy property values.‘‖  This statement 

not only indicated the insensitivity of the capitalists, but also their rising fear of the 

―masses.‖
68

   

By 1931 confrontational sentiment was growing.  In February of that year the 

Socialists held a jobless demonstration at City Hall, which was attacked by police 

because they feared the potential for violence among those present.  The Hosiery Worker 

accused the city of refusing the unemployed the right to hold mass meetings and 

threatened that, unless something was done to help families, it would become ―impossible 

for police to contend with the condition‖ which would be created.  Meanwhile, the union 

began to encourage radical, even violent action from both organized labor and the masses 

of unorganized workers, with articles such as one describing an armed march for relief by 

farmers in the Midwest, and threats made by Pennsylvania miners to raid local 

warehouses in order to get the staples they needed.  Encouraging their readers to follow 

suit, they asked, ―Haven‘t city workers as much gumption as the farmers in Arkansas?‖  

In one column, ―It‘s a Great System,‖ the paper quoted an advertisement from La Salle 

Extension University: ―do you know what to do if your home is threatened by 

foreclosure?‖ and answered for them, ―Well if you ask us, we‘d refer you to certain 

farmers out in the Midwest who are oiling the old shotguns.‖
69

  The union often used the 
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language of community pride and ―class,‖ as well as Kensington‘s labor heritage to 

encourage confrontational actions: 

Let us revive the militant spirit of the textile workers of the Northeast.  The mill 

workers of this section are class-conscious by heritage and training and in times 

of crisis their fighting blood rises and things happen.  It is high time we got our 

fighting blood up now.
70

 

 

Articles told the stories of people facing starvation and living in boxes, as it called 

upon the unemployed to revolt and ―take over the factories, buildings, and food . . . 

produce for USE, not profit, and order the world and its wealth to that end.‖  The union 

also expanded its coverage of national and international events that represented the rising 

tide of resistance.  Under the headline ―Freedom is Bleeding,‖ it covered the World War I 

veterans‘ ―Bonus March.‖  It also covered miners‘ strikes in Pennsylvania and clashes in 

Detroit.  The newspaper printed pictures, such as one of followers of Gandhi lying in the 

streets of Bombay captioned ―Reds and Pacifists alike receive rough treatment from 

bosses police all over.‖  In other editions, it covered a march in Ireland in which the IRA 

[Irish Republican Army] came out from underground and marched through the streets of 

Dublin ―to the cheers of thousands,‖ after an election in which Labor forces won control.  

And it even covered events in Nicaragua, France, Spain, and China.  The author of 

another article described how he had ―bummed‖ his way across twenty-four states and 

saw bread lines everywhere, all filled with discontent.  All of them also, he continued, 

‖felt moments when they were impelled to violence.  Only the threat of having their 
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‗spontaneous‘ violence met with the bullets, clubs and gas of the ‗scientific‘ violence of 

police restrained them--but for how long?‖
71

  

And it began to print, in banner headlines in every issue of the paper, the simple 

statement from the Declaration of Independence ―Whenever any form of government 

becomes destructive of these ends, Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness it is the 

right of the people to alter or abolish it.‖ 

Some historians have seen the use of such appeals to ―American‖ ideals by labor 

and the left as an essentially conservative representation of the conservative goals of 

workers.  Lizabeth Cohen argued that workers wanted to force employers to commit to 

―moral capitalism,‖ and did not demand a share in power relations, such as hiring and 

production decisions.  And as Rosemary Feurer points out, Gary Gerstle also argued that 

―the elusive radical spirit did not stir workers generally,‖ while Michael Kazin concluded 

that activists on the left were ―committed organizers who talked about socialism only in 

private.‖  The evidence from the hosiery workers, and those associated with them, 

challenges such contentions.  When the union used appeals to ―American‖ ideals, it was 

not responding conservatively, but instead subverting conservative representations in the 

process of creating a class-based Americanism that transcended gender, race, and 

ethnicity.  The union‘s program claimed for the working classes the values of democracy 

and ―rights,‖ but went well beyond abstract political rights to include broad economic 

rights, as part of a Socialist program of social reorganization.
72
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The open policies of membership within the union brought together radicals from 

a diverse constituency.  Although Socialists were the most influential group, they 

struggled alongside Communists and independent radicals and, as indicated by 

discussions at union conventions and in the union‘s printed material, members of these 

groups were ―open‖ regarding their sympathies.  Contrary to some recent literature, these 

activists were not ―outside‖ infiltrators, but members of the community who worked in 

the industry and the union.  The hosiery union underscores the fact that the active Left in 

the United States included a broad range of activists, many of whom came from working-

class backgrounds and at least some of whom were openly integrated within mass 

organizations.  But one thing all of these activists shared, along with many others in the 

community, was a desire for meaningful social change.
73

 

By 1932 even the AFL executive council was shaken to the point that, in the 

words of a Hosiery Worker article, it issued at its semi-annual convention ―clear cut 

demands for unemployment relief, better apportionment of jobs and wealth, aid to 
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farmers, and a special session of Congress to prevent the riots and bloodshed the AFL 

sees as inevitable unless immediate relief to the masses is administered.‖
74

   

 

Thinking Globally, Acting Locally 

 

For many, it was becoming ever clearer that small or piecemeal responses to the 

devastation the Great Depression wrought upon working people were not enough, and the 

union leadership began to escalate demands for state and federal programs to provide 

relief.  They also launched a campaign to build support for legislative action to address 

labor‘s issues, such as the right to organize, an anti-injunction bill, a bill to stop the 

―yellow dog‖ contract, and the problem of jobs.  In June of 1930 a large rally held at 

Philadelphia‘s Shibe Park (home of Philadelphia‘s National League baseball team) 

headlined William Green, the president of the AFL, in support of the anti-injunction 

campaign that the hosiery workers were conducting in the state legislature with the help 

and support of James Maurer.  But the terrible suffering that the Depression was 

inflicting on many working Americans was rapidly becoming a central focus.  Portraying 

the so-called ―commissary system‖ of food handouts as ―degrading,‖ hosiery workers, 

along with the Socialists, the CLU, and other progressive organizations, also formed a 

joint commission on unemployment at a mass meeting at Knitters‘ Hall in January of 

1932, to build support for direct relief to the unemployed.  In the beginning of March this 

group hosted a rally at Philadelphia‘s Convention Hall that drew over 10,000 people, and 

in which representatives from practically every union in the city participated.  The event 
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featured a brass band provided by the musician‘s union, a 100-piece orchestra, an organ 

recital, and a list of speakers that included Governor Gifford Pinchot.
75

 

Street meetings to organize the unemployed and to build a mass movement for 

state-supported unemployment relief were also a daily feature throughout Greater 

Kensington, under the auspices of the AFFFHW and the Textile Workers District 

Council.  These meetings were often accompanied by a band set up on a flatbed truck, or 

music of various types broadcast over an amplifying system.  The unemployed 

movement‘s activities expanded rapidly to involve workers in other industries outside of 

textile, such as Budd Manufacturing, a manufacturer of passenger rail cars, Philco 

electronics, Nabisco Bakery, and even truck drivers in the dairy industry.  A large open-

air meeting in McPherson Square featuring Anna Geisinger, along with Callaghan, 

Edelman, a speaker from the UTWA, and another from the ACWA, drew thousands of 

people to hear plans for a mass march on the state capital in Harrisburg.  This march was 

planned to greet the opening of the state legislature in January of 1933, in what the union 

newspaper called ―a legislative onslaught unequaled in the history of the state.‖  The 

demands included $75,000,000 in unemployment insurance, old age pensions, a 

minimum wage, the outlawing of the ―yellow dog‖ contract, and repeal of the eviction 

law.
76

  Alice Kreckman took part in this campaign, calling it a ―women‘s march‖ in 

reference to the large number of women among the participants:  

We women were up in the balcony and we were yelling at the politicians.  We 

slept on the floor and everything.  For relief.  I didn‘t need it, but I always felt it 
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wasn‘t just those who need help that should be out there, those that don‘t need it 

should be doing something!
77

  

 

And such demands were growing throughout the country.  But the political arena 

also expanded beyond these immediate demands, to include third-party initiatives that 

contested racism, sexism, and provided a larger vision for social change.  While these 

tactics challenged the electoral control of both the Democratic and the Republican 

parties, they were also used as a means to put out a broader message and influence people 

well beyond hosiery workers.  Labor and Socialist networks that had been strengthened 

over the course of the 1920s provided important resources for Philadelphia‘s ―culture of 

unity.‖  In the second half of the 1920s, Alexander McKeown was one of the founders of 

Philadelphia‘s Northeast Progressive League, an organization that laid the groundwork 

for the establishment of an Independent Labor Party in Philadelphia.  By the beginning of 

1930 the League had developed a strong following in the northeast sections of the city.  

By 1931 the League had become the Independent Labor Party (ILP) with headquarters in 

Knitters Hall.  That year, the party adopted an impressive platform in preparation for a 

run in the Fall 1931 primaries, calling not only for the socializing of utilities and 

transportation, but for unemployment insurance; an end to evictions and the building of 

municipal housing; an income tax on the rich; city-run industries; and an end to 

discrimination on the basis of sex and race.  McKeown was the candidate for mayor and 

candidates were nominated from every district and included Edelman, as well as 

Geisinger and a considerable number of other women.  It is impossible to guess what 

kind of support the ticket would have garnered city-wide, for the party was knocked off 
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the ballot on a ―technicality,‖ but its political message was heard by thousands, in 

meetings and open-air speeches throughout the city.
78

 

Not to be discouraged by the experience of the Labor Party, the executive board 

of Branch 1 decided to throw its full weight behind the Socialist Party in the 1932 

national elections.  Although the local‘s ties with the Socialists were extensive 

throughout the period, actual endorsement of a political party in a national election by the 

union was not a common procedure and in fact was contrary to the policies of the AFL.  

But at the 1932 convention, delegates from Philadelphia introduced a resolution 

appealing to all branches to ―cooperate with the Socialist Party in the Fall elections,‖ give 

them both ―moral and financial support,‖ and form Socialist or Labor Party locals where 

none already existed, and ―endorse only candidates favorable to labor.‖  This resolution 

also caused extensive debate.  Rieve opposed it on the basis that, although he was a 

member of the Socialist Party himself, it would be divisive, claiming ―hosiery workers, as 

workers, support a variety of views, including Socialist, Communist, Republican and 

Democrat.‖  In a heated response indicative of the growing tensions between her and the 

union president, Anna Geisinger informed him ―all I‘ve ever been is a worker,‖ and 

spoke in favor of the resolution, essentially accusing Rieve, a full-time union official, of 

being a bureaucrat and a hypocrite.  This resolution was subsequently defeated, but two 

members of Branch 1 then introduced another, calling for the formation and support of an 

Independent Labor Party (ILP) along with a demand that the AFL endorse such a party.  

Again, very contentious discussion ensued in which a delegate from Branch 1, decrying 

the ―threat of fascism in the country‖ argued that, ―anyone calling himself a Socialist or 
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Communist, if he doesn‘t work for the unity of labor, he is committing an act of treason 

on the working class.‖  McKeown also endorsed this resolution and argued that if the 

AFL, along with the Socialists and the Communists united, they could reach the goal of 

the ―betterment of mankind.‖  But a Communist member of Branch 1 opposed the 

resolution on the grounds that such a party would be ―reformist‖ and not solve problems 

that needed to be ―fought out before the working class.‖  Rieve, in turn, did support the 

ILP resolution on the grounds that the formation of such a party would allow for labor 

activity on an independent basis.  After much debate, the convention passed the 

resolution in support of the ILP with the support of Philadelphia.  What is most 

significant about these heated exchanges, however, is that they underscore the presence 

of very strong, often contentious, but very open debate within the union.  And this debate 

was one of the primary factors that underscored the democratic nature of the 

organization.  Although they voted for the ILP resolution, Branch 1, however, continued 

to stand behind the Socialist Party in the upcoming elections.
79

  

Branch 1‘s connections to the Socialist Party in Pennsylvania were very deep.  

James Maurer, the party‘s candidate for vice president, was a long-time friend and 

staunch ally of the union and a fierce fighter in support of legislation against the use of 

injunctions and the state police in labor disputes.  The platform of the Socialists 

embraced many of the ideals for which the union had long fought (some of which would 

be adopted by the Roosevelt administration in the ―second New Deal‖ as his 

administration was pushed further to the left).  The Socialist Party called for, among other 
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things, immediate relief for the unemployed, a program of public works, old age 

pensions, government health and maternity insurance, the enforcement of constitutional 

guarantees of economic, political, and legal equality for Negroes and women, the 

enforcement of drastic anti-lynching laws, U. S. entrance into the world court and the 

abandonment of imperialism.
80

  Further, the Kensington workers had consistently built 

connections to Socialists nationally and internationally, going back to the Knights of 

Labor and the German socialists, and these connections were important as they strove to 

rebuild the movement and develop connections to labor as an international cause. 

Following the death of Carl Mackley in March of 1930, Socialist speakers were 

increasingly a regular feature in Philadelphia.  Soon after Mackley‘s death Clare 

Annesley, a socialist MP from the British Labour Party, spoke to the women of Branch 1 

telling them ―it‘s times like these that put the steel into your soul,‖ and underscoring the 

importance of women in the fight to change society.  In August of that year Arthur Shaw, 

the Socialist leader of the British Textile Unions, received a standing ovation at Knitters‘ 

Hall when he spoke about the militant traditions of textile workers that extended from 

Britain to Kensington and back again.  In fact, in the early 1930s Socialism was very 

much ―in the air‖ in Kensington.  During the 1932 campaign the Socialist Party of 

Philadelphia sponsored a May Day event that packed the Wishart Theater.  Norman 

Thomas was the keynote speaker, but speakers also included Alice Hanson from the 

YWCA and Frank Keeney, president of the West Virginia Miners Federation and one of 
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the leaders of the famous ―armed march‖ in 1920.  This event was followed by a huge 

auto parade throughout Greater Kensington, and a reception at Knitters Hall.
81

  

When the 1932 elections did occur the results were indeed encouraging for the 

Socialists, with the Thomas/Maurer ticket winning close to a million votes nationwide, an 

increase of over 400 percent from 1928.  In Wisconsin, the Socialists doubled their voting 

strength; in Pennsylvania, two Socialists were elected to the state assembly.  

Pennsylvanians cast over 91,000 votes for the party, and in Berks County, the home of 

Reading‘s powerful Berkshire Mill, the Socialists took a full 22 percent of the vote.  In 

Philadelphia, the vote increased from just over 3000 in 1928 to 13,028 in 1932.  The 

increase helped to defeat two anti-labor associates of the Vare administration and, in 

addition, according to the Philadelphia Tribune, ―election workers reported an 

appreciable gain in Socialist votes among Negro balloters.‖
82

  

By early 1933 the Socialists had opened an office on East Allegheny Avenue in 

Kensington.  In May of that year they sponsored a May Day event, this time at the 

Schubert Theater, in which Arturo Giovanitti, a famed Wobbly strike leader and poet, 

was the featured speaker.  In August the Socialists sponsored a picnic and rally that drew 

15,000 people to South Philadelphia‘s Airport Park.  This was the first major event held 

by the city-wide Socialist Party in quite a few years and was an attempt to build broader 

support in other parts of the city outside of the stronghold of radical Kensington.  Emil 

Rieve and Alexander McKeown were speakers at the rally, along with Norman Thomas 
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and Frank Crosswaith, a ―prominent Negro Socialist‖ associated with the Brotherhood of 

Pullman Porters, who had himself been a Socialist candidate in New York.  Events such 

as these that drew upon the influence of important figures from disparate communities, 

along with the broad-based and international scope of the union‘s newspaper articles and 

radical community-based programs, helped to draw more workers to the programs of the 

Socialists and the struggle for an alternative to the capitalist system that promised to give 

working people more control over their lives and futures.
83

 

In May of 1932 Edward McGrady, vice-president of the AFL, spoke before a 

United States Senate committee on unemployment relief.  In his address he warned them 

that the ―sporadic uprisings‖ that were taking place in industrial centers over the past 

months represented a mass movement of unemployed men and women who wanted food 

and shelter.  AFL leaders had, he said, ―preached patience and obedience to the law,‖ but 

they would no longer do so.  Then McGrady gave the senators an ultimatum:  

Unless you furnish relief quickly, the doors of revolt in this country are going to 

be thrown open . . . in every labor meeting there is a good representation of 

soldiers of the World War, and they are the most angry  . . . if Congress adjourns 

without providing food for the millions of hungry people, labor will not close the 

doors on revolt . . . I am not going to come before you again to beg for relief . . . 

unless you do provide relief, something is going to happen in this country.
84

  

 

At the end of the article in the Hosiery Worker describing McGrady‘s speech the 

editors inserted a paragraph of their own: ―So the spokesman for the AFL invited the 
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hungry workers to be patient no longer, to worry about ‗Red perils‘ no longer, but to feed 

their families.‖
85

  

The tide was, in truth, beginning to turn, as the fear that the ―doors of revolt‖ 

might indeed be thrown open began to sink in to the captains of industry.  The anger and 

accompanying actions slowly beginning to gain impetus in the country would, in fact, 

result in the election of a new president, and push him to take notice of the masses of 

suffering and increasingly desperate people, as the country slipped into the darkest days 

of the Depression.  The reality of this national mood, encompassed in the demand for a 

drastic change in government along with the growing fear of social turmoil that just 

might lead to a serious challenge to the capitalist system itself, led to the election of 

Franklin Delano Roosevelt and pressed him to begin the journey towards a ―New Deal‖ 

for the American people and the labor movement.  But the journey would not be an easy 

one, for as historian Melvin Dubofsky pointed out, ―American business never willingly 

conceded any of its prerogatives to workers and unions.‖  It would take the coordinated 

efforts of a united and militant movement of working people, men and women, 

challenging capital on a national level, to achieve the gains of the ―New Deal.‖  The 

hosiery workers were an important part of this movement as the country moved into the 

era of the ―culture of unity‖ of the Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO).
86
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CHAPTER 6 

 

STORMING THE BASTILLE, 1933-1937 

 

Discussing the ―doldrums‖ of labor that weighed heavily on the working class in 

the 1920s and early 1930s, historian Nelson Lichtenstein argued, ―Trade unionism . . . is 

a political project whose success enables unions to transcend the ethnic and economic 

divisions always present in the working population.‖  But in the 1920s, according to 

Lichtenstein, the labor movement did not have the vision to generate ―the kind of 

relationships in law, ideology, or practice necessary to institutionalize mass unionism and 

sustain working-class living standards.‖  It would not be until the mid-1930s that this 

vision came about, in the organization known as the Congress of Industrial Organizations 

(CIO).
1
 

While it was the 1930s when this visionary movement blossomed on the national 

level, early and vigorous shoots of the movement were actually growing in the 1920s and 

early 1930s, and Kensington‘s workers were central players in their development.  The 

experience of the hosiery workers in Kensington provided a template that tested and 

fought out various aspects of the structures that became part of the labor renaissance of 

the CIO and the rebirth of labor feminism.  Workers in the hosiery union experimented 

with dramatic new tactics and ideas, determining what worked and what needed change, 

and in the process grew the culture of unity that was such an important part of the CIO‘s 
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founding.  The previous chapters have documented the ideological vision and 

accompanying activities that foreshadowed both the actions and the culture of the CIO 

and New Deal.  The developments within Kensington and the web of networks and 

connections extending out of it demonstrate that the ―doldrums‖ of women and labor 

were not universal.  But the connections from the earlier period of labor and women‘s 

activism that ended at the beginning of the 1920s, to the much-heralded later period, went 

much further than a tenuous association in Kensington, for there were concrete and 

specific links in terms of people, institutions, and ideology.  This chapter will examine 

the ways in which the hosiery workers played a vital role in the creation of the CIO and 

influenced important programs of the New Deal and labor feminism. 

In terms of the CIO, hosiery union activists went directly into important 

leadership positions in the organization; strike tactics of the CIO such as the 1937 sit-

down strike wave followed directly on experiments by hosiery workers years earlier; one 

of the most important sit-down strikes of 1937--the Apex strike--led to the historic 

Supreme Court decision removing labor disputes from the purview of the Sherman Anti-

Trust Act; they were ―sparkplugs‖ of the 1933 strike wave that began immediately after 

the passage of the NIRA; they were among the founders of the Textile Workers 

Organizing Committee (TWOC) and its successor CIO union the Textile Workers Union 

of America (TWUA) and provided its leadership; former hosiery workers went on to 

work in other important CIO unions, and they were instrumental in the founding of the 

largest of the progressive CIO unions, the United Electrical Workers (UE), a union whose 

organizational structure virtually mirrored that of the AFHW.  
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The hosiery workers also had direct connections to the New Deal.  The actions of 

the union led directly to a New Deal legal precedent known as the Reading Formula that 

became the dominant legal methodology for resolving labor disputes during the NIRA 

period, and their far more successful foray into New Deal housing programs, the Carl 

Mackley Houses, led to important government initiatives for low-cost housing. 

The union and its female activists were also a model for later labor feminism 

within the CIO through activities like the protection of women‘s right to work during the 

Depression, the support of child care for working mothers, and the ―rate-for-the-job.‖  

They also had connections to female New Deal officials and supported important 

legislative initiatives such as the Lundeen Act and equal pay legislation.  Finally, they 

were early representatives of the two different wings that would develop within the labor 

movement--one that would lead to a bureaucratic, top-down organization directly tied 

into the Democratic Party, and another that would advocate for a social-democratic 

movement controlled by the rank and file.          

As befits the history of the AFHW and the community of Kensington, this chapter 

begins with the 1933 strike wave in the NIRA period.  It concludes with the explosive 

strikes of 1937, including the precedent-setting Berkshire and Apex strikes and the 

Supreme Court decision, Apex vs. Leader.  In between, the chapter will tell the story of 

the union and the people of the community during this critical period of American 

history.  Specifically, it will delineate how the earlier developments of Kensington‘s 

hosiery workers--the subject of the first five chapters of this dissertation--directly 

connected to the three progressive movements of the late 1930s and beyond: the CIO, the 
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New Deal, and labor feminism.   It will show that over the course of a campaign for the 

―rights‖ of working people, in which the possibility of an alternative social organization 

was made explicit, many came to see their futures as connected to a broad national and 

international movement that went beyond ―moral capitalism‖ to encompass social, and 

economic democracy.   

 

On the Threshold of a New Deal: The Strike Wave of 1933 

The results of the U. S. presidential election of 1932 were an indisputable call for 

change by the American people.  According to historian Robert McElvaine, a poll by 

Literary Digest taken just before the election suggested that the discontent of Americans 

was great enough that upward of 5 percent of the electorate strongly considered voting 

for Norman Thomas on the Socialist ticket.  The results of this poll were also reported in 

the Hosiery Worker where union officials portrayed it as a vindication of all the hard 

work the union had been putting into developing a movement for real change.  But 

although the Socialists did gain significantly over their 1928 vote, in the end many 

Thomas supporters voted for Democrat Franklin Delano Roosevelt (FDR), afraid that 

Hoover might be reelected if they voted for the Socialists.  Roosevelt‘s mandate, 

however, was first and foremost a repudiation of Hoover, not necessarily a vote of 

confidence in the Democrats.  McElvaine argues that Hoover and other conservatives 

actually helped Roosevelt overcome the danger of massive defection to the left: ―By 

lashing his opponent as one who would lead to drastic change, Hoover may have done 
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more to help win votes for Roosevelt than the Democrat did for himself.  Drastic change 

was appealing to the masses of hungry, jobless people.‖
2
 

Increasingly desperate Americans--farmers, laboring people and the unemployed-

-were beginning to respond to calls to take matters into their own hands.  This was 

certainly the case in Kensington.  The activities of the unemployed leagues, organizing 

drives and escalating strike violence, marches on the legislature and increasing demands 

that the government take responsibility for the crisis and initiate programs to alleviate the 

suffering, were all contributing to heightened fears of turmoil, perhaps even revolution.  

According to McElvaine ―It was in response to what political journalist Ernest K. Lindley 

called revolution boiling up from the bottom,‖ that the Senate passed a bill in early April 

introduced by Senator Hugo Black of Alabama.  The Black bill banned from interstate 

commerce any goods made by workers who worked more than a six-hour day in a five-

day week.  The bill had the full support of the AFL and when president William Green 

appeared before the Norris sub-committee of the Senate Judiciary Committee, he warned 

the senators that American wage earners were determined to get the ―30-hour‖ week, 

―either through the force of the government or the force and struggle of the labor 

movement.‖  Although the original bill had regulated only hours, an amended version 

allowed the secretary of labor to regulate production and set minimum wages, backed up 

by the threat of criminal prosecution against employers who did not comply.  In weekly 

broadcasts over Philadelphia radio station WIP, Branch 1 leadership discussed the bill 

and called for a nationwide twenty-four-hour strike in order to force its passage.  

Sentiment generally was growing to such a degree that the Black bill appeared to be 
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ready to be passed in the House as well as the Senate, and many of the country‘s 

industrialists began to fear that ―Roosevelt might have the last opportunity to save 

capitalism.‖
3
 

After his inauguration in March 1933, Roosevelt was faced with finding ways to 

deal with the enormity of the crisis of the capitalist system.  But his initial response, 

aimed at stabilizing the banks and getting business to restart, did little to alleviate the 

widespread suffering of the populace--or the rising tide of discontent that was its 

accompaniment.  Given the enormity of the crisis small changes were just not enough.  In 

order to head off the Black legislation the administration gave the go-ahead for a 

recovery bill that aimed to win the support of labor, but especially business.  

Subsequently, the National Industrial Recovery Act (NIRA) came to be the centerpiece of 

the ―First New Deal‖ legislation.  NIRA represented what the progressive movement 

hoped would be a more worker-oriented administration.  The newly created National 

Recovery Administration (NRA) set up boards to establish industry codes governing 

wages, working conditions, and hours of work for each industry.  But the legislation 

allowed business leaders overwhelming dominance on the boards, and the codes often 

amounted to government-sanctioned price fixing.  In a small concession to labor, section 
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7a of the NRA provided for employees‘ rights to establish unions and engage in 

collective bargaining by representatives of their choice.
4
  

Many left-oriented liberals endorsed the promise of economic planning that they 

thought the NRA encapsulated.  These included Emil Rieve, national president of the 

AFHW, who requested ―emergency powers‖ within the union giving him more power 

over strikes until the legislation was ―clarified.‖  But the support given by the hosiery 

workers as a whole, especially Philadelphia‘s Branch 1, was more critical.  A Hosiery 

Worker editorial in early June of 1933 argued that the government was forced to adopt 

rules for industry that would enable labor to organize in order to save the whole 

economic system.  But leadership in the left wing of the union mistrusted the bill: ―with 

control of wages and hours in the hands of the government, it could turn into Mussolini . . 

. there is no real possibility of anything worthwhile unless Labor wields a good, solid, 

and hefty bludgeon.‖  This did not stop them, however, from appropriating the bill, and 

section 7a, to use as a mandate to re-energize the labor movement.  Building on the 

experiences of the previous decade, the union launched a campaign to make sure that 

labor was in control of the ―New Deal.‖  In the process, the AFHW became central to 

developments in the labor movement in 1933 and the transformations toward a ―culture 

of unity‖ beginning to occur in the country, that would come into full flower in the later 
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1930s.  But this process also foreshadowed the development of a split between different 

ideological factions in the leadership of the CIO.
5
 

In July 1933 an article in Time magazine reported that the NRA had indeed 

increased the number of strikes within the U.S. as workers sought to unionize and 

anticipate its benefits.  But according to the article, the strikes that erupted throughout the 

rest of the country ―paled beside the strikes‖ which were being conducted in Eastern 

Pennsylvania: ―Of the 25,000 workers on strike throughout the U. S., 18,000 were in 

Pennsylvania . . . centered mostly in the hosiery industry as a result of attempts by the 

American Federation of Full Fashioned Hosiery Workers to complete unionization of the 

mills.‖
6
   

Even before the president signed the NIRA into law on June 16, 1933, the union 

was engaging in strategies to take advantage of its proposed support for labor organizing.  

In May, the hosiery union was one of a group that joined forces to organize an ―apparel 

trades bloc,‖ aimed at cooperative efforts to take advantage of the opportunities for 

organizing promised by the NRA.  Along with the AFFFHW, this bloc included the 

International Ladies Garment Workers Union (ILGWU), the Cloth, Hat, Cap, and 

Millinery Workers, the Amalgamated Clothing Workers (ACWA), the United Hatters of 

North America, and the International Pocketbook Makers Union.  Most of these trades 

had high concentrations of female employees, although their leadership remained 

concentrated in the hands of men.  The hosiery union, seeing itself as in the vanguard of a 
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―new rebirth of labor,‖ shared organizers with members of the bloc, particularly the 

ACWA, in anti-sweatshop campaigns in Pennsylvania and southern New Jersey.
7
   

The ink was barely dry on the president‘s signature when the union launched an 

organizing drive in every section of the country producing full-fashioned hosiery.  It also 

changed its name to the American Federation of Hosiery Workers (AFHW) after gaining 

jurisdiction over workers in seamless as well as full-fashioned hosiery manufacture.  The 

union intensified organizing campaigns in Reading, while in Philadelphia Branch 1 

issued a call for all workers in non-union shops to strike on June 22.  Knitters‘ Hall 

became the headquarters for an organizing drive that reached into numerous mills in and 

around the city.  These strikes were directed by a ―committee of 80‖ and Anna Geisinger, 

backed up by the broad support of the women‘s division, was elected to head the 

committee.  The fact that Geisinger was given virtually complete oversight of the 

organizing committees in Philadelphia and its surrounding regions is an important 

development, indicative not only of her unquestionable skills, but also of the developing 

tensions between Branch 1 and the president of the national union.  For in May, Emil 

Rieve had fired Geisinger as a federation organizer.
8
 

It is not clear exactly what was behind the problems between Rieve and 

Geisinger, but it is likely that Rieve‘s opposition to a position for women on the national 
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negotiating committee (which did not carry at the union‘s national convention) and his 

opposition to guaranteed positions for women on the national executive board (which did 

carry) contributed to the breach.  By this point the consciousness of Geisinger and a core 

group of other women in the union had evolved to include an understanding, not only of 

their rights as women workers, but also the past discrimination that they had experienced 

as women within the union.  In addition, some members of the union, male and female, 

were becoming increasingly dissatisfied with the ―take backs‖ and restrictions on 

workers‘ activities dictated by the national contract.  Clearly, Geisinger saw Rieve as 

condescending and hypocritical, as indicated by discussions at the 1932 and 1933 

conventions.  But this situation also revealed the move towards a bureaucratic, top-down 

approach that would become more prevalent in the coming years.  And it was not well 

received among the members of some of the branches, including Branch 1.
9
    

The actual catalyst for Geisinger‘s firing occurred after Rieve removed her from 

organizing work in Reading and assigned her to work for the ACWA in the sweatshops 

of Allentown.  She refused the assignment.  In her rebuttal to the decision Geisinger 

claimed that she had been told that she was being removed from her successful position 

in Reading as an ―economy measure,‖ and such an ―economy‖ would not be effective if 

she was assigned to Allentown.  She may also have had some problems with the 

Amalgamated‘s president, Sidney Hillman, (a close associate of Rieve‘s) and his avowed 

anti-communism.  Although Geisinger was a Socialist (as was Hillman) there were 
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communists in Branch 1 with whom she closely associated, and who supported her in 

turn.  And divisions within the Socialist Party were also becoming increasingly evident--

by 1935, after the death of James Maurer, these divisions would split the party in 

Reading.  Regardless, there really was little that Branch 1 could do about her firing for it 

was not acceptable practice for an organizer to refuse an assignment.  Nevertheless, four 

members of the executive board did vote against the decision.  But whatever the actions 

of the national body, Geisinger was still a member of Branch 1 and the local made its 

own decisions regarding its organizing campaigns.  Putting Geisinger in charge of the 

strike committee was essentially a direct slap at Rieve.
10

 

 The general organizing drive drew a wide-scale response and hosiery strikes hit 

the South, the Midwest, the Northeast, and erupted in southern New Jersey and all over 

Pennsylvania.  The union‘s focus on empowering workers on the local level at last 

yielded important results in inter-racial organizing, when it chartered an African 

American local in Durham, North Carolina.  These workers were employed in ―seamless 

mill 6‖ of the Marvin-Carr Company, one of a number of seamless plants in the South 

that employed only blacks.  Although these workers were organized in a separate local, 

they were part of the Durham branch, and they were welcomed into the union at a 

meeting attended by both black and white workers.  William Smith of the national union 

and southern organizer Henry Adams chaired the meeting and promised the new 
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members ―there never will be discrimination because of color in the AFHW.‖  In his 

welcoming speech, Smith argued ―no group of workers in the world needs strong unions 

more than the colored workers do,‖ and predicted ―the white wage earner will learn more 

quickly to respect the black wage earner when the colored man gets into an organization 

and demands the same wages and working conditions that other laboring people 

demand.‖  This statement was essentially a restatement of the union‘s philosophy of 

―fighting for your rights,‖ and ―self-organization,‖ and it was the rubric that underlay the 

advances that women had been able to achieve in the union (and the anger that they felt 

when they ran into the limitations that some of the leadership attempted to impose).  

Important for this dissertation, however, the meeting in which both black and white 

members publicly stood together represented an example of the inclusive industrial 

organizing that would become an important element of the left-led unions of the CIO.
11

  

Hosiery workers were also involved in many strikes in the Midwest.  Don Harris, 

a hosiery worker interviewed several times in the late 1970s and early 1980s for the Iowa 

Labor History Oral Project, described some of the activities of the union in that state.  In 

1930, at the age of twenty, Harris started working at the Rollins Hosiery Mill in Des 

Moines Iowa.  Some of the new mills had started hiring male toppers, at lower rates, and 
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Harris was one of them.  He claimed that, before the union, conditions were terrible at the 

mill.  Harris worked a seventy-two hour week, received no paid time off, and made no 

more than $12 a week in 1934.  The plant employed over 800 people, of whom 

approximately 80 percent were female.  After a two-year campaign the AFHW was able 

to organize a closed shop in 1934 and firmly establish Branch 50 of the union.  Branch 50 

then helped workers in many other industries, including laundry workers, cement 

workers, Teamsters, and the employees of Iowa Power and Light Authority.  According 

to Harris, the hosiery workers ―could turn out two to three hundred pickets when nobody 

else could turn out more that a handful.‖
12

   

This ability to turn out pickets was a real strength of the union, as was its constant 

development of new tactics.  During the organizing drives of the NRA in Philadelphia 

and Reading, the union was particularly notable for the use of new, imaginative tactics 

that would have national implications in the near future.  Geisinger claimed that the union 

was ―using every type of method that we know how to use,‖ and groups of union workers 

circulated literature, held mill gate meetings using amplifiers, and conducted home visits 

to reach workers in the mills.  At the Blue Moon mill in Croydon, just outside of 

Philadelphia, the union set up a ―tent colony‖ in order to keep ―24 hour pickets‖ around 

the mill.  In Lansdale union pickets, some of them veterans of World War I, used gas 

masks to withstand attacks of tear gas at the Dexdale mill.  And ―active veterans of 
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Branch 1‖ also entered drives in South Jersey and rural Pennsylvania, as well as in other 

industries in Philadelphia.
13

   

In July workers in the anti-union Cambria shop, a ―sore thumb‖ for the union for 

years, went on strike.  Again Philadelphia‘s courts and police came to the aid of the 

manufacturers, and violence escalated.  Injunctions limited pickets to twelve people, and 

police began escorting strikebreakers, some of whom were armed, into the plant.  On July 

24 police arrested Alexander McKeown, president of Branch 1, William Leader, vice-

president, and seventy-five other pickets, male and female, when McKeown refused to 

honor the order to limit the pickets.  For the benefit of the press, in a theatrical episode 

that could be construed as an exhibition intended to demonstrate their ―manliness,‖ 

McKeown and Leader, in a show of bravado, ―serenaded the turnkey with a rendition of 

Sweet Adeline‖ while in jail, and went back on the picket line when released.  But as we 

have seen, women strikers exhibited very similar behavior at least as often as the men.  

When police arrested thirty-five women and they were arraigned for ―refusing to 

disperse,‖ the judge lectured them about having ―no place among the strikers,‖ informed 

them that their ―place [was] at home,‖ and said he was releasing them with the hope that 

they would not appear before him again.  According to the Philadelphia Bulletin, the 

―strikers left singing‖ and the next day they also were back on the picket line.
14
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Such carnivalesque activity by both men and women was a means for expressing 

disdain for a system that workers increasingly felt to be illegitimate and unworthy of 

respect, and it was encouraged by the union and practiced by hosiery workers throughout 

the organization.  But for these women, the judge‘s allusion to their ―place‖ would have 

been enough of a catalyst to send them back onto the picket lines.  Over the course of the 

previous decade union women had become empowered by their union activities, and 

many of these ―modern‖ women were not going to easily relinquish control over their 

lives.  Their strike activities incorporated a romantic vision of themselves as ―heroic 

agents of change,‖ but they were also very much based in the concrete reality of working-

class women‘s lives.  Social independence had a symbiotic relationship with economic 

independence, and the union provided a vehicle through which they could fight to protect 

both.  Through educational programs at the union and other organizations like the YWCA 

and Bryn Mawr College‘s Summer School, union women had become aware of how 

crucial organization was to the unity necessary to achieve their goals as both workers and 

women.  This awareness was one of the factors that continued to gird their support for 

Anna Geisinger, and it underpinned much of the support that they received from their 

middle-class sisters in the YWCA, the WTUL, the League of Women Shoppers, and the 

Women‘s Bureau, who also recognized the role that organization and paid work played in 

the fight of women to achieve independence.  It is also why, at the YWCA‘s 1934 

biennial convention held in Philadelphia, the industrial division delegates adopted a 

sweeping statement of policy supporting the movement to organize women workers into 

general trade unions. 
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Throughout this early period Cornelia Bryce Pinchot, the wife of Pennsylvania‘s 

governor, was also an active supporter of the hosiery union.  Pinchot was a ―modern, 

independent woman,‖ who had been an ardent supporter of the suffrage movement and 

was a long-time advocate for women‘s economic rights.  She was a guest speaker at 

meetings of union women as early as 1931, as well as at conventions.  She also showed 

up on picket lines, including the Cambria strike in 1933.  She even traveled to other parts 

of the country in support of the union.  In 1934 she traveled to Tennessee to speak to 

workers who were on strike at the Harriman mill in Knoxville.  At that meeting, held in a 

park, she applauded their ―courageous stand‖ and demanded that the ―Blue Eagle‖ be 

removed from the mill.  The next week she was a guest speaker at the union‘s convention 

in Philadelphia.
15

 

 The NRA called for the manufacturers to negotiate ―in good faith‖ with their 

employees, but the actions of the Cambria management in response to the overwhelming 

sentiment expressed by their workers indicated that they had no respect for the ―rights‖ of 
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working people.  This infuriated both the strikers and the nearby neighbors of the mill, 

who were fed up with the suffering that the Depression was causing and frustrated by the 

manufacturers essentially ―thumbing their noses‖ at section 7a.  Although Emil Rieve 

called a truce in the hosiery strikes in early August in order to ―go along with the 

president‘s program‖ and send all disputes to the government‘s Mediation Board, 

Cambria management refused to cooperate and the strike continued.  On August 31 

someone in the mill placed an NRA ―fair labor‖ Blue Eagle in a window as a taunt to the 

strikers, and the conflict came to another violent conclusion when infuriated strikers and 

neighbors charged a police-escorted truck of strikebreakers.  Gunshots erupted from 

inside the truck, several women were wounded, and two more workers, fatally injured, 

were added to the list of ―labor martyrs.‖  According to the Philadelphia Record, as 

police rushed in with clubs, strikers and neighborhood sympathizers salvaged the bullet-

pierced rear curtain of the truck ―for use as a war banner,‖ in a display of the solidarity 

that was part of the foundation of the community.  When news of the killings spread 

throughout the textile district, ten thousand hosiery workers walked out.
16

   

Thousands of people from the community and representatives from every major 

union in the city attended the memorial that the union held, again in McPherson Square, 

for the workers killed at the mill (although the body of one of them was actually shipped 

back to his home in Durham North Carolina for burial).  Included among the other unions 

was the American Federation of Radio Workers (AFRW) representing the newly 
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organized workers of the Philco radio plant, who were closely allied with the hosiery 

union.  Following the violence and the public backlash that accompanied it, the Cambria 

mill finally signed an agreement with the union.
17

 

The hosiery strikes in Reading also led to important new tactics within the newly 

emerging labor movement.  The union hit Reading with a massive strike wave in 1933 

that brought the industry to its knees.  Even the mighty Berkshire, the largest hosiery 

plant in the country, was shut down.  By July over 14,000 workers were on strike.  It was 

in this strike that the union won the first decision under the new section 7a of the 

Roosevelt administration‘s NRA and its newly created National Labor Board (NLB).  

This occurred when, through the use of government-mediated secret ballots, 80 percent of 

Reading‘s hosiery workers voted for representation by the union.  This included the 

Berkshire, where workers voted for the union by almost a three to one margin.  Future 

settlements under the NLB mediation board would subsequently come to be known as the 

―Reading Formula.‖
18

 

The Reading campaign also helped to revive the general labor movement in the 

area beyond just the hosiery industry.  In July, a labor event in support of a ―living wage‖ 

and union recognition brought out over 20,000 unionists, strikers, Socialists, and 
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―unemployed citizens‖ in a parade that drew upon historic elements of both the labor and 

women‘s movements.  It was led by thousands of young women wearing white dresses, 

reminiscent of the suffrage movement, followed by approximately 10,000 hosiery 

workers, followed by various striking groups in industries as diverse as shoe, hat, 

garment, laundry, bakery, building trades, printing, and moulders.  Those in the older 

skilled trades carried their historic banners and various bands marched under the simple 

placard, ―Band,‖ provided by the American Federation of Musicians.  This parade was 

one more example of the growing ―culture of unity‖ that was increasingly beginning to 

unite labor, across industry and skill, and incorporate the idealistic vision that authors like 

Nelson Lichtenstein and Lizabeth Cohen argue was missing until the advent of the CIO.
19

               

It was also in the course of the Reading struggle that the union introduced an 

important new tactic, when workers at the Busy Bee plant ―pulled a Gandhi‖ by ―striking 

on the job.‖  The union had been using Gandhi-inspired tactics for years, but this 

particular action was an important breakthrough.  The impetus for the ―strike‖ was the 

arbitrary firing of a hosiery knitter.  Other workers in the mill ―struck while they were on 

the job,‖ standing quietly before their motionless machines.  During the night shifts when 

management turned off the power, they ―remain[ed] in darkness near their machines,‖ 

therefore virtually occupying the building and preventing management from bringing in 

strikebreakers to replace them.  Hosiery workers in Reading, Lansdale, Philadelphia, and 

even in Durham, North Carolina, used the ―pulling a Gandhi‖ tactic to good effect.  The 

following year workers in other industries in Philadelphia were using it as well. 
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Howell John Harris in his book on the metal trades in Philadelphia described one 

such occasion in the spring of 1934.  By that time, the mostly black workers of Local 697 

of the Lead, Oil, Varnish & Paint Makers Union had won, with the help of the Regional 

Labor Board (RLB), an agreement with the Girard Smelting and Refining Company on 

the northern edge of Kensington.  On July 10 in order to force their employer to live up to 

the agreement and rehire a worker that they felt was unjustly fired, they struck without 

notice.  They stopped work and stood at their machines for a couple of hours until the 

owner gave way.  In the next two weeks they did the same thing again on two separate 

occasions.  The workers called these actions ―Gandhi strikes,‖ and Harris describes them 

as ―pioneering examples of the non-violent action usually associated with the Civil 

Rights Movement of two to three decades later.‖  The hosiery workers had been 

practicing the tactic since the fall of 1933, and it is likely that the workers of Local 697 

were aware of their actions.  In February of 1934, Philadelphia workers staged a one-hour 

strike and attended an overflow mass meeting in Kensington in honor of fellow workers 

who had been victimized by the Fascist repression in Austria.  Over 20,000 members of 

organized labor joined with the Socialists to hear Norman Thomas of the Socialist Party 

and William Green of the AFL ―condemn the inhuman persecution of Socialists and labor 

in Austria.‖  Representatives from most unions in the city attended, and among them 

were not just the AFHW, the ILGWU, and every union in the United Hebrew Trades, but 

also the Lead, Oil, Varnish & Paint Makers Union.  ―Pulling a Gandhi‖ was an important 

advance in tactics that predated the ―sit downs‖ of the CIO by over three years.
20
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Unfortunately, since Reading was the first strike settled under the new NLB, it 

also evidenced the weaknesses of the NRA.  Although the union won the decisions in 

Reading, the fact that there was no real enforcement mechanism allowed wholesale 

violations by the manufacturers, including the recognition of ―company‖ unions where 

management had the final say, the continued use of private police, and discrimination 

against union workers.  This reality led to even more dissent in the union as many 

members increasingly began to criticize the top officials, particularly Emil Rieve and his 

insistence upon ―going along with the president‖ no matter what it meant to the success 

of union drives.
21

  

The troubles in the union leadership really began to take on serious proportions 

towards the end of 1933 over a conflict regarding the NRA‘s hosiery code authority.  

Rieve had sent the names of himself and William Smith, his right-hand man, to the 

administration as designated labor representatives to the hosiery board.  Branch 1 

opposed this move because, as the largest branch, they felt that their president Alexander 

McKeown should be one of the representatives.  When Rieve responded that he would 

―take it under advisement,‖ it did not sit well with the branch members.  Branch 1 then 

sent a protest directly to the National Labor Board, generating a reply from them that they 

felt there was ―friction in the union.‖  And of course there was.  At the 1933 union 
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convention Rieve‘s closing address virtually acknowledged this, though he tried to play it 

down: ―There is no difference of opinion as far as the goal we wish to achieve . . . but 

there may be many opinions and many avenues as to how the purpose can be achieved.‖  

Although the national code authority did agree to the policy of ―one knitter to one 

machine,‖ it set codes that were well below the union rate, continued to allow a lower 

differential for the South, and did not incorporate the 30-hour week.  In addition, 

manufacturers continued to violate even these codes and also resist efforts to unionize the 

mills.  Branch 1 felt that these results were due to Rieve‘s postponement of the 1933 

general strike, and they criticized the administration‘s labor policy board for giving labor 

only ―one member out of five,‖ in their words, fixing ―labor‘s mathematical share of the 

‗New Deal‘ at 1/5.‖
22

   

Frustration with the NRA and Rieve hit its apex for many hosiery workers in 

September of 1934, when he pulled the hosiery workers out of the great General Textile 

Strike.  As historian Janet Irons argued in her book ―Testing the New Deal,‖ the primary 

obstacle to the successful conclusion of the strike was not a lack of solidarity between the 

workers in the north and south, but instead, ―the most insurmountable barriers to a strong 

union were . . . issues that divided the members of the UTW--North and South--from 

their leaders.‖
23
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The NRA codes were supposed to introduce a modicum of control over the 

cutthroat competition that existed in the textile industry.  But non-union shops, not only 

in the South but also shops such as the large Apex mill in Philadelphia and the Berkshire 

in Reading, slashed wages even more, laid off workers, and intensified the workload of 

those they kept.  Many non-union mills had also introduced the exploitative Bedaux 

system of ―scientific management‖ as part of the intensification of labor and 

overproduction that union members felt had caused the economic problems in the country 

to begin with.  Hosiery workers in Philadelphia and other sections of the North had taken 

steep pay cuts as part of what was intended to be a two-part strategy--keeping the 

unionized section alive while organizing the non-union mills.  When the strike was called 

they pushed for full participation in the walkout by the hosiery division, including the 

unionized sector.
24

 

The strike started in the late summer of 1934 in the South, and on September 1, 

1934, textile workers throughout the country began to walk out.  Textile workers in the 

North went out on strike in great numbers, and within a week, almost 400,000 textile 

workers nationwide had left their jobs.  As a headline in the Hosiery Worker reported, 

―many martyrs [were] made early,‖ as ―heroic boys and girls laid down their lives in the 

cause for liberty.‖  Southern mill owners and state governors deployed approximately 

twenty-three thousand soldiers, deputies, and private guards to contain the walkout.  

Union organizers were beaten, shot at, and sent to jail.  At one mill in South Carolina, 

armed guards stationed inside the mill fired into a crowd of over a hundred people 
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gathered in the mill yard, killing seven union members and injuring over seventy-five 

others. Six picketers were shot to death and more than twenty other picketers wounded, 

most shot in the back as they were fleeing, in Honea Path, South Carolina, on September 

6.
25

  

At a meeting of the national executive board in late August, representatives 

Leader and O‘Driscoll of Branch 1 took a class-oriented position towards the strike and 

submitted a motion that the AFHW declare a general strike in sympathy with the UTWA, 

calling out all shops.  Rieve opposed this motion, and the board proceeded to pass one 

that would call out only the shops that had not signed the general agreement, which Rieve 

renewed on August 29.  This would still mean, however, virtually a general strike in 

Reading, where manufacturers were still violating the NRA settlement, as well as bring 

out large plants in the Midwest, Philadelphia, and elsewhere.  But even this call was 

rescinded as it was about to take effect.  Rieve claimed that the large response in the 

South required all resources to be directed to that area, and that the North might be called 

out later.
26

 

At another special meeting of the national executive board on September 8, 

Branch 1 reiterated its demand that the AFHW call a general strike in sympathy with the 

general textile strike and added a demand that all negotiated agreements had to expire on 

September 1, 1935, a very early attempt to achieve a coordinated bargaining strategy that 
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would have given the union the power to negotiate from a much stronger position.  But 

Rieve was one of five members of the executive council of the UTWA conducting the 

general strike (the AFHW was an autonomous federation within the UTWA) and as such 

he was spending virtually all his time at strike headquarters in Washington.  When the 

president set up a mediation board, Rieve assured the members that the president would 

not have done so if he did not have assurances from the manufacturers that they would 

engage in negotiations with the union.  After three weeks, the AFL-affiliated UTWA 

called off the walkout in return for government assurances that abuses in the mills would 

be addressed.  President Franklin Roosevelt himself urged workers to return to their jobs.  

But when former strikers showed up at the mill gates for work, seventy-five thousand of 

them were turned away, blacklisted throughout their industry.  Few government 

recommendations were implemented, and there was no redress for the deaths and injuries 

that manufacturers had inflicted on the striking workers.
27

  

In Kensington, textile workers took personally what they considered to be the 

betrayal of the southern strikers by the top union leadership.  Ever since the 1920s they 

had been contributing to a ―special fund‖ to help these workers to organize themselves.  

Well before the New Deal, southern workers had begun to resist the restructuring of their 

working lives in places like Gastonia, Marion, and Elizabethton--names that had personal 

meaning for Philadelphia‘s hosiery workers, for they had been part of those struggles in a 
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very real sense.  The decisions of the leadership threatened the integrity of the long-held 

traditions and culture of Kensington‘s textile workers, and contradicted the values that 

the union had been teaching its young workers.  Organizers in Reading also reported 

unrest and resentment from its organized workers over the fact that they were not being 

called out in support of the strike.
28

 

But the UTWA leadership, including Rieve of the AFHW, was now committed to 

following the dictates of the New Deal formula.  Rieve had even sent striking Reading 

workers back to the mills while the government boards mediated the disputes.  An 

―insurgent‖ strike in September by hosiery workers in forty-three mills in Philadelphia 

and Reading resulted in a mass march on Reading, where manufacturers were still 

violating the government mediated ―settlements.‖  If the General Textile Strike was 

indeed a ―test‖ of the New Deal, as Janet Irons argues, then the New Deal failed 

miserably.  And so did the AFL‘s UTWA.  At the 1934 UTWA convention in New York, 

a resolution calling upon all officers of the union serving as members of the NRA boards 

to resign had been very narrowly defeated after a stormy debate in a heavily attended 

session.  Rieve, himself a member of both the code authority and the Philadelphia 

Regional Labor Board, argued that ―rather than withdraw from the NRA, the union 

need[ed] to secure control.‖  Many of the young delegates were new to the labor 

movement and maintained an idealistic commitment to the ―unity of labor,‖ and they 

vocally insisted that the ―AFL accept honest criticism or face dual unionism.‖  The mood 

of the delegates became very clear when, in another session, Anna Geisinger introduced 
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two female textile workers from England, members of the British Labour Party, who 

spoke in support of third-party politics.  Convention delegates then proceeded to pass a 

resolution, to which the newly organized southern delegates gave particularly strong 

support, calling for the UTWA to establish a Labor Party because of the perceived failure 

of their Democratic party ―allies‖ and instructing its delegates to the AFL to support both 

the party and the industrial form of unionism.  To many of the newly organized young 

workers the message was clear--labor must rely on its own power.
29

   

 After the Great Textile Strike, the dispute between Branch 1 and the 

national leadership became so intense that, for a period of time, the union newspaper 

even ceased publication while the factions tried to work out a solution.  Finally, cognizant 

of the fact that the loss of Branch 1 would essentially be a ―death blow‖ to the union, 

national and Branch 1 representatives worked out an uneasy compromise.  In this ―deal,‖ 

Branch 1 president Alexander McKeown became a ―special assistant‖ to Emil Rieve, and 

Branch 1 members elected William Leader as president of the Philadelphia local and Joe 

Burge as vice-president.  Although this compromise remained uncomfortable for the 

remainder of the union‘s association with Rieve, it was enough to carry it through into the 

era of the CIO.  Workers looked to a new organization that they believed had the power 

and idealism to unify working people in a more effective challenge to the existing 

political and economic order than had heretofore been mounted by the leadership of the 
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AFL.  This new organization had been at least ten years in the making, and the AFHW 

was directly connected to its founding.  

 

Hosiery Workers and the Creation of the CIO 

―From its founding event--the famous punch that John L. Lewis delivered to the 

face of an AFL rival on October 19, 1935--the CIO projected manly strength.‖
30

  This 

famous creation myth recounting the disruption at the American Federation of Labor 

(AFL) convention in Atlantic City, New Jersey is the standard story of the beginning of 

the CIO.  Robert H. Zieger, in his comprehensive history of the CIO, certainly focused on 

the movement‘s ―machis-mo:‖ ―Its picket line confrontations, its . . . logistical 

innovations, its centralized organizing campaigns, and its enormous public 

demonstrations‖ all backed up by the ―fiery rhetoric of John L. Lewis‖ and the 

―legendary militancy‖ of the very masculine mine workers, ―made the CIO appear as a 

powerful force to contemporaries.‖  This overwhelming ―manliness‖ is also reflected in 

Nelson Lichtenstein‘s description of the movement and the iconography associated with 

it: ―[f]eminism had an exceedingly low profile during the laborite mobilizations of the 

1930s and 1940s . . . organized labor‘s poster and billboard iconography invariably 

portrayed the working-class movement as a powerful white male with muscles . . . and 

meanwhile, most working women were still young, unmarried, and living at home with 
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their parents.‖  According to Zieger, ―this image of heroic--or disruptive--militancy is 

rightly associated‖ with the (very male) CIO.
31

 

Zieger aptly describes the great impact that the CIO had upon the labor 

movement: ―The expansion of organized labor from its traditional narrow enclaves into 

the central industrial core transformed unionism in the United States.‖  It is this 

organization that many historians see as providing the unifying philosophy that was 

capable of bringing about the transformation of American politics, the reconfiguration of 

the racial and ethnic dynamics of the labor movement, and the expansion of the collective 

bargaining agenda.
32

 

Most histories, however, look only at a few short months or years before its 

official founding for the origins of the CIO.  Thus they find it in the dissent some labor 

leaders felt with the craft orientation of the AFL leadership, and the potential receptivity 

to industrial unionism that was a result of mass culture and mass production, both coming 

to fruition in the mid-1930s.  But in reality, the structure of the CIO that came about in 

the aftermath of the ―battle of Atlantic City,‖ and the organization of the millions of 

workers that it came to include were based on a far longer history.  This complex and 

massive scaffolding was built by workers--male and female, unions, and radical activists, 

whose activities stretch back at least to the early 1920s.  And the men and women of the 

AFHW were significant builders of that scaffolding.
33

  But the preparation that the 
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AFHW did for the CIO went well beyond merely trying out actions and structures that 

foreshadowed what that organization later became.  In fact, people who were actually 

part of the union in the 1920s and early 1930s were component parts of the CIO‘s very 

founding, and both its positive and negative tendencies, and their influences were not 

limited to the textile industry. 

By 1933 labor activity was increasing throughout Philadelphia as workers 

attempted to take advantage of NIRA‘s section 7a to establish unions in various 

industries.  One such place was at the large Philco plant where, in early July, 350 testers, 

assemblers, and repairers called a strike in protest against a temporary increase of 

working hours.  The rest of the workforce soon followed them out and a young leadership 

group, including Socialists who had been working for over a year among the city‘s 

unemployed, rapidly emerged.  The company conceded quickly, possibly to end the 

interruption to production for the rush of orders it was receiving during a temporary 

upturn in the economy, but also because ―the strikers had the mass support of the 

Kensington neighborhood‘s powerful, Socialist-led Hosiery Workers Union.‖
34

  That 

year Philco agreed to a contract with the American Federation of Radio Workers 

(AFRW) that provided for an eight-hour day, a minimum wage, premium pay for 

overtime, and a forty-hour work week. The AFL shortly thereafter chartered the union as 

a federal local, and it subsequently expanded its organization to workers in other 

companies. 

In March 1936, union leaders of locals at General Electric, Westinghouse, Philco, 

RCA, and Delco (the electrical division of the General Motors Corporation) 
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manufacturing plants merged and formed the United Electrical and Radio Workers (UE).  

In November UE became the first union to be directly chartered by the newly founded 

Congress of Industrial Organizations (CIO).  While the leadership was diverse in its 

political philosophy, the union retained a decided left-wing tilt with an inclusive 

approach to organizing that came to include demands of equal pay for men and women.  

The original union‘s name (AFRW) was remarkably similar to that of the AFHW, and it 

incorporated a virtually identical organizational structure to that of the hosiery union.  

National union officers were elected on a yearly basis, a majority of executive committee 

members were required to be employed in the shops, and union executives could be paid 

no more than the top rate paid to a worker.  Such synchronicity is not actually all that 

remarkable, however, for Philco‘s AFRW not only received support from the AFHW but 

former hosiery workers, now employed at Philco, were in the forefront of the organizing 

campaigns.  As unemployment hit the hosiery industry workers often sought jobs in other 

industries.  Some of them had been ―black listed‖ in the hosiery industry for their union 

activities.  When they entered these other industries, often as part of a conscious strategy, 

they took their ideas about union organization with them, and such was the case at Philco.  

UE was to become one of the key left-led affiliates of the new CIO.
35
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Hosiery Workers also provided significant support activities and leadership for 

the CIO in other areas of the country.  Don Harris described the contributions made by 

hosiery workers to the organizing of the CIO in the Midwest.  After the hosiery workers 

were able to get a closed shop at the Rollins mill, they were the largest local of any union 

in the state of Iowa.  This fact made them a powerful force in the labor movement and put 

them in a position to help other unions to organize.  According to Harris, ―We were 

young guys and young gals and we were everything.  There never was a picket line, there 

never was another organizing campaign went on that we weren‘t involved in and there 

never was a strike that we didn‘t put on an assessment and give them money.‖  During 

the bitter 1938 Maytag strike, led by William Sentner of the UE, Harris brought up 

checks from Des Moines ―about once a week to keep the soup kitchen going.‖  In 1937 

Harris became the regional director for the CIO in Iowa.  He also later became the 

national director for the Packinghouse Workers Organizing Committee (PWOC) from 

1937 to 1939.  Hosiery workers also went to work for other left-led CIO unions after 

leaving hosiery.  Joe Burge, for instance, worked for United Cannery, Agricultural, 

Packing, and Allied Workers of America (UCAPAWA) and helped to organize in many 

areas, including African American women crab pickers in Maryland.  Historian Vicky 

Ruiz referred to that union as a ―women‘s union‖ because of the high level of activism 

and leadership among its female members.
36
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Labor activism within Philadelphia further increased with the passage of the 

National Labor Relations Act (or Wagner Act) on July 5, 1935.  The Wagner bill was the 

most radical and far-reaching piece of legislation passed in Roosevelt‘s second ―hundred 

days.‖ It was passed following on the heels of intense industrial unrest, large-scale 

strikes, and social turmoil.  The act guaranteed workers the right to organize unions, and 

to strike, boycott and picket their employers.  It also outlawed unfair labor practices by 

employers, including blacklisting union activists or intimidating workers who sought to 

join an independent union, and ensured workers the right to collective bargaining. 

In its aftermath, strikes erupted all over Philadelphia.  In July 1935, members of 

the Bakery Drivers‘ Union held a strike at the General Baking Company, and in March 

1936, bakery drivers and inside workers also struck the Freihofer Baking Company, in a 

strike that included much violence.  By the summer of 1936, the CIO was seriously 

concentrating on the Pennsylvania region, and John Edelman of the AFHW was 

appointed as the regional director for the organization.  Between 1936 and 1939 he 

participated in organizing drives that included Bethlehem Steel in Bethlehem 

Pennsylvania, Sun Ship and Campbell Soup, in Camden New Jersey, and was 

instrumental in establishing a CIO union at the Hershey Chocolate Company, in Hershey 

Pennsylvania.  But these were not his only activities as the region‘s CIO representative.  

In 1938 Eleanor Roosevelt came to Philadelphia as the honored guest of the Philadelphia 

Council of the National Negro Congress.  The visit was occasioned by the celebration of 

the seventy-fifth anniversary of the Emancipation Proclamation, sponsored by the 

Philadelphia Council and its affiliates.  Along with Mrs. Roosevelt, speakers included A. 
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Philip Randolph, president of the National Negro Congress; James H. Baker, Jr. its 

Regional Director; and John Edelman of the CIO.
37

   

The first sit-down strike in the city of Philadelphia occurred on January 4, 1937 at 

the Electric Storage Battery Company.  Ten days later, on January 14, ten unions formed 

the Philadelphia branch of the CIO.  These unions were the Battery Workers Union, The 

American Federation of Teachers, the UE, the ACWA, the ILGWU, the AFHW, the 

Upholstery Weavers‘ Union, the Plush Workers‘ Union, the Carpet Workers‘ Union, and 

the American Federation of Iron, Steel, and Tin Workers.  By January 21, the local CIO 

branch had established permanent offices and personnel and five more organizations had 

joined, bringing the total to fifteen unions and eighty thousand members.  Members voted 

William Leader, president of Branch 1 of the AFHW as president of the Philadelphia CIO 

council, ILGWU member Samuel G. Otto as Vice President, and Fred McCall of the UE 

as treasurer, and raised $25,000 for organization of Philadelphia‘s mass production 

workers.
38

 

The AFHW‘s experience with sit-down strikes extended back years before 1937.  

In addition to the sit-down predecessor tactic of ―pulling a Gandhi,‖ union leaders were 

also exposed to sit-downs in France.  In 1936 Rieve and Edelman, along with Wanda 
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Pilot, a female member of the executive board, attended the conference of the 

International Labor Organization in Geneva Switzerland, as delegates of the American 

textile industry.  As part of the trip they visited France and met with the French 

Socialists, and observed first-hand the sit-down strikes that were paralyzing the auto 

industry in that country.  In fact, a union vice president later claimed that the hosiery 

workers had first heard of the sit-down strike from France.  Edelman, in what appears 

now as a poignant letter to ―Tiny‖ Hoffman, described the ―wonderful progress‖ and 

―modern building‖ projects that were being carried on in the socialist-controlled areas.  It 

would only be a few years before Hitler‘s Nazis would be marching down the boulevards 

of Paris. 

Ironically, it was on this trip that Rieve decided he wanted to be the president of 

the new CIO textile organization.  On his return to the United States he officially resigned 

from the Socialist party in a move that he felt would facilitate his ambitions, for by this 

time he was a full supporter of the New Deal bureaucracy.  On March 9, 1937, the CIO 

and the UTWA entered into an agreement and set up the Textile Workers Organizing 

Committee (TWOC).  TWOC abolished all of the UTWA federations except for the 

Hosiery Workers and the Dyers, a close associate of the hosiery union.  This was 

allegedly due to the fact that they were ―self supporting,‖ but Emil Rieve was very well 

aware that the hosiery workers would not have quietly acquiesced to the abolition of their 

autonomy, and he did not want to fight that battle at this point.
39
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TWOC‘s national textile drive officially opened in the spring of 1937 and the 

hosiery workers conducted a ―whirlwind campaign,‖ particularly in Philadelphia and 

Reading, that won them 208 agreements.  In Philadelphia, the campaign opened in March 

and Leader set up headquarters in Kensington and Manayunk (another historic textile 

center).  Unlike TWOC generally, the hosiery union relied heavily upon the sit-down 

strike, and hosiery strikes swept the state.  Importantly, some of these strikes contained 

an element not usually talked about in discussions of the sit-down.  While most accounts 

of the sit-down strikes concentrate on powerful takeovers in very masculine industries 

such as auto and rubber, the hosiery strikers included a large female workforce, and 

women were very much in evidence during the campaigns.  In fact, in the Brownhill and 

Kramer strike that involved 475 workers, women were the first to sit down when they 

―quit work at eleven am and sat down at their posts.‖  Women were part of regular shifts 

of workers that maintained the strike for over a month (although they did not participate 

in the night shift).  The strike ended favorably for the workers who gained a closed shop 

and union wages and hours.  Women also maintained solidarity on the picket lines 

outside many mills, such as at the Artcraft Hosiery Mill in Kensington where, as part of a 

large crowd, they distracted police protecting the mill while others passed strikers over 

their heads and into the plant.  They were also very much in evidence at the precedent-

setting Apex strike, which would be the catalyst for an important Supreme Court decision 

on the status of unions under the Sherman Act.
40
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The CIO unions were, by this time, the largest in the city.  At one very 

contentious meeting of the CLU, an AFL representative warned the many young, new 

members that they did not fully understand the autocratic nature of the new labor 

organization.  If they joined with the CIO, he cautioned, they would ―have officers 

handed down to [them] from the top, and have a dictatorship like the United Mine 

Workers.‖  But the AFL had maintained its resistance to industrial unionism for too long, 

and the Philadelphia workers that joined the CIO were not persuaded by the threats of 

what they had come to see as a narrow, conservative, organization.  They were, instead, 

focusing on what they had achieved.  On March 23, the twenty-one Philadelphia unions 

in the CIO received formal notice that they were suspended from the CLU.  By late 

March the CIO in Philadelphia had an estimated 100,000 members, representing a 

triumph for an inclusive, industrial form of unionism.
41

 

One of the reasons for the success of the early CIO was their emphasis on direct 

action, which resonated with the culture of a workforce fed up with the intransigence of 

the manufacturers and their government supporters, and who were increasingly aware of 

the important role that class played in a capitalist society.  But equally important was its 

message of unity, specifically promoted by its leftwing, that all workers whatever their 

craft, ethnicity, race, or sex, could work together to achieve empowerment and social 

justice.  In 1936 an article in Philadelphia‘s African American newspaper, the Tribune, 

vividly described the success of this ―united front‖ when it announced that at least 60,000 

workers would march in the city‘s annual May Day celebration.  According to the article, 
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―an organized group of Negro and white workers, representing all religions, political 

doctrines and nationalities [would] manifest their single purpose and aim, the strength of 

American labor.‖  The hosiery union‘s attempt to build a cosmopolitan culture of unity 

through education, social activities, sports, support of minority and gender issues, 

benefits and politics, and ―rights‖ based organizing, painstakingly built up over at least a 

decade and a half, had borne fruit.
42

             

On May 15, 1939, the Congress of Industrial Organizations called an important 

convention in Philadelphia.  At this convention delegates voted to establish the Textile 

Workers‘ Union of America (TWUA), CIO.  This union consisted of 302 locals affiliated 

with TWOC and 126 that were affiliated with the UTWA.  And Emil Rieve of the AFHW 

was elected president of that union.  The bridge that the AFHW had built from the earlier 

period of labor activism to the CIO was complete.
43

  

 

The AFHW and the New Deal 

While it may seem natural that the AFHW would have direct connections to 

labor‘s Congress of Industrial Organizations, it also played a crucial, formative role in 

some of the important programs that were part of the Roosevelt administration‘s New 

Deal.  Just as the CIO had roots that can be traced to the day-to-day organizing and 

struggles of hosiery workers and others like them, so also the New Deal did not just 

spring from the minds of Roosevelt‘s advisors.  Many of its programs and policies were 
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based on work on the ground that had been going on for a long time and had a grassroots 

lineage.  Certainly hosiery workers were among those progressives and socialists who 

helped to lay the groundwork for programs like old age pensions and unemployment 

insurance.  As Howard Kreckman put it, ―Roosevelt didn‘t come up with these ideas on 

his own, you know.  He got a lot of them from the Socialists.‖  But just as with the CIO, 

hosiery workers also had direct connections to the New Deal through personnel and in the 

formation of policies and programs.
44

  

As the centerpiece of the early New Deal the NRA primarily hoped to achieve 

industrial peace through the negotiation process and by allowing ―responsible‖ unionism.    

The act set up boards for industry to negotiate codes of fair competition that would 

―benefit industry, labor, and consumers.‖  TWUA officials who felt strongly that labor 

progress was inseparable from the progress of the New Deal, heralded the textile code 

authority as a force to inject control into the chaotic, hyper-competitive conditions that 

existed in the industry.   Section 7a of the NRA allowed for the establishment of unions 

and set up national and regional labor boards to mediate disagreements between labor and 

business.
45

 

In October of 1933, Emil Rieve was appointed to both the Hosiery Code 

Authority and to the Philadelphia Regional Labor Board (RLB), and in the process 

became a full participant in the New Deal bureaucracy, and a firm supporter of the 

―responsible unionism‖ that a powerful group in the top CIO leadership embraced.  It was 

this move away from independence and local empowerment that historians like Staunton 
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Lynd argue subsequently estranged the leadership, with the important exception of many 

left-led unions, from much of the rank-and-file and helped derail potential for meaningful 

social change.  Although the NRA legislation provided for the code authority to consist 

of representatives from industry and labor, they were heavily weighted towards business.  

Hosiery‘s code wage rates were set well below union rates, differentials were allowed for 

the South, hours well exceeded the maximum that the union would have allowed, and 

many manufacturers used the code ―minimums‖ as a ―maximum‖ in wages.
46

   

In the area of labor organizing, the 1933 hosiery strike in Reading was the first 

major test of the NRA‘s National Labor Board (NLB).  Beginning in the summer of 1933 

the strike virtually shut down Reading‘s hosiery industry.  On August 10, 1933, the NLB 

mediated a settlement.  The settlement consisted of four parts: that the union call off the 

strike; that all employees be rehired immediately, without retaliation; that the NLB hold 

elections in which the workers would vote by secret ballot for their own representatives, 

and that both parties would negotiate a collective bargaining agreement covering wages, 

hours and working conditions; and that in the event of any disagreement on any matter, 

the parties would submit the dispute to the NLB for binding arbitration.  This settlement 

established the precedent for all future settlements under the NLB and became known as 

the ―Reading Formula.‖  Workers in the mills went back to work and voted 

overwhelmingly in favor of the union.  But the intransigence of the manufacturers 

showed up the weaknesses of a legislative approach that had no powers of enforcement.  
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This fact would lead to major repercussions in 1937 when workers again decided to take 

matters into their own hands.
47

   

Emil Rieve was also appointed as the lone labor representative to the Philadelphia 

Regional Labor Board (RLB).  As such he presided, along with the representatives from 

business, over some very contentious strikes in Philadelphia.  One of these was the 1934 

strike at the Swedish multinational, SKF Corporation.  Rieve advised a settlement under 

the Reading Formula--that workers go back, continue to negotiate, and send anything not 

resolved to the board.  But given the fact that the manufacturers virtually ignored the 

board‘s decisions, the SKF employees opted to negotiate while still on strike.  The 

company brought in replacement workers and professional thugs, resulting in four 

months of often-violent confrontations, in which strikers were met by hundreds of 

Philadelphia‘s notorious labor police on horseback and motorbikes.  The RLB, and Emil 

Rieve, ―just walked away‖ from the strike.  The 1934 strike temporarily eliminated the 

second-largest union in the metal trades in the city, undermined Rieve‘s stature even 

more among members of Branch 1, and created even more sympathy for communists and 

other radicals in the union.  Nonetheless, Rieve‘s involvement with the code authority, 

the Washington bureaucracy overseeing the 1934 textile strike, and his appointment to 

the Philadelphia RLB were all ways in which the Hosiery Workers were directly 

connected to the New Deal.
48

 

The union‘s most important and progressive contribution to New Deal programs, 

however, was its connection with the Public Works Administration (PWA) through its 
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workers‘ housing project, the Carl Mackley House.  While the Mackley House was not 

the first attempt at union-sponsored housing in the United States, it was certainly one of 

the most important.  The PWA opened up the social space that allowed the union to push 

the government to commit to improving the lives of working people in the most 

fundamental sense--through housing and jobs.  

In his autobiography, John Edelman wrote that one of his most traumatic 

experiences as a union representative was seeing first hand what happened to many of the 

young hosiery workers during the Depression.  Housing problems took on tremendous 

proportions with large numbers of workers and their families facing evictions.  While 

activities such as those of the unemployed leagues took an approach of direct action to 

prevent the growing numbers of evictions, cosmopolitan progressives within the union 

also embraced the necessity of creating permanent solutions in the form of low-income 

workers‘ housing.
49

 

―Public housing began wrapped in utopian hope,‖ writes Daniel Rodgers.  

Although some of the fundamental ideology can be traced back to the utopian 

communities of the nineteenth century, the primary influences for the Carl Mackley 

House came from the ―social modernist‖ ideas of workers‘ housing promoted by 

socialists in Austria and Germany.  Fusing the socialists‘ commitment to labor solidarity 

and community design, and ―a younger generation‘s revolt against bourgeois pretensions, 

between 1924 and the Depression, housing for the masses was pursued there with a 

creativity unmatched in the North Atlantic economy.‖  The First World War served to 
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radicalize many of the young architects, as it radicalized many of the workers themselves.  

In the 1920s, a sense of the magnitude of the European revolution in housing and class 

standards began to filter back across the Atlantic to America.
50

 

―The project of mobilizing an American counterpart to the union-based housing 

associations so strikingly a part of 1920s Berlin and Vienna, fell to a small group of 

people, all with connections stretching back across the Atlantic‖ writes Rodgers.  John 

Edelman, himself raised in a utopian Socialist community in the Cotswalds in England, 

was a proponent of workers‘ art and literature, as well as working-class housing.  

Through extended socialist networks, Edelman became associated with Oskar Stonorov, 

an architect who immigrated to the United States from Germany in 1929.  Stonorov had 

studied architecture at the University of Florence in Italy and the Ecole Polytechnique in 

Zurich, and had been a pupil of the French architect Le Corbusier.  He was greatly 

influenced by Europe‘s workers‘ housing projects, particularly the Karl Marx Hof in 

Vienna.  Stonorov‘s partner, Alfred Kastner, had studied architecture at the Bauhaus 

school in Germany.
51

  

In 1934 the AFHW began a project that would be its most ambitious and lasting 

effort at community outreach, when it began the construction of the Carl Mackley House.  

This ambitious plan of low-cost housing for workers was named after the hosiery worker 

martyred in the 1930 Aberle strike.  Before initiating construction, the union studied the 

housing situation of its ten thousand members in Philadelphia.  They hired a group of 

graduate students from Bryn Mawr College to examine hosiery workers‘ needs, as well as 
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what these workers felt would be desired components of an ideal housing situation.  The 

students tabulated the family sizes, financial situations, and unemployment reverses of 

union members, surveyed the houses and neighborhoods in which they resided, and 

analyzed what they currently paid for housing and what they could afford to pay in the 

future.  Then, inspired by the social modernist themes of workers‘ housing in Europe, 

architects William Pope Barney of Philadelphia, and fellow architects Oscar Stonorov 

and Alfred Kastner designed the Mackley House.  Built in accordance with the systematic 

survey of the union members‘ desires, the completed project approached the best models 

of labor housing.
52

   

The essentials of social modernist architecture, defined as ―light, air, spaciousness 

. . . sun, grass, color, form,‖ were incorporated into the Mackley House.  Many of these 

features are, today, hallmarks of environmentally conscious living.  The project consisted 

of four, three-story units stretching the length of a city block.  Each building was named 

for one of the labor martyrs of the hosiery strikes.  Between each building, ―green areas‖ 

provided ―protected spaces‖ for children to play.  Altogether, these units contained 284 

apartments, all of which had cross ventilation and large windows oriented in such a way 

as to take advantage of the passive solar potential of full sunlight.  The kitchens and 

bathrooms were designed so that they could make use of the same drain, using a form of 

a ―gray water‖ system.  All apartments had kitchens fitted with modern appliances and 

most had individual porches.  Laundries on the top floor of each building were equipped 
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with washers, dryers, and ironing boards.  An oil-fired plant in the basement at one side 

of the development provided heat.  There was an auditorium located between two 

apartment buildings that was large enough to hold dances and entertainment.  The 

complex also contained a thirty-by-seventy-five-foot swimming pool and a small wading 

pool for children.  The architects had originally planned to build tennis courts, but the 

survey made it clear that these would have little meaning for the residents.  Workers 

living in the middle of a city neighborhood were much more likely to utilize a swimming 

pool, which they could use as a means to cool off in the hot city summers.
53

  

The buildings were managed by a professional staff who took care of needed 

repairs quickly, the cost of their labor included in the rent.  As Howard Kreckman put it, 

―hosiery workers had priority‖ when it came to rentals, but they also rented to workers 

from other unions, as well as workers in fields with no unions, in limited numbers (out of 

fear that a large hosiery strike, a commonplace in the period, would paralyze the project).  

It was hoped also that such policies would grow greater bonds of friendship amongst the 

unions of Philadelphia.
54

   

Built in the textile district, across from the Juniata Park and four blocks away 

from several major textile plants, it was made possible by the first public works housing 
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loan under the PWA--project #1 of the New Deal.  The loan was to be paid back over the 

course of thirty years.  The project was also funded by private capital, which could not be 

paid dividends in excess of 6 percent.  If more than 6 percent was earned on the operation 

it would be used to reduce the rents.  The real estate for the complex was provided by the 

union, and the government employed one thousand building trades workers, most of 

whom were on the city‘s relief rolls, to build the Houses.
55

 

 But in order to pay off the federal loan on the terms set by the PWA, rent had to 

be set 20 percent higher than originally planned.  Although this was still a bargain, since 

it included heat, water, and electricity, it was out of the reach of some workers.  Tenants 

began moving in during January 1935 and Alice and Howard Kreckman were among this 

first group, renting a one-bedroom apartment facing the park.  One quarter of the new 

tenants who moved in turned out to be white-collar workers, such as public school 

teachers, but many of these were left-leaning themselves.
56

   

Aside from dealing with one of the most pressing needs of the workers of 

Kensington, the Carl Mackley Houses represented a conscious effort on the part of the 

union to create, in microcosm, a new human society, based on a vision of social 

democracy and the very best of the elements of ―community‖ for which Kensington was 

historically known.  In her book Radical Space, Margaret Kohn, analyzing the role that 

spatial organization played in the development of democracy and popular organizations 

in pre-Fascist Italy, argued that such ―spatial configurations‖ served as powerful social 

forces that forged bonds of solidarity and empowered individuals.  The social 
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organization of space in Italy‘s ―chambers of labor,‖ and ―houses of the people‖ (the 

housing projects where many poor and working people lived) during this period, offered 

―protected spaces‖ in which working people could ―explore and develop an alternate set 

of values, policies, and institutions.‖  They were functional spaces that became focal 

points for integrating individuals into shared conceptions of reality and political power. 

According to Kohn, the very buildings were designed to facilitate debate and 

participation and the informal meetings and debates that took place within them were 

mechanisms through which socialist and popular political positions crystallized.  This 

construct can be applied to the community of Kensington as a whole, and it was 

consciously incorporated into the development of the Mackley Houses.  The union 

solicited artists to paint murals for the auditorium and library that would ―take for 

subjects events marking the advance of labor in Philadelphia.‖  The Mackley shooting 

was the subject of one of the murals.  According to Stonorov, the intention was to 

―incorporate some of the feeling, evidenced by the turnout at the memorial and the pledge 

people took, into the buildings themselves.‖  The complex itself was to be a monument to 

labor.
57

   

There was an open atmosphere within the residences, many tenants socializing by 

the pool and partaking in the services the complex offered, such as the cooperative 

grocery, the credit union, the craft shops, the library with over a thousand books, and 
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sports programs.   Others became involved in left-wing group activities.  There were 

dances raising funds for the Loyalists in the Spanish Civil War and, according to Howard 

Kreckman, some of the former residents lost their lives in the battle against the Fascists in 

Spain.  There were lectures on socialized medicine and the Farmer Labor Party and a 

mock trial of William Randolph Hearst.  There were labor education plays, such as 

―Waiting for Lefty,‖ and ―two plays produced by a group of Negroes interested in the 

education of the worker through the drama.‖  The editorials in the Mackley Messenger, 

the tenant newspaper, supported workers‘ rights and often disparaged capitalism.  But 

perhaps one of the most important advances of the complex was the fact that it opened 

with a fully staffed childcare center for women workers.
58

 

The Hosiery Workers belonged to a select group that were, in the words of Daniel 

Rodgers, ―nodes of continental notions of labor solidarity, less captive to the cult of 

manly independence than other unions, and open to a broader range of social issues that 

helped sustain a vigorous inner, as well as outer, social democratic politics in the 

twentieth century.‖   Perhaps one of the clearest indicators of this was the nursery school.  

According to a 1936 report by a WPA worker, space was provided in the architect‘s plan 

for a nursery school because ―many of the mothers would be working and therefore, a 
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school would be a necessity in the community life.‖  The only cost to families was for the 

food given to the children and the salary of the cook.
59

 

The school operated on principles of ―progressive‖ education where children were 

taught to be self-sufficient and cooperative, not competitive.  The director was a 

professional educator who lived in one of the apartments.  During the year 1935 to 1936 

there were fifty children enrolled in the school.  Slots were also made available to women 

who did not engage in paid work, in order to provide them with time for themselves for 

―education, physical and political activities, or just for relaxation.‖  Women organized 

dinners, put on bazaars and staged entertainment programs to help keep it funded, and 

union leadership regularly requested voluntary assessments from members of the 

branches for the same purpose.  Mackley House women also started a Women‘s Club that 

pursued political education for women.  They sponsored programs on such issues as 

cooperatives, company unions, tenements, women in other cultures, economics, and 

protective legislation.  They also sponsored protest actions to the state Senate to lobby for 

relief for the unemployed.  To Alice Kreckman these protests were an important part of 

the social life of the community, and ―if you lived at Mackley, you couldn‘t help but 

know about them.‖  According to the WPA report, it appears the women also exhibited a 

sense of supportive sisterhood, such as that shown to a single mother who resided at the 
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complex.  The report described her as ―a recently divorced woman‖ and quoted her as 

saying ―without the Woman‘s Club, I could never have held my head up.‖
60

 

 Mackley House‘s modern facilities and abundant recreational space and 

programs made it truly unique among public housing of the era.  Many visitors came to 

view the houses and speak to its residents.  These not only included many officials from 

other unions, but also Secretary of Labor Frances Perkins in April of 1936, and even an 

official delegation from the Soviet Union, which included four architects who 

pronounced it ―one of the outstanding housing achievements of the world.‖  This 

delegation of architects, one of whom had won first prize in the design competition for 

the Palace of the Soviets, claimed that they planned to use many of the ideas they saw at 

Mackley in planning housing betterment in the Soviet Union.
61

  

Out of the Mackley Houses was born the Labor Housing Conference whose first 

meeting was held in its auditorium on September 6, 1935.  Founded by Edelman, 

Stonorov, and Kastner, and under the active direction of Catherine Bauer whom they 

hired in 1934, other union groups soon joined and participated in the first National Labor 

Housing Conference, in October, 1935.  This led to the founding of the AFL Housing 

Committee, which established Washington headquarters and lobbied for government 

sponsored low-income housing.  In 1937 these activities resulted in the United States 
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Housing Act, also known as the Wagner-Steagall Act.  It established the United States 

Housing Authority and authorized it to loan and grant money to local public housing 

agencies for the development of low-rent houses.
62

 

In an interview on the Hosiery Workers housing, William Jeanes, a Philadelphia 

Quaker philanthropist and resident manager of the complex, told a story about a local 

worker who came in to see the apartments.  As the man went through the complex he 

didn‘t say much, but just before he left he looked up and asked Jeanes, ―did you ever read 

Looking Backward‖?  In Jeanes‘s mind, this worker saw the hope of a future order in the 

Mackley House, as suggested by his reference to the utopian novel.
63

 

Just as there was much organizing work in communities and among rank-and-file 

unionists that influenced the founding of the CIO and New Deal programs, so also, 

ongoing work by many rank-and-file women helped to bridge the gap from the earlier 

period of women‘s activism to that of the later labor feminists that Dorothy Sue Cobble 

discusses in The Other Women‘s Movement.  Previous chapters have described some of 

the behavior that the union‘s female members exhibited and the activities they were 

involved in that helped to advance their position within the organization, sometimes 

pushed them onto a national stage, and that served to increase their consciousness as 

women workers.  The women of the union developed knowledge about women‘s rights 
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and equality through representations in popular and union media, and educational and 

recreational activities that brought them into association with others who were directly 

concerned with promoting the advancement of women.  Some of them, such as Cornelia 

Bryce Pinchot, were veterans of previous struggles for women‘s rights.  Many of the 

women who worked in the Labor Education Bureau, the WTUL, the YWCA, the 

Women‘s Bureau, and the various labor colleges and summer programs for women 

workers, were committed activists whose concerns directly embraced the empowerment 

of working women.  And hosiery women also incorporated ideas and representations of 

women from popular culture--actresses and national ―heroines‖ in sports, aviation, and 

literature.  But the left-wing culture that spawned the union, the history and community in 

which it was embedded, and the class position of the women, were very important 

components of the manner in which they sorted through and internalized the myriad ideas 

that were circulating in 1920s and 1930s America.  As Carol Morgan argued, ―class 

identity . . . is always articulated with a masculine or feminine subject,‖ but ―the extent of 

working-class accommodation to the dominant ideology of gender divisions was shaped 

by the material reality of working life.‖
64

  

Some of the same trends that developed into a top-down ―responsible unionism‖ 

and an ―alternative‖ unionism that sought to find a more transformative solution to social 

problems also affected the women in the hosiery union.  This can be seen in the 

confrontations between the Rieve faction that, as he moved into the top labor 
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bureaucracy, downplayed the specific issues of women‘s rights and their leadership in the 

organization on the one hand, and Branch 1 and similar branches that attempted to make 

women‘s rights a real part of the CIO and New Deal on the other.  Judith Stepan-Norris 

and Maurice Zeitlin have shown that the CIO unions with a significant left presence were 

far more pro rank-and-file labor, more feminist, better on race, and more democratic than 

the top-down and anti-Communist unions.  When it came to women workers, 

organizations that practiced a bottom up, alternative unionism were the most effective 

vehicles to their empowerment.  The hosiery union‘s concentrations on democracy, 

rights, and self-organization, opened up important spaces of action that these modern 

children of the earlier women‘s struggles could use to advance their ―special issues‖ in 

the CIO period and beyond.
65

 

The AFHW‘s connections from the earlier period to that discussed by Cobble are 

less direct in terms of personnel than they are to the CIO and the New Deal.  Some of the 

women involved in the union have dropped from the historical record, and much of their 

activity was centered on grassroots organizing to begin with.  Although the evidence that 

does exist indicates that there were some direct connections through prominent women 

allies and organizations, well-known women were not the only, or even the most 

important element, in the advancement of labor feminism.   It was, to an important 

degree, the work of women in local organizing and within the national organizational and 

educational campaigns that formed the networks that shaped labor feminism and 

provided the foundation that allowed it to flourish.  Such had been the case in Kensington 
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since the nineteenth century when women in the Knights of Labor were fighting for 

women‘s rights, both in Kensington and in the larger, national organization.  This section 

will examine the union‘s connections with some of the important women and 

organizations discussed by Cobble, as well as the AFHW‘s support of women‘s 

legislation and efforts to support women‘s rights on the job.  But it will show that through 

all of this, the struggles of rank-and-file women for control of their lives, on the streets 

and in the union hall, remained the motor that drove the machine. 

The hosiery union certainly did cultivate associations with prominent women and 

organizations that played a role in labor and government programs important to women 

in the 1920s, 1930s and beyond.  One of these women was Mary Anderson.  Anderson 

became a full-time organizer for the WTUL in 1917 and was named by the AFL to an 

advisory post on women.  She was the first president of the Women‘s Bureau of the 

United States Department of Labor, serving from 1920-1944.  She was a frequent 

consultant and guest speaker for the hosiery union, especially spending time with the 

women of Branch 1, where she supported their educational efforts as well as women‘s 

initiatives to gain equality in representation and leadership.  This association carried over 

into the thirties and forties when she spearheaded the support of pay equity legislation.  

The union‘s education department was in frequent contact with her, as well as her 

successor at the Women‘s Bureau, Frieda Miller, requesting informational updates on the 

legislation and keeping them informed of the union‘s support activities.
66
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Another well-known female that figured in union affairs was Frances Perkins.  

Perkins was the first female cabinet member and Roosevelt‘s Secretary of Labor during 

the New Deal.  Union representatives consulted with her on various occasions over the 

course of lobbying for labor legislation, and she was a much-heralded attendee and 

speaker at a dinner that the women‘s committee of the union held at the Mackley House 

in 1936.  But it was Cornelia Bryce Pinchot, the wife of Pennsylvania‘s governor, who 

had a particularly close relationship with the union.  She appeared on their picket lines, 

even traveling as far as Minneapolis and Georgia to support their strikes.  She was a 

frequent speaker at both their national conventions and at the women‘s meetings of 

Branch 1.  A vigorous supporter of women‘s suffrage, birth control, and women‘s 

education, she encouraged hosiery women to take an active part in politics and activity 

outside of the home.  It was the union‘s responsiveness to these issues that forged the 

enduring bonds between them.  Pinchot ran for Congress in 1928 promoting labor law 

reform, with support from the union.  An internationally known figure, she was active 

with the League of Women Voters and the Consumer League and was an outspoken 

activist who consistently agitated on behalf of women workers.  Alice Kreckman referred 

to the support that she showed for the union‘s women, calling her ―fiery‖ and ―all for the 

union.‖
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Certainly the programs of the union associated with the Mackley House addressed 

an important area of women‘s needs, not only in housing but also childcare.  But this 

project had implications that carried well beyond Kensington and into the 1940s and 

further.  It was at the Mackley House that the union helped to found the Labor Housing 

Conference with the help of Catherine Bauer.  Bauer went on to become an important 

New Deal administrator.  In 1934 the Pennsylvania Federation of Labor hired her as the 

Conference‘s executive secretary.  One of her tasks was to write a regular housing 

column for the Hosiery Worker.  A renowned housing advocate and urban planner, 

during the mid-1930s Catherine Bauer served as an activist for the Labor Housing 

Conference and toured the United States promoting a permanent, state-aided low-cost 

housing program, modeled on the Mackley House, for the Housing Committee of the 

AFL.  Her classic volume, Modern Housing, established her as an authority in housing 

and a leader in New Deal housing policy.  After the passage of the United States Housing 

Act of 1937 (the Wagner-Steagall Act), she served as Director of Research and 

Information for the new United States Public Housing Authority and as adviser to 

numerous other federal and local agencies.  She later presided over a joint committee that 
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drafted ―A Housing Program for Now and Later‖ for the National Association of Housing 

Officials and the National Public Housing Conference, a significant document in the long 

campaign for the adoption of the Housing Act of 1949.
68

  

In addition to currying the support of particular, well-known women who inspired 

labor feminists, the union also developed close relationships with women‘s organizations 

that played significant support roles for the advancement of women in labor.  The AFHW 

developed a particularly close association with the Young Women‘s Christian 

Association (YWCA) and its industrial secretaries, particularly in Kensington, but also in 

other parts of the country such as the Midwest and the South.  This organization 

supported many of the union‘s programs and promoted their ―union hosiery‖ campaign 

nationally.  They provided connections with women‘s colleges and women‘s labor 

education programs for the union, and they were sources of activism for legislative 

initiatives important to women in labor, such as the hours and minimum-wage legislation 

supported by the union.  In 1929 the YWCA‘s industrial secretaries helped to facilitate 

the union‘s participation in a conference for women workers at Bryn Mawr College.  

They were also critical supporters of the union‘s national boycott against Berkshire 

hosiery in 1937.  The union also developed long-lasting ties with the Women‘s Trade 

Union League (WTUL) and many of the women connected with it. Women from this 

organization had been regular speakers at union conventions since the 1920s, and a 
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member of branch 1, Freda Maurer, became the head of the Pennsylvania branch of the 

organization.  Both of these organizations supported the empowerment of women through 

the labor movement, worked hard to raise the consciousness of women workers, and 

acted as support groups for legislative initiatives for women in the labor movement.
69

 

The union also joined in legislative battles of specific importance to women, 

including those that protected their economic independence.  During the campaigns to 

achieve unemployment relief and old age pensions, the hosiery workers were among the 

supporters of the comprehensive Lundeen bill, introduced into Congress in 1934.  

According to Alice Kessler Harris, the Lundeen bill ―provided insurance for all workers, 

including all wage earners, all salaried workers, farmers, professional workers, and the 

self-employed.  It prohibited discrimination because of age, sex, race, or color, and it 

specifically included those who worked part-time and in agricultural and domestic or 

professional work.‖  The bill also would have covered loss of wages due to maternity as 

well as sickness and old age, and although it also tied benefits to work, it ―defined work 

capaciously enough to include virtually everyone,‖ unlike the legislation that eventually 
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passed.  Although this bill did not become law, the union continued to support legislation 

promoting women‘s issues.  These included hours and wages bills and others funding 

low-income housing and childcare.  An important legislative initiative that the union 

supported was the ―Women‘s Equal Pay Act of 1945.‖  The union first solicited 

information from the Women‘s Bureau regarding the suggested text for the act in 1944. 

In 1945, Mary Anderson wrote to a female member of the union‘s board, Anne 

Murkovich, soliciting support for the legislation by referencing the union‘s ―interest in 

the principle of equal pay.‖ Correspondence then continued between Anderson, 

Murkovich, William Rafsky, director of education, and William Smith, general secretary, 

with the union agreeing to support the legislation, asking for detailed information, and 

agreeing to write articles in support of the bill for their newspaper and other publications.  

And in 1953, the union threw its full support behind the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) 

once it was amended to protect previous gains that laboring women had made.
70

 

Support for women‘s rights on the job, in contract negotiations, and their right to 

work, also continued to be important elements of the day-to-day work of the union.  In 

Branch 1, women had been serving on the executive board since the late 1920s and had 

won guaranteed positions by the mid-1930s.  This was demonstrated by a 1935 article in 
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the Hosiery Worker describing a ― spirited discussion‖ in which the girl‘s division 

members ―vigorously asserted their rights as workers in the industry,‖ at a meeting in 

which they chose their two representatives.  Pay equity was a matter of continuing 

concern, and as a democratic local, many important decisions were made by the 

membership.  When the union won, in 1933, a partial restoration of the pay cuts they had 

taken over the years, branch 1 called a meeting to determine how it would be distributed.  

Members decided that a larger percent should go to the workers who were receiving less 

money, in order to achieve greater equity.  And the union also continued its efforts to 

respond to the demands of married women for protection of their rights.  During the 

Depression there was increased pressure, from both government and industry, to limit the 

right of married women to hold a job.  Support for such policies was justified under the 

rubric of the ―male breadwinner‖ ideology.  In one such case, in 1935, the union was 

asked by a female member to intercede when she was fired for getting married, a new 

policy that had been instituted at her plant.  The union filed a grievance against the 

company and won on the grounds that the policy constituted a form of  ―class legislation‖ 

because it applied only to married women and was not applied in a way that gave 

preference to single men over married ones. 

The response of the union to their grievances encouraged the loyalty of women 

workers in the union, and, as always, it was the activities of the women that encouraged 

the support of the union.  Although women of the rank and file participated in lobbying 
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trips and legislative initiatives, their major impact within the union remained their 

support of the organization‘s trademark activity--direct action.
71

 

For rank-and-file hosiery union women a core arena of their struggle for respect 

and ―rights‖ remained the streets and the picket lines.  And so it was that at the strike at 

the largest hosiery mill in the country, the Berkshire in Reading, they were once again a 

central factor.  Although the union never succeeded in winning a ―closed shop‖ at the 

Berkshire (as they did in most of Reading) it was, nonetheless, a central battle of the CIO 

era, as it had been during the NIRA.  Beginning in the winter of 1936 the strike involved 

new and innovative tactics and garnered the support of other unions and also major 

women‘s organizations.  The Berkshire mills, along with the Apex mills in Philadelphia, 

had ties that extended across the Atlantic to Nazi Germany, and the union drew upon this 

fact when challenging their policy of ―forcing down women‘s wages‖ as part of a 

―Hitlerite policy.‖ 

From its initial phase, the Berkshire strike turned violent and pictures of picketing 

workers, male and female, fighting teargas and Pennsylvania‘s notorious state police 

made headlines around the country.  Over the course of the strike the participants evolved 

another new Gandhi-style, non-violent resistance tactic, once more presaging those that 

would be used in both the future civil rights and anti-war movements.  They dubbed these 

new demonstrations ―lie-downs,‖ and they consisted of strikers lying down in a solid 

mass, in bitter cold weather, blocking driveways and entrances to the mills.  The union‘s 
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publicity network generated a nationwide campaign that included pictures of strikers‘ 

parents marching in the place of their children who had been arrested.  Playing on the 

theme of ―justice‖ as well as the theme of ―heroic women,‖ one release quoted the mother 

of two jailed strikers, portraying her as an example for women nationally: ―In other years 

the men did the fighting while women had to sit at home and worry.  But now, I intend to 

do my share against injustice.  I‘m marching for my children who are in jail.‖  They also 

sent out copious amounts of literature to other unions and women‘s organizations with 

pictures of young women in clouds of teargas, carrying captions like: ―Every American 

worker, every red-blooded American, would thrill at the story of how the girls at the 

Berkshire, when tear gas was coming out in clouds, calmly dipped their handkerchiefs in 

water, covered their mouth and nose and kept right on picketing.‖  Even Magazines like 

Look, and Life carried pictures of the strikers.
72

 

This very visible concentration on women once more paid off in the support 

generated among female consumers for a nationwide boycott of Berkshire hosiery, and a 

secondary boycott of Woolworth‘s Department Stores.  The union‘s campaign received 

national support from the YWCA, the National Consumers League, and the League of 
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Women Shoppers, who picketed Woolworth‘s in New York City and other locations.  

Female-owned businesses also weighed in and many pledged not to carry Berkshire 

hosiery.
73

          

This strike lasted through the winter of 1936 and into early 1937, paralleling the 

simultaneous, and more well known, Flint sit-downs of the United Auto Workers.  By 

this time, the massive and unprecedented sit-down strike wave was sweeping the nation 

and the CIO challenge to the prerogatives of capital was in full flower.  And one of the 

most significant episodes in that struggle, unsurprisingly, took place in Kensington, 

between the hosiery workers and its bastion of anti-unionism, the Apex mill.  This 

struggle led to an historic Supreme Court decision that had major repercussions for the 

labor movement.  

 

Storming The Bastille 

Ever since the early 1920s Philadelphia‘s largest hosiery mill, the Apex, and its 

proprietor William Meyers, had been leading the anti-union forces in Philadelphia‘s 

hosiery industry.  The Apex managers and its attorney had used their connections with 

the city to maintain a permanent injunction against the union, and they consistently used 

labor spies and intimidation to keep the union out.  It was not only the largest mill in the 

city but second only to the Berkshire in Reading in the entire industry.  In the spring of 
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1937 Branch 1 began a series of sit-down strikes in the Philadelphia mills and quickly 

scored a string of victories including the large Artcraft mill, which was as virulently anti-

union as the Apex and also had a permanent injunction against the union.  During this 

campaign, however, the city‘s police force behaved very differently than in previous 

years.  As Howard Kreckman put it, ―there was no head cracking.‖  Howard claimed that 

Branch 1 president William Leader had an ―in‖ with the mayor because he had supported 

his election campaign.  The Artcraft would prove to be only a dress rehearsal for the 

taking of the Apex.
74

 

On April 29, 1937, hosiery workers staged a big demonstration outside the 2,600-

person Apex mill.  A week later open warfare ensued as a force, estimated by the 

Philadelphia Bulletin at 5,000 strong, overwhelmed the police force guarding the mill and 

attacked the plant entrance.  A spy working for U.S. army military intelligence described 

the attack in even more dramatic terms: 

[O]n the said date, a mob estimated to contain between eight and ten thousand 

souls . . . surged down upon the Apex Mill. . . . The attacking forces formed a 

strong column of at least 1000 men and made what might be fittingly termed a 

―penetrating attack‖ upon the building . . . a terrific battle raged through the 

mill.
75

 

 

Although the spy was inclined to lean towards exaggeration in his description of 

events, the Apex strike was, in fact, a ―takeover,‖ not initially a sit-down.  Within a few 

hours of the assault 250 sit-downers took control of the plant.  One of them was a brother 
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of Carl Mackley.  According to the spy, the great majority of the crowd‘s members were 

between the ages of eighteen and thirty.  Years later in his memoirs, Joe Burge, vice 

president of Branch 1 at the time, described the Apex strike as ―the storming of the 

Bastille‖: 

When I recall the events that took place at fifth and Luzerne streets on May 6, 

1937, they intermingle with the recollections of what I have read over the years 

about the storming of the Bastille and the Winter Palace.  The Apex strike was a 

thing apart.  It was hardly a strike; it was an invasion.
76

 

   

  By noon crowds were so large that a city trolley car was unable to get through 

the street.  A systematic attack began to take shape as part of the crowd poured through 

the windows of the plant.  Then there was a rush for the main gate, police were brushed 

aside, and the strikers broke open the door, rushed inside and evicted general manager 

Harry Strube and owner William Meyers.  Both of them were smeared with ink, but there 

is no indication that they were otherwise harmed in any way.  Most members of the huge 

crowd were not workers at the mill and neither were all of the sit-downers.   

The sit-downers held the mill for over a month, and during that time they 

established a ―strikers‘ band‖ to entertain themselves, played games of various sorts, and 

conducted regular exercise periods to keep people occupied.  The union set up a central 

kitchen and sent in regular meals, sometimes including ice cream donated by a local 

manufacturer.
77

  The military spy again lapsed into hyperbole when describing the 

union‘s ―commissary system‖: 
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Mysterious influences, and a vast sum of money, are among the assets of those 

who have seized mill properties . . .Whole carcasses of steers are brought from 

abattoirs, great hampers of succulent vegetables are carted in, and soon juicy 

steaks, ragouts, and pastries, enter into repasts savory enough to make the shades 

of the ancient disciples of Epicures turn green with envy.
78

  

 

  It is clear from the military intelligence reports that the Roosevelt 

administration‘s war department was maintaining continuity with the administrations of 

his predecessors in terms of domestic spying, and that at least some of its officials were 

concerned with the possible repercussions of the actions of the hosiery strikers.  The 

agent went on to claim that in regards to the Apex and other strikes by hosiery workers in 

Philadelphia, the ―spirit of lawlessness is gaining like a prairie fire . . . . The very 

foundations of the Government are being undermined.‖
79

 

The Apex company took the union to court for violating its six-year old injunction 

and sought to have the strikers evicted.  They also filed suit in Federal court for treble 

damages under the Sherman Act.  In the middle of June the U.S. Court of Appeals 

declared the Apex strike illegal on the grounds that it was not in reality a strike by Apex 

employees but a seizure by the union.  After a lengthy conference William Leader agreed 

to vacate the plant while negotiations continued.  The sit-downers, led by Leader and the 

mayor of Philadelphia, ―marched from the plant to the cheers of 15,000 workers‖ who 

had assembled outside.  Although the strikers agreed to leave the plant, the union 

promised to throw up such a picket line that the company would not be able to open 

anyway.  Consequently, a 3,000-person picket line around the mill kept it closed until the 

end of July when a compromise settlement was reached.  Alice Kreckman, along with a 
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large group of other women, was a regular participant on that picket line.  And although 

skirts had lengthened somewhat by 1937, many of these women still strove to maintain a 

fashionable appearance on the picket lines, a fact that continued to draw the attention of 

the press (Figure 6, Appendix B).
80

 

In February of 1938 the union won a closed shop agreement with the mill.  While 

they were in the plant, however, some of the strikers had damaged the expensive 

machinery, leaving the union open to a lawsuit.  These actions angered many hosiery 

workers, including Howard Kreckman who referred to the perpetrators as ―Luddites.‖  

According to him the damage was done by a minority and was opposed by the left wing 

of the union: ―We supported the sit-down, we went in and all, but when it came to doing 

any damage, well we didn‘t agree with that.  People go to extremes.‖  The damage was a 

spontaneous action brought about by the many years of antagonism and anti-unionism 

practiced by the company.  The union eventually reached an agreement with the company 

that called for the payment of $110,000 in damages.  In a statement regarding the 

settlement Alexander McKeown, then national president of the Federation, claimed that 

the hosiery union never sought to avoid its responsibility in the matter: 

We are too proud of our reputation, built up in thirty years, to destroy it in any 

attempt to dodge.  We know, too, that we have a responsibility to the entire labor 

movement . . . and we feel, in the settlement, that we have forever answered those 

critics of trade-unionism who delight in talking about the ―irresponsibility‖ of 

labor without having a single fact to back up their theories.
81
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The suit for treble damages under the Sherman Anti-Trust Act ultimately went to 

the United States Supreme Court.  In a 1940 landmark decision the court ruled in favor of 

the union, declaring that a strike was not a restraint of trade but was for the purpose of 

gaining union representation, thereby removing labor strikes from the purview of the 

Sherman Act.  Apex had been the last large mill operating without a closed-shop contract 

in the area, but in February of 1938, the citadel fell.  The union‘s bridge to the CIO was 

now complete.
82

 

 

 

Although the Apex strike ended in a victory for Branch 1, the AFHW, and the 

labor movement, it could not stop the sharp decline of the hosiery industry in the 

succeeding decades.  The manufacturers‘ quest to find ever-cheaper sources of labor and 

materials took a great toll on the hosiery industry in Kensington as the use of new 

materials (like nylon, that stretched to fit the leg) and newer technology removed much of 

the skill from the knitting process.  Shops moved ever further south in search of lower 

labor costs, and the passage of the Taft-Hartley Act made it increasingly difficult to 

organize the new workers.  In 1929, according to Philip Scranton, there were 86 shops 

employing over 19,000 workers.  By 1939 there were only 43 employing approximately 

11,000.  The large Apex mill finally left the city altogether in 1954.
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The legacy of the AFHW lived on in the campaigns for human rights and social 

and economic democracy that were a part of the CIO and later movements for civil rights 

and women‘s rights.  But the question of why these individuals behaved in the manner 

that they did, given the reality of the times in which they lived, remains.  Responding to a 

strike call in the 1920s and 1930s was not an easy thing.  Virtually everything was on the 

line.  If the union lost the strike the strikers lost their jobs.  There would be little or no 

strike benefits, no unemployment insurance, no relief.  There were no ―unfair labor 

practices,‖ and employers were not obliged (before 1935) to bargain with a union just 

because the majority of their employees wanted them to, nor were they obligated to 

reinstate strikers after the strike was over.  At times even workers‘ very lives might be on 

the line, for manufacturers did not hesitate to use violence, both official and private, 

against strikers.  Perhaps Joe Burge provided the best answer:  

In the thirties many people were beginning to suspect that the economic system 

was not of divine origins.  More and more people were convinced that it had been 

devised By men, to serve SOME men.  Why couldn‘t it be changed to answer 

Tennyson‘s question ―when shall all men‘s good/Be each man‘s rule . . .?‖  Why 

must we be bent to suit the system, why couldn‘t the system be bent to 

accommodate us? 

The cement that held us together was economic, philosophical, and cultural.  

Unlike many working people of our time we believed we should and could have a 

large say in how we would work and how we would live: that we could stiffen 

ourselves into stanchions and hold the sky on our shoulders.  And for a while we 

did.
84

 

 

They did so not, however, by preaching to their fellow workers or advancing pie-

in-the-sky fantasies.  Rather, as organic parts of their communities the union activists 

themselves developed and grew throughout this period.  Pushed from the outside by the 
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manufacturers and their allies and from within by their own members, especially women 

and youth, they crafted strategies that became increasingly inclusive of their class and 

community and correspondingly more sophisticated in their approach to their adversaries.  

Hosiery‘s activists grew out of and built on Kensington‘s long traditions of working-class 

identity and militancy, and they patiently built a radical subculture that included dances 

and picnics as well as picket lines and sit-down strikes.  Undaunted by the strength of 

their opponents or the magnitude of their goals, they expanded their ambitions from 

raising wages to building one of the twentieth century‘s most significant housing 

experiments.  Though their example did not spread widely enough to become a prototype 

for an alternative America, their contributions to the founding of the CIO and New Deal 

did materially affect the direction of both. 

After Emil Rieve took over as president of the TWUA-CIO, Alexander McKeown 

was elected president of the AFHW and then was repeatedly re-elected.  McKeown 

remained a Socialist all his life, and the AFHW continued to practice ―alternative‖ 

unionism--major decisions were made by the membership, officers were elected at yearly 

conventions, and their pay was tied to the pay scales of workers in the industry.  The 

national headquarters remained in Kensington.  The differences between the two men can 

be seen in how they finished their respective careers in labor.  Emil Rieve retired to Fort 

Lauderdale, Florida.  Alex McKeown retired to a row house in Kensington--in the district 

in which he was born.  He planned, after retirement, to intensify his work with the youth 
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of the community.  Women had gained access to all jobs in the industry, and they 

continued to serve as members of the national executive board.
85

   

In 1948, as the CIO ―purges‖ of the Left-led unions were imminent, the AFHW 

stopped paying dues to Rieve‘s TWUA, claiming it was violating their right to autonomy 

as guaranteed by their affiliation agreement.  Although they received support from many 

organizations, including the Kentucky CIO Council, the Iowa State Industrial Union 

Council (IUC), the Philadelphia IUC, and the Wisconsin State IUC, they were expelled 

from the CIO and remained independent until 1951.  At that time they once more 

received a charter from the AFL, as an autonomous union--over the objections of the 

UTWA-AFL.  In 1965, a much-weakened AFHW re-affiliated with the TWUA, now an 

affiliate of the AFL-CIO.  The headquarters of the union remained in Kensington 

throughout their existence.
86

 

Many of the people, male and female, discussed in this dissertation went on to 

other industries and unions, including some that were also expelled from the CIO, like 

UE and UCAPAWA.  Some, like John Edelman, became New Deal officials.  But many 

retained the consciousness they had developed as residents of Kensington and members 

of the AFHW during this period.  As Howard Kreckman put it, he was ―union by 
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principle,‖ and he always felt that the capitalist system itself was responsible for much of 

the suffering of all working people.  As he put it: ―If you accept capitalism, you accept 

inequality.  There‘s always going to be someone on the bottom.  Capitalism leaves 

working people no choice but to fight each other over the crumbs.‖  Some members of 

the union were directly affected by the witch-hunts of the McCarthy era.  Joe Burge was 

blacklisted and persecuted because, according to the Kreckmans, ―he wouldn‘t give the 

committee any names.‖  Ronald Filipelli and Mark McColloch, discussing the McCarthy 

era‘s labor purges in their book Cold War in the Working Class, argued that the purges 

were pure and simple political repression.  In their opinion, ―to hold unpopular, even 

patently wrong, political views, is not a crime in the United States.  The left wing of the 

labor movement was purged for its political ideas, not for any failure as trade unionists.‖  

Howard and Alice Kreckman would have agreed with that assessment.  Although neither 

of them were communists they always felt that party member Joe Burge was a ―hero‖ for 

making such a tremendous sacrifice, as they saw it, ―in defense of democracy.‖  

Whatever else it did, the removal of the Left from the labor movement cut off vital debate 

at a time that would prove to be crucial for the future direction of the country.
87

     

Regarding ―labor feminism,‖ Dorothy Sue Cobble showed that it continued to 

grow in many unions in the second half of the twentieth century, often associated with the 

liberal wing of the Democratic Party.  But that is not where it began.  Alice Kreckman, 

referring to the identity that she and others developed in the Kensington of the 1920s and 
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1930s, conceived of it as ―Left,‖ and she retained that identity all of her life: ―People say 

we were to the left.  I don‘t care.  People ask me now, ‗are you to the left or are you to the 

right?‘  I‘ll say, ‗damn-it! I‘m not to the right, I‘m to the left!‘‖   Both she and Howard 

remained active in social movements--women‘s rights, anti-war, civil rights, and third-

party politics--throughout their lives.  Both felt that a third party was necessary to reclaim 

democracy.  Although they had supported Roosevelt after 1936, they felt that, although 

―he was a great man,‖ nevertheless he ―told a lot of lies.‖   As long as they lived they 

remained firm believers in what they called ―the rights of the people.‖
88

   

Future labor movement and other struggles to improve society also will not 

simply spring from the actions of individuals, or even structural crises, but require 

dedicated, patient work, in communities and work places, like that practiced by the 

AFHW.  Social change can only happen through the construction of democratic 

organizations concerned with the rights and well-being of the masses of people, across 

race and gender, that recognize that all people share the same concerns and needs for 

economic stability.  While the ―spaces‖ in which industries operate have changed in 

today‘s world, unions and other organizations must develop their own ―spaces‖ of 

community and cosmopolitanism, an ―imagined community‖ if you will, that brings 

individuals together both socially and politically.  The lessons of the AFHW show that 
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this cannot be done from a purely top-down approach, but must incorporate local 

outreach and education and build national and international organizations and coalitions 

that recognize economic as well as political human rights.  In the 1920s and 1930s unions 

were not conspiracies, subversive of the common good.  They were socially necessary 

organizations.  They still are.      
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JOB DESCRIPTIONS 
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The Knitters 

 

 Legger 

Operates a large machine consisting of numerous sections.  Each section is actually a 

knitting machine in and of itself, working simultaneously with the others.  The fineness 

of the product is determined by the number of needles per inch on the needle bar (the 

gauge).  Leggers operate machines with 18, 20, or 24 sections, each section is 

approximately 14 inches wide.  Each section knits a stocking from 23 to 33 inches long, 

in which the knitter must control the process by adding or dropping stitches at required 

points to produce a flat product.  When joined together the product simulates the shape of 

the female leg.  There are over 10,000 needles on the machine that must be kept in exact 

alignment and working order at all times.   

 

Footer 

The footing machine is composed of 20, 24, 28 and sometimes 30 sections.  Each of these 

sections is approximately 10 inches wide and run simultaneously.  Each section holds one 

stocking.  The footer knits the foot of the stocking and joins it to the leg.  The footer must 

attend to narrowing operations, which are necessary on the foot as well as the leg, and the 

footer must also ―attend to heel and splicing attachments‖ as he joins the leg to the foot. 

 

Helper 

Helpers are young male apprentices to the knitters. 

The union apprenticeship period for knitters was three to four years.  
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The Topper 

The topper transfers the leg of the stocking to the footing machine.  She places the last 

loops of the leg onto the needles of a bar that will be placed on the footing machine in 

such a way as to transfer the stocking leg to the needles on the footing machine.  She 

must ―develop a dexterity in handling the webbing at such a tension that the stitches will 

fall exactly into place on the needles.‖  The work requires accuracy of hand and eye, 

close coordination of eye and fingers, and rapid movement of the fingers.  

Topping was thought to require a learning period of six months to a year.  

 

The Looper 

After being handled by the legger, footer, and topper, the stocking is still a flat knitted 

piece of material.  The looper closes the heel and toe.  The looper operates a machine that 

has a circular row of needles on which she puts the stitches of the fabric.  ―She must 

develop a special dexterity in the movement of her fingers to hold the soft fabric at such a 

tension that she may slip the stitches on the needles quickly and accurately.‖  The process 

of looping closes the heel and toe with a flat seam in order to insure less pressure on the 

foot from the seam.  Each operator has her own machine.  

Looping was thought to require a learning period of one year or more.  
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The Seamer 

After looping, the stockings are taken to the seaming department.  Seamers operating 

special power-driven sewing machines join the edges of the stockings.  The pliable 

stocking must be seamed in such a manner that similar points match.  The lower edges of 

the welt must be perfectly joined, and the heel splicing and narrowing points, as well as 

any design knitted into the product, much match exactly. 

Seaming was thought to require a learning period of three to six months. 

 

Boarding 

Boarding is generally regarded as a semi-skilled occupation.  The finished product is sent 

to a dye house for dying, after which it is returned to the mill and sent to the boarding 

department, still damp.  The boarder works with a dozen or more aluminum stocking 

forms that are shaped like a flattened leg and steam heated in order to dry the stocking 

and give it a nice finish.  The handling of the damp stockings quickly and accurately is 

somewhat difficult until experience is gained.  It is also necessary for the boarder to learn 

to quickly recognize sizes to insure accuracy of pairs.  Boarding was originally done 

solely by men, but women were brought into the industry in increasing numbers 

throughout the twenties. 

Boarding was thought to require one to six months to learn well.     

 

Source:  Information on learning periods is from De Sweinitz, How Workers Find Jobs, 

pp. 66-69.  Information on job descriptions is from De Schweinitz, pp. 66-69 and Taylor, 

The Full-Fashioned Hosiery Worker, Appendix A.  
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Job Details 

 

The Leg Knitter or ―Legger‖ 

1. Threads each section of his bank of machinery with the required yarns. 

2. Turns the hand wheel in front of any section and starts the machine. 

3. Examines the fabric to see that the knitting is running properly while the machine 

is in operation, and stops it if it is not. 

4. Measures the fabric to determine when the reinforced welt is of proper length and  

stops the machine when the length is knit. 

5. Resets the first line of stitches on the needles which now hold the last line, thus 

turning a hem or making a double welt. 

6. Clamps the edge of each welt in a tension device that holds the knitted fabric in a 

horizontal direction from the needles. 

7. Examines the fabric from time to time to determine whether the narrowing points come 

in the correct places and whether the whole leg is of proper length. 

8. Removes the legs when knitted from the machine and begins a new set. 

9. Adjusts, replaces, and straightens defective needles in case any section produces 

defective fabric. 

10. Watches the performance of the machine and reports any signs of difficulty to the 

fixer. 

11. Oils and cleans the machine, but does not repair it nor adjust for the different  

styles or sizes of fabric to be knit. 
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12. Instructs the helper, if he has one, in all parts of the work and supervises the  

work of the helper. 

 

The Transfer Bar Topper 

1. Receives a bundle of stocking legs from the foreman of the legging department and  

takes her place at a seat beside her topper's stand. 

2. Makes more prominent, or "rubs up" with an ivory pencil, the loose course of 

stitches near the lower edge of each stocking leg. 

3. Sets up the line of stitches indicated by the loose course, stitch by stitch, on a  

comb-like, metal bar of needles, fastened upright on her stand. 

4. Ravels off the webbing extending beyond the loose course, thus determining whether 

she has followed the loose course and leaving loose threads about six inches long. 

5. Replaces any stitches improperly set up, with the proper stitches. 

6. Slips a similar but movable, comb-like bar down over the needles of the fixed bar, 

the needles of the movable bar fitting closely over the needles of the fixed bar. 

7. Draws the stitches from the fixed bar up over the needles of the movable bar, and, 

after releasing the movable bar, repeats operations 3, 4-, 5, 6, and 7 until she has  

nine or ten stockings on as many transfer bars. 

8. Carries the bars to the footing machine and quickly places one bar on each section 

of the machine. 

9. Goes from section to section of the footing machine, setting a transfer bar into the  

machine over the needles of each section, drawing the stitches over these needles,  

releasing the transfer bar, and placing in front of the needles the loose threads 
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ravelled off in the first setting up of the stitches. 

10. Gathers up the transfer bars, returns them to her stand, and makes ready the next 

set. 

11. Puts her work place in good order at the end of the day. 

 

The Foot Knitter or ―Footer‖ 

1. Threads each section of his double bank of machines. 

2. Supervises the bar-toppers in transferring the stocking legs to the foot knitting  

machine. 

3. With the help of an apprentice clamps each welt to an elastic tension holding the 

stocking leg horizontally away from the needles. 

4. Starts the machines and scans the new webbing for flaws. 

5. Supervises the helper in clipping the threads previously ravelled by the topper from 

the lower edge of the leg and in keeping the loose ends of these threads in position. 

6. Stops machine if work is faulty and straightens needles or summons fixer. 

7. Measures the webbing from time to time to insure the proper length of each part of  

the foot. 

8. Takes off the stockings when the foot is completed and sets up new work. 

9. Pays close attention to the operation of his machine and reports signs of trouble to 

machine fixer. 

10. Cleans and oils his machine. 

11. Instructs helper and bar-toppers in the details of the work. 

12. Encourages his team and maintains morale so that each member of the group feels 
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that the success of the team depends on his/her work. 

 

The Looper 

1. Seats herself on a chair of such height that her eyes are on a level with the disc of 

needles of the looping machine, threads the looping needle, and takes a stocking from the 

bundle. 

2. Turns a lever that starts the looping machine. 

3. Impales the stitches of a loose course at the end of the toe on needles projecting 

horizontally from the disc, placing two stitches on each needle, or the corresponding 

stitches from the two edges of the toe opening. 

4. Sets up two corresponding stitches on each side of the heel on each needle of a portion 

of the disc, as closely as possible to the needles on which the toe was set up. 

5. Cuts the thread that connects the toes and heels, after they have passed under the 

vertical needle of the looping attachment. (Before the stockings reach the looping needle, 

a cutting attachment removes the webbing that extends above the line of stitches set upon 

the needles.) 

6. Oils and cleans her machine daily and keeps it free from dirt and threads. 

 

The Seamer 

1. Seats herself at a power-driven sewing machine and threads the machine. 

2. Removes a stocking from the bundle delivered to her. 
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3. Stitches together the two edges of the bottom of the foot, starting at the toe and 

stopping at the point on the heel where the looping begins, starting and stopping her 

machine with a foot lever before and after each bit of stitching. 

4. Stitches the leg scam, holding the edges of the webbing together firmly at critical 

points, such as the point where the high splicing reinforcement on the heel stops, the 

point where narrowing begins, and the point whcrc the reinforcemcnt of thc top or welt 

begins. 

5. Places her finished work in a bin back of her machine, or beside her machine, for 

collection. 

6. Rips and reseams hose returned to her improperly seamed. 

7. Cleans and oils her machine daily. 

 

The Boarder 

1. The boarder draws and fits a stocking over one of the forms, matching the position of 

the heel on the foot, of the heel splicings at the ankle, of the narrowing points, of the 

beginning of the welt, and the line that the top of the welt makes across the form with 

points marked on the form. 

2. Places the seam of the first stocking in a regular line near one edge of the form, so that 

the seam is distinctly on that side of the form facing him. 

3. Draws a second stocking on the next form, placing the seam near the edge of the form 

but as distinctly on the side away from the boarder. 
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4. Repeats this procedure on several forms and then draws the first stocking off-the 

interval between placing stockings on the forms and drawing them off depends on the 

weight and the kind of yarn used and the degree of moisture in the stockings. 

 

Source: Dorothea DeSchweinitz, How Workers Find Jobs: A Study of Four Thousand 

Hosiery Workers in Philadelphia (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1932), 

Appendix B. 
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Figure 2. ―Well-Dressed Women of America‖ 

 

Source: Strike File, 1929, Box 1, American Federation of Hosiery Workers Records, 

Wisconsin Historical Society. 
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Figure 3. ―The History Making Allen-A Lockout‖ 

 

Source: Strike File, 1929, Box 1, American Federation of Hosiery Workers Records, 

Wisconsin Historical Society. 
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Figure 4. ―Wear Union-made Hosiery‖ 

 

Source: Wharton School Industrial Research Unit Records, University of Pennsylvania 

Archives, Box 4. 
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Figure 5. Women Strikers in Jail, Philadelphia, 1931 

 

Source: Philadelphia Record, March 10, 1931 
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Figure 6.  Alice Kreckman on Picket Line at Apex Mill, 1937.  Alice is fifth from right. 

 

Source: Unidentified clipping from the collection of Alice and Howard Kreckman. 


